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PREFACE

Backache and back discomfort in aircrew are serious economic and operational problems for many armed services.
Temporary back discomfort may distract aircrew personnel and compromise the success of a mission, while chronic back
pain may effectively remove them from active duty and require expensive treatment. Pilots of both helicopters and fixed-
wing aircraft have often reported that both temporary and chronic pain appear during active flight duty. In the past,
investigators have suggested that both the seated posture of aircrew and the vibration or shock transmitted by the seat during
flight may be responsible for the pain.

The objective of this Specialists' Meeting was to bring those who had investigated the possible mechanical causes of
backache in both the civilian and military ground-vehicle and aircraft environments together to consider the common
underlying factors in these problems. Many topics were considered. These included:

- The epidemiology of back pain in drivers and pilots, considering both the posture and the vibrational environment as
contributory factors;

- the biomechanics of the spine;
- the methods of evaluating individuals in order to predict their susceptibility to chronic back pain;

- the methods for treating and preventing back pain through education; and

- the potential for reducing the incidence of back pain in the design of current and future aircraft cockpits.

The data and conclusions presented at this Specialists' Meeting are often of a tentative nature, and emphasize the need
for further research. They also stress the potential to dramatically reduce the incidence of both temporary discomfort and
chronic pain in aircrew through the design of advanced aircraft cockpit systems. The seriousness of the problem, and the
simplicity and effectiveness of some proposed solutions, should recommend these Proceedings to those involved in the
design of military ground vehicles and aircraft, and those responsible for the health and effective use of aircrew in actual
operations.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Jack P. Landolt
Biosciences DtviGion

Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3M 359

1. INTRODUCTION

The Aerospace Medical Panel held a Specialist's Meeting on "Backache and Rack
Discomfort" at Accademia Aeronautics in Pozzuoli (Naples), Italy from October 8 to 10,
1985. Twenty-nine papers were given from eight NATO and two non-NATO countries.

2. TEEN

The theme of the symposium was the recurring operational problem of backache
and back discomfort in military personnel. Modern research techniques have identified
many potential causes of back pain and back discomfort, and new approaches have been
taken to reduce their effects on both military personnel and civilians. Of particuolar
importance is the high frequency of low-back pain in both fixed-wing and helicopter
aircraft, and in certain land vehicles auch as armoured personnel carriers, main battle
tanks, buses, and earth-moving machinery. Operators in some of these vehicles may he
forced to assume constrained postures but all are exposed to vibration during the
performance of their duties. The papers which were selected for this symposium gave an
insight into "idiopathic" and drivers' low-back nain; its epidemiology In the general
and military populations; the biomechanics of, and mechanicsl stresses on, the spine;
and the ways in which this knowledge could be applied to improving the cnckpit environ-
ment. The knowledge gained from the study of backache and back discomfort may be used
by the aerospace community to improve the cockpits of current aircraft, and in the
design and development of advanced cockpit environments.

3. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

"bThe purpose of the symposium was to bring military and civilian specialists
working in different disciplines together to consider the problems of back pain And
back discomfort in vehicular environments; in particular, as they relate to the discom-
fort of aircrew in current and emerging aircraft. The scope was broad, in that it
covered several aspects of the back-pain problem. Idiopathic low-back pain in the
general population was considered from the point of view of posture and vehicular
vibration as contributory factors,-the conditions of the spine which predispose indi-
viduals to backache, the spine and task ergonomics, the methodology for predicting
spinal instability, and "back-school" programmes for the prevention or treatment of
recurrent back pain. The topics discussed under backache and hack discomfort in the
cockpit environment included methods of measurement, the effects of whole-body vibra-
tion and sitting posture on the spine, and the use of passive lumbar supports, improved
seat cushions, and active anti-vibration seat cushions as preventative measures. The
participants included military and civilian experts in epidemiology, orthopaedic
medicine, pathophysiology, biomechantcs, mechanical vibration, process modelling,
anthropometry, task ergonomics, and design and operations engineering. reRentationa
were drawn from industry, defence and other governmental research labors ies, univer-
sities, military and civilian medical centers and health services, and priv te research
institutions.

4. SYNPOSIUN PROGRAN

The papers for the symposium fell into five sessions that provided a continuum
of topics which closely reflect current military and civilian research and practices in
the study and prevention of backache and back discomfort.

The first session, Back Pain in Vehicles: Epidemiology, set the background for
the symposium. The emphasis was on epidemiology as a means of identifying those factors
which contribute to back disorders. Surveys were conducted by interview, questionnaire,
the study of previous medical records, and objective medical examinations. Surveys of
drivers' back pain were conducted for fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, as well as in a
variety of land vehicles (including wheel- end track-types for off-road, paved, or
gravel conditions). The first eight papers made up this session.
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The second session, liomechanics end Riometrics of the Spine, consisted of
five papers. This session dealt with information that ts required in order to produce
mathematical or engineering models of spinal geometry and mechanical behaviour; models
which may be used to evaluate the effects of vibration and posture without exposing
human populations to discomfort or the risk of injury.

The four papers that made up the third session, Response of Spine to Vibra-
tion, described how the spine behaves under loading to whole-body vibration for sitting
or standing positions. Mathematical models, which incorporate the experimental observa-
tions, related dynamic vertebral column loading to fatigue-induced changes in spinal
structures.

The four papers in the fourth session, Back Pain: Diagnosis, Prediction, and
Prevention, discussed a novel method for diagnosing the severity of spinal segment
defects, and some experiences in evaluating and predicting back pain in servicemen.
The session ended with an important paper which discussed the cost effectiveness of
implementing a structured back care education programme for the purpose of preventing
recurrent back pain in military personnel.

The fifth session, Back Discomfort: Cockpit Environment and Remedial Meas-
ures, was comprised of eight papers that were mainly concerned with backache and hack
discomfort in the helicopter cockpit environment. Factors discussed, included muscle
fatigue, spinal segment microtrauma, and diurnal changes in body height. A variety of
short-term proposals for relieving hack discomfort were addressed.

5. TECHNICAL EVAULATION

5.1 Back Pain in Vehicles: Epidemiology

The author of the first paper (Troup), after surveying the relevant literature,
concluded that the cause of drivers' backache remains unknown. Although there is
reliable evidence that driving is a contributory etiologic factor in clinically-treated
patients with back pain, the role of severe vibrations and impact shocks from bad road
conditions In the genesis of back pain is still unclear. What is required now is a
series of experimentally-designed prospective studies to test the leading hypothetical
causes of drivers' backache, rather than continuing with further surveys from retro-
spective clinical studies. Notwithstanding this requirement, substantial cost-benefit
gains can be achieved by reducing occupationally-induced musculoekeletal pain through
proper ergonomic vehicular redesigns.

A knowledge of the effects of whole-body vibration on back discomfort is sorely
lacking. The authors of the second and third papers redressed this somewhat, by provid-
ing insight into the vibration environment of earth-moving machinery and its effects on
operator discomfort. The first of these papers (Zerlett) discussed the various findings
of an extensive epidemiological study of back disorders in operators of wheel- and
track-type machinery with vibration in the frequency range from 1.5 to 10 1z. Back
discomfort was much more frequent in groups exposed to vibration for many years (702)
than in a comparable non-exposed control group (54%). Questionnaire results showed that
lumbar discomfort was the most commonly-reported Pymptom (68.7%). Pathological changes
in the lumbar spine, as indicated by X-rays, were statistically significantly more
prevalent and occurred earlier in drivers with 10-years exposure to whole-body vibra-
tion than in the comparable control group. The other paper (Boulanger) addressed the
inadequate vibration isolation of the seat suspension system in many types of earth-
moving vehicles, and made recommendations, based on existing standards,for assessing
the performance of these seats.

The fourth paper (Beevis) compared back pain in three groups of armoured fight-
ing vehicle drivers: (a) M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC) Motor Pool drivers, (b)
M113 APC drivers attached to an infantry regiment ("RCR drivers"), and (c) main battle
tank (Centurion) drivers. The number of driving hours per week was similar for the
Motor Pool and Centurion drivers, but much less for the RCR drivers. The Pool and tank
driving was mainly off-road. Questionnaire results indicated that 89% of Pool drivers,
462 of RCR drivers, and 552 of Centurion drivers suffered from back problems; values
which are considered to be much higher than those found in a "normal" populption of
land vehicle drivers. A study of vehicle ride characteristics showed that %-axis acce-
leration levels at the driver's seat were much higher for the off-road condition in the
APC and exceeded 1SO 2631 exposure limits. In the much heavier and slower Centurion
tank, these accelerations were smaller than in the APC, end were not sensitive to
different road conditions. The authors argued convincingly that back injury in Pool
drivers (to the extent of lumbar disc herniation) occurred as a result of poor posture
and a very intense vibration environment; and back pain in RCR and Centurion drivers,
primarily from bad posture.

The fifth paper (?room) described the responses to a questionnaire and medical
survey taken from three groups of Israeli pilots: fighter, transport aircraft, and
helicopter pilots. A significant finding was that, although helicopter pilots reported
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more low-back pain during and immediately after flight (34.5%, compared to 12.9% and
4.8% for fighter and transport pilots, respectively), they were no more prone to
chronic back pain than the other two groups. Of those who reported chronic low-back
pain, the fighter pilots suffered the most severely (25.6%, compared to 6.9% and 5.9%
for transport and helicopter pilots, respectively). As a group, fighter pilots tended
to have narrower posterior intervertebral disc spaces than did a control group of
transport pilots. These findings support the idea that there are different forms of
low-back pain in the military population, which can be distinguished by their
time-course and severity; and that the biomechanical causes of low-back pain are
different in different aircraft.

The paper by Burmeister and Thoa reported on the results of a survey (by
questionnaire) on backache and flying duty in pilots of Jet and propeller-driven air-
craft. About one-half of the respondents suffered (mainly) lumbar back pain. Although
the frequency of back pain appears to increase with total flying hours, this relation-
ship disappears when the age of the respondents is taken into account. Of the pilots
who experienced back pain, the jet pilots were more likely to describe their pain as
intermittent or "stabhing', while prop pilots described it as "dragging". Whether or
not they experienced back pain, pilots in both groups felt that both the sitting
posture and the coldness of the seats were uncomfortable. Jet pilots blamed G-loading
as a source of back pain, but neither group considered vibration as an important causal
factor. The authors recommended that seat designs avoid excessive rearward pelvic tilt,
which contributes to intervertebral disc stress and muscle fatigue. One-half of the
pilots felt that flying impaired their health; this was particularly true for those
suffering backache. This belief, and its effect on morale, can only be counteracted by
the dissemination of reliable Information on the subject to pilots.

The sixth paper (Shanahan) discussed the etiologic factors of back discomfort
in U.S. Army helicopter aircrew. Questionnaire results showed that 72.8% of pilots
experienced back discomfort, most frequently in the lower back (70% of cases) and
buttocks (16.6%). In 50.1% of respondents, the low-back pain was of a transient nature,
lasting for 24 hours or less, and was ascribed to the slumped and asymmetrical posture
that helicopter pilots must assume to effectively operate the controls. In a second
group of more experienced helicopter pilots (14.5% of respondents), persistent pain was
reported that lasted longer than 48 hours and resembled the low-back pain in clinical
cases. (The author of the twenty-fourth paper (Bowden) compared this chronic pain with
that of "idiopathic low-back pain" in its chronic aspects in the civilian population.)
Compelling arguments were given that the persistent pain group may have developed
spinal pathologies that worsen through repeated mission exposure to a poor postural
environment. The vibration to which helicopter aircrew are exposed may or may not
aggravate the backache. The author noted that, even though vibration-reducing designs
have been implemented in current helicopters, back pain continues to be a problem. A
disturbing finding in this paper concerned two methods aircrew have used to alleviate
the symptoms of back discomfort: a significant number (28.4%) of aircrew have rushed
helicopter missions; while 7.5% have actually refused theirs. Since about one-third of
aircrew first noted symptoms of hack discomfort within the first two hours, it might be
prudent, for the sake of mission safety and effectiveness, for field commanders to
restrict helicopter sorties to that duration.

The seventh paper (Westgaard) presented evidence for a causal relationship
between continuous, low-intensity muscle loads of long duration and the risk of devel-
oping musculoskeletal illness. The muggestion was made that, during active d-ty, the
constrained posture and other factors to which aircraft pilots are exposed could keep
muscles in a constant state of tension, thereby contributing to back discomfort. A
novel hypothesis put forth by these authors was that vihration may activate muscle-
spindle sensory organs, causing fscilitory action in spinal motoneurons, which could
lead to increased muscle contractions.

5.2 Siomechanics and Biometrics of the Spine

The eighth paper (Quandieu) provided a valuable review of what is known shout
the mechanical properties of the constituent elements of the spine. The author des-
cribed some studies in detail, notably those of the g.oup at Centre d'Etudes et de
Recherches de Medecine Aerospaciales, Paris, France, using animals with accelerometers
implanted in individual vertebrae, and a study of the problems in obtaining accurate
motion data from X-ray images. The proposal, that the technique of "signature analysis"
(as used in the examination of engineering structures) be developed as a diagnostic
tool for spinal abnormalities was being investigated using these animal models. This
paper emphasized the desirability of developing accurate methods for determining posi-
tions from X-ray images, a problem that was also addressed in another paper (Gertzbein)
at this Symposium.

The ninth paper (Sances) described tests to failure of spinal segments, by both
direct compression and bending. Also given were the results of tests of the elastic
characteristics of individual components of the spine, such as ligaments, vertebral
bodies, and the intervertebral discs. The authors described a non-linear, finite-
element model of the spinal unit based on their data, and its validation using simu-
lated compressive loads.
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An 4utomatic fitting procedure which best matches the gross anatomical features
of the human spine, the ideal seating arrangement, and the most-suitable ergonomic seat
design is a desirable goal If postural muscle fatigue is to be substantially reduced.
Such an approach was the subject of the tenth paper (Coblentz). A dynamic program
algorithm was given, which, by its inherent nature, determined the best posture in the
ergonomic sense of a simple articulated human model. This model was comprised of two
end reference points with eight contained segments: the head, cervical spine, thoracic
spine, lumbar spine, sacrum, thigh, lower leg, and foot. The algorithm estimated the
best set of angles for the eight articulations on the basis of information concerning
the two reference points. The eleventh paper (Coblentz) provided biosteriometrical data
of various parameters that have been obtained in order to define the external curvature
of the spine for normal standing, and upright and relaxed seating positions. What is
required now is that this model (or other computer-aided models of seating posture) be

tested with the biosteriometrical data for different and novel seat designs, such as
those recommended in the twelfth paper (Handel).

5.3 Response of Spine to Vibration

The author of Paper No. 13 (Sandover) argued the case for the need for better
epidemiological data -- preferably from controlled prospective studies -- on the
effects of vibration on health. In particular, he argued on the need for a framework
in which fatigue-induced lumbar disc degeneration can be properly related to the level
and duration of vibration exposure experienced.

Two papers scheduled for this session ir the Symposium were not presented.
These were Paper No. 14, which was to address active and passive models of the lumbar
spine to whole-body vibration, and Paper No. 15, which was to discuss the role of
facets in wave propagation in the spine.

The response of the spine to vibration is usually measured with accelerometers,
which are placed on the head or on some part of the trunk surface. The authors of the
sixteenth and seventeenth papers reported results in which the transmissibility of
sinusoidal vibration in the spine was measured with accelerometers attached to percuta-
neously-Inserted Kirschner-wires ("K-wires") that were directly fastened to the spinous
processes of the vertebrae. In the first of these two papers (Hagena), subjects with
normal spines were exposed to sinusoidal Gz-vibrations at an acceleration of 0.2 g over
the frequency range from 3 to 40 Hz. The uniaxial acceleration measurements identified
three in-vivo responses of the human spine; one centered at 4-5 Hz (corresponding to
the natural frequency of the whole body), another between 7 and 10 Hz for the spine,
and one at about 18 Hz for the head. An interesting observation was that the natural
resiliency of the spine absorbs up to 40% of sacrally-induced vibrations at the head.
Furthermore, in-vitro tests on surgically-fused L4-L5 segments have shown increased
amplitude vibrations in the neighbouring segments. This implies that personnel with
ankylosing spondylitis or any similar pathology would experience greater than normal
spinal segment stresses in a vibrational environment. This could lead to additional
degenerative changes in the spine in such cases. In the second of these papers
(Andersson), the results of experiments with healthy seated volunteers, who were
exposed to vertical sinusoidal vibrations at accelerations of 0.1 and 0.3 g, over the
frequency range from 2 to 15 Hz were discussed. Vibration measurements were taken at
Li, L3 and at the sacrum, by means of transducer packages which simultaneously measured
P-elerations in three principal directions in the sagittal plane. Results showed that
.It only vertical, but also horizontal and rotary vibrations are induced in the
vertebrae by vertical sinusoidal input accelerations. This has important implications
if good ergonomic seating and anti-vibration Practices are to be considered in any
future cockpit developments. Resonance frequencies of the spine were 4.5 Hz in the
vertical direction, and 4.5 Hz (possibly) for the rotary component. If there are
horizontal resonances, then they are outside the range 0 to 15 Hz.

The eighteenth paper (Pellteux) described the development of a technique of
great potential value in obtaining data relevant to biomechanical models. In theory,
if one knows the linear transfer function which relates the motion of an arbitrary
vertebra in a living animal to the motion of the seat on which the animal is placed, I!

should be possible to drive the vibrator to which the seat is attached (input) in such
a way that the motion of the vertebra follows an arbitrarily-selected pattern (out-
put). This would allow the study of the transfer function, which relates the motion of
this vertebra to the motion of other vertebrae in the spine, to be conducted in the
intact animal, rather than with excised specimens. The authors have worked towards

this possibility, and have outlined the limitations of the technique imposed by the
non-litnearities and time dependence of biological systems, and the inherent limitations
of mechanical vibrators.

5.4 Back Pain: Diagnosis, Prediction, and Prevention

Paper No. 19 which was to discuss pathological changes in aircrew spinal
columns, was not presented at the Symposium.

The twentieth paper (Gertsbein) described an elegant method for determining
lumbar spinal segment instability. The method uses a computer and digitizer to deter-
mine the instantaneous centre of rotation of lumbar spinal segment motion from



radiographs during full extension and flexion of the spine in a highly accurate, rapid
and reproducible way. The normal intervertebral "joint" has motion comprised of both
rotation and translation; i.e., there is no single centre of rotation. Indeed, the
centre of rotation moves through a locus called a centrode, which is measured hy divid-
ing the entire range of motion into finite component arcs whose individual centres of
rotation are measured. Centrodes in normal lumbar segments differ both qualitatively
and quantitatively from those in discs with degenerative diseases. In a sample of
cadaveric spines, 94% of abnormal L4-L5 segements were detected with the new technique
compared to only 25% with the standard flexion/extension radiographic techninue for
measuring excessive spinal segment motion. The method is currently being evaluated on
normal volunteers. It promises to be useful in the early diagnosis of spinal iegement
instability (even before there are obvious radiographic changes) without having to
resort to the stressful effects of discography.

The problem of choosing the best method for screening military recruits in
order to reduce the incidence (and cost) of back pain and related disabilities in the
armed services was addressed in two papers from Sweden, Nos. 21 and 22. The first of
these (Nordgren) described the evaluation of a group of older men (mean age 37 years)
who reported for refresher training; while the second (Hellsing) reported an evaluation
of young men (mean age 18 years) during their first enlistment. In the Nordgren paper,
it was found thaL those who had experienced back pain during service had significantly
lower isometric strength in the abdominal and lower back muscles than others in the
test group. The two papers gave apparently contradictory results: among young men, a
history of back pain has more value than physical tests in predicting back problems
during service; whereas, in older men, the physical test is the better predictor. This
is probably because older persons will almost always have some back pain in their
history, but, in younger persons, back pain is an unusual problem.

The twenty-third paper (Warrington-Kearsley) addressed the subtantial effec-
tiveness that a structured back care programme can have in preventing low back pain
from worsening or recurring. Interestingly, patients with long-standing low hack pain
displayed a characteristic weakness in their postural muscles during exercise train-
ing. This supports the view that most back pain arises from mechanical stress, either
from muscular weakness or bad posture. Many of the author's data sample of trade-
related back injuries were from military occupational categories that took awkward
materials-handling positions (e.g., cooks), or else occupied inappropriate working
postures (e.g., tank crewmen). Without preventative education, the majority of first-
time sufferers can be expected to experience progressively debilitating, recurring
episodes of back pain. However, experience with the Back Care Education Programme
(BCEP) has now shown that over 70% of first-time patients required no further treatment
following a structured program of education thpt was accompanied with a suitable
regimen of prophylaxis. The current une-day (7 hour) BCEP emphasizes basic spinal
anatomy and physiology, the biomechanics of spinal function, the psychological
conditioning to chronic pain, and lifestyle changes and techniques which alleviate
symptoms and reduce recurrent episodes of low back pain. The BCEP is well justified
through cost effectiveness.

5.5 Back Discomfort: Cockpit Environment and Remedial Measures

The twenty-fourth paper (Bowden) noted that the postural muscle fatigue which
results from maintaining an awkward working posture in flying the helicopter can he
measured and quantified by electromyographic (EMG) methods. By appropriately relating
muscle activity and fatigue, it may be possible to design cockpit environments with
more suitable ergonomic conditions for relieving backache and back discomfort (e.g.,
through the use of side arm controllers, or vibration-attenuating seats, etc.).

In the twenty-fifth paper (Pope), erector apinse muscle EMG activity from the
L3-segment level and subjective discomfort responses were used to assess hack discom-
fort and muscle fatigue to both static posture and vibration exposure In a UH-1M heli-
copter cockpit mock-up. The study, which was based on a two-hour "flight", concluded
that low-back and buttock discomfort appear to result from the UH-IH helicopter seating
rather than the actual vibration. A surprise finding was that subjects reported less
discomfort during UH-1H simulated vibration than during exposure for two hours to the
static UH-IH seating environment.

The twenty-sixth paper (Poirier) identified posture and vibration as the causes
of backache. The investigation into posture was carried out by the radiography of sub-
jects sitting in mock-ups of selected helicopter cockpit seats. Several angles between
body segments and spinal segments were measured. The results were presented as qualita-
tive descriptions of the posture in the seats of three helicopters, the Alouette II1,
the Gazelle, and the Puma. The studies of vibration consisted of evaluations of the
attenuation of vibration by various seat cushion foam materials. The authors noted that
vibration in the vertical direction leads to a response in the horizontal direction in
the upper body and heed. This is consistent with the In-vivo observations of Gz vibra-
tions in intervertebral segments related in the seventeenth paper (Anderseon). While
acknowledging that the effects of vibration on the spine are not yet well understood,
the author@ also noted the requirement for muscular contractions to resist the effects
of vibration, and the consequent possibility of fatigue. The suggestion was made that
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any failure of the muscular damping of vibration could lead to clinical problems, since

excessive loads would then be borne by the discs and ligaments. The paper noted the

desirability of vibration reduction and improvements in the seat which would permit
better posture. However, the hypothesis that helicopter vibration has a direct patho-

genic effect on the spine was not given any supporting evidence.

The description of vibrational motion in three dimensions is often difficult to

grasp conceptually. The twenty-seventh paper (Petternella) described an elegant method

for representing the time-course of actual measured vibrations from a helicopter seat
as a map derived from a two-dimensional Flamsteed projection of the unit sphere. The
map shows clearly the presence of the principal rotational and translational vibration
components. In order to allow the comparison of different vibrational environments,
the coordinate axes cen be chosen so that all of the translational motion is in the
Z-axis, and the rotational motion is in the Y-Z plane. Frequency analysis of these

separate components, rather than of the individual X, Y and Z components, yielded

insight into the pattern of seat vibration, its causes and possible effects.

The twenty-eighth paper (Troup) proposed the use of precise (to 1 mm) measure-

ments of body height (stature) as a means of estimating the cumulative effect of loads
on the spine arising from occupational or postural stresses. The author cited reports
in which the effects of running, lifting and pushing were studied. A notable finding
was that differences in the loss of height correlated with the perceived exertion and
discomfort. This suggests that the method could be used to measure the stresses which
cause perceived back pain in various occupations. The method thus has potential for

studies of the effects of various postures and vibration on drivers and pilots, but the
author observed that its use as a tool in occupational medicine requires further
study.

Papers Noe. 29 and 30 gave the results of incorporating seat re-designs, lumbar
supports, improved seat cushions, and higher harness take-off points in cockpits as a
means of relieving backache and back discomfort in flight. The author of the first of

these papers (Reader) asserted that aircrev backache is caused solely by the sitting

posture and the design of the seat. In support of this assertion, he provided statis-
tics which showed that almost all fixed-wing and helicopter aircrew were either
symptom-free or reported "considerably less" backache when using a lumbar support that
restores normal lumbar lordosis during flight. Although these supports must he moulded

to the contours of each wearer's back, they are simple in design, cheap, and easy to
use. The author also noted that backache Is consideraby reduced in new ejection seats

and helicopter crew seats which incorporate lumbar support curves in their design. The
second of the these papers (Braithwaite) discussed the improved comfort that Gazelle
helicopter aircrew experienced because of seat modifications, new more-compliant seat

cushions, lumbar supports, and harness assembly alterations. All of these modifications
were directed towards removing those back stressors that resulted from poor seating

posture.

The thirty-first paper (van Vliet) started from the premise that, given that

poor posture and excessive vibration induce fatigue and discomfort in helicopter air-
crew, can remedial measures be taken to alleviate these conditions? In order to reduce

the vibrations that typically affect helicopter pilots, the authors suggested the use
of active anti-vibrational seat-pan and seat-back cushions which adjust automatically

to compensate for vehicle vibration, thereby keeping the pilot in a neutral position.
(Each cushion is comprised of a matrix of four inflatable/deflatable air cells which

are Individually activated by air bellows that are responsive to feedback signals from

aircraft motion-sensor inputs.) In initial tests, the prototype system has shown good

isolation characteristics for the frequency rgnge from 3 to 8 Rz. The. system can be
retrofitted in a variety of land and air vehicles. These authors also endorsed the use

of side-arm displacement controllers, which are incorporated in a full-authority, fly-
by-wire control system, to reduce the slumped and asymmetrical loading that pilots
experience in current helicopter operations. More concrete results of these develop-
ments are now required.

6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Low-back pain, which is one of the most common ailments in modern society, is now
being studied In particular detail. Papers were presented, from both the military and

the construction industry, that addressed drivers' back pain from the points of view of

the vibration exposure, the seating environment, and the medical consequences.

6.2 Helicopter pilots and fighter aircraft pilots both suffer low-hack pain, but with
different time-courses and with different severities. Are they the result of different
biomechanical stresses? Perhaps; it could be that the severe accelerations of nap-of-

the-earth flight or air combat maneuvers in fighter pilots produce the same effect as

the violent lurching of off-road vehicles.

6.3 Because the helicopter Pilot must assume a constrained posture while flying his
vehicle, he is exposed to a milder, but constant, stress. Thus, his hack pains are more
common, but not as severe. Most can be relieved simply by rest. The more serious
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problem is that the pain has induced some helicopter aircrew either to hurry their
missions, or to refuse them. Therefore, it might be prudent, for the sake of mission
safety and effectiveness, for field commanders to limit the length of helicopter
missions.

6.4 The effective implementation of good seating procedures can he enhanced through
efficient computer-aided methods which best match the gross anatomical features of the
human spine, the ideal seating arrangement, and the most suitable ergonomic seat
design. These methods should then be tested with biostereometrical and hiomechanical
data against different seat designs and cockpit environments. At the same time, a
suitable measure of back stress, such as the change in stature, should be implemented
as an index of pending back discomfort during workload, with and without vibration, in
these different seating environments.

6.5 Attempts should be made to combine standardized data gathering methods with
controlled prospective epidemiological investigations, in order to assess chronic low-
back pain in vehicular drivers. Factors such as workload, the vibrational environment,
seating posture, change in stature, etc., should be considered in the methodology.

6.6 Methods in which the accelerometers measuring the response of the spine to vibra-
tion are attached directly to the lumbar vertebrae (instead of to the head or trunk of
the subject) promise to provide useful data on the transmission characteristics of the
spine. The important finding that vertical vibration applied to the body produces
vibrational motion in the lumbar spine that has not only vertical, hut also horizontal
and rotary components, has important implications, if good ergonomic seating and anti-
vibration systems practices are to be considered in any future cockpit development.

6.7 Any method that reduces radiation exposure and the harmful effects of discography
in the early diagnosis of spinal segment degeneration must be given serious considera-
tion. Accordingly, the computer-aided method being developed by the team from Sunny-
brook Medical Centre, Canada, for detecting instabilities in lumbar spinal segments
deserves particular attention.

6.8 Methods for evaluating and predicting back pain in servicemen look promising but
require further study.

6.9 The fact that over 70% of first-time patients require no further treatment when a
structured program of back care education is followed with an accompanied regimen of
prophylaxis, suggests that such a program is well Justified in terms of cost effective-
nes .

6.10 The method of measuring changes in stature should be investigated further for its
potential as an index of accumulated back stress in the design of cockpit environments.

6.11 Flamsteed projections are well suited for representing the course of time-varyinq
phenomena such as helicopter seat vibrations in two-dimensional space. The method
should be further explored.

6.12 Modifications in seat configurations, imrroved seat cushions, individually-
moulded lumbar supports, and higher restraint-harness take-off points are some of the
retrofit concepts which should be implemented in current helicopter aircraft to improve
pilot comfort.

6.13 The use of active anti-vibration seat-pan and seat-back cushions for attenuating
the dominant vibration amplitudes is a practical approach for those vehicles that
operate in environments of excessive vibration.

6.14 Perhaps the ideal system for reducing the backache/back-discomfort problem in

helicopter cockpit environments is one that includes side-arm displacement controllers.
These are incorporated in a full-authority fly-by-wire control system which avoids the

necessity for the slouched and stressful posture required in current helico ,r cock-
pits.

7. RSCONNEDATIONS

7.1 The practice of including a good representation from both military and civilian
experts to address and discuss common problems such as hack pain in operational envi-
ronments should continue at other AGARD AMP Symposiums.

7.2 The AGARD AMP should closely follow, and, where possible, influence the direction
of new technological developments which emphasize sound ergonomic practices in advanced
cockpit designs that will make aircraft less stressful to fly.

7.3 Although low-back ache is more closely associated with helicopter flight regimes
than those with fixed-wing aircraft, cervical spine problems also appear to he within
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the domain of the fighter pilot. With the Introduction of new high performance aircraft
into NATO Forces, such as the F-16, F-18, Mirage 2000, and Tornado, with their uncon-
ventional flight regimes, neck injuries are expected to increase dramatically. Thus.
there is a need for a future AGARD Specialists' Symposium that will address the topic
of neck conditioning and neck-injury protection in advanced cockpit environments.
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Summary

Back pain is one of the most prevalent of modern symptoms and backache
which comes on after sitting is a typical complaint, particularly amongst
drivers. But drivers' backache is not confined to those who seek
treatment: it is common throughout the population whether patients or non-
patients. Yet both the aetiology and the pathomechanism remain unknown.
Symptoms are related to the time spent at the wheel thus it may be inferred
that they arise from the concomitant postural restraints. But static
stresses in the spine arise both from the seated posture itself and from
the muscular work of driving; while dynamic stresses, including vibration,
arise from the motion of the vehicle. The epidemiological studies so far
have not differentiated between the potential causative factors and few, if
any, have taken account of other physical activities undertaken by drivers.

Introduction

Because drivers' back pain does not generally persist for long after alighting, it
has not been studied clinically. Nevertheless it can be postulated that, in its commoner
forms, it is a primary back pain arising directly from the tissues of the spine: skin,
muscle, fascia, ligaments, periosteum, the capsules of the apophyseal joints, the
adventitia of blood vessels or the spinal meninges. None of these sites can be excluded.
The sites which are unlikely sources of pain, however, are those which are not normally
innervated: the discs, epiphyseal plates and the cartilaginous facets of the apophyseal
joints.

It is conceivable that a mechanical irritation of the more superficial of spinal
tissues can arise from the variation in the contact between the driver's back and the
backrest of the seat: analogous to the discomfort in the buttocks and under the thighs
due to prolonged tissue compression, aggravated by the motion of the vehicle; though
without the associated risks of ischaemia. The frame of the seat moves with the vehicle
and the driver's movements follow. The time lag between the two patterns of motion
results in interactive forces that vary with the softness of the upholstery; but also
with the physical characteristics of the seat springs, which may lead either to
amplification or attenuation of the mechanical input.

The compressive load on the spine is a function of the static and dynamic components.
The force of gravity on the upper part of the body is transmitted wholly by the lumbar
vertebrae and discs if the back is unsupported. Part of the vertical load is transmitted
by the backrest, depending on Its inclination to the vertical and on the area of contact
with the body, but also on the contour of the backrest and the level of the spine at
which load transmission occurs. Andersson et al. (1975) found that support in the back
rest at the level of L3 was the most effective. The static load on the spine stems also
from muscular activity and this can vary considerably, according to the type of vehicle
being driven and to the postural behaviour of the driver. The controls demand muscular
effort at hands and feet which in turn requires reactive postural activity from the
muscles of the trunk, so increasing the static load. The driver's posture itself depends
primarily on the visual constraints but also on the layout of the controls. If weather
conditions are poor and the driver fatigued, the driving position is liable to change
and the static muscle load to increase, particularly when tL.e driver ceases to lean back
on the backrest. Postural back muscle tension, while adding to the static spinal load,
may itself cause symptoms.

The dynamic component of lumbosacral compression depends on the ride characteristics
of the vehicle, its changes In speed and direction and on the surface being traversed
(Troup 1978; Sandover 1981). The problems arise when the driver's body is oscillated at
its natural frequency of 4 to 8 Hz, and this is highly probable in some trucks operated
on rough ground; or, when going over stones, ruts and potholes, the body is subjected to
vertical or verticolateral impacts. The two problems tend to coincide In practice. The
latter may be potentially traumatic but it is theoretically possible for fatigue failure
to occur as a result of the combined effects of the vibration and repeated impacts or
shocks. But this would probably be limited to those already in pain. Trauma would be
most likely in the weight bearing tissues which are normally not innervated and thus
likely to be the sites of the immediate pain that drivers commonly experience.

If the combination of static and dynamic compressive loading is prolonged then creep-
effects may supervene. Creep-effects occur whenever the compressive load on the disc
exceeds the interstitial osmotic pressure, whereupon fluid is expelled; and these effects
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are accelerated when vibratory input is added to the static compressive load (Kazarian

1972, 1975). The disc becomes narrowed and stiffened and thi dynamic response
characteristics of the intervertebral joint complex undergo marked changes, one of the
consequences being a lowered threshold of resistance to failure. Nothing, however,
appears to be known of any direct relation between the results of such creep-effects and
symptoms.

An additional factor which the epidemiologist must bear in mind is the activity of
the driver before and after being in the driving seat. Many professional drivers have
relatively heavy manual handling tasks to perform which may in turn influence the symptoms
associated with driving.

The hypothetical causes of drivers' backache are limited to a mechanical irritation
arising from the interaction between the driver's back and the backrest; to postural
stress leading to static, hypertensive muscle pain; to the cumulative effects of the
vibratory inputs plus the impact shocks; or to aggravation of existing symptoms. Thus
the temporal pattern of the driver's symptoms, the previous history of lumbar spinal
disorders, the design and layout of the driving position, the driver's postural behaviour,
the ride characteristics of the vehicle and the nature of the surfaces it traverses are
all relevant to the epidemiologist.

Epidemiological Studies

Driving has been listed in a number of studies as one of the many aggravating factors
listed by patients with back pain (Kelsey 1975a,b; Buckle et al. 1980; Frymoyer et al.
1983; Damkot et al. 1984). Driving itself, though, was not their main focus of interest.
Kelsey & Hardy (1975) undertook a clinical epidemiological study and identified three
groups of patients as confirmed, probable or possible cases of herniated disc prolapse
and compared them with two groups of patients to serve as controls. They found that the
men who spent more than half their working hours at the wheel were three times as likely
to have a prolapsed intervertebral disc. Buckle et al. (1980) studied the occupational
factors involved in 68 male back pain patients requiring hospital treatment, and found
that the 70% of them who were drivers averaged 16,754 miles compared with the national
average of 9,000. Thus there is reliable evidence that in patients with established back
pain for which they sought hospital treatment, driving was a contributory aetiological
factor. But in neither study was there any differentiation between the types of vehicle
driven.

Milby & Spear (1974) reported on the back pain and other symptoms reported by heavy
equipment operators exposed to substantial vibratory stress and impact-shock but
considered that the adverse effects of vibration, which they had predicted, were
concealed by the fact that many of those who were so affected had moved to other jobs.
Gruber (1976) studied "vertebrogenic pain syndromes" in 4,353 male drivers and 736
controls aged 35 to 54 years. The drivers included 1,099 truck drivers engaged in local
delivery, 1,266 long distance truck drivers and 1,988 bus drivers. The control subjects
were air traffic controllers: a sedentary job but with a different level of decision-
making. The incidence of "vertebrogenic pain syndromes" in the controls was not
significantly less than in the long distance truck drivers but both groups of truck
drivers reported more symptoms than the bus drivers. But this was a retrospective
clinical study in which unconfirmed diagnoses had been classified, allegedly according
to the ICDA codes but with degenerative deformations of the spine (713.1) classed with
"bone deformities" (735-738). Thus no clear deductions could be drawn about the
aetiological role of either driving itself or the effects of vehicle vibration.

More recently in Finland, a cross-sectional health survey was made of 633 male
drivers during the winter of 1979/1980 (Backman 1983). 165 were local bus-drivers, 122
long distance bus-drivers, 154 stock delivery drivers, 159 truck drivers and 33 were
tank-truck drivers. The incidence of complaints of pain in the shoulders, neck and back
increased with age. 40% of all drivers "often had back trouble", though it was commonest
in the bus drivers. Reporting on the same population, Backman et al. (1982) noted that
in the year prior to the study 64% of all drivers had experienced some back trouble,
prevalences of back and sciatic pain again being higher in bus drivers, but absence from
work due to back pain was commoner in the stock delivery drivers.

Job-turnover in professional drivers was studied in 1979 in a cohort of 1,453 males
who had Joined their trade union from 1967 to 1969 and who lived in six urban
municipalities in Finland (Backman & Jlrvinen 1983). 1,156 (80%) responded and 69% of
the responders were still employed as drivers while 24% had changed to another job and
7% had retired. "Salary" and "heaviness of work" were the commonest reasons for changing
Jobs. The commonest change was to driving buses, particularly amongst the younger
drivers while the older ones tended to change to truck driving, especially sand and gravel
transport. Of the 66 drivers who retired because of illness or accidents, in 18 cases
the reason given was back pain.

Discussion

The epidemiologlcal evidence of any causal relation between driving and back pain
remains slender. The strongest evidence concerns patients with back pain of a severity
to warrant treatment at a hospital: a small proportion of the total population.
Nonetheless, the fact that such patients were found to drive, on average, significantly
more than other people indicates that driving may have contributed to their back pain.
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But without prospective epidemiological studies some doubts must remain. There appears
to be no evidence whatever of driving as a primary cause of back pain, except as a result
of road traffic accidents. Backman (1983) did, in fact, report that 33% of drivers in
the cross-sectional health survey had been involved in accidents but had given no
information about the injuries sustained.

The two surveys of drivers in the USA throw little light on the subject; though
Milby & Spear (1974) did recognize the need in future studies to take account of the
drivers who had left their jobs and of the reasons,for so doing. The Finnish survey of
the reasons for having to change jobs (Backman & Jarvinen 1983) did not identify sand
and gravel transport as a particular risk for back pain although it might be thought
that. at least within the territory of the sand and gravel quarries or the delivery-sites,
ride-characteristics would be bad. On the contrary, the middle aged drivers who changed
jobs often chose this work becaqe, the authors suggested, the operation was generally
automatic and entailed little pnysical exertion. It may well be that the number of
drivers who change jobs because of back pain reflects the occurrence of back morbidity
in the population rather than a causal link. Moreover, those with back trouble would be
likely to find that the manual work associated with driving was the problem rather than
the driving itself.

The contributory role of vibration and the shock of impact from bad road surfaces
remains unclear. None of the epidemiological studies seen so far have incorporated the
relevant data on occupational exposure. It remains theoretically possible that subjection
to severe vibration and road shock may have a cumulative effect in increasing the
susceptibility to injury but hard evidence is still wanted.

Conclusion

For lack of better evidence, back pain when driving can be classified in two ways.
In patients who have sought treatment for their pain and in whom the cause has been
diagnosed as, for example, herniated lumbar disc; driving is likely to exacerbate the
symptoms and may, conceivably, have contributed to the severity of the condition. In the
second group of otherwise healthy people who experience back pain while driving and in
whom symptoms are relieved soon after alighting from the vehicle, the most likely cause
of pain is postural hypertension of the back muscles, though this remains to be
investigated.

Prevention of symptoms in the second group can be approached ergonomically and the
ergonomic solutions would make driving more acceptable to the first group. Although
defensible epidemiological evidence for the adverse effects of severe vibration and road-
shock is still awaited, already a number of ergonjmic solutions to the problem have been
proposed and, judging by the reduced levels of discomfort which have been achieved, this
is a reasonable approach. In theory, prevention of injuries and accidents should be cost-
effective and there are substantial cost benefits to be gained from elimination of
occupationally induced musculoskeletal pain by ergonomic redesign. If a vehicle is badly
designed and a source of driver-pain, medical costs may arise from treating the driver
but additionally, the cost may be measurable in terms of job-turnover and the expense of
training the replacements. Possibly, given a large enough driver-population, the quality
of vehicle design may be reflected in the incidence of accidents and near-accidents or
in other measures of driving skill.
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DISCUSSION

LANDOLT, C?: How Important is vibration in the genesis of backache?

TROUP, UK: The answer is that I don't know, and I am really very unhappy about the epidemio-
logical evidence, mainly because it is not controlled (most of it) for the other tasks which drivers
do. Vibration on roads, on the whole, is not serious; but vibration off the road -- on farms, in
forests, and on construction sites -- certainly does expose the driver to possible minor trauma and ac-
cumulative effects, such as creep effects in the spine, and the stiffening and the greater suscepti-
bility to injury which these inputs generate. My general feeling, speaking as a clinician as well as a
biomechanic, is that it is off-the-road driving, on seriously uneven ground, on which the body is
jolted sideways, backwards and forwards, that is the real problem.
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Relationshilabetween whole-body vibration and disorders
of the backbone diagnosed on operators of earth-moving mchinery

Dr. med. Georg Zerlett, Arzt fur Arbeitsmedizin und Innere Medizin, Hauptabteilung Ar-
beitsmedizin, Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, Wickratherhofweg 27, D-5000 K6in 40

Sumary:
The study based on interviewing 352 operators of earth-movinq machinery who had been ex-
posed to whole-body vibration for at least 3 years. A further examination dealt with the
evaluation of available X-rays showing different parts of the spines of 251 machinery
operators who had been exposed to vibration for at least 10 years.
The discomfort most often mentioned was impairment of health and well-beeing during and
after the working shift (mentioned by 75 % and 59 % respectively). Apart from that, the
percentage of subjects complaininq about spinal discomforts was much higher for the ex-
posed group than for the non-exposed group (70 % and 54 % respectively).
The epidemiologic study resulted in an objective confirmation of the spinal discomforts
indicated, 2/3 of which had been related by the operators to the lumbar spine. Of all
disorders diagnosed for the operators, the lumbar syndrome accounted for the greatest
share by far 81 %.
In three cases, diagnosis for the operators was "avulsion fracture of the spinous pro-
cessus of a vertebral body in the cervical column".
The frequency distribution resulting from the radiographic examination of 251 earth-
moving machinery operators with at least a 10 years' exposure to whole-body vibration
showed that morphological changes in the lumbar spine occur earlier and much more fre-
quently than in the case of non-exposed persons.

Introduction:
Driving and operating earth-. -vers gives to regular mechanical vibration which is re-
ceived by the operator as whole-body vibration. For the different types of machinery
(wheel-type, track-type), the mean frequency ranges from 1.5 to 10 Hz. The vertical
mechanical vibration reaches the exposed person's body by way of the buttocks.
Since there is a lack of reliable knowledge in the field of occupational medicine, par-
ticularly with regard to lastinq disorders of health suffered by peple exposed to
whole-body vibration during work, we carried out a large-scale epidemiologic study in
order to try to identlty vibration-induces disorders of health.
The study based on interviewing 352 operators of earth-moving machinery who had been ex-
posed to whole-body vibration for at least 3 years. Additional information was obtained
from objective medical evidence relating to the persons exposed. A further examination
dealt with the evaluation of available X-rays showing different parts of the spines of
251 machinery operators who had been exposed to vibration for at least 10 years.
In a further study, 149 operators of earth-moving machines were questioned about their
subjective well-being immediately after the working shift. [1,21

Results:
Subjective well-being
The results of the enquries among the 352 operators of earth-moving machines and the
control group (Figure 1) indicate that a comparatively high proportion of those exposed
to vibration reported a disturbance in their health or well-being during and after the
shift and also spine-related discomfort.
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The localisation of the discomfort to individual segments of the spine by the machine
operators questioned is illustrated in Figure 2. This graphic presentation shows clearly
that the lumbar spine has a far higher "sensitivity" to whole-body vibration stresses
than other segments of the spine when the mechanical vibrations are transmitted to the
body via the buttocks. In the control group, the proportion of persons reporting dis-
comfort in the irea of the cervical and thoracic spinal column was actually higher than
in the group exposed to vibration.

6.7

n - 352 Operators of earth-movmg nachinery

Figure 2:
Comparison of discomforts in the nm

area of individual segments of the C1
spinal column between operators of
earth moving machines and the 41,6
control group Values in %

27.0

Cervical Thoracic Lumbar
Vertebral Vertebral Vertebral
Column Column Column

The aim of questioning the 149 operators of earth moving machines immediately after an
eight hour shift was primarily to discover any discomforts which could be casually re-
lated to exposure to whole-body vibration. The attempt to assign discomfort to specific
types of earth-moving machine proved to be infeasible as the operators of the earth-
moving machines in this team operated various types of earth-moving machine alternately
during thei shift. As Figure 3 shows, "back pains" (45 %) was the discomfort most fre-
quently reported.

R. •149

Figure 3:
Questioning of operators of earth-
moving machines about discomfort
immediately after exposure to
whole-body vibrations for eight
hours

sokoche Owefomrt poruitm. Headache Tdnmns
of He arms

A differentition of the operators of earth-moving machines into those primarily opera-
ting wheel-mounted machines and those operating crawler-mounted machines revealed no
appreciable difference in the frequency of back pains reported. The only noticeable
difference was that in the group of crawler-mounted machine operators, paresthesia of
the limbs occurred considerably more fiequently (wheel-mounted machine operators 18 %
crawler-mounted machine operators 28 %).

Clinical results and X-ray findings
The comparative presentation in Figure 4 takes into consideration only such pains and
discomforts for which a causal relationship with the whole-body vibration .oad was con-
ceivable.
Lumbar syndrome, with 81 %, was the primary cause of health impairment among the opera-
tors of earth-moving machines. Among the workers of the control collective not exposed
to vibration, on the other hand, this diagnosis was found in only 53 % of cases.
The diagnosis "lumbar syndrome" covers all the symptoms which are caused directly or
indirectly by degenerative lesions of the lumbar disks.
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These include, in particular, spondylosis of the lumbar column (disk degeneration with
reactive spurring at the edges of the spine), spondylarthrosis of the lumbar spine
(degenerative changes in the spinal column, generally due to disk degeneration) and the
spondylochondrosis of the lumbar spine (disk degeneration involving the adjoining upper
and lower plates of the vertebral body), insofar as these lesions had led to radiologic-
ally demonstrable morphological changes in the spinal column, and were associated with
disk-related complaints (pains or functional disturbances of the lumbar spine). Clinical
symptoms such as ischialgia (lumbar syndrome involving the sciatic nerve) and lumbago
(acute form of lumbar syndrome) were also included. Spondylolisthesis was also included
under lumbar syndrome.
The occupational load on the operators of the earth-moving machines caused by mechani-
cal vibrations appears to cause a considerably smaller strain on the cervical column,
since the number of cases of cervical syndrome in the group of earth-moving machine
operators and the control group was equally high. Three persons in the group of earth-
moving machine operators received the remarkable diagnosis "avulsion fracture of the
spinous process of a vertebra in the cervical column" (see Figure 5). This diagnosis of
damage to the cervical column was confirmed by X-ray.

mm~ Cmm m m mmm m l
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Figure 5:
Avulsion fracture of the spinous
process of the 7th thoracic vertebra
in an earth-moving machine operator
as a result of whole-body vibration
loads

A similar statement can be made for the results of examinations in the area of the
thoracic column.
Figure 6 shows the radiologically proven morphological changes in the lumbar spine as a
function of age.

Figure 6: Earth-moving
Radiologically demon- 90- machine operators

strable morphological
changes in the lumbar
spine (wear) on earth- 80- ---

moving machine opera- 4J control group (n = 151)
tors with at least 10 70 ... (not subjected to vibration
years exposure to w 70.
whole-body vibrations
and of a control group '4 60" - A
not exposed to vibra- -
tion loads (distribu- 0 yerage Opu Lo n
tion according to age 50. -(accordinq JUNGHANS)

groups). The results Z
are compared with the :,
"morphological re- 0 -O- - - ______.
sults" of the thoracic 

[/

and cervical columns 0_f_
of average population 30 -___

as studied by JUNG-
HANNS (1931) [3) 20-OZ - I I
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The differences between the frequency of pathological results for the operators of
earth-moving machines and for the control group are statistically significant at the
0,1 % level.
These results were compared with the morphological results for the spine among the
average population according to Junghanns (1931).[3]
The values for our control group evidently coincide very well eith the values for the
average population in Junghanns. In contrast, the radiologically proven changes to
the lumbar spine of the earth-moving machine operators examined by us occurred prema-
turely and more frequently.

References:

(1]: Dupuis, H. and G. Zerlett, Beanspruchung des Menschen durch mechanische Schwin-
gungen, Bonn, Hauptverband der gewerblichen Berufsgenossenschaften e.V., 1984,
S. 1 - 147

(21: K6hne, G., G. Zerlett and H. Duntze, Forschungsbericht: Ganzk6rperschwingunqen auf
Erdbaumaschinen, Schriftenr. "Humanisierung des Arbeitslebens" 32, Disseldorf,
VDI, 1982, S. I - 366

(3]: Junghanns, H., Altersver~nderungen der menschlichen Wirbelssule, 3. Haufigkeit und
anatomisches Bild der Spondylosis deformans, Arch.klin.Chir. 166, 1931, S. 120

DISCUSSION

LANDOLT, CA* In what way is your control group comparable to the vibration-exposed group? For
instance, did your control group take similar seating postures to your machine operators?

ZERLETT, GEZ For the control group of non-exposed people, it was guaranteed that there was no
exposure to whole-body vibration. The average age of the exposed people was about 42 years, and the
age distribution was similar in both groups. I cannot say that the seat posture was identical in all
casest but I caH say that most of the subjects took a similar seating posture.
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L'ENWIRONNIMENT VIBRATOIRS AU POSTE DR CONDUITZ
DES INGINS DR TERRASSIMNT

pr
P. Boulanger, P. Donati, 3.1. Galmiche et L. Roure

INSTITUT NATIONAL. DE RECHERCHIE ET DE SECUPITE
Avenue de Bourgogne
Vandoeuvre-Les-Nancy

54500
France

UISIDU Des mesures, effectutes en collaboration avec des constructeurs et des utilisateurs d'engins de
terrassement, ont permis A l'I.N.R.S. d'une part de dresser un bilan de la contrainte vibratoire au poste
de conduite d'environ 70 engine de terrassement diffirents, actuellement utilisis en France, d'autre part
d'fivsluer l'efficacttfi des suspensions des siages qui les 6quipent. Les assures d'accilgration ont 6t6
effectufies sur l'assise du siage et A sa base de fixafion, selon trots axes orthonormfis. Plus de
150 essets ont 6tG rfialisfis pour avoir un fichantillonnage couplet des principales taches qua peuvent
effectuer lea vihicules concernfis. D'apras Ia norms AFN0R NF E 90-401, les contreintes vibratoires glo-
bales rencontrfies pour lea vihicules montfis sur pneumatiques en phase de roulement (tombereaux et camions
tous chemins, dficapeuses automotrices, chariots automoteurs, etc. .. ) sont globalement plus sivires que
cellos trouvfies pour les pelles hydrauliques et chargeuses-polleteuses, lore du creusement de tranchges.
Si l'on excepte lee vlhicules effectuant des tiches de creusement, reprise au tao ou rippage, lea vibra-
tions dirigfies selon l'axe vertical sont giniralement prfidominantee. De plus, lee rfisultats montrent que
les suspensions verticals des siages, fiquipant lee vfihicules testfis, notaument ceux montis our pneuma-
tiques sont friquemment inadapties. 11 y a donc lieu d'appiquer Is code d'eseais do siages difini par Ia
norms franqaise APNOR 9 58-074 pour lee engine de chantier. Les assures effectuies A Ia base du siage ont
permis dans l'ensemble, de valider Ia pertinence des classes spectrales des proceesus vibratoires prfico-
nisfis par cette norms pour effectuer en laboratoire lee essais de siages bien que quelques modifications
soient suggirfiee. En particulter, il st propos6 d'inclure lee tombereaux et camtions de chantier et de
crfier deux nouvelles classes pour prendre en compte lee vibrations horizontales loreque cell slavare
nficessaire.
ABSTRACT :Measurements made with manufacturers and users enabled I.N.R.S. to evaluate the vibration
exposure at the workplace of about 70 different off-road machines presently used in Francs and the effi-
ciency of machine suspension seats. Measurements were obtained from accelerometers mounted triaxially,
placed on the seat pan and on the floor beneath the seat. More than 150 runs were performed to consider a
range of typical operating conditions of vehicles studied. According to the standard AFNOR NF E 90-401
the vibration exposures measured on running vehicles fitted with pneumatic tyres (dumpers and off-road
trucks, tractor scrappers, off-road fork lift trucks, etc... ) were greater than those recorded in exca-
vators and back-hoe loaders while digging trenches. The drivers were exposed mainly to vertical vibration
unless the vehicles were used for excavating or scraping. In addition, the results show how poor is the
isolation provided by the seat vertical suspension systema which equipped the vehicles tested especially
those fitted with pneumatic tyres. This proves the necessity to apply seat test code as defined by the
French standard ATNOR E 58-074 for off-road machines. The measurements made on the floor beneath the seat
generally validate the pertinence of Input vibration spectral classes recommended by this standard to test
seats In laboratory although some modification are suggested. Particularly, it is proposed to include the
dumpers and off-road trucks and to define two new classes to take into account horizontal vibrations when
necessary.

INTRODUCTION

La conduits d'engins de chantier concerns un nombre important de travailleurs puisqu'on peut estimer,
rien qus pour 1& France, Is parc des engine A environ 150 000, parmi lesquels plus do 20 000 pelles
hydrauliques, 40 000 chargeusos et chargeuses pelleteuses, 40 000 chariots ilfivateurs tous terrains,
5 000 tractoure our chenille., etc. (1J. Les conducteurs sont astroints A des conditions de travail
rendues souvent pinibles par les paramitres de l'environnement physique et lee caractiristiqus ergono-
miques du posts de conduits, ce qui explique la dfisaffection observ~e pour ce mftier avoc l'anciennetfi.

Cette constatation a amen6 l'I.N.R.S. I entreprendre 1'Etude des niveaux de bruit L21 et de vibra-
tions [0] perqus au posts de conduits des engine de terrassement, en collaboration avec des constnucteurs,
des Importateurs et des utilisteurs do matfriel. Le present article ne concerns qus is partis vibration
de cette Etude.

Las vibrations tranaies I l'ensemble du corps sont giniraloment coneidiries comin une cause e
stress giniralis&. In of fet, ii st difficile e difinir des effete physiologiques chroniques prficis car
el1e. agissent simltaniment our ds multiples organs. Ceci explique quo l'on connaisse trio mel lea pro-
blums do sent& qui affectent lee personnes exposiss. line enqufte effectuis par 1e NIOSH (Institut
National es Sant& at de I& Sficunti dui Travail des Etats-Unis), portent our 3 900 dossiers midicaux, a
petals d'identifier chat lee opirateurs d'engins lee symptboms suivants :problames digestif., Oin~to-
utinsires, intesttnaux, affections d'ordre musculo-squetlettique at cardiaque, tension au travail 14J . on
notera nianmoins quo l'suguentation du taux Es motbiditi observ~s dane la profession pour coo pathologies,
nWest pa. supieure A cells constati. pour des travailloure non exposis I des vibrations, du fait quo la
probabiliti do quitter son emploi set plus forte pour des conducteurs salads* quo pour des travailleurs
@Sdentaires atteints des mimes sympt~mos [5).

Les travaux ontrepris par l'I.S.R.S. pour amiliorer l'hygilne aui travail des conductours d'engints,
sont baois sut I'a priori quo Ia r~duction do la contrainte vibratoire ontrainera automatiqusent Is dimt-
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nution de 1'astreinte. L'intensit6 de la vibration pout 6tre att~nu~e A diff~rents 6tages : lAI source
(planlit6 des pistes... ), au niveau de la suspension de Is caisse (la plupart des v6hicules tous-terrains
ne :ont pas encore pourvus de suspensions efficaces), des pneumatiques, de ls suspension de ia cabine et
du siage (I et 61. Mats 1'6tage 1e plus important pour le prfiventeur, a1 lheure actuelle, est celut cons-
titug par 1e stage car:
- ii repr6sente l'ultime maillon qui sfipare l'homme de la machine
- il eat gangralement le momns cher;
- ii est le seul sur lequel on peut pratiquement agir apras Ia r6alisation de l'engin.

C'est pourquoi, l'6tude pr~sentfie dane cat article, vise lea deux objoctifs suivants
(a) Comparer los contraintes vibretoiree relevfies au poste do conduite des principsux engins de chantier

actuollement utilisfis en France.
(b) Mesurer l'efficacitfi des suspensions des siages fiquipant ces engins, dans des conditions r~els

d'utilieation, et 6valuer Is pertinence des clssses spectrales des vibrations d'excitation contenuos
dans le code d'essai de stages d'engins do torrassement (normo francaiso exp~rimentale E 58-074 L7J.

1. M ATERIEL XT M ITHODE

1.1. Matfiriel

1.1.1 S6loction des engins retenus pour is conduite do 1'6tude

Des discussions avec les professionnels ont dlbouch6 sur ls selection do 70 engine difflrents de
fagon A couvrir les typos do machines les plus courammont utilislies sur los chantiers (pelles hydrsu-
liques, boutours, chsrgouses, chargouses-polletouses, niveleuses, dficapouses automotrices, tombereaux,
camions tous chemins, chariots 6ilvateurs do chantior) parmi lee marques et modls diffusgs on France
(voir tableau 1). En d~pit du nombro d'engins testfis, l'fitude no prltend 8tre ni exhaustive, ni reprlsen-
tative. Hats ello a 1e mlrite do fournir une photographic vraisemblable du parc actual frangsis.

1.1.2. Dlfinition des conditions d'utilisation

11 eat bon do rsppeler ici, la philosophie de Is France en matilre do code d'essai on vibration des
siages d'engins do chantier puisquo cot aspoct a fortement conditionn6le1 plan explrimental de l'Atude.
- Le stage doit avoir un comportoment dynamique in situ satisfaisant dans tous lea cas et plus particu-

liarement dane des conditions de sollicitations difficiles qui sont A l'origine dos niveaux vibratoires
les plus ilovfis.

- C'ost pourquoi, on borne le problame par Is sfivfritfi vibratoire des tAchos typiquos retonues (il pout y
en avoir plusiours).

- Sous ces conditions, l'intonsitfi des vibrations transmisos par 1e sant au conductour suivant l'axe
slant-tlte no doit pas dfipssser lors des essais, is valeur do 1,25 m/s2 (cf. is normo frangsise
NP E 58-050 [8j et la directive europloenne CEE L 255 L91j, relative sux tracteurs agricoles). 11 s'agit
d'une valour limite et non pas d'une valour moyonne acceptable 8 heures par jour.

- Les essais sont effoctufis en laboratoire our un simulatour do vibrations. La normo E 58-074 dfifinit
4 classoi spectrales do vibrations d'entrlies verticales en fonction des ospaces d'ongins.

(a) Rfiglage des siages.
On a vlrifig quo los stagos no prlsontaiont pas d'anomalie flagrante do fonctionnment statique et
qu'ils &itaient corroctemont fixlis sur le planchor du poste do conduito. Lorsqu'ils fitaient pourvus do
rfiglages (poida, hauteur, longitudinal), les siages fitaiont ajustfis selon los prffrencos du conduc-
tour, dos precautions fitant prises pour minimiser lea risquos do fonctionnement anormal on rfigimo
dynamique.

Nombre Nombre do
Engine d'engins marques Thches

diffflrenteb

Polio hydraulique 19 6 creusement

Buer11 5 rippage, dlcaissoment,

roulement

Cague13 8 roulement

Chargeuse-polleteuse 7 4 reprise au tas,
roulement

Nivoleuse 4 3 nivellement

Dficapeuse sutofotrice 2 2 dlcapage, roulement

Toabereau at camion tous chainn 6 4 roulement

Chariot tous terrains 8 4 roulement

TOTAL 70

Tableau 1 - Ripartition des engine test$s
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(b) Choix des cycles de travail.
A difaut de cycles de travail normalislas, les configurations expfirimentales retenues ont 6t6 celles
qui sont lea plus reprfisentatives des conditions rdelles de travail (cf. tableau 1). Ainsi, pour lea
pelles hydrauliques, lea phases de roulement W'ont pas fiti primes en considlration. Les paranitres
lilas au site expfiriasntal (relief, nature, granuloalitrie at durettl dui Sol, etc.) nd6tant ni maltri-
sables, ni aisluent mesurables, il a 6t6 dlcidA de s'en tenir A la notion de "conditions courantes de
chantiers" pour l'exdcution des essais.

(c) Instructions donnies aux conducteurs.
Avant lea essais, on a demands aux conducteurs (lee vlhicules 6taient conduits par 1ea oplirateurs
habituela):
- de maintenir un *"rythme de travail soutenu at rfigulier", le but vial stait d'obtenir, d'une part un

rfigime vibratoire Ie plus stationnaire possible et d'autre part, un "majorant" de Ia contrainte
vibratoire correspondant aensiblement A une journfie normale de travail. Pour chaque configuration
expfirimentale, la durlie des fichantillons prfilevis en rlgime stabiliad de vibrations ltait de
l'ordre de 5 minutes;

- d'dviter d'exciter is sifge par actions bnutales eur lea coimmandes ou modifications posturales
importantea.

1.2. Mdthode

1.2.1. Mesure des vibrations

Lea assures de vibrations ont ltdi rfialisles, en application des normes internationsles et frangaises,
relatives A l'dvaluation de 1'exposition des individus A des vibrations globales du corps (norms
ISO 2631 [10] et AFNOR NF E 90-401 [111 et au code d'essai de sigges en vibration (normes AFNOR
NFE 90-451 [12] et expfirimentale E 58-074). Les assures ont litd prices:
- sur l'assise du silge au moyan d'une interface de assure semi-rigide (contenant 3 acclroultres Schlum-

berger CD 0223/S linlaires) placle entre la sellerie et ls slant du conducteur sous lea tubfirositfs
ischiales;

- AIsl base du siLge au moyen de 3 accdldromltres linliaires similaires fixss is .'side d'un simant (syant
une force d'attraction d'environ 1 000 N) aur la partie rigide la plus proche de l'amarrage du sigge sur
le plancher de la cabins.

Lea accfldroultres linliaires avaient leurs axes sensibles orientlas selon un triadre orthonormi
- axe X direction avant-arrilre
- axe Y direction latfirale
- axe Z direction verticals.

Lea signaux analogiques correspondants oft ltdi enregiatrls air bandes magnfitiques pour Atre analys~s
en temps difffdrd. Pour lea vdhicules fIvoluant au point fixe ou air in tra faible rayon d'action, lea
liaisons entro isa chatnes do assure et l'enregtstreur oft ltd effectules par clbles. Pour lea autres
engine, on a utiliali une tdilduesure syant une bands passante de 0,1 A 250 Hz at dont Ia portlie stair d'en-
viron 200 atres en terrain dficouvert.

1.2.2. Calcul des valeurs caractfiristiques.

Les enregistreasnts accllromaltriques ont fait l'objet des dlpouulleasnts et calculs suivanta

(a) Spectres friqusntiels et courbes envaloppes. Lea denaitlas spectrales de puissance (D.S.P.) des accdi-
ldrations assurlies sur l'aasise dii sigge et cur 1. piancher ont ltd calculdes sur un analyseur de
Fourier GENRAD mode GR 2506, A deux voies d'acquisition siniltanliec. Lea fichantillons d'une durlie
de 300 seconde8 ont fitd analys~s dons la bands frdquantielle 0-80 Hz. La friquence d'dchantillonnage
Atait de 205 Hz et le nombre de moyennes 60, ce qui a permic d'obtenir mne rlcsolution de 0,2 Hz. 11
nWa pas ltd utiliali do feniltre de Hanning.
En outre, pour chaque esplce d'engins at chaque tiche, on a regroups lea divergs D.S.P. dec accfill-
rations asurlies cur Ie plancher at on a calculI lea courbos enveloppac siaximales, moyennes et mini-
males correapondantes.

(b) Valeure efficaces des accdilfrations lindiaires ponddirdes at des acclratione fiquivalentes. La ponds-
ration frfiquentielle, reprdsentative des difffdrences do censibilitg de l'homme six vibrations tn
fonction de la frdiquence at do la direction, a ltd effectudo cau niveau des difffdrantas D.S.P., des
accildrations lindaires, conformamnt A Is norm ISO 2631. Lea valeurs efficaces des accilgrations
ponddirdes corraspondantec (a , % at awz) ont ltd ddduutes par intfigration de cas D.S.P. ainsi
modif ides. L'accdldiration Squivalente, au niveau do i'assiae dui aigge, a ltd calculfIe A partir de Is
formula prficonilg par is norm APNOR NFE 90-4.01

aq 4. + 2 2~ 2

(c) Rapport& da transmission vibratoire antre Sligo et planchar ou entre axes difffdrent.
-L'dvahuation do l'afficscitd des sysimes antivibratile. dec lges salon l'axe vartical s'est
f site au moyon du rapport cuivant

OWP 2correspondent respectivauent aux accdrations efficacec ponddrdes salon

estsupriur 1,onconsidire quo is Sigo giobalownamsuplif is ; par contra, at acst inffriour

A 1, is Sligo attdnue l1intenciti vibratoire.
11 i tait anm outre intdreooant do connaitre is direction ou lea directions privillsgidec de vibra-
tions. Pour call, on s calcul&, au nivea do i'assice dum cliae, le rapport %.is difini par Is

formula R8,i2 - . awec :I - X oiI T.
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2. * SULTATS DES MSURS

Plus do 150 asets out Wt effectuis pour couvrir lea diffirentes tiches que peuvent effectuer lee
70 vihicules testis. Chaque esset a fait 1'objet de deux fiches individuelles de risultats comportant des
prficisions pour chacun des engine testis, lea velours des grandeurs cities done le paragraphe 1.2.2 et lee
courbes de D.S.P. Les risultats prisentis dana cet article constituent, pour l'easentiel, une synthise de
cea fiches.

2.1. Evaluation do Ia contrainte vibratoire au posts de conduits en rfiffirence I Ia norfe ISO 2631.

(a) Acciliration iquivalente. La figure 1 montre quo lea intenaitis lea plus aivires, relevies Sur
l'aasise du sifge, sont ginfiralement rencontries pour lea vihicules montfis aur pneuiaatiques on phaae
de roulement, la contrainto itant parfois Incompatible avoc Ia durne courante d'un posts de travail.
En effet, des accilirations fiquivalentes de plus de 2 a/s2 ont itfi trouvios eur 1 des 2 dicapeuses,
mur 4 des 6 tomboreaux et camions do chantier et sum 5 des 8 chariots fitudiis, cs qui n'autoriserait
sous corn conditions quo des temps d'exposition ds momns do 2 heures, en rfifirence A Is norm fran-
raise NF E 90-401. En moyenne, lea niveaux mesuris our lea engine montis Sur chenille. (chargeuses et
bouteums) mont de l'ordre do 1,2 M/82, quelle quo soit la t~che of fectufie (rouleinont, reprise au tas,
etc.). Les contraintes vibmatoires globalos lea plus foibles (environ 0,6 - 0,8 m/s2) ont Wt obte-
nues pour lea pelles hydrauliques et chargeuses-pellsteuss, lora du crousement do tranchfies au point
fixe et pour lea niveleuses.

tombemoau chargeuse chargeuse pells

dicapeuse chariot bouteur chargeuse-

2,5 niveleuso pelloteuse

Figure I

Compamaiaon des accfili-
i2,0 rations iquivalentes

Moyennea relevfies au
oposts do conduite des

divers engine fitudifis
a par:

Ca1,5 0 Lundstrl~m et Lindberg

~e FA,-,. fmaultats identiques.

j '~ 1,0

0,5

Espbce d'engins

(b Direction d'expomition priviligifie ani niveau de l'asmiso du stage. D'une fagon gfinirale, les accili-
rations off icacom pondirfiem en intensiti et en friquence mont du esue ordre do grandeur suivant lee
axes X et Z (cf. figure 2& et b). on note copendant, une pridominance do l'axe Z pour les vihiculen
sontis suir puoumatiques of fectuant principalement du roulement et de l~axe X dana le cao des pelles,
chargeumes-pelleteumes, boutours et chargeusos mum chenillos en phase do creumoment, reprise au tao
oti dicaimmesont.

Co:rn mmrquem quant I la pridominance d'uno direction par rapport A uneoautro, no mont valable. quo
pou lea vibration@ relevies au niveai de l'assioe du siage. Au niveai du plancher, lee caractriis-
tiquem vibratoires mont diffirentom car, d'une part, on supprime lVeffet du siage et d'autre part, Ia
position du point do woure par rapport aux centres do tangage, do moulim ot do lacet est diffimonto.
Los intensitim des accfilirations efficacem pondiries meleviom muivant le. axes X et Y mont, dons
l'emblo, mignifIcativeamt correlies A cellos relovorn suivant l'axe vertical (p -c 0,05). Cette
constatation Weost pas vraio quand l~axe X oat compari I laxe Z dane 10 cam des engine montim our
cenillem qui mont amenim I of foctuer des tichem do poussage, mipage, reprime au tarn, pour lesquollos
lee efforts o'opbrent longitudinaleaent.

2.2. Eff icacti do. mifgee pour attinuer lee vibration@ tranaimom au conducteum

La plupart dos engine itudiim itaient &quip$@n d'un miage mini d'un rystao antivibmatile melon l'axe
vertical Z (suspension micanique souple et/ou done certain* com, garnimmage do la mellon.e). Par contro,
aucun dem allg.. temtirn n'itait dotS d'une suspension avent-arribre. La figure 3 ricapitulo lea valeurm du
rapport do transmismion %obtenuem eunr l'assiee du milgo et Ie plancher.
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P pollee Chc chargetueee/chenilles C chariots
N :niveleuses CP chargeue-pelleteue T :tombereaux
I :bouteurs Ch : chargue/es D :dicapeumee
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Figure 2 :Couparaison des velours moyennee dese aclrationa efficaces pondfies en friquence at en
Inteneitf relev~es suivant k'exe avant-arriAre La)j ou latfiral Lb)j par rapport I l'axe
vertical. Cou2 raison a atre lee r~sultate moyens de Lundtrda, et Lindberg (P )et de
l'I.N.R.S . or
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Acidrto verticale enicc fonction deen ws m82

mesa~ ourplc deesis engine.
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On notera que
- Ce sont les engins montfis sur pneumatiques qui prfisentent le plus de problies fitant donni lea valours

6levies de l'accfilfiration iquivalente. En effet, lea slges de plus do 80 % des vihiculos de ce typo
faisatent do la surtonsion. Cette observation s'expliquo sagnamnt par des considirstions relatives A la
distribution de l'Snergie vibratoire en fonction do is friquonce. En effet, leeaengina isontis sur pneu-
atIques ant un spectre vibratoire riche on basso friquence do 1 A 3 Hz. Pour attgnuer do tell.. vibra-
tions, 11 faut uno suspension rolativement sophistiqufie A grand dfibattement, ce qui nest pas toujours
possible vu lee contraintes do place et lea exigences do conduite.

- Lesaengina mantfis sur chenilies sont giniralement fiquipis do aug.. qui attfinuent globaleuent Vinten-
sit& vibratoire solon l'sxe Z. Ce. angina ant un spectre vibratoira uniformfimont riparti ontro 1,5 et
10 Hz. Or, la plupart des suspensions quo Von trauve dane le commerce, attinuent lea vibrations a
partir do 2,5 - 3 Hz. C'ost pourquoi les velours do R bouspu ctp d iiuesn ni
riouros A l'unit#. Cependant, mime pour ca engine, los vibrations en dessaus do 3 Hz sont aisplif lion,
10 rapport R no traduisant qu'uno uoyenne globaleosur touts Ia plago friquontiollo 1 - 80 Hz.

- La silgos 5os engine les mains vibrant. solon l'axe vertical (pollos et nivelouses) ant tondance A
faire do la surtension. Cotte observation s'expliquo par la non liniariti des caractiristiques des
silges aux foibles niveaux. Elia sauligne Is nficessitfi do maltriser lee frottements do la cinimatique et
le vieillisaouent du ailgo.

La figure 4 donne lea vaeurs do R~ obtenuos pour chaque essal avec lea chargeuses sur pneus, les
chargeuses-poileteusos et lee chariots. 11 oat clair pour cos engine quo lea plus hauts niveaux da
observia sur l'assiao, sont significativoment lifis au dysfanctionnofent du systaue antivibratile du sages
solon l'axe Z (r - 0,70, p e.0,001). 1l suifirait done d'6quiper cos engine avoc un stage muni d'une
suspension off icaco pour riduire l'intoneiti vibratoire d'au mains 50 X.

L'appiication des prescriptions des normos do code d'esaai de siages NF E 90-451 ot E 58-074 pourrait
tras probablement romidier A cot 6tat do fait.

Rz

* *.. Figure 4

A * AValeura individuellee du rapport
0 do transmission vorticalo on fonc-

0 tion do l'intensitfi do l'accilira-

A A0 *~~ A tion efficace pandfirie relevIe our
aA l'aasise du silge.

.0

1,0 0 * 0  Droito do rfigreaaion

Oo ,0 6 A(o0 chargeusos sur pneus R ,5+02
SAO 0 Coefficient do corrfilation

0 0 0 chargeues-pellotouses r - 0,70 ; p 40,001
0

0, A chariots

0 1,0 2,0 3,0 %z (M/s2)

2.3. Courbos onvoloppos apoctreles des accfilirations relovios aI&l base dos aigos.

A titre d'oxemplo, nous avons donni done la figure 5, loe courbes onveloppos maxial, inoyonno at
minimal. dos D.S.P. des accilirationa X, Y at Z reove on pied de aug. our lee chargousos iquipies de
pnoimatiquoa (toutes tichos confonduos). Dons lonsoable, on constato quo la forms des courbes de D.S.P.
eat on soyonno pou affortlo par I& ticho, #I Von excepts lee charg-puges our pnous at surtout lee
chergeuses-poloetouses. Cette farm, pour une eap~ce donnie doengins, oet relativemont bion typlo, surtout
selon l'ae vortical. Coast Sinai quo per example, on obsorvo pour cot axe, un pic diSnorgi. pr~dominant
dane lea bandes friquontiollos suivantes:
- 1,5 - 2 He tomb. reaux, canions tous chesins at dicapeuses non ausponduos,
- 1 - 2,5 He chargeuses our pneus (roulement),
-,.2 - 3 He chariots do chantier *t nivoleusos,
- I - 4 Hz dicapouses suspenduos.
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la Fnriure Ctaorea pnostppeo onil do ) 56 enn orl (-),or diin i re de11 ce s q Vn

sesur~ ~ ~ do Lo vlatinsaono 1 W A iset aulevies los charde usiesur cycesdo travae l couetsd

Ila outonode@. am es bet Cat les aclousdcratto.efiaeond6quivacorespanvea. d

3.1.e pousaraioc es ran lat w ote uo vec dou de..RS (1dur at Lninr auleud us3 J.tedif

receo' riutt e le1UKS oftit lor coapre Icux obtonoumr Lunypedtrgn atindr plus ~ut phae d
1 onraznttou vibroat or ruout shlU hs do cnuiarggnsput 1a plupart dfalrontpode cex quo 1'o a

our oc obtnaq enu; la. 1. e dern toabereaux6du.v valour.6daacnt ldeati3 iquivalente., au niveau u

ouldoime ou lieu do 1,9 a/92 (reprie au tao) at do 2,3 a/S2 (roulousut) pour l'itude Id..R.S. Par contre,
cous avono trouv& des valours analogues pour lee chergeuse. our chenillea (1,2 ot 1,4 ale2), lea pelle. et
lee chargause-pelleteuoea on phase do crouoewent et lee nivoleuge. (0,9 2/62). Enfin, Lundstrfn et
Lindberg doccent dos ictenoitlo plus fortes pour lea bouteuro (1,8 a/@2 en moyane au lieu do 1,2 2/92)
qui *.oxpliquent per lee conditions opfratoires qu'l. oct reccontri. (s01 gel6).

Los diffirencee obeeryigo cous aulcont A rappelor quo V'on a rocherchG volontairement, done un objoc-
tif prouder do code d'*soai do sile, un fajorant" do Is contrainto vibratoire done des conditions
d'utilimatioc typique correspondent A uce journie do travail. Dans I& rialitt, 11 eat oAr quo lea opfira-
tours rA *oat pas expoode do manubre continue A do toll.. intecsitim, 8 hour*@ par jour. W'est ainoi quo

lee conductour. do toubereaux et camioce toue chenico soct aetreicts A des piriodes de fortes &xpositions
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lorequ'ill conduiment our des pistes de chantier mal entretenues at A des pariodes de moindre exposition
au eours du chargesiont de lour v~hicule. Un. estleation corrects de l'intensiti inoyenne transaise au
conducteur au cours d'une Journfe do travail suraic done ncessitf Is difinition pr&alable de caches
typiques (camsm ii lVs 6ti fait par Lundstrbm at Lindberg), Is connaissance do ia r~partition da cen
tlches au cours de is journie at is prise d'un tr~o grand noabre d'fchantillons de insure. Cala fitait en
dehors de notro objectif. C'ost pourquoi noun avons cherchfi seulement A faire des coemparaisons d'un engine
A lautre de fagon A connaltre lee plus vibrants.

3.2. Pertinence des classes spectrales des vibrations d'excitation retenues pour lee easais de siftes en
laboratoire (norm E 58-074).

Lee risuitats prisent&* dens is paragraphs 2.2 relatifs A l'efficacitG des siages pour attfinuer les
vibrations fontrent quo. bien bouvent, la suspension vertical. du siage West pas adapt~e au vAhicule sur
lequel i1 eot monti. 11 y a done ncessitA d'appliquar lea codes d'essais do sifges difinia par lee norms
fran~aises NF E 90-451 et E 58-074. Can normes prlconisent, afin d'obtenir Is pius grand. fidllit6 des
rioultats, d'effectuer lea easeis our un stulateur de vibration. La reprlsentativitli des eseais d~pend
done avant tout du choix des processus d'excitation. La norm E 58-074, spficifique aux engine de terrasme-
sent, dflfnit 4 classes spectrales do vibration d'entrie vorticale en fonction do l'esplce des engine (cf.
figure 6). 11 s'agit de processus allatoirem, A distribution d'aasplitude gaussienne, d~finis par leur
densit§ spectrale do puissance et leur velour efficace.r Nous avons tentS de virifier is pertinence des classes spectrales pour lee engine qu'elles mont
supposles reprlisenter en lee coaparant aux courbes enveloppes de D.S.P. des acellrations relevies A 14
base du sifge, prhsent~es dens is paragraphs 2.3. et d'en 6tendre l'application (s'il y a nicemmitf den
Ilaborer do nouvelles) one engine de chantier non inclus jusqu'l prisent dens Is norms E 58-074 (tombs-
reaux at comione do chantier at pellos hydrauliques our pneumatiques et our chenille.). D'autro part, pour
certains engins (chariots do chantier, toubereoux, camions toum chesins et bouteurs), lee vibrations honi-
zontales sont importantes, voire prldominantes (polies et chargeusem-polloteumes). 11 y aurait done lieu
d'envisager didquipor lea sifges avec une suspension avant-arribre oil lat~ral., d'oa is nhicemsit d'6labo-
rer pour coin vihicules des classes do vibrations d'entrfie horizontales.

a) Class I c) Classe III

DSP Uffdrence 0 dB -8 (a/m2)2/H, z R~ffirence 0 dB 2 /22H

00 dB------------------------ -

, -30 d B ------ -3o0dB-------------- ---------

U

i 0 O 03

0 0 20
5rqec 9)M une(s

biur C rpes lasse s IIcrl svirto d Class prIV ~ m a & r
0 804pu e oe esld ~e dsgnd hnirslsI& etcl
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On a considir& une claase spectrale comae partinente pour une espice apicifique d'engina, done Ia
aesure oail y a cohirence avec Ia ripartition friquantielle des courbes enveloppes obtenues (surtout aux
basses friquences pour Ie filtrage des sigges) et lea valeurs aupfirieures des accglgrations efficaces
pondfiriee anauries (%.).

(a) Vibrations verticalec
Les 4 classes difinies dana Ia norm sont quasiment suffimantes pour caractfriser en frfiquence et en
intenait6 tous lee vihicules itudifis. Les diffirentes eapicea d'engins pourraiant itre classfies comae
quit
- Class. I tombereau at camion tous Chemins, dficapeusa non suspendue.
- Class 11 dicapeuse suspendue, chariot de chantiar, chargeuse our pneumatiquea (roulement),

chargeune-pelleteuse (toute tflche sauf Creusemant).
- Clase III Chargeuse our pneumatiques (reprise au tas at Chargement), Chargeuae-pelleteuse (Creu-

semant) et niveleuse.
- Class. IV chargeuse our Chenillen, bouteur our Chenillag, pell. toutes catigortes (Creusemant).

(b Vibrations horizontales:
AuCune des classes speCtrales reCommandies par Ia norme E 58-074 W'est reprfisentative de ce quo Ilon
trouve selon lea directions horizontales. 11 y aurait donC nficessitfi dWen fitablir do nouvelles, A
savoir, une Classe V (pie d'intenaiti entre 1 et 2 Hz, aw - 0,8 a/s2) qui a'appliquerait plus parti-
Culilrement aus dicapeuses, chariots de chantier, Chmrgeuaes sur pneua, chargeusos-pelleteusea et
bouteurs at une Class. VI (plat entra I at 10 Hz, a 0,6 a/a2) qui ConCernerait lea chargeuses our
Chenilles at fiventuellemant lea pelleteuses selon 1aeX. Las niveaux relevfia sur lea niveleuses at
lea pelleteuses (axe Y) sont suffisamaent faibles pour ne pas justifier de suspension.

Remargue:
L'attfinuation des vibrations basses friquences. talles qua callas corraspondant AIsl class. V propo-

.4e (piC d'intensit& vera 1 Hz), niCesaiterait une suspension A grand. course, Ce qui n'est pas souhai-
table du fait des contraintes de contrble des vghicules. En fait, l'intfrit principal d'une suspension
horizontale, pour Cas vihicules, riside dana la possibilitfi d'attfinuer l'aspact impulsionnel du signal.
Claat pourquoi. il nous aemble indispensable d'utiliaar comae processus d'excitation, un signal non seule-
sent reprfisentatif en friquence matis aussi en distribution d'amplitude.

4. CONCLUSION

Il reasort donc de l'analyae des signaux acciliromfitriques enregistris sur 1'&8818e du saug. et cur
le plancher, salon lea directions verticale, avant-arriare et latfirale, que

(a) Les contraintes vibratoires globales calculi.. en riffirance A la norma AFNOR NF E 90-401, pour las
vfihicules inontis eur pnetnsatiquas en phase de roulemant (toubereaux at canions tous chemins, dica-
peuses automotricee, chariots automoteurs, etc.) sont ginfiralemant plus sAvirea que celles trouvies
pour lea pollee hydrauliquesaet chargeuses-polleteusec, lora du creuaement de tranchfie au point fix.
En ce qui concerns ces derniern engine, il ae pout que a smfithode priconialie sous-estime la con-
trainta vibratoire rfiellement subie A la valeur moyanne de l'intensit6 vibratoire qui eat, dons ce
cas, fortemant fluctuante en fonction de lopiration effectuie dana le cycle de travail. S'il se
rivilait que Ia sensibiliti des individus et fortesent influencie par lea pica d'intensitf, ce type
d'engins apparaitrait certainemant coma plus nuisible.
En foyenne, la direction privilfiie, pour lea vihicules montfia aur pneuaatiques an phase de roule-
sent, et l'axe vertical. Dans l'ensemble, lea prescriptions de Ia norma frangaiae WE E 58-050,
relatives 41 Ilintensit& vibratoire maziiasla transaise aux conducteurs, ne aont pas respectiss.
Dana le cam des polles, chargeusee-polleteuses, bouteura at chargeuaes our chanilles, il y aurait
pridominance de Ie siviriti vibratoire melon 1'axe avant-arrigre pour lea tiChes de creusemant,
reprise au tas et dicaissement.

(b) Los suspensions verticalas des sifges Aquipant lea vihiculas testfis, notamaent ceux montia our pneu-
atiques, sont souvent inadapties. Dana certaina cas, 11 suffirait siuplement d'squipor ca engine
avec un sifga qui ne aurteneionns pa. aux friquancee du vfihicule, pour riduire l'acc#Ililration verti-
cal. de plus de 50 Z. L'application du code d'eeaai de eigge, en rifirence aux Horma. franeaie
WT 9 90-451 at E 90-074 pourrait trls probablemant reaidier A cet itat de fait.

(c) Pour chaque Lamille d'engins, on a ilabori des enveloppee spectrales reprisentativee du plus grand
noubre d'engins. Dane lensemble, ella. montrent, pour l'axe vertical, 1. pertinence des classes
spectrales do vibrations existant done I& norm AIWOR 9 58-074 relative aux assais de silgee d'engins
de terrassament en laboratoire. Cependant, quelques modifications mont auggiries ; en perticulier, il
eat proposi d'inclure lea tombereaux et lea camions de chantier.
11 y a motibre I crier deux nouvelles clasesaen matibre do vibrations horizontales qui pourraient
Itre difinies non seulameni on friquence at en inteneiti, mis aus an distribution d'asplitude.

11 set envisagi de prolonger cotta itude per une campagne d'eseai de miggem dlengine de terrassement
offecinie conforimemnt I Ia norm ATWOR 3 58-074 modif ii., &f in da pouvoir lea claeser en fonction de leur
capaciti I riduire lee vibrations.
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DISCUSSION

QOANDIEU, Plt: I would like to know if the seat characteristics that you described are really
non-linear at low intensity?

DONATI, FR: The behavior of the plastic, flexible suspension system, due to friction and the age
of the seat, can be non-linear. This explains the very important overloads that we observed with this
type of seat.

VAN VLIRT, CA: I think the power spectral density (PSD) approach is good for classifying vi-
bration signals. However, taking into account the non-linear characteristics of the passive seat,
there are limitations to this approach. For instance, it does not allow you to reconstruct time his-
tories. At present, in Canada, we use reconstructive time histories to evaluate seats because there is
no phase information in the PSDs.

DONATI, CA: I agree with you, but it is our opinion that this represents the simplest method for
obtaining results, as a first step. It must be pointed out that this method Is presently used for ac-
ceptance testing of all farm tractor seats in Europe. However, I believe that we should include other

factors, such as vibration, in our assessment. We used this method simply for its convenience.
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7hat the ride of military vehicles can hoae pathalogicm], effects on the occupants has beI
reopimd since charioteae rode with their knes bent to attenuate the Shocks from the floor
of their vehicles. M~rs recently "tank back' was reported by medical officers during end
immediately after the 1939-45 war, and similar effects ("jeep back") were noted for trucks and
."rS (Flf 1). Despite any references to the chronic effects of vibration and I Ic on. hunma,
there are few data which relate the effects of exposue to the ride characteristics of the
vehicle. This is reflected in the seco-nI draft of w~hat are probably the moet widely used guide-
line for human exposure to vibration, ISO 2631 (R~ef 2), which stated that "in view of the com-
plem: factors determining tie humm respone to vibration, and in view of the paucity of qumeti-
tative data concerninig am's perception, of vibration aid his reactions to it.... (the guidelines
hae been prepared) .. . to give provisional guidance as to acceptable humaen exposure to vibra-
tice". The expoure limits of 190 2631 are based o "approzdmately half the level considered
to be the threshold of pain .... for healthy male subjects restrained to a vibrating seat".

From the earliest drafts, the standard also exessed the hop that it would lead to the
"reporting and critical evaluation of ne findings about the effects of vibraticoni nmn".
'flat aim h1-be a consideration during the warios envey of vibration levels in military
vehicles which have bee udertaken at DCID4 dkwng the pat fiftbieVentyas. hum when the
Institute e asked by the Bas Surgeom at Canadian Forces Bas (CIS) Gagetown. to invstigate
several instances of lower beck trum in tracked azsored-vehicle drivers, the oportunity ems
tke to study the interrelatioship of vehicle ride, operator exposure and back pain (Ref 3).

The problem was evident In a pool of drivers attached to the Combat Am School (CAM), who
were required as port of the school curriculum to drive long hours in 14113 armoured persone
carriers eauring training exercises. The fleas Surgon~ had noted that, within six moniths, two
drivers from the CAS pool ("Pool drivers") had required surgery for lumber disc herniation.
Both Me were under age 34, and subeent investigation revealed that, amn 28 CM S4M13
drive=s with possible beck problem, ton had recurrent lower back pain to the extent that time
es miesed from Nork. Of the ten, oam required surgery during the period of the investigation,
and another six, who were free from congenital abnormlities of the spine, were found by X-ray
examination to have changes such as degenerative disc disease.

I1WUT!GAICH OF THE P[N4

The actions of the feSurngeon had, naturally, aroused the seawns of the Pool drivers
to the risks associated with the ride characteristics of their veicles. A three-aspects
approach was therefore taken to the investigation. The first aspect am to review the medical
history of the Pool drivers for the three yeare prior to the investigation, and to omepare them
with those of two other grope of drivers. one group, (14M drivers"), drave the masse vehicle
but for fear average hours per wek. The other grup ("Centurion drivers"),* drove a slower,
heavier vehaicle for a similar number of hours per week.

he three Wave were roughly similar In size, (18 Pool, 24 RM, 20 Centurion), andar
eatch1d for agesn, heights anid weights. The aedistribution of~ the RM drivers em, In fact,
Slightly I id toward the left, implying a slightly 'younger population, but the three groups
wae not statistically different.

The second --I I of the study ems to review thm exposure history of the three grsups of
drivers. This emn daming a modified vesIon of the questionnaire developed by ritaigrad
aid Crotty (Rat 4). The questionnaire wa modified to cover -ampects of the driving environment,
imcladin types of terrain, speed oe differimt terrain and hours driving per day aid per
week.

7he possible effect of poor postur as a conts ibutory factor to back pain ems of cwtrn.
Ninua, GWiPit end temiqU1S rAmOeseay to record9 the posture adoted by the driver in the
amfizad spae of an ANY weas not available. Therefore, posture em investigsted subjectively
thlaWgh astons related to the cofort of the seat, ad the rued for Improvmts to the

seat at the two vehicles.

he third aspect Of the Study IM'0lved the recordin and analysis of the ride characteris-
tics of the M413 aid the Ceturion. Acoslia were rmud in three ortngonial se at
the driver's buttocks, as each vehicle e driven at representative speede over vaios types
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of road anzi terrain. A one-third octave-baud analysis of the data was then compared with the
Exosure Limit (EL), the Fatigue Decrased Proficiency aounidary (PD), and the Reduced Comfort
Bouindary (C) of 190 2631.

Also used wsa criterion for assessing hmme tolerance to high crest-factor acceleration
(shiock). taking into account the compressive load limitationu of the spine. Payne (Ref 5) pro-
posed a single degree-of-frs&3ai lusped-perter model to approximte the gross menchanical
characteristics of the human spine. The model-c-mists of a simple linear ms-Wping system
with damping that is proportional to velocity. A the system is excited by an acleration-
tie history, It gives as an output a corresoning time history of the compressive deflection
of the spring. A Dynmnic R -m~ Indem (II), representing the peak value of the compressive
deflection, is determined for each peak in the acceleraticm-time history.

Allen (Ref 6) has prpsda specification for human tolerance to repeated shocks, based
on the DRI model and on the conept that structural fatigue or damage is cumulatively linear to
the point of ru~pture (Miner's Rule). The implmntation of the proposal provides a wons of
quentifying tentatively the occurrence and severity of shocks In an acceleration-time history,
and is used by the Institute as an interim ethod for assessing crow-country vehicle ride
quality.

In the proposal, Allen has specified exposure limits representing various demgree of
discomfort asC)a un to oefr th friscd hcs:Pseneomfort (PC se igr). Mnodtin fv eramte
Discomfort as) afuind eeDofrt (SDe of repeate s1).s Iang Cditomafort (P) lerot
bac-Injury criterion is specified. based on vertebrae breaking strength data from wichid the
porinuters of the DRI spinal-loading model were defined (DRI - 20 g correspt to 50 per-cent
probblity of spinal Injury (Rof 7)), aMd on the correlation of DRI to aircraft-ejection
injury rates (Ref 8).

The ERI model and Allen's proposal for humen tolerance to repeated vibration shcswere
impleonted at the Institute on en analogue and a digital computer, end used to analyze samples
of the M113 and Centurion off-road (cross-country) Z-exis acceleration-time histories.

RIBTS

Medical Recoxd

Chi squared analysis of the record showed that the three groupe of drivers had iwt dif-
fere in their frequency of visits to the Medical Investigation Room (NIP) in the three years
prior to the study. However, the Pool drivers reported significantly* more back pain complaints
than the ECR drivers, or then the RER end Centurion driver groups comined. Similarly the Pool
drivers vanixd their vehicle as a cauative factor in their comlaints significently sr
of ten than the other two driver groupe.

Questionnaire Reults

It e to he emipected that the MIR Leco= would rot represent the total Incidence of back
pain in anty of the driver groups. It appeared probable that sce beck pain wa onsidered too
ainor to warrent a visit to the MIR, and -a self-treated with massage, rest etc. The data
from the questinnaire upoztd that assumption, indicating that mor em in all three driver
grus suffered from back pain than w~a shame by the MIR records. Eighty-nine per cent of Pool
drivers, 46 per cent of ECR drivers, aMd 55 per cent of Centurion drivers reported suffering
from backache or back pain.

Ibdie Chi square tests shoved no significant difference in the proportion of sufferers in
each group having a prior accident involving the back. Fro that observation it Is argued that
prior injury involving the back is not the manjor causative factor of the higher incidence of
back problem In the Pool group.

The quetionnaire responss Indicated that there were differences in the sports activities
Of the three groups. Significantly more ECR drivers participated in jogging and eming than
the other drivers; significantly more Centurion drivers played golf than drivers in the other
two groups.

Meldlon Chi square tests showed no significant difference between the driver grups in
tere of Prior elierince driving their vehicles. amination of the distribution, of the cqins-
ticresire respcr e showed, however, that there wa a trend to the R and Centurion, drivers
having had fer years Of anmmwed fighting vehicle (AMV) driving mysprience then did the Pool
drivers. This agree with empectatiorm from the carver progresIon pattern, since ANY drivers
taned to be stressd Into the CAS on the basis of a%=slanc. Pool drivers were found to be
sresI over all levels of experience, irberees the ECR drivers were seed towanrds less eperi-

@nos, and the Centurion driversmore maximadly so. Theref ore, the type of driving and the cuou-
latiwe effect of ua.rience my be confounded.

The Qastionmire results confired the selection of the two comparison group~s. The amount
Of driving Per weak - found to be the for Fool and Centurion drivers, with the ECR group
driving significantly lmw. The numer of hours per week driven across country wa also the

Sfor the Pool and Centurion drivers, end significntly less for the ER drivers (see Table
1), and the Pool and Centurion drivers drove significantly fewer hours par week on gravel rod

*Throughout the analysis significnce is at the .05 level or better.
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than did the RaR drivers.

TABU I

pool RC Centurion
Drivers Drivers Drivr

T Tan 10 Hours 2 13 1
Between 10 and 30 Ho~urs 8 3 6
Between 30 and 50 Hour. 6 0 9
Greeter Then 50 1~mr. 2 0 2
No Reply 0 a 2

Factor Analysis

Frmthe analysis of the 14MI records aid the quetionnaire data. several differenices were
note between the Pool drivers and the two other groups, sly of which could hame been a contri-
butory cause of the higher Incidence of back pain enperienced by the Pool drivers. The follow-
Ing differee were onsmidered for further analysis:

i. driver age
ii. driver physique (weight/height ratio)

iii. year. of driving eriesi
Iv. hours driven per week
v. total hour./week on all terrain-C road, gravel, cross-country)

vi. driving speedI over terrain (roads, gravel. cross-country)
vii. ms;of the vehicle

These variables, plus the presnc or absence of back Pain were subjected to factor
analysis. Four factors were used, and a ainimm loading of 0.3 wsrequired co each factor.
Variables Included in the sme factor. a presence of back pain were cosidered to be the major
ootribuaor to that condition. Two factor. were found to include back pain. The variables
@sociated with back pain were high total hour. driven per week, long hours on all three types
of terrain, and a high personal weight to height ratio.

Variables which grouped together In a third factor were no back pain. heavy vehicle
weight, slow driving s;Peeds ard long hours cross-country. Those factor. were interpreted s
representing the Centurion driver.' enwirnmuent. Other variables which grouped together wr
older driver.. more AVF driving experience and slow. driving speed Is aicross country. No sigftifi-
conc was attached to this factor, but It could be Interpreted as Indicating either that older
driver. learn to drive acre slowly, or that they are less tolerant of shock than youziger
drivers.

Ride Data

The acceleration levels measured on the driver's seat in the two vehicles irdicated that
Z-axis levels In thm M4113 were considerably higher for off-road conditios than for paved- or
gravel-road onditiam. In the much slower and heavier Centurion, Z-exIs levels did not differ
significantly between road and cross-country condition, end were less intense then those in
the M413 (Ref 9).

For crose-country onditions In the M413 (20 kjh) and in the Centurion tank (12 kph), the
Z-axis 1LP boundary wasee-U' in the vehicles (at the driver's seat) after one hour and
eight hours respectively, aid the RL boundary after four hour. and 24 haurs respectively (Table
11) (Ref 9). In the 3413 rids sample, crest factor. a high as 13 were encountered. When the
crest factor. eweal six, the effects of the notion upo health, fatigue and comfort my be
underestimated by the 19O 2631 criteria (Ref 2). In the Centurion Tark, crest factor.wr
les than six.

TABLE 11

34113 AND CWVWON2 TANK aSS-WW1W Z-AXIS VIRTION UWOSU LDEITs,

AT THEl DIVES SEAT, USING ISO 2631 AND ALLEI'S DI-TOLERND CRTTlUIA

Acceleration MSO 2631 rwI/ALL
Viah1c u/ atr G F EL ED

20 kia 13 <1laIn lhr 4hr 4m&In 4hr-

Own IW
12 Ji - lhr Shw 24hw - - -

The results of the DR-Alla m tm arlals are smmarized in Table IZ, and indicate
t"at thm PC ard MD boundarles ,ald be amoseded In the 3013 af ter four minutes ad few haurs
repOtivaly. During the 3-minuite SUP1, 12 1 -okexc~eeding I 0z were ober-ved, producing
MRineS of Mt ranging fies 1.01 to 2.79, with a mamn value of 1.65 end a standard deviation of
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0.56 (3sf 10).

Note that the effect of gravity-bias acceleration w-- suppessed at the output of the
Wealogimf computer (ER! model) In accordance with standard practice (3sf 11), and that the
digitl-cmater prograa did rmyt accouate M3! -alum (13!( 1.0) for accelerations los then 1
Oz. It is not until the spinal c=omsve-spring fore completely countermcts the weight-
forc vector that the vertebral column become the primary weight-bearing element. Hence,
accelerations les then 1 Oz are not significant in the .pinal-loading model.

No vausn of 13! were gunmted for the Centurion ?aWk. Tie is becaas the tuak cross-
ountry data did not contain acceleration ebocit uceeding 1 Oz.

D!SCE lICUf

The major limitatien to the study was the small aple also and their liited distribution
across the variables. The sample elm, hoee, wa dictated by the numer of Pool drivers. The
effect of much a small aomple an the statistical amelysis is an obviou weanss. Therefore,
the results of the study -- nt be conideed as indications of trend, rather than robust cause-
effect relationships.

Other reservation must be mpsedabout som of the data. Upon Identifying back trauma
slm the Pool drivers, the Bae Surgeon. had instituted a limitation In driving hours, so that
it wsnot possible to validate the quostiouuire returns for the hours driven in different
terrain. Som e r of the Pool and Centurion groups indicated that they were driving
between 50 and 70 hours a week. It is questionmble vd*mtim these AM would be continually
driven for sore than ten hours a day on, a routine basis, and It is possible that the total
hours include tim at res , or in a hide. it hsbe noted during otr mnrciss that the
drivers of such vehicles take ay opportuity to nathm, so that, although they are nood-
rally "at rest", they are actually often moving about the "rest" area. What at re the vehi-
cle erigis are left running. The drivers would therefr he uipose to the vibration frmthat
sorue, if not from actually driving. overall, then, the details of the vibration stres o
drivers reorting long hours Per weak are not clear. Sine the tim 61POPzre limits of ISO 2631
are logarithmically related to acceleration, however, they beom increasingly imprecise for
uEz'ss greater than four hours, and the questionmaire data mom' therefore juge to be ade-
quate for the study.

Another oncern is whether the Incidence of back pain reported by then Pool drivers differs
significantly from that reported In the general population of driver's or people with
vibratioin-Induce injury. T1e urs of tuo comprison gps did not, in itself, guarantee that
the Pool drivers Would be compared to a "nrm!e" population. Unifortunastely. no data ham been
found which indicate the "noml" Incidme of beck pain in the Canaian Pot s. 11w date from
the three VOSs were therefore compared with data from the British Army (3ef 12) and with
CmIEWta farmr (3sf 13), tractor drivers (3sf 14) and Interstate bum drivers (3sf 15). Based
on the findings of tiose studies, it rr U I'e that the control grups did huis a higher
incidence of beck pain then "nrmaul". If this is the cme, then the comarisons between the
group my undrestimte the effects of como factors such sage, driving .1;Iiece aid
driving posture.

The relationhip of driving posture and vehicle-ride effects on beck trauma ise of mmjor
Interest to this sysposium. Although posture was recognized as an important: factor in the onu-
sideration of amass of back pain, and although questions an the design of the eat were
included in the survey, it m- not possible to trat: posture systemstically. Som M13 drivers
indicated in their questioczanire ; 9 - m that they used their back rests. it wes; founud, hoi.-
ever, that It NWnot Possible to drive either the M013 or the Centurion with tie beck in con-

tact with the back rest without adopting a very uncomfortable posture. rap belts wre' provided
in the 1013, but If used they held the driver's buttocks in place, forcing his to lean forwardI
to reach the controls. The relative position of the driver's hatch end the moat in both vehi-
cles also mods It difficult to Oit upright. M1w resulting forumd hunched posture almost cr
tainly resulted in flattening of the lumber lordosis and ocaessio of the ludabar diece at
their forward edge, which would omerbate any stress an the spinal column.

Given the findings of Fitzgerald (3sf 16) that prope restraints, back support and torso-
thigh magIO were of importance to the reduction of the incidence of back pain auor aviators,
it seemed reasonable to conclude that the poor posture of both the M013 and the Centurion seats
contributed to the drivers' complaints. if poor posture was the only factor contributing to the
incidence of back pain, however, then no difference would be expected between the two 1013
driver groups. That mnrot the cae,- wmreso 80 per-cent of -M drivers mnd 88 per-cent of
Pool drivers reported the 113 seat very unofrtable, only 42 per-cent of -C drivers
reported beck pain, compared with 69 per-cent of Pool drivers. lint poor posture does Induce
book pain wa;evident by the rspones of the Centurion dive, 58 per-mint of iwe suffered
from bock pain.

A note from ti. factor analysis, the ride characteristics of the two vq .ales do Imply
that there would be differences in the frequency of back pain. The results of tie ride
enIalyis based an IS0 2631 indicate, that the Exposure Limit is not urceeded In the Centurion In
NW sPeed/terrain condition, 0m090= tint limi1t is min08ded after four' heirs In the 1013 Meti
tmmllMn crOs-COUtry at speedI of mre thei 20 krh. (liven the differences In hours driven
croee-cminrY, this could 4XVlISn the differne In report of beck pain between the Pool and
am drien.

A W ted at the outset, Mm Of the pr'ime aim of the study uwe the reorting and critical
ealuation of new findings about the effect of vibration an inn. Thnt high leveis of
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vibration, coupled with long hours of exposure result in a high incidence of back pain cannot
be called a new finding. The fact that the exposure levels predicted by ISO 2631 do appear to
have smw relationship to the observed incidence of back pain is of interest. While a signifi-
cant amt of effort has been put into validating the Reduced Comfort and the Fatigue
Decreased Proficiency limits of the standard, there have been few studies of the Eqxxnsm Lim-
its, wtich are, In fact, often the met critical aspects of military operations.

The validation of Allen's proposal for human tolerance to repeated shocks is not the pur-
of this paper. The asumptions wade by Allen are that (1) discomfort is caused by the

dyramic conpression peak loads in the spinal column, (2) these loads can be quantified by the
DRI, and (3) damage is a linear function of accumulated loads. The first assumption is disput-
able in that discomfort is subjective and often due to non-specific stress; the second because
spinal-column stiffness is not independent of load level. Data are required to determine
whether the variable stiffness of the spinal column caues significant discrepancies in subjec-
tive responses to a given DRI value. The third assumption also requires validation, or a
demostration of non-linear effects.

A question also exists concerning the significance of input accelerations that generate
values of DRI less than 1 g in evaluating ride quality (17). Although such values were not used
in the cumulative PC and MD limits sham in Table II, their effects u I soft-body tissue my
be an Important factor in ride-discomfort analysis.

Although it is tempting to compare the four-hour Epx;ure Limit predicted by ISO 2631 with
the four-hour Moderate Discomfort limit predicted by DRI-Allen, suich comparisons are not justi-
fied. Allen (Ref 6) has cautioned against such comparisons, first because of the preliminary
nature of the repeated-shock proposal, and secondly becamse of uncertainties regarding the
time-depenency assumptions in ISO 2631. For the ppose of this study, suffice it to say that
the cross-country ride qualities of the M113 are shown to be significantly more severe than
those of the Centurion when evaluated by either ISO 2631 or Allen's proposal for human toler-
ance to repeated shock using the DRI spinal model.

On the basis of the evidence it seems not unreasonable to conclude that the high incidence
of back pain observed in the Pool driver group wes the result of poor posture and exposure to
intense levels of vibration and shock for periods exceeding the exposure limits recommended by
ISO 2631, and that the incidence of back pain among RCR and Centurion drivers was related to
poor driving posture.
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D19CUSSION

TROUP, UK: I wonder if you could say a little about the studies of the spine which led to pre-
dictions of injury. I think this is rather an interesting and important topic.

BOWDEN (re BEEVIS and FORSHAW paper), CA: I cannot say too much about the paper. Allen's pro-
posal (AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 253, pp. A25-1 to A25-15) was based on a study of aircraft seat
ejection injuries. It related the shock of seat ejection to the injuries sustained from that single
shock to the pilot when he ejected. He found that the model, which is now used in the Standard in the
United States Air Force and is based upon the Dynamic Response Index (DRI), was established on that
sort of data. Allen simply extended it, using a principle of relating multiple shocks in a cumulative
way, to cover situations in which subjects were exposed to repeated shocks in aircraft or vehicles.
That's about all I can say about the paper.

SANDOVER, UK: I can add that Allen also used information from various studies, my own among
them, in which people had been subjected to a number of shocks as part of another experiment. There
were some comments on the subjective severity, so he used both the original DRI concept and some field
data.

LANDOLT, CA: Regarding the graph of the Dynamic Ride Index versus the number of shocks per 24
hours, would you know where the data of Beevis and Forshaw fits into that graph? Would they be near
the Passenger Comfort line?

BOWDEN (re BEEVIS and FORSHAW paper), CA: The estimate of duration was based on questionnaire
data, and the authors suspected that the actual driving exposure may have been less than indicated be-
cause the drivers would report rest periods inside the armoured vehicles, as well as the periods in
which they were actually driving cross country. As Beevis and Forshaw noted in their paper, the APC
DRI values ranged from 1.01 to 2.79; which, for exposure durations of less that 4 minutes, would lie
below the Passenger Comfort Boundary.

PRIVITZER, US: You said that the DRI was based on vertebral body compressive experiments. It is
actually directly based on ejection statistics; and, indirectly, related to vertebral body compressive
strength, because the ejection statistics were from ejections in which vertebral injuries were sus-
tained. The DRI values that you have reported are so low that I fail to see the significance in men-
tioning them.

BOWDEN (re BEEVIS and FORSHAW paper), CA: I would say that, in terms of ejection, the values are
very low, being less than 3G. However, in this Symposium, we are considering the problem of repeated
and tmoulative exposures to stresses which are not individually hazardous; and, therefore, I think that
the lower levels of stress are of interest. Does that answer your question?

PRIVITZER, US: I may have misinterpreted that one slide, but it looked like the severity of ex-
posures decreases with the number of exposures. It seems that discomfort and severity should increase
with cumulative exposures.

BOWDEN (re BEEVIS and FORSAW paper), CA: The slide is actually a graph from Allen's paper, and
it is the DRI index required to produce a given level of discomfort or injury as a function of the nu'-
ber of repetitions of the exposure to shocks of that DRI index. It is an hypothesis. I believe that
Allen extrapolated beyond the data for ejection, with a slope somewhat similar to that chosen for I90
2631; and this is very conjectural.
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SUMMARY

Compressive forces may play a role in the development of disc
degeneration. We measured the disc spaces on latereral x-rays of the lumbar
spine in fighter pilots with and without a history of sciatica, and compared
then to those of asymptomatic transport pilots. An arbitrary cutoff point for
'normal' was defined and the proportion of each group with narrowed disc
spaces determined. Fighter pilots with a history of sciatica had a
significantly higher proportion of those with narrowed disc spaces than did
asymptonatic transport pilots. Fighter pilots without low back pain had an
intermediate proportion with narrowed disc spaces. We conclude that disc
degeneration may be accellerated by repeated Gs forces experienced by pilots
of fighter aircraft.

abbreviations: LBP - low back pain.

INTRODUCTION

We have recently reported that the prevalence of a history of LBP
unassociated with flight was nearly identical in fighter, transport and
helicopter pilots(1). Fighter pilots however, had nearly twice the prevalence
of chronic pain, pain requiring bed rest and pain radiating to the leg in
comparison to transport and helicopter pilots. In the following report the
disc spaces measured on lateral x-rays of the lumbar spine were compared in
fighter pilots with and without sciatica, and in asymptomatic transport
pilots, inorder to determine whether or not fighter pilots are at increased
risk for disc degeneration.

Methods

A questionnaire on low back pain on page-reader forms was administered to
373 fighter pilots, 165 transport pilots and 264 helicopter pilots. The
pilots in each group were chosen at random from those undergoing annual
physical examination and wore age matched. Because of the tendency for pilots
to play down physical complaints, they were asked to report any history of
either low back pain or discomfort, associated or temporally unassociated
with flying. Sciatic pain was defined as pain that radiated to the log.
Severity of pain was assessed by whether or not the pain radiated to the leg
(sciatica) and/or led to bed rest, or loso of flight time. In addition, pilots
were questioned about pain during and immediately after flight. They were
assured beforehand that their answers would not effect their flying status.
Statistical comparison was done by the chi-square test.

Lateral x-rays of the lumbar spine with the patient in the lateral
recumbent position with hips and knees flexed at 45 degrees were evaluated in
three groups of pilots; in 64 transport pilots and 58 fighter pilots who
denied a history of low back pain, and in 33 fighter pilots who complained of
LBP radiating to the log. All of the pilots were between the ages of 25 and 35
and had flown for at least 6 years. The films were taken at 100 on-film-focus
distance and an 18 cn distance from the mid sagittal plane of the segment to
the film. The beam was centered on the body of L3.

The four "corners" of the vertebral bodies were marked in order to
quantitatively determine the anterior and posterior disc heights. The
distances were measured to the nearest 1 mm. The sacral angle was measured as
described previously (2). An arbitrary cutoff point for "normal" was
determined and the proportion of each group with narrowed disc spaces was
determined for L5-81, L4-L5 and L3-L4. In addition the anterior border of L3
was measured to assure that the heights of the vertebrae in the three groups
were similar. The significance of differences was determined by the
chi-squared test and by Fisher's exact test when the numbers were small. A p
value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.
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*Table 1. The prevalence of a history of low back pain (LBP)
unassociated with flight.

type of-aTr ti -ghter Transport helicopter
number at risk 373 165 264

discomfort 55(14.7) 18(10.9) 26( 9.8)
pain 94(25.2) 52(31.5) 70(26.5)
Total 149(39.9) 70(42.4) 96(36.4)

*Wih-permissonfrom AviaedTin prSe fV--7 986

RESULTS

We have shown that the prevalence of low back discomfort or pain
unrelated to flight was similar in all three groups of pilots (1)(Table 1).
Fighter pilots, however had nearly twice the prevalence of chronic pain and
pain radiating to the leg (Table 2). Also even though less pain during flight
was experienced by fighter pilots, more of those with pain had discomfort for
at least 24 hours after landing (Table 3)

*Table 2. The severity and chronicity of low back pain (LBP)
unassociated with flight.

Type-Y of airra -- -?ighter - -tran-sortiu-e-ic-pter
Number with LBP 94 52 70

Sciatica 2 5 *TT__ 5T9 9(12.9)
bedrest 24(25.5**) 7(13.5) 8(11.4)
missed flight 29(30.9"*) 7(13.5) 8(11.4)
duration over
one year 27(28.7**) 5( 9.6) 11(15.7)

*With permission from Aviation Space E-nviron Med n press) V57, 198
**Significantly more than transport and helicopter pilots (p 4 0.03)

*Table 3. Low back pain during and immediately after flight.

Type of aircraft fighter transport helicopter
number at risk 373 165 264

Low back
discomfort 38(10.2) 21(12.7) 61(23.1*)
pain 48(12.9) 8( 4.8) 91(34.5*)
Total 86(23.1) 29(17.6) 152(57.6e)

Persistence of pain
or discomfort more
than 24 hours in those 22(2 5 .6**) 2( 6.9) 9( 5.9)
with LB or discomfort

*With permission from Aviat Space Environ Ned (i" press0 V57, 9M86
**Significantly more than the other two groups of pilots (p 4 0.04)

Lateral x-rays revealed that 45.5% of the fighter pilots with sciatica
had narrowed disc spaces at L5-S1 measured posteriorly compared to only 3.12
in the control group (Table 4). Fighter pilots with sciatica had nearly twice
the frequency of narrowed disc than did fighter pilots without LBP ( 45.5Z
versus 25.9Z, p d 0.06). A trend for an increased proportion of narrowed
dimes in fighter pilots with sciatica was found for the L4-L5 interspace as
well. Anterior measurements showed a similar trend which did not reach
statistical significance because of small numbers (Table 5). Sacral angles
were not significantly different when comparing the three groups of pilots
(Table 6). The anterior border of L3 was similar in all three groups of pilots
(37.1 as in fighter pilots with sciatica, 37.0 m in fighter pilots without
LBP, and 37.8 m in transport pilots).
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Table 4. Posterior disc spaces in pilots with and without low back pain.

Yighterpilots 'tF&-i port pilots
Sciatica No LBP No LBP

No at risk 33 58 54

Disc space Noi TNo- oZf
L5-S1 1 am 15(45.5)* 15(25.9)* 2(3.1)
L4-L5 3 am 11(33.3)* 14(24.1) 6(9.4)
L3-L4 3 am 1( 2.1) 4( 6.9) 4(6.3)

Sign- i-i-atly more than found in transport pi orp , 0p.

Table 5. Anterior disc spaces in pilots with and without LBP

1iht p t Tansport pilots

Sciatica No LBP No LBP

At risk 33 58

Disc spaces No(Z) No(Z) RO(Z)
L5-S1 10 an 4(12.1) 7(12.1) 4(6.3)
L4-L5 12 mm 4(12.1) 8(13.8) 3(4.7)
L3-L4 10 mm 4(12.1) 7(12.1) 3(4.7)

DISCUSSION

The main finding in our study is that fighter pilots have an increased
prevalence of LBP with radiation to the leg and that this finding is
associated with narrower posterior disc spaces in comparisom to transport
pilots without LBP. The fact that fighter pilots without LBP also had narrower
disc spaces suggests that this phenomonen is related to flight.

Our results should be interpreted with caution. There is considerable
intra-individual variation of disc space measurements because of both reader
judgement and orientation differences (3). This variation, however is only
likely to decrease real differences. In addition different flight profiles may
prevent extrapolation of our data to airforce personnel of other countries.
Studies therefore in other airforces are warranted to confirm our findings.

Recently Witt et al (4) found no difference in the prevalence of disc
degeneration in those with sciatica compared to those without LBP in those
over 40 years old and only a small insignificant difference noted in those
under 40. Their cohort, however included those between the ages 20 and 70, and
degeneration of the disc was not defined. The significant association we
observed between sciatica and narrowed disc spaces may have been due to the
fact that disc spaces were measured and that our study group was more
homogeneous in regards to age, body build and motivation. Other studies,
predominently of selected elderly patients have found an increased prevalence
of disc degeneration in those with sciatica compared to controls (5-8).

It is not suprising that helicopter pilots have the same prevalence of
LBP unassociated with flight as do fighter and transport pilots. Shanahan et
al (9) has shown that poor posture is primarily responsible for the back pain
experienced by helicopter pilots during flight. Under experimental conditions,
with pilots sitting in the usual position with their bodies bent forward and
leaning slightly to the left, the same pain was produced under vibrational and
non vibrational conditions. Furthermore, the only studies showing an
association between vibrational stress and LBP were either uncontrolled or
when a control group was available, the vibrational forces could not be
separated out from other associated stresses (10,11).

It appears therefore that fighter pilots are a group at increased risk
for more severe back problems. Anatomic studies have indicated that disc
degeneration begins in early life and is prevalent in young adults (12,13).
This process may be aggrevated by the repeated as forces experienced by pilots
of fighter aircraft. Careful follow-up of such pilots is warrented.
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Table 6. Sacral angle in pilots with and without LBP

Fighter pilots Transport pilots
sciatica No LBP No LBP

At risk (No) 3 58 -4

Degrees No 1] T { "N oT"---
20-29 1(3.2) 6(10.3) 4(6.3)
30-39 10(32.3) 15(25.9) 18(28.1)
40-49 11(35.5) 22(37.9) 26(40.6)
50-59 6(19.4) 12(20.7) 9(14.1)
60+ 3( 9.7) 3( 5.2) 4( 6.3)
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SUUI*BT

A questionnaire asseament was performed in a collective of 88 Jet- and prop-pilots.
Approximately halt of the pilots suffer from backache. A significant connection between the number
of flying hours, annual flying stress and sports activities can not be acertained. The duration
of the sitting posture and G-loads are subjectively classified an being the highest body stress,
whereas vibrations play a secondary role. The cold pilot's seat in winter and the uncomfortable
harnese are objects of particular complaints. Concrete facts indicate that in an effort to avoid
vertebral pain the seat must be constructed in such a manner as to avoid excessive posterior
pelvis tilt. 50 of the pilots questioned are of the opinion that their flying duty causes health
damages.

PROBLUM

Lately the discussion about a connection between military flying duty and possible vertebral
damages has increased. go far the interest was predominantly concentrated on the group of helicopter
pilots and on the question of premature attrition caused by increased vibrational stress (e.g.2,3,7).

The present study attempts In an informational way to clarify, which importance should be attri-
buted to the problem of "back pain" in Jet and prop wings.
Of interest were frequency of back pain, its symptomatology, age distrilution, flying stress
and clues pointing to possible cause. in connection with the flying duty. Moreover, the subjective
piloteaseoment of certain workloads during flying duty had to be recorded.

NMETODS

The study was conducted as a questionnaire assessment in a collective of 88 pilots and weapon
system operators (WSO). It was comprised of 57 jet-pilots reap. Woo, 20 prop-pilots, and 11 pilots
flying jet as well as prop aircraft.
47 test persons of the collective were younger than 40 years, I1 subjects wore 40 years or older.
The questionnaire consisted of 45 single questions, which in turn could be subdivided into a
total of 162 variables. In order to Improve coopration and to achieve greater frankness in answer-
ing the questions the assessment was performed anonymously.

RULT$

52.3 , i.o. approximately halt of the collectivo questioned, states that they sffer from back
pain (Fig. 1). In prop-pilots the percentage is somewhat higher than in jet-pilots, but the differ-
enes is not signifioant.
As showa.in Fig. 2, the majority of complaints begins gradually and is only present part of the
time. While In prop-pilots there is also a certain percentage of prolonged pain, part of the Jet-
pilots indicate a rather Intermittent course. Dragging pain is nore often found in prop-pilots,
while jet-pilots show a tendency for stabbing pain (Fig. 3). The differences may be attributed to
the different operational profile between jet and prop. Both groups state that the complaints have
a predominantly dull character.

From the periodic aeromedioal examinations we know that in the wing concerned there were only
Sase in which a root compression could be clinically verified. This corresponds to a frequeney

of about 0. thus, we think that the complaints encountered rather point to alterations in the
joints of the vertebral arch and to muscular tensions.

Fig. 4 shows which factors cause unpleasant sensations for the pilots in flight.
For the prop-pilots questioned, the only problems are sitting- resr.octlvoly working-posture and
draught.
In contrast movements of the head under G-loads and the G-load per so have a greater importance
for Jet-pilots. It is of Interest to note that turbulences and vibrations are hardly considered
to be straining in both poups. Altogether the individual factors cause an Increased amount of
unpleasant sensations in the group with back pain.

Every pilot questioned was asked for an assessment within a 3-atop graduation how strongly he
feels stress by the factors of G-forcss, vibration and duration of sitting during flight. The 0-
score hereby stands for a complete absence of any subjective strain, whereas a score of 5 corre-
spods to very high strain.

Bore it Is of interest to note the high scoring of the duration of sitting In the jet- as well
as in the prop-proup (Fig. 5). The obvious difference in the assessment of the G-fores is due to
the differat operational profiles.

It is surprising, however, that prop-pilots classify vibrational stress significantly lower than
the jet-pilots. Bvidently turbulences encountered in jet aircraft play a greater role than vibrations
due to prop-propulsion.
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The group having back pain does not significantly differ in its assessment from the group
without back pain (Fig. 6). There Is, however, a distinct influence of the number of flying
hours (Fig. 7). Persons with a high number of flying hours assess G-forces and vibration signi-
ficantly lower than subjects having a low number of flying hours. This say be a kind of habitu-
ational offst. Such habituation, however, can not be identified for the duration of sitting, we
rather note a small increase. go this again shows the importance of sitting posture for the pilots
independent of their flying experience.

The relatively high amount of uncomfortable sensations in connection with the sitting posture
is obviously closely related to the seat construction. Fig. 8 illustrates the essential points
of criticism relating to the seat lay-out as stated by the pilots. Especially unpleasant sensations
are attributed to the cold seat during winter time, the uncomfortable harness and the absence of
upper thigh supports.

It is interesting that the factors "Upper high Support", "Angle of Back Rest Inclination", and
"Lower Back Support" are definitely more often criticisod by the group experiencing back pain. This
points to a certain interrelation. It the layout of these three factors is not appropriate an in-
creased tilt of the pelvis in the sitting posture will result. Oftie in turn causes partial or con-
lnto elimination of the lumbar lordosis and induces a higher strain of the dorso-lumbar region
sees 5 and 6). The diagram reproduced refors to the ejection seat of a jet aircraft in the flying

wing investigated. As for propeller aircraft we were not able to prove a similar interrelationship.
That sitting posture independent of specific workload plays a key role with respect to back pain
is shown in Fig. 16. Nearly all pilots with back pain also have these complaints when driving a
car. Contrary to this, pilots free of pain also normally have no complaints whilst driving.
We were also interested to find out to what extent the frequency of back pain depends on the
amount of flying hours.
An shown In Fig. 11 pilots with back pain have significantly higher flying hours than pilots with-
out back pain. The frequency distribution as a function of flying hours is represented in Fig.12.

However, pilots having back pain are also older on the average than pain-free pilots. We
suppose that this might essentially be attributed to physiological wear with agoing(Fig. 13).
Fig. 14 shows the frequency distribution found in our collective.

Since the number of flying hours also depends on age, we had to find a procedure which would
eliminate the influence of age.

To this end we first considered the dependence of flying hours from the view point of age.
Every dot In Fig. 15 represents the flying hours of a single pilot in relationship to his age.
The regression line indicated illustrates the functional correlation between both parameters. Thus,
we were able to predict the average flying hours in our collective relating to each age. The
distance of one dot from the straight line is an Indication. how much the number of flying hours
of a pilot Is above or below the average flying hours of his age group. Now, when comparing the
group located above the average with the group situated below the average, there is no longer a
significant difference with respect to the frequency of back pain (Fig.16). This means, that
the originally found relationship is only due to age and is generated by the fact that the parame-
ters "Flying Hours" and "Frequency of Back Pain" are simultaneously correlated with age (8).
This is again illustrated in a different way in Fig.17. When subdividing the entire collective
into age categories of about the ease sios and when comparing the groups with and without back
pain with respect to their number of flying hours within these categories, no significant differ-
ence is found in five of the six categories. There is only a significant difference in the age
category between 26 and 30 years which, however, may not be overinterpreted because of the very
low case number in this category (n a 11).

Another possibility to eliminate the "Age" parameter is to consider the flying hour stress
per year and not the absolute number of flying hours. The straight lines drawn in Fig. 18
represent the annual flying hours stress separately for the group with and without back pain.
Again no essential difference is found between both groups.

Now, Fig.19 shows a number of other factors which sight possibly have an influence on the
frequency of back pain. We were unable to find any significant correlation between the frequency
of back pain and these factors in our collective. Sports activities are illustrated in detail in
Fig. 20. As can be son, there is no single sporting activity showing a significant difference
between the number of pilots with and without back pain. Hence, it must be assumed that sports
activities presently practiced in the examined collective obviously have no detrimental effects
on the back nor can they be considered as a suitable prophylactic measure against back pain.

Finally we were interested in the attitude the pilots have relating to the question of possible
health damages as a result of flying duties. As shown in Fig. 21 exactly half of the pilots
questioned have the Impreasion, that such noxious effects are present. We could not prove signi-
ficant differences between the jet- and prop-group, however, distinctly between the groupa with
and without back pain (Fig. 22).

We searched for possible causes for this opinion (Fig.23). In doing so it Is interesting to
note that so connection can be construed with the majority of factors, which, according to our
assosment constitute the essential causes for uncomfortable sensations in flight. Finally, a
noxious effect is only attributed to 0-forces and the stress caused by duration of sitting.

The question, whether they would still choos a flying career If they had to sake the decision
again was answered in the affirmative by 92.90 of the pilots without pain but only by 87% of the
pilots with pain (Fig. 2k). While the difference is not statistically significant, a certain ten-
doncy is nevertheless evident.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.* A causal connection between frequency of back pain and flying hours stress can not be

verified.
2. The frequency of back pain is distinctly age-dependent and hence say be traced to completely

normal signs of attrition of the ageing process.

3. Back pain constitutes a considerable subjective Impairment not only for helicopter pilots
but also for jet- and prop-pilots. The frequency of complaints of 47.4% found in jet-pilots
lies above the value of approximately 30 kr~ojn so far (1,4). This say be dueg to the fact
that foruer studies did not differentiate between pilots with a purely reconnaissance mission
and pilots having a combat mission. To obtain expressive results future studies will have to
consider the mission profiles.

4. The sitting posture is one of the most important stress factors on the body. As part of the
design of pilots seats all conceiveable measures should be taken which are appropriate to
avoid an unstable spinal posture. In particular a too strong pelvis tilt to the rear should
be prevented In order to reduce static muscle work and strain on intervertebral disks to a
minimum.

5. A fitness and compensation sports training depending on the flying assignment should be deve-
loped for the individual pilot groups. In this context the specific strain on the spinal
column should be considered to initiate physical training methods which are actually suitable
and through which we can achieve a significant reduction of the frequency of back pain.

6. When Investigating the connection between flying stress and damages to the spine the age
factor must be eliminated through a procedure, e.g. as applied by us, since otherwise
strongly misleading results are obtained.

7. As soon as verified results on a more or less possible Interrelationship between flying
stress and spinal damages are available, detailed and realistic information should be passed
on to pilots. This is very important because of the fact that at the present time there is a
widespread negative attitude concerning the problem of possible health damages. And this may
hae an essential Impairment on flying mtivation.
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DISCUSSION

KLD VMUUSS, not Did you consider whether or not back pain in your pilcts was related to flying?

TUONA, GE: Our question was "To what extent did backache occur during flight or in relation to a
particular flying mission?" We will extend our studies in the future and make the question more speci-
fic, so that we vii get information about pain during flights especially that pain which may impair
concentration or reduce the assurance of completing a mission. For this study, we did not ask ques-
tiona in a very detailed manner.

ELAVENNSS, NO: So the figures that you presented relate to all types or back pain, flying and
non-flying?

THOAR, GBx Yes, moat of the pilots experiencing back pain stated that they had pain pre-
dominantly in the lumbar region.

KIAVENESS, NO: You have answered my question. In the case of the jet pilots, what aircraft were
they flying and what ejection seats were fitted into these aircrafts?

TROMA, GE: It's a very small aircraft. It's called the Alpha jet and it's an aircraft for
training young students who have returned from their initial flight training in the USA and are now ob-
taining some specialization in European airspace. The prop planes ware the Piaggio 149 and the Dornier
28.
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SUMMARY

The relationship of back discomfort to military helicopter flight operations
was studied in this questionnaire survey of 802 U.S. Army helicopter pilots. Of
the surveyed population, 584 (72.8%) pilots reported experiencing back discomfort
while flying over the last two years. The discomfort generally was described as
a dull ache confined to the lower back, with a mean onset time of 88 minutes into
a mission. The relationship of reporting the pain to physical characteristics, past
medical history, physical activity, and aviation experience is discussed. For over
half of the respondents (50.1%), the pain was transient (less than 24 hours dura-
tion), resolving rapidly after discontinuing a provoking flight. Nevertheless, there
was a significant number of aviators who reported persistent symptoms lasting over
48 hours (14.5%). Possible etiologies of the pain for both groups, as well as poten-
tial methods of prevention are discussed.

A high incidence of back pain in helicopter flight crews has been documented
in numerous studies, primarily by European authors over the last 25 years (Delahaye,
1982; Fitzgerald, 1968; Fitzgerald, 1972; Gearhart, 1978; Rance, 1974; Schulte-Wintrop,
1978; Sliosberg, 1962). Incidences have varied widely in these reports apparently
depending on the population studied, sample size, and the type and duration of mis-
sions typically flown by the sample population.

The U.S. Army operates the largest helicopter fleet in the free world, and Army
flight surgeons long have suspected that a large proportion of Army helicopter pilots
complain of back pain associated with their flying duties. If, in fact, a large
proportion of Army pilots suffer from back pain while flying or as a result of fly-
ing, this pain could be having a significant impact on aviation operational readiness,
effectiveness, and flight safety. Consequently, a questionnaire survey of Army heli-
copter pilots was conducted to determine the extent of the problem, the nature of
the pilots' complaints, and associated risk factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A 33-question survey was prepared which covered various aspects of pilots' med-
ical history, aviation experience, and social history. It also sought responses
as to whether or not pilots had experienced back discomfort while flying at any time
during the preceding two years. For those who answered affirmatively, more details
were sought about frequency of occurrence, initial onset, duration of symptoms, in-
tensity of discomfort, location of discomfort, radiation of symptoms, and the extent
such symptoms were related to various aircraft types.

A cover letter attached to each questionnaire requested cooperation and guaran-
teed each respondent anonymity. The questionnaires were sent to four U.S. Army avi-
ation installations where a previously-briefed individual administered the survey.
This individual was either a flight surgeon or an aviation safety officer who was
instructed to conduct the survey during a regularly-scheduled aviation safety brief-
ing. To avoid generating unnecessary adverse reaction toward the survey, pilots
were not assembled specifically to answer the questionnaire. Respondents received
no instructions other than those contained in the cover lettek and the questionnaire
itself. The pilots were requested to turn in a blank questionnaire if they did not
feel they could answer the questions fully and honestly. The questionnaire required
10 to 15 minutes.

Completed questionnaires were returned to the authors and each response coded.
Data analysis was done with a VAX 11/780 computer using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer program (Nie, 1975). For continuous variables
whose distribution was reasonably normal, such as respondent age, height, and weight,
t-tests were performed. Kolmolgorov-Smirnov tests were used for variables whose
distributions departed markedly from normal. This was the case for measures of flight
experience which were extremely positively skewed. Responses requiring only frequency
or classification analysis were analyzed using chi-square tests.

RESULTS

Of 1,100 questionnaires mailed to the four Army installations, 802 completed
questionnaires were returned for a 72.9 percent response rate. Of the 802 respondents,
584 (72.8%) reported they had experienced one or more episodes of "back discomfort"
while flying helicopters over the last two years, while 218 (27.2%) denied having
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problems. These two groups formed the basis of this study and are referred to as
the "pain" and "no pain" groups respectively.

Table I summarizes the means (±1 S.D.) for the age, height, weight, waist, flight
hours, and years flight experience for both groups. There were no significant differ-
ences in these characteristics between the groups except for total rotary-wing flight
hours.

TABLE I

GENERAL PILOT CHARACTERISTICS (MEAN ±S.D.)
FOR PAIN AND NO PAIN GROUPS

Pain No Pain p-Value

Age (Years) 30.8 (±6.3) 31.3 (±6.3) 0.283

Height (inches) 70.5 (±3.2) 70.8 (±3.8) 0.241

Weight (pounds) 174.1 (±20.0) 174.3 (±20.2) 0.889

Waist (inches) 33.4 (±3.4) 34.4 (±8.6) 0.654

Years Flight 6.9 (±6.0) 6.8 (±6.0) 0.436

Total Flight Hours 2107.3 (±2687.6) 1728.9 (±2135.3) 0.747

Fixed-Wing Hours 593.2 (±1507.7) 654.7 (±2466.9) 0.970

Rotary-Wing Hours 1824.8 (±1977.8) 1491.7 (±1772.0) 0.0001

The history of sports participation and other physical activities, during adoles-
cence and currently, was compared for the pain and no pain groups. There was no
association between the reporting of pain during flight and participation in any
particular sport or physical activity, either previously or currently. To compare
the two extremes of physical activity, those who had reported that they had never
participated in any sports or physical activities were compared with those who re-
ported that they currently participated in three or more sports or physical activities.
There was no significant difference between these two groups in the reporting of
pain while flying. Similarly, there also was no statistical difference in the self-
reported physical condition between the pain and no pain groups (Table II).

TABLE II

SELF-REPORTED PHYSICAL CONDITION FOR
PAIN AND NO PAIN GROUPS

Excellent Good Poor

Pain 236 338 6
(40.7%) (58.3%) (1.0%)

No Pain 103 113 0
(47.7%) (52.3%) (0%)

p >0.05

Previous medical history and its relationship to the reporting of back discomfort
during flight also was explored. It was interesting that reporting a "previous back
problem" was not associated significantly with experiencing pain during flight (Table
III), while there was a highly significant association (p <0.0025) of a "previous
back injury with symptoms lasting longer than 24 hours" with the reporting of pain
while flying (Table III). Not surprisingly, pilots having sought medical attention
for a back problem (p <0.001) and those having missed work because of a back problem
(p <0.025) also were significantly associated with the reporting of pain while flying.
Only 14.4 percent of the pain group attributed symptoms to a specific past injury, and
2.2 percent of them reported thel required a medical waiver to remain on flight status.
There was no association between reported smoking history, either in terms of whether
a respondent smoked or not or total pack-years, and the occurrence of back pain.

An attempt was made to characterize symptoms reported by the 584 aviators who
reported back discomfort while flying. Figure 1 depicts where the discomfort most
frequently occurred for each individual. Seventy percent of respondents most fre-
quently experienced discomfort in the lower back. Discomfort in the buttocks (16.6%)
was the next most frequently reported region, while relatively few pilots reported
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symptoms in other regions. Numbness in the legs was a frequent occurrence (34.4%),
while only 4.3 percent of the pain group noted episodes of numbness in the arms.
Respondents were asked to rate the intensity of the discomfort they experienced on
a scale of one to nine, with one representing no pain and nine representing excruciating
pain. Figure 2 shows a frequency distribution of their responses. The modal intensity
was three with a mean response of 4.2. Therefore, the pain most pilots reported
can be characterized as mild-to-moderate. Figure 3 depicts the frequency of flights
during which the respondents experienced symptoms. There is a wide variation in
reported frequencies and only 26 percent of respondents reported back pain symptoms
on more than 50 percent of their flights. An observation that probably relates to
this finding is that the mean duration of flight required to produce symptoms in
the pain group was 88 minutes. Pilots were asked to rate the different types of
aircraft they had flown as to their propensity to cause them back discomfort. Analysis
of these data failed to show any significant association of the reporting of pain
with any particular aircraft type.

TABLE III

RELATIONSHIP OF PAST MEDICAL HISTORY
TO THE REPORTING OF BACK PAIN DURING FLIGHT

Lost Work
Previous Back Previous Back Sought Medical Because of

Problems Injury Advice Back Pain

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Pain 81 503 224 360 228 356 126 458
(13.9%) (86.1%) (38.4%) (61.6%) (39.0%) (61.0%) (21.6%) (78.4%)

No Pain 40 178 58 160 54 164 31 187
(18.2%) (81.8%) (26.6%) (73.4%) (24.8%) (75.2%) (14.2%) (85.8%)

p >0.05 p <0.005 p <0.001 p <0.05
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Figure 1. Histogram depicting where back discomfort most frequently occurred
for each respondent who reported experiencing back discomfort during flight.
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Figure 2. Histogram depicting the intensity of pain reported by respondents
in the pain group. 1 no pain; 9 = excruciating pain.
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Figure 3. Histogram depicting percentage of missions during which each
respondent in the pain group reported experiencing back discomfort.
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The questionnaire required responses to a series of questions of how afflicted
aviators tried to alleviate their symptoms. The results are summarized in Table IV.
It is interesting that 28.4 percent admitted to rushing through one or more missions
due to their back pain and 7.5 percent said they had refused a mission because of
back pain. Most pilots (83.5%) said they frequently shifted their sitting positions,
and about a third (32.7%) relinquished the controls to a copilot to help alleviate
their pain. Additionally, 27.8 percent of the respondents reported they used an
extra seat or lumbar cushion, and 22.9 percent stated they loosened their lap belts
to help relieve discomfort.

TABLE IV

METHODS EMPLOYED TO ALLEVIATE SYMPTOMS

No. of Respondents (%)*

Extra Seat Cushion 64 (11.0%)

Lumbar Pad 90 (16.8%)

Loosen Seatbelt 134 (22.9%)

Relinquish Controls to Copilot 191 (32.7%)

Rush Missions 166 (23.4%

Refuse Missions 44 (7.5%)

* Represents percentage of the total pain group of 584 respon-
dents. One individual may have employed several methods to
alleviate his symptoms.

Another factor considered was the time in terms of total flight hours, that
each pilot in the pain group first noted the onset of symptoms. Significantly, one-
third of the aviators initially noted symptoms within their first 100 hours of flight
and over half had symptoms by 300 hours (Figure 4). Pilots were asked to estimate
how long their symptoms persisted after the end of a typical flight in which they
became symptomatic. Figure 5 is a plot of the proportion of pilots remaining symp-
tomatic versus hours postflight. It should be noted that symptoms are relatively
transient for the majority of afflicted pilots. Half of the pilots were asymptomatic
by 10 hours and only about one-third remained symptomatic longer than 24 hours. Never-
theless, there was a small group of pilots whose symptoms tended to persist several

days. Approximately 14.5 percent remained symptomatic at 48 hours, and 8 percent
reported they typically remained symptomatic over four days postflight.
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Figure 4. Graph showing the relationship between total flight hours and the
initial onset of back symptoms for pilots who reported experiencing back dis-
comfort during flight.
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Figure 5. Graph showing the duration of symptoms in hours postflight versus
the percentage of respondents remaining symptomatic.

The pilots reporting transient symptoms, defined as less than 24 hours, were
compared with the group that reported persistent symptoms, defined as greater than
48 hours. This was done to detect systematic differences between the two groups
that could lead to the identification of risk factors for having persistent symptoms.
There were no significant differences in age, physical characteristics, or physical
condition for the groups. Also, there was no significant difference in the time
of initial onset of symptoms. Although the differences were not significant, the
persistent pain group showed a slight tendency toward having more years on flight
status (p - 0.056) than the transient group. However, the most distinct differences
between the transient pain group and the persistent pain group were in the frequency
and degree of symptoms they reported. The persistent pain group had symptoms more
often (p <0.01) and the intensity of the pain was significantly greater (p <0.001),
than the transient symptom group. Similarly, the persistent pain group sought medical
advice more frequently (p <0.001), refused missions more often (p <0.001), and rushed
through missions more often (p <0.001) than did the transient pain group. The per-
sistent pain group also reported a higher rate of previous inlury (p <0.001), a higher
prevalence of leg numbness (p <0.01), and a higher prevalence of pilots flying with
a medical waiver (p <0.02).

DISCUSSION

The high prevalence of back pain (72.8%) in this survey of 802 U.S. Army heli-
copter pilots is reasonably consistent with findings in surveys of European military
helicopter aircrews (Delahaye, 1982; Fitzgerald, 1968; Fitzgerald, 1972; Sliosberg,
1962). However this rate represents a dramatic departure from the prevalence of
back pain reported in the general population where rates are considerably less than
30 percent (Svensson, 1983; Svensson, 1982). Consequently, there appears to be a
marked association between helicopter flying and the occurrence of back pain in air-
crews.

Despite the high prevalence of back symptoms in the population studied, nearly
a third of the respondents denied ever experiencing back discomfort while flying.
This group was compared to the pain group to try to identify potential risk factors
for developing back pain while flying. The only positively correlated factors identi-
fied were having had a previous back injury with symptoms lasting longer than 24 hours,
having sought medical attention for a back ailment, and having missed work due to
a back ailment. The pain group also had significantly more rotary-wing flight hours.
Age, physical characteristics, total flight hours, years on flight status, sports
participation, self-reported physical condition, smoking history, and having previous
back problems were not associated with a statistically higher risk for experiencing
back problems as has been shown in other studies (Delahaye, 1982; Fitzgerald, 1968;
Fitzgerald, 1972; Frymoyer, 1978; Frymoyer, 1983; Gearhart, 1978; Sliosberg, 1962;
Svensson, 1982; White, 1982). Clearly, there are other risk factors, which this
survey failed to identify, that determine whether a particular individual will be
subject to back discomfort while flying helicopters.
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The typical pain syndrome described by pilots responding to the survey was a
dull ache confined to the lower back that appeared about 88 minutes into a mission.
The pain increased slowly as the flight progressed and was not reduced by shifting
position or relinquishing the controls to a copilot. For most respondents, the pain
only began to subside upon termination of the flight. The onset of pain appears
to be a threshold phenomenon requiring a certain duration mission before symptoms
appear for a specific individual. Since a large proportion of missions are shorter
than the mean onset time of 88 minutes, afflicted aviators will not necessarily ex-
perience symptoms on every flight. This may explain the wide variation in reported
frequency of symptoms (Figure 3).

The intensity of pain noted by afflicted aviators on a digital pain scale (Figure
2) can, in general, be described as mild-to-moderate. However, the pain was suffi-
ciently intense for many aviators to have had an adverse effect on their performance
(Table IV). It is rather disturbing that 28.4 percent of afflicted aviators admitted
to rushing through missions because of back pain, and 7.5 percent admitted actually
refusing missions because of pain. Either situation has a potentially adverse impact
on mission accomplishment, and the former can adversely affect safety. Furthermore,
these figures are probably somewhat conservative since most aviators would have been
reluctant to admit refusing or rushing missions, even in a confidential survey.

Although Sliosberg (1962) and Delahaye and Auffret (1982) reported pilots did
not experience initial onset of back symptoms until they exceeded 300 hours of flight
time, a significant number of U.S. Army aviators reported the onset of symptoms within
their first few hours of flight (Figure 4). Indeed, 50.1 percent of those who reported
symptoms said that their symptoms appeared at less than 300 hours. The reason for
this discrepancy is not clear, but probably relates to differences in the populations
studied. This survey studied a considerably larger number of individuals and did
not confine itself to any specific group of aviators. Pilots were sampled at differ-
ent levels of experience, including student pilots, and in many different types of
units. No other previous study we know of has surveyed such a diversity of pilots.

One of this survey's more interesting aspects was the finding that the pain
reported by the pain group was very transient, lasting less than 24 hours for more
than two-thirds of the group (Figure 5). For most pilots, episodes of back pain
were induced only by flying helicopters, and the symptoms tended to begin resolving
rapidly after ending a flight. Clearly, for these individuals, there is something
very specific to the helicopter flying environment that induces their symptoms.
Historically, the two factors most widely implicated in the etiology of helicopter
back pain have been vibration and the poor ergonomic design of most helicopter cockpits
(Delahaye, 1982; Fitzgerald, 1968; Fitzgerald, 1972; Gearhart, 1978; Rance, 1974;
Shanahan, 1984a; Shanahan, 1984b; Sliosberg, 1962).

It is well documented in the aeromedical literature that most helicopters subject
their occupants to vibration that coincides with the resonant frequency of the human
spinal system (Delahaye, 1982; Gearhart, 1978; Shanahan, 1984b; Wilder, 1982). Re-
peated exposures to such conditions have been speculated to cause microtrauma to
the spinal system that eventually leads to back pain. That a large proportion of
pilots experience back pain within the first few hours of flying helicopters tends
to argue against this theory. Furthermore, work by Shanahan and Reading (1984a) using
helicopter cockpit mockups on vibration tables has shown the presence or absence
of helicopter-similar vibration had no influence on the time of onset of pain or
on pain intensity for subjects exposed to these conditions. Subjects complained
of pain during a two-hour "flight" regardless of whether vibration was present or
not. In a similar study, Pope and co-workers (personal communication) found that
all their subjects reported back pain when exposed to a two-hour "flight" in a heli-
copter cockpit mockup, and the subjects actually reported less pain when exposed
to helicopter-similar vibration than when subjected to the static condition. Further-
more, the subjects used by Pope and co-workers were students who had neither reported
previous episodes of back pain nor had they ever flown helicopters. Consequently,
it appears that vibration plays a very small role in the etiology of the acute and
transient back pain the majority of afflicted aviators in this study reported.

The more likely etiological factor in this syndrome is posture. That posture
can be the source of low back pain has been suggested by several researchers. Magora
(1972) has shown occupations that force workers to sit for prolonged periods or those
that involve almost no sitting had a high incidence of low back pain. Keegan (1953)
pointed out that the sitting position without adequate lumbar support and a trunk-
thigh angle of less than 105 degrees causes a considerable flattening of the normal
lumbar lordosis. This flattening creates stresses which probably cause pain, espe-
cially for persons with underlying spinal pathology. Andersson and co-workers (1979,
1977, 1974) have made quantitative measurements of intradiscal pressure in the lumbar
spine and the myoelectric activity of back muscles for various postures. They found
lumbar intradiscal pressure was highest for unsupported sitting with the spine flexed
anteriorly. Likewise, myoelectric activity increased with forward flexion of the
spine and asymmetric loading for a constant degree of spinal flexion. They concluded
increased myoelectric activity was indicative of localized muscle fatigue (Andersson,
1977).

The ergonomic design of most helicopter cockpits forces the pilot to assume
a slumped and asymmetrical posture to operate the controls (Figure 6). This posture
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must be maintained throughout the flight since full aircraft control requires simul-
taneous input from all four extremities. Furthermore, most U.S. Army helicopter
seats have back angles of less than 105 degrees and provide little or no lumbar sup-
port. Consequently, the position pilots assume to fly a helicopter is completely
contrary to the ergonomic principles discussed here. The forward flexed, asymmetrical
posture most pilots assume causes a flattening of the normal lumbar lordosis and
creates high intradiscal pressures and increased myoelectric activity of the para-
spinous musculature. Based on these observations, it is not surprising to find a
high prevalence of back complaints from helicopter aviators. Although poor posture
alone can cause pain, it is important to consider that this postural condition may
be aggravated over the long term by the concomitant exposure to vibration that coin-
cides with the resonant frequency of the spinal system. The combination of these
factors over time may act synergistically to cause pathological changes in the spinal
system. However, to determine the relative effect of these two factors will require
further laboratory and epidemiological studies.

4!
Figure 6. Pilot seated at
controls of UH-lH helicopter.
Note the flexion of the
lumbar and thoracic spine
as he leans forward to rest
his right forearm on his
right thigh.

This discussion has confined itself to those aviators who reported relatively
transient symptoms that tended to resolve rapidly after terminating flight. Neverthe-
less, there was a significant number of afflicted aviators who reported much more
persistent symptoms. It was shown that the aviator group who experienced symptoms
lasting longer than 48 hours tended to have more years on flight status than the
transient pain group. Their symptoms also appeared to be more frequent and severe
and they reported a much higher incidence of numbness of the legs associated with
their pain. In general, the persistent pain group complained of symptomatology that
is much more typical of the patients described in most clinical studies of low back
pain (Roland, 1983). It is tempting to speculate the transient group represents
a group with essentially normal spines that are reacting appropriately to a rather
provocative postural stimulus. Consequently, they only experience pain while flying
and their symptoms resolve rapidly after ending a flight. It is possible repeated
exposure to these conditions leads to pathological changes in the spine that account
for the more severe symptoms experienced by the persistent pain group. Unfortunately,
this study did not determine whether they initially experienced transient symptoms
early in their aviation careers and progressed to their present state after several
years exposure to helicopter flight. Nevertheless, it is an intriguing possibility
that would be worthy of exploration in future studies. Another possibility is they
had some preexisting spinal pathology, either congenital or traumatic, that made
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them more susceptible to the stimulus of flying helicopters. This theory is supported
somewhat since the persistent pain group reported a significantly higher rate of
previous back injury than the transient pain group (p <0.001). In either case, this
group deserves further identification and evaluation.

In this study, we have demonstrated that back pain in U.S. Army helicopter pilots
is extremely widespread and apparently has a significant negative influence on safety
and mission accomplishment. Although this affliction has been known and well described
in the literature over the last two to three decades, very little has been done to
correct it. Much effort has been expended toward reducing vibration in helicopter
designs during this time because of its deleterious effects on the airframe and its
various mechanical and electrical systems. But, the vibration reduction has had
little or no effect on reducing the incidence of back pain in helicopter pilots. In
our opinion, a significant reduction in the incidence of back problems in helicopter
aircrew members will not be achieved until helicopter seating and control configura-
tions are designed to established ergonomic principles.
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MUSCULO-SKELETAL ILLNESSES AMONG WORKERS EXPOSED TO
LOW-INTENSITY WORK LOAD OF LONG DURATION

by
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Gydas Vei 8, Oslo, 3, Norway

Summary

Low-level, continuous muscle load of long duration has received increasing attention as
a potential source of musculo-skeletal injury. This paper presents evidence which indi-
cate a quantitative relationship between the level of static load on shoulder muscles
and the risk of developing musculo-skeletal illnesses in the shoulder and neck. Constrained
working postures are probably the most frequent cause of low-level, continuous muscle
load, but such loads may also develop for other reasons as illustrated by an example
of a probable stress-related development of muscle tension. It is pointed out that air-
craft pilots are exposed to a number of factors which can contribute to the development
of muscle tension. Low-level muscle tension may therefore be an important health
problem for this profession, but this remains to be demonstrated in more specific projects.

Introduction

Work-related back pain is traditionally associated with high peak loads on the spine,
such as in the lifting of heavy objects. The intervertebral disk may collapse, or 6ther
structures of the spine may be strained in such a way that pain is occurring. For
specialized groups such as aircraft pilots vibration with its effect on the spine is
another risk factor. A third potential source of back problems is low-level, continuous
load of long duration.

Low-level loads have traditionally not been considered a risk factor for back injury,
perhaps because the combination of load intensity and duration in the past rarely
exceeded a tolerable strain level for most occupations. More recently, constrained
working postures and thereby low-level continuous muscle load has received increasing
attention as a source of musculo-skeletal injuries (1,2,3,4,5). This may be due to an
increasing demand for work efficiency, which for some occupations translate into hours
of continuous muscle load. This kind of load may affect muscles in the lumbar region,
and thereby contribute to low back pain, but is probably more of a problem for muscles
in high back, neck and shoulders.

While it is becoming generally accepted that low-level, continuous muscle load is a
considerable problem in many work situations, little is known regarding acceptable
levels of load, individual risk factors for the development of such injuries and the
underlying pathophysiological processes translating long term load into muscle pain
and musculo-skeletal illness.

Methods and material

Work has been in progress for several years at the Institute of Work Physiology,
trying to answer some of these queries, and in particular what may be considered an
acceptable level of load. Muscle load is measured by surface electromyography. The
calibration of the EMG signal relative to muscle force follows largely the procedure of
Jonsson (6). Health consequences of such loads are assessed in terms of the rate of
recorded sick leaves due to musculo-skeletal illnesses in identified groups of workers.
All workers within the same group have similar work situations and thereby, hopefully,
similar load on selected muscles.

Medical diagnoses associated with the sick leaves were collected from local health
authorities and general practitioners. Musculo-skeletal illnesses like myalgia,
tendonitis, low back pain, ischiadis, tendovaginitis etc. were included in the material,
whereas illnesses like arthritis which are not considered to be developing as a conse-
quence of muscle load, were excluded from the analysis of possible, work-related
musculo-skeletal illnesses.

The common denominator of this class of illnesses is that the patient is suffering from
a high level of pain. The recording of a musculo-skeletal sick leave is interpreted to
indicate that the patient has experienced an episode of pain of sufficient intensity
and duration to visit a doctor. The doctor has then agreed that the patient had this
medical condition and was unable to work. This is the underlying basis of the statistical
analysis, and the only other information used is the location of the illness on the body.
Considerable effort has gone into contacting general practitioners to establish the body
location of the injury if this was not clear from the first diagnosis.

It is necessary to accept a certain uncertainty in the classification of the illnesses,
but this uncertainty is likely to be small. A few sick leaves may have received a
'relevant" diagnosis which is not correct even by the relatively coarse classification
used, and the opposite is also possible. In addition, we have been unable to identify
diagnoses in the case of about 5% of all sick leaves, making it likely that our data
represent a low estimate of the problem, especially since interviews have established
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that some workers continue to work while experiencing very high levels of pain.

RESULTS

Muscle load due to constrained working postures

Three projects have been carried out where the workers are shown to maintain a steady
muscle load throughout the working day. The projects are based on groups of female
workers doing electromechanical assembly work, sewing or service work on North Sea oil
platforms. In all projects, particular attention was given to load on the trapezius
muscles.

A.- % Fig. 1

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _Muscle load on the trapezius for 4
different female workers cleaning
cabins on an oil platform. The
trapezius recording with the highest

S9hrgin load from either right or left
trapezius is shown. Each paint in the
4 recordings shows mean load in one% second intervals, in percent of

50 maximal voluntary contraction (MVC).
A -. -"! : V" -. "" Notice the variable length of the

cc .' . J*...,J .2 recordings, which are shown in full
IJ 0 1-A'- . for each worker.

1li 1rain

I hr I mn

C %

'2 A' ...

l1. 2mm

Fig. l shows 4 examples of load on the upper trapezius muscle while cleaning cabines on
a North Sea oil platform. The data were collected from 4 different female workers. For
each worker the recording from either the right or the left trapezius which showed the
highest muscle load, was selected. Each point in the 4 recordings represents mean
muscle force in an interval of one second, as a percentage of maximal voluntary
contraction (MVC). The points are plotted consecutively to show variations in load
throughout the recording period, which lasted from 1 hour 1 minute to 1 hour 42 minutes.

In Fig. IA to 1C points near 0% MVC are present all the time. There are also short
periods of relatively high muscle load, near 50% MVC, at irregular intervals throughout
the recording period, but median muscle load is very low all the time. Fig. 1D shows a
recording where the muscle load remains larger than zero for periods of a few minutes.
This is seen as unmarked patches underneath the band of points which indicate the
variation in muscle load. The load on the trapezius muscle must be considered intermittent
even for this worker, since the periods with low static load are very short. This work
situation can therefore be considered to create a low-intensity, intermittent load on the
main shoulder muscles. However, continuous monitoring of activity through heart rate
and activity log showed that this work pattern might be sustained for several hours
without any breaks, for a total of 8 hours throughout the 12 hour working day.

Fig. 2 shows load on the trapezius muscle of 4 sewers. The figure is similar to Fig. 1,
except that each worker did two different sewing operations during the recording period.
One sewing operations is represented in all 4 recordings, the other operations are all
different. The muscle load does not change much when changing to a different sewing
operation, except for the example in Fig. 2C where the last operation, using a semi-
automatic machine, clearly is less demanding. However, this particular operation only
eloys one of about 80 see~rs at any time.

It is apparent that the bnd of points which indicate load on the trapezius is shifted
away from zero load for all recordings in Fig. 2. The muscles are always working,
except in short periods when a set nubedr of garomnts are finished. The finished
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A % (D
- -V) Fig. 2

N "Muscle load on the trapezius for
4 different female s~wers, making
thermal clothing. Each worker

0 performs two sewing operations
I hr 4m,n separated by a vertical bar and

marked by a number in a circle.
B %.-. .. , . --' The trapezius recording with the
LLh a 5 0 highest load is shown. The figure

is otherwise similar to Fig. 1.wr

o
I hr 22 min

LL. 0.

garments are moved to a store and a new lot prepared for sewing. This part of the work
cyclus with long periods of static load on the trapezius, interrupted by short pauses.
are particularly noticeable in Fig. 2C where the breaks in muscle load are marked by an
arrow. These breaks are obviously important, but the long periods with static load may
nevertheless be considered the dominant feature of the work pattern. The quantification
of muscle load was therefore based on periods with static work load, as indicated by
horizontal bars on top of each panel. The bars show recording periods used in the
quantitative analysis.

The results of the quantitative analysis of work load on the trapezius for the service
workers on the oil platforms and the sewers are shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows
static work load (6) on the trapezius for 9 recordings from 9 different service workers
(A), and for 25 recordings of sewing operations by 15 sewers (B). Median static work
load on these muscles are 1.1% MVC for the service workers and 5.8% MVC for the sewers.
Most sewers work with a static m'!scle load varying between 3 and 9% NVC. Thus, there is
a very clear statistically significant difference in work load on the trapezius between
the two groups of female workers.

The work load in a third work siutation, assembling parts to telephone exchanges, has
not been analysed quantitatively to the same extent as the above work situations, but
inspection of individual recordings has shown that the load pattern on the trapezius
for this group of workers is similar to that of the sewers, except that the level of
static load is higher. The median static load is likely to be between 8 and 10% MVC.

Thus, these three groups of workers represent work situations with distinctly different
work loads on the shoulder muscles. In particular, there is little overlap in load on
the trapezius between the groups even when taking the v~ariation within each group into
account.

Development of illnesses in the shoulder and neck

To assess the effect of muscle load on the trapezius, used as an indicator of load on
the shoulder, the load has to be correlated with musculo-skeletal complaints developing
in the same body region. Also, it is necessary to take into account the varying time of
employment of the different workers. This because time of employment in the work
situation of interest is also time of exposure to the work load, and increasing length
of exposure to load is likely to increase the chance of contracting a load-related
illness.

-~~ hr m i m m
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A 5s XM-1.1% MVC Fig. 3

A M*1. S* VCQuantitative analysis of static *load
on the trapezius for the two groups
of workers illustrated in Figs. 1
and 2. A. Female cabin cleaners.
B. Female sewers. 25 work operations
by 15 sewers are included in the
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Fig. 4 shows the fraction of workers with sick leave due to musculo-skeletal illnesses
in the shoulder or neck as a function of time of employment for the 3 experimental
groups with a relatively stable load throughout-the working day (the service workers on
the oil platfrms, the sewers and the workers doing electromechanical assembly work).
In addition, similar data for a control group with-varied office work is shown, except
that the data available for this group do not allow any differentiation of musculo-
skeletal sick leaves into different body locations. All musculo-skeletal illnesses
including low back and lower arm injuries are therefore included in the data for the
control group. Each of the points for the experimental groups in Fig. 4 is based on at
].east 20 persons, varying from 22 to 160. The control group is much smaller, and the
data for this group is based on groups of 9 to 19 persons.

Fig. 4

%Percentage of workers with one or
several sick leaves due to musculo-

100 skeletal illness located to the
shoulder and neck, as a function of
time of employment. Workers from 3

so -different work situations with high
static load (EB-DF), moderate

70 static loed (HH-FIBER) and dynamic
load (STAT-SERV) on the trapezius

60 -B-DFmuscles is shown. A control group

50 NH-FIBRE with varied office work is alsoincluded.

TIME OF EMPLYMENT (YARS)01i
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For each of the experimental groups there is a clear tendency for an increasing fraction
of workers to develop musculo-skeletal illnesses located to the shoulder and neck within
a few years after employment. This is in marked contrast to the control group where only
one of 35 females record such illnesses the first 5 years of work, and only 3 of 21 with
5 to 10 years job experience. The difference is statistically significant, even with
the small number of people in the control group and despite the inclusion of all musculo-
skeletal illnesses, regardless of body location, in the control group.

When comparing the experimental groups, the fraction of workers with a musculo-skeletal
sick leave due to an injury in the shoulder and neck increases from 4 to 25% the first
3 years of employment for female workers with the most dynamic load, from 13 to 36%
for the female workers with the moderate static load, and from 18 to 55% for the fe'nale
workers with a high static load. These results indicate a continuous, graded risk of
developing musculo-skeletal illnesses with an increasing level of static load on these
muscles. The differentiation between the three groups are less clear for workers
employed more than three years. For two of the groups there is a reduction in the
fraction of workers with recorded musculo-skeletal illnesses in the shoulders and neck
among workers with the longest time of employment. This may in part be due to a
selection process where workers who suffer long periods of pain at work try to find
alternative employment, leaving those who are able to meet the physiological demands of
the work situation without too much discomfort. The two groups of workers where this
effect is most noticeable also showed the highest over-all incidence of musculo-skeletal
illnesses. (The service workers had a very high rate of injuries in the low back and
the lower arms in addition to shoulder and neck.)

Fig. 5

TIME MOISTM-SKSICKLEAVEVS.AGE Time from start of employment to
first musculo-skeletal sick lqave as

I - ------ ----- ------- -a function of age for workers doing
electromechanical assembly work. Each
worker with a recorded musculo-
skeletal sick leave is represented

3 with a circle in the plot, open
circle if employed full time or
filled circle if employed part

0 0 time. The occurrence of subsequent
musculo-skeletal sick leaves, if

2 ------ ------ any, is not shown.

0

0

, 0 000 00- 0 ft 0

0* 

0
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--7H *----- --- ----------
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Fig. 4 does not contain specific information regarding time of occurrence of the
musculo-skeletal sick leaves, this (or these) may occur at any time during the time of
employment for each individual. Fig. 5 shows time of occurrence after employment of the
first musculo-skeletal sick leave for each individual with such sick leaves, as a
function of age. These data are from the female workers doing electromechanical assembly
work with a high static load. It is evident that it takes very little time from start
of work until the first musculo-skeletal sick leave occurs, commonly 3 to 9 months for
full time workers and a few months longer for part time workers. Young females appear to
be particularly at risk, and there are indications of older people being able to sustain
the load for somewhat longer time periods.

Even though these sick leaves occur soon after employment, they are far from trivial
incidents. The duration of musculo-skeletal sick leaves among the same group of workers
is shown in Fig. 6 for full time and part time workers. Median duration is about 5 weeks,
and the duration is usually at least 3 weeks. Some may last for half a year or longer,
and cases receiving permanent disability allowances are known to occur even among very
young people. The figure also shows that the complaint in most cases was located to the
shoulder and neck, but also with a significant number of sick leaves due to low back
disorders.

Figs 5 and 6 present data from one of the projects, but near identical results
regarding the timing and duration of musculo-skeletal sick leaves are also found for
the other groups of workers, despite the considerable variation in load on the trapezius
muscle between the different groups. Thus, it appears to be a general result that the
first period of work is particularly dangerous with regard to the development of
musculo-skeletal injuries, if the work duties demand a sustained muscle load. A
reduction in total hours of work and an age of 30 or older when starting work appears
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to delay the onset of such illnesses. The latter effect could be explained by a certain
amount of muscle training among the older workers, possibly provided by previous, similar
job.

Muscle load due to stress

The above projects are all based on groups of workers with a work situation which
specifies a continuous muscle load due to the need to adapt a specific posture.
Postural load of muscle is most readily understood and is also the easiest way of
ensuring a relatively invariant load among subjects in similar work situations. However,
muscle may be activated by other mechanisms, and muscle tension is a well-known
reaction to stress. Recent experiments in our laboratory illustrate this point. Fig. 7
shows simultaneous recordings from four separate muscles in both shoulders (trapezius),
high back (rhomboid) and the lumbar region of the back, from one subject who had to
perform a complex VDU-based choice-reaction time test followed by a dynamic heterophoria
eye measurement. The tests were performed with a well-balanced, sitting posture which
should minimize postural strain. The first test demanded a high level of reasoning, while
the other would strain the external eye muscles. The figure presents EMG data in a
similar way to Figs. 1 and 2, and it is evident that the person developed a static
muscle tension of about 2% of maximal voluntary force both in upper right trapezius and
right rhomboid. There is a similar pattern of tension in the other two musc!Ls, with a
higher load in the low back muscles and less in the upper left trapezius. The static
tension disappears during a pause betwen the two tests, and there are also short periods
of a few seconds with reduced tension during the test. The similar pattern of tension in
all four muscles is a striking feature of this experiment, and makes it unlikely that
variation in load is due to specific body movements. Nor were such movements evident
when the subject was observed during the experiment. It may therefore tentatively be
assumed that the recorded tension represents an unconscious muscle reaction to a task
requiring a high level of concentration, but with no need for body movements. The level
of muscle tension for this individual must be considered potentially harmful if tension
is maintained for long periods of time, judged by the previous results.

Similar experiments on other subjects gave qualitatively similar results, but with
considerable variation in the absolute level, as well as in the temporal pattern of
muscle tension. In contrast to this interpersonal variation there were a strong tendency
for the same person to develop similar temporal patterns of tension in different muscles.
These preliminary findings are now being explored in new, more controlled experiments.
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DISCUSSION

A major point emerging from the results is that even a low-level, intermittent load can
provide a risk for developing musculo-skeletal illnesses if the load has to be maintained
for long enough time. Also, the indication of a graded risk in developing musculo-
skeletal illness with increasing level of static muscle load and increasing time of
exposure to the load is interesting. In one of the projects 50% of the workers exposed
to high static load and with more than two years employment recorded one or several sick
leaves due to musculo-skeletal injuries located to the shoulder and neck. In contrast,
few sick leaves of this kind were recorded among the control group with varied office
work.

These results are based on measurements of load on the trapezius, and the tolerance for
prolonged loads may vary between different muscle groups. In particular, muscles
developed to counteract gravity forces have a different muscle fibre composition and
therefore higher resistance to prolonged load. Nevertheless, results based on the
trapezius muscle may serve as an indication of tolerance to load for muscles in general,
until more specific evidence regarding such effects on other muscles and other body
structurea is available. It is also appropriate to point out that there is at present
little knowledge regarding the effect of muscle training in reducing the risk of
contracting a musculo-skeletal illness. Nor is the effectiveness of various kinds of
muscle training known. Muscle load during work as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 is
primarily due to constrained working postures or a demand for continuous movement
of limbs. It is less evident that muscle load also may be generated by a demand for
concentration or by a state of general tension as indicated in Fig. 7. The subjects
participating in these experiments usually found the tests extremely tiring, and it is
an impression that the level of disdomfort is highest among those generating a high
level of muscle tension during the test. However, it is premature to relate discomfort
exclusively to the level of static load since many other physiological and hormonal
reactions may take place simultaneously.

A potential source of muscle activation which to our knowledge is not yet tested in
occupational experiments, is vibration. Vibration would be expected to activate
sensory organs in the muscles. These would then provide a facillatory input to the
motoneurones in the spinal cord, and thereby cause muscle contraction. Whether this
introduces a significant increase in the level of muscle tension beyond that due to
other activation mechanisms remains to be demonstrated.
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Finally, it is appropriate to point out that aircraft pilots and crew are potentially
exposed to all the activation mechanisms for muscle tension mentioned in this paper:
constrained posture, continuous movement of limbs, demand for a high level of concen-
tration,exposed to vibration and possibly a high level of general tension. Thus, such
personnel (or subgroups of such personnel) may develop very high levels of muscle
tension, contributing to considerable feelings of discomfort during active service.
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DISCUSSIOl

BORDEN, CA: Do you know of any group of workers exposed to constrained postures in which the low
back rather than the upper back is the principal source of pain or the principal area in which pain is
felt?

NWSTGAARD, NO: I think it's true that, in general, the upper muscles would be the group of
muscles most at risk. Having said that, we have seen groups of workers forced to adopt a forward-
bending posture without having any real lifting task to perform. In this group, there was a pre-
dominance of pain reported in the lumbar region. So, it does occur; and, in fact, whenever it seems
possible to identify the part of the body being strained, then the pain appears to be in that parti-
cular part. We have also found groups reporting pain in the lower arms when they have had to perform
repetitive motions.

BORDEN, CA: I will comment that such a group, if it was not a group of drivers or pilots, would
be of great interest because this group would not be exposed to vibration and yet be exposed to the
postural constraints similar to those of drivers. What group is this?

WESTGAARD, NO: It is a group which we are working with, and of which data are not yet published.

TROUP, UK: We have heard today, and there may be more papers to come, of retrospective epideio-
logical surveys. Now these are useful in identifying one or two key areas, but if you are going to
learn anything, you have to set up a prospective epidemiological study. I regard an epidemiological
study as, perhaps, simply validating the need for doing the job properly. Then you must set up a pilot
trial: make sure that your methods are satisfactory; and that any measurements you make are re-
peatable. Then you go on and do the prospective epidemiological study, with all the variables that you
think are required and which you can afford to include. It's not simple. If I could just add, I'm not
at all happy, for example, that Dr. Bowden suggested that some of the population, subject to postural
stress without vibration, could be used as control subjects for vibration. To me, this is simply not
done. You have to have a true control. You may have to use the factorial method of analysis, but the
control populations have to be doing comparable physical exertions; they have to be struggling with
comparable controls, comparable external forces, and so forth. I think we have to be very careful
about what we mean by an epidemiological control, because the rules of epidemiology are very strict.
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RESUME

Pour amdliorer les modbles dynamiques de Is colonne vertdbrale, ii est non seulement
indispensable dappliquer sux diffdrents coefficients.de raideur, d'smortissement, et
de masse lea valeura lea plus exectes possibles, mas i1 est 6galement indispensable de
connaltre Ie comportement mdcanique des diff~rents matdraux (ici biologiques)
constitutifs de Is structure.

Aprbs un rappel schdmatique de Ilanstomie de l'unitE vertdbrale, Ilauteur fait
l'anslyse bibliographique des caractdristiques m~caniques, du disque, des ligaments et
des corps vert~braux. C'eat sinsi que sont rapport~es lea valeura, maintenant communE-
ment admises, de fluage, de relaxation, de pression intranucldaire , obtenues bora
d'essais conduits en flexion, extension, inflexion Ist~rale, torsion et cisaillament du
disque. Lea Etudes intdressant la valeur de ces parambtres pour lea ligaments sont
dgalesent faites. L'auteur 6nonce lea donn~es obtenues sur is propagation des ondes
vibratoires dana Is colonne at donna un example d'6tude cin~matique.

INTRODUCTION

La biomdcanique vartdbrale eat de plus en plus 6tudi~e & l'aida de modbles en raison
du d~veloppement de l'informatique qui rend possible Ilutilisation des techniques
d'analyse num~rique de plus en plus puissantes. Quels qua sojent leurs modes de pr~sen-
tation Is structure de cas modbles eat univoque,,b~tia qu'ils sont h l'aide de l'outil
mathdmatique. Cleat sinai qu'il a'agit le plus souvent de chercher Is solution d'un
systima d'Equationa diffdrentielles, linisires ou non, h coefficients constants ou non,
ddfinies dens un domaine connu. Mais Is th~orie physique des modbles eat souvent
pervertie quand ella eat appliqude aux sciences biologiques. La division du domaine de
d~finition en deux plages distinctes - correspondent 6 des niveaux d'excitation d'abord
humainement admissibles, puis inadmissibles- d~termine an pratique de biomdcanique "in
vivo" daux types de modbles ; Ie modble de comportement at le modble de prddiction. Le
modbla de comportemant ddfini Ia plus exactement possible, la dynamique vertdbrala
quand Is structure eat soumise h des amplitudes de ddplacement ou de force aupportables
par un sujet. Les r~sultats des calculs sont confrontds sux donn~es exp~rimentales. Le
modble de comportement qui n's pas dintdrbt au plan de Is connaissance possde, par Icontra, una valeur sp~culative. Prdcis dana un certain domaine on infbre qu'il le sara
Egalamant dana la plage supdrieure d'axcitation, celia ou Il'xpdrimentataur n's pas
accba car l'application dlune force ou d'un d~place'mant de grands amplitude ne manque-
raient pa~s de provoquer des ldsions graves da Is colonne vertdbrale du aujet qui y
saralt soumis. Conceptuellement, de comportemental le modble eat davenu pr~dictif. Son
intdrnt eat double pour la biomdcanician, puisquiI se conduit -hypoth~tiquement- comma
un modble de connaissance at qu'en retour il permet, par example, de sp~cular sur lef-
ficacitd de tel ou tel type de protection. L'axp~rimentateur deviant axpdrimentaliste.

11 eat donc clair qulun modble prddictif eat - ou risque d'etre - d'autant plus utile
qua Ia modble de comportement eat exact. Lea rdsultats dilivr~s par ce dernier sont
d'autant plus proches de Is r~alit6 qua lea valeurs des coefficients des parambtres
dont i dtudie lea variations sont pr~cises.

Ce sont lea velours da ces diffdrents coefficients qui sont rapport~s dens une
analyse bibliographique concernent lea Elments d'une unitE vertdbrala ; lea corps
vertdbraux, lea disques, lea ligaments. Dana une premibre partie Ilenalyse fait Ia
point our lea valeurs de fluaga, de relaxatioa, de pression, etc ... pour des 6tudes
conduitas en flexion extension, inflexion latdrale, torsion at cisaillement. Dens un
second paragraphs l'analyse rapporte trbs brilvement lee donndes ectuellemant
collectdes concarnant Ia propagation des ondes vibratoires dana Is colonne. Un
troisibma chapitra Enonce une mdthode d'Etude de Is cinimatique des unitds vert~brales.
Auparavant, rappellons trbs schdmatiquament l'anatomie d'une unitE vartdbrele.

2) RAPPELS D'ANATOMIE DE LA COLONNE VERTEBRALE

La colonna vertdbral. des mammifbres eat un ensemble ostdoligementaire doud de
mobilitd. Dana Il'mbranchemant des cdphalocordds ella n'est reprisentie qua par une
cords, formation d'onigine endodarmique qui slisole prdcocament do la r~gion de
l'hypoblaate. C'eat une baguette ailongda, do consistence cartilagineuse qui s'Etend
d'une extrdmitd 6 Ilautre du corps. Dane laurs ddplacements, lea c~phalocordds 85
mauvant par ondulation latdrals at Il'leaticiti passive de la cords eat antagonists des
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flexions provoqudes par lea muscles - DRACH 1948 (9).
La corde as retrouve dons tous lea atades embryonneires des vertdbrds avec lea carac-

tbres qulelle prdsente chez lea cdphalocordds, BRIEN, DALCQ 1954 (4). Avec Is
formation d'un aqualetta axial, is cords ddg6nbre plus Cu mains et peut se
disparattre. Si cleat Ie cas chez lea oiseaux, chez lea mammifbres ella ae conserve
sous forms d'un reliquat embryonnaire au niveau des disques intervertdbrsux ou ella
6difie Ia nucIdus pulposus. DEVILLERS 1954 (6). Chez quelques reptiles, ae diffdrencie,
& l'intdriaur de is cords, du cartilage, qui a'ajoute au corps vertdbral.

La colonne vertdbrale proprement dite eat rdaliede par l'empilement des vertbbres.
Ella prisente quatre courbures antdro-postdrieures chez l'homme

- cervicale :convexe en avant,
- dorsale :convexe en arribre,
- lombaire :convexeaen avant,
- sacrde :canvexe en arribre.

11 existe sept vertbbres cervicales,
douze dorsales, cinq lombaires, cinq
sacrdes (souddas), une ou deux coxy- wwtbo
giennes. 

A

2.1 - OSTEOLOGIE Apopyw @dlic.*ium
Apophyn tmzws

Toutes lea vertbbres, quails qua soit
is rdgion h laqualle alias appartiannent Twmba
mont morphologiquamant dquivalantas at
constitudes sur un mime type. TESTUT,
LATARJET 1928 (47), TESTUT L., JACOB 0.,
1929 (48). Schdmatiquemant (figure 1), Apophyse 6pinsum
checune d'ella prsente

- un corps situd an avant :11 slsgit
d'une masse osseuse hdtdrogbne, cons-
titude d'os apongieux anfarm6 dans una
caque d'os compact,

- un trou vertdbral situd en arribra
du corps,

- une apophyse dpinausa,
- deux massifs osseux latdrsux cons-

tituds de trois apophysas :deux articu-
laires (infdrieure at supdrieure), una
transverse, lea pddicules at lea lames
uniesnt lea mamsifs osseux latdraux
raspectivement au corps en avant at h SCHEMAODUN SEGMENT VRTEBRAL.
l'dpineuse en arribre. Figure I

2.2 - ARTICULATIONS VERTEBRALES

Las vartbbres mont ralides entre elles par dem articulations mu nivaau des corps at
des apophyses articulaires.

Un disque intervert~bral rduni lea vertbbres deux h deux.
So hautaur chaz Ilhomme vanle de 3 mm dans Ia r~gion carvicala b 9 mm dens la rdgion

lombaire. Le diaque eat constitu6 d'un anneau fibreux pdriphdrique at d'une substance
gdlatineuse, centrals, reliquat de Ia corde embryonnaire. Lem disques intervertdbraux
mont trbm rdsiatants at dans lea mouvemanta exagdrds de la colonne vartdbrale ila ont
plus tendance h arracher lea surfaces osseuse~i mur lesquelles 115 slinsbrent plut8t qua
de as rompra. Alone qua lea disques intarvertdbraux rdalisent une mynsrthrodie, lea
articulations des apophyses articulaires sont de type clasmique avec capsule at
synoviala (diarthroie).

Les vertbbres sont en outre rduniea h distance par des ligaments mu niveau dam bords
des apophysam transverses at dpineuses. Souls lea pdicules ne mont pam reli~s entre
eux. L'espaca laied vacant rdalise Is trou de conjugaison, voie de passage des nerfs
rachidiens.

2.3 - FORMATIONS LIGAMENTAIRES

Ligaments commune
Ce sont das ligaments qui uniaseent toutes lea ventbbres sun Is totaliti de

l'axe osseux. Ile peuvent cepandant prandre une importance plus ou moins grands salon
leur Iocaliaation.

- Le ligament vertdbral commun entdrieur eat aitud our le face antdrieure de Is
tolonfle.

- Le ligament vertdbrel commun poatdrieur eat en plain canal rachidien. Il eat placE
imaddiatement devant Ia moelle dpinibre.
- Le ligament auripineux i situd en arribre, ii unit lea extnimitda des apophyses
dpineuses. 11 trouve son plus grand diveloppement au niveau cervical.

Ligaments intervertibraux
Lea spophyses transverses sont rduniea 6 leur homologus supdieures at

infdiures par lea ligaments intertranaversaires. La ligament interopineux rdunit lee
apophyses du mime nom. Lea lames vertdbreles sont rduniea entre alias par "Ie ligament
jaune". Large, ipais, il compibte en arribre Is fermeture du canal rechidien en
coablant Ilhiatus qul adpare lea lames vertdbralas entre alias.
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2.4 - LES MUSCLES PARAVERTEBRAUX

Sur is colonne osseuse alinsb- Ligmesft vwibral caimun
rant 1e8 muscles paravertdbraux. atrer
Leur contraction constants permet
h l'&tre humain et plus gdndra-
lament aux primates de conserver
une position verticale. La stabi-
litd intrinsbque de Is colonne Ligmnt Ywtbral coamn
vertdbrale est apportde par lea
disquem intervert~braux et lea
ligaments. La stabilitd extrin-
sbque par lea muscles - MORRIS
1973 ( 24 ).La disparition du Lgmetjus

1 1fonctionnement normal des 1Ligament intmntrassvetsair.
haubans musculaires tells
qu'elle eat rdalisde dens IaLgms it~sex
myopathie de DUCHENNE montreLiaetnwlio.
asaez combien le stabilit6 Disque interwrt~bral.
propre de I ensemble ostdo- (
ligamentaire est insuff'isante Capsule onticulairs.
6 Ia conservation de Is verti-
cslitd WILKINS, GIBSON 1976 (51 )

Le schdms repr~sentd sur la fi-
gure 3 indique Ia position et lea
rapports des muscles qul sont iat prj.
dgcrits ici, dans Is r6gion lombaire. Lgmn ue~iex

D'un point de vus purement des-
criptif et non fonctionnel, Is rd-
gion lombaire eat d~limitde par un
quadrilatbre rdelis6

- en haut :par la base du grill
coatal,

- en basa par une ligne passant
par lea crAtes iliaques at le bord
supdrieur de Is premibre vertbbre
sac r~e, LIGAMENTS VERTEBRAUX -DISQUE INTERVETEBRAL.

- latdralement :par une ligne qui (c~a
r~pond su bord externe des muscles
spinaux.

Figure 2

En fait, lea vertbbres lombaires
constituent lea points d'insertion

M......uc Pawns. de n ombreux muscles qui n'sppmr-
tiennent pas totalement 6 Ia

Ca~ps MIN0b.,. rdgion losbaira (muscles larges de
l'abdosen par exempie). Les

uscle cat' gouttibres larges et profondes qui
desImbs. occupent tout l'espsce entre lea

muscle_ apophymes transverses et Epineuss
if.trnnsw.,naj,,. mont combldes par trois formations

musculairem importantes af'fectant
come slas une direction longitu-
dinale aur touts 1'Etendue de Is

Muscl* dtIa r~gion.
"a coun.7. - Le muscle sacrolosbaire,

Apaphys transv.. - Is muscle long dorsal,
- le muscle traneveraire

6pineux.
Muscle En rdalitd cam muscles mont
intonms,,wosie. rdunis en une masse unique, en

partie charnue, en partie
Muscletendineuse appalds masse commune.

Action ienvisagds isoldment,
cam muscles spineux ont lea
acetions suivantes : le macro-
lombaire (ou ilio-coatal) eat
extenseur at fidchisasur de Is
colonna. La long dorsal par sea

Mled ale faisceaux axtarnes a Is sgme
coow rcliM. action, maim l'inclinaiaon

latdrales et coins prononcda. La
tranavermaira dpinaux est is
rotateur Is plus puissant. 11

SCHEMADWUPEUTE VRTERALE ONCIONELLE. ports Is face antdriaure du c~td
oppose 6 Is contraction.

Figure 3
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. En avant de is masse commune as placent les muscles intertransverssires des lombes.
I18 inclinent de leur c~td Is colonne vertdbrale. Quand use as contractent 6 Is fois
droite et & gauche, use fixent solidement chsque vertibre & cells qui Ilencadre. Ila
tendent ainsi h transformer Is colonne mobile en une structure rigide.

. En arribre de Is masse commune s'inabrent lea muscles interdpineux. Ii rapprochent
lea apophyses our lesquelles le sont fixds. Ils sont extenseura de Is colonne.

En avsnt des muscles de Is gouttibre vertdbrsle as piscent deux mucciss importants
Is carr6 des lombes, Is psoas iliaque.

Ls carrn des lombes situd sur lea c8tis de is colonne lombaire eat tendu de Is
douzibse cbte b Is cite 11isque. Son action est diffdrente scion l'endroit ou il prend
son point fixe. Si Ie point fixe eat sur 1. bsssin ii inciine de son c8td is colonne
iombaire par sas faisceaux ilio-transversaires. S'il prend au contraire son point fixe
sur Is thorax comme ceia arrive quelquefois dons 18 d~cubitus dorsal, ii incline Is
bsssin de son c6td.

La portion psolque du muscle psoas ilisque est tendue de is colonne lombaire au
fdmur. Elle prdsents une arcade mddio-vertdbrale et ne s'insbre que our les bords
infdrieurs et supdrieurs des portions toutes latdrsles des corps vertdbraux sinei que
Sur Is partie latdrale des disques intervertibraux lombaires.
Action Ile muscle psoas fl~chit la cuisse sur Ie beasin. Dans Is station verticals

ii prend son point d'insertion fix. sur Is fdmur. Agiasant alors Sur la colonne
vertdbraie ii Ia fldchit en avant. S'il as contracts d'un c8td seulement ii fldchit
encore Ie tronc mels en mime temps ii l'incline de son c~td et lui impnime un mouvement
de rotation. Dons Is station debout Is psoss combine son action h calle des abdominaux
et des extenseurs vertdbraux pour assurer l'dquilibre du tronc sur lea hanches. Cleat
un muscle important de Is statique du tronc.

Outre lea muscles de is masse commune du carrd des lombes et du p8085 qui ont une
action vdriablement active aur Is colonne osseuse, lea muscles larges de l'sbdomen ont
une action passive. Leur activitd (fldchisseurSou rotateurSdu tronc) eat important. car
dunent l'action de soulbvement uls diminuent Is charge sur lea disques intervertdbraux
en transformant lsabdomen en cylindre h paroi semi-rigide, MORRIS 1973 (24 )

3 -BIOMECANIQUE VERTEBRALE :STATIQUE

NUCLEUSLa premibre r~action du corps
humain sounds aux forces
micaniques eat une r~action
m~canique : une contrainte ou une
d~formation. Aprbs un certain
temps d'excitstion m~csnique
surviennent tout. une adrie
d'sjustements comportementaux.

ANNULUS L'Etude de Is biomdcanique
vertdbral. eat une premibre
spproche de Is compr~hension des
cons~quences osseuses ou4 U. ligamentalnes de ces stimulations
en relation avec leur amplitude.

FIBRES ANNULAIRES
3.1 - LE DISQUE INTERVERTEBRAL

3.1.1 - Anatomic fonctionnelle

IISPOSITICH WS FIBRES ANNULRIMS D*APRES KAARA Le disque intervert~bral eat
IN 'CLZNICAL 510,SaiANICS OF TIM SPNE WHT T AJ constitudI

- d'un mnneau fibreux (annulus
f'ibrosus),

- d'un noysu pulpeux (nucleus
pulposus),

-de deux plateaux
cartilagineux.

Do fagon trbs image, on peut
+ NIAcomparer cet ensemble h une bot.

de conserve cylindrique dont
l'annesu forms Is corps, les
plateaux cartilagineux les

-CcTRuAsuyu09sENuaoS couvercles et le noyau 1. contenu.

- L'annulus fibrosus

Q wjL'snnesu fibreux constitud de
couches tissulaires de
fibrocartilags prdsents una
organisation lamellaire identique
h celle d'un bulbs d'oignon doe
lequel lee lamelles sersient
extrImement adhdrentes lea unes
sux autres. Chaque couche unitaire

COhNTNVI INTIMIScALKS DWPS KULRR III COLL. Iu cuaxICRz BxONECHMxCS fermi. en un anneau tubulaire eat
OF TIM!SINM WHITE XT PANJASI, 1978 fontement minre cur lea deux

ventbbres adjacentes.
Figure 4
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Cependant lea fibres conjonctives constitutives de chaque lamelle sont trbs obliques
par rapport & I'axe vertical. Elles forment un angle de trente degrda Bur is direction
horizontale. Cette orientation crde une dlesticitd en traction-compression car
l'obliquitd des fibres s'inverse d'une couche & l'autre - MARKOIF, MORRIS 1974 (23).
L'dpaisseur des portions antdrieures et latdrales de l'anneau eat approximativement le
double de cells de Is partie postdrieure juxtamddullaire. Dane catte zone lea couches
de tissu fibreux sont momsa dpaiases at la direction des fibres momse oblique. Ella
tend & devenir axiale. L'adhdrence entre lee couches eat dgalement momns forte. "Ces
facteurs contribuent sans nul doute & crier des conditions favorables & Is survenue de
hernias discales" MORRIS 1973 (24).

En raison de l'orientation prdfirentielle des fibres, l'anneau fibreux eat anisotrope
at non homogbne. (La coefficient d'6lsaticit6 varie en function, de is distance qui
sipare Ia centre du diaque de Is pdriphirie, de l'orientation relative des fibres at de
Ia charge eppliquie). Ii naexista pas de passage net entre lea fibres des lameiles
centrales at Is structure du noyau.

- Le nucleus pulposus

La nucleus puiposus eat une substance gilatiniforme at hydrophile dont Is teneur en
eau eat d'environ 86 %. La composition du noyau s modifie avec l'&ge ; lea substances
mucoidec qui le composent sont progressivement remplacies par du fibrocartilage mains
gilatineux. En raison mime de Is structure de l'anneau fibraux le nucleus eat
Idgbrement dicentr6 vera l'arribre. 11 occupe 50 h 60 % de is surface totals du disque.
Il eat constitu6 de ceilules chondrocytiformas disperades dane une matibre
intercelluisire ou l'on trouve un maillage de fibres collagbnea peu diffdrenciies.
Chacune de ces fibres est couverte par un complexe protdo-polyeaccaridique. Ce
polysaccaride (chondroltine sulfate) donneasu noyau sa granda capacitd de liaison avec
lea molicules d'esu. Meis en fonction de l'Age, Is ddgdnireacence de cat organe
s'accompagne d'une diminution de s tenaur en eau. La noyau peut Atre conaidir6 comma
une substance isotrope at homogbne par suite de Ilorientation alistoire des fibres. II
se comporte comma un fluide incompreasibie, confind dens un volume constant, en 6tat de
contrainte hydrostatique.

- Lea plateaux cartilagineux

Composis de cartilage hyalin, uls isolant lea deux autras composante discaux (annaau,
noyau) du corps vertibral. Le coefficient d'dlasticit eat & peu prba le tiers de celui
de l'os spongieux du corps vartibral.

3.1.2 - Propridtis physiques du disoue Intervertibral

- Fluage relaxation

Le disque intervertibral ce comports comma un matdriau viacoilastique.
L'spplication d'une force constants sui Is structure fait spperaltre un phdnombne de
fluae. La diformation n'est pas meulement une fonction de Is charge, c'est sussi une
fonction du temps. HIRSCH at NACHEMSON 1954 (13) n'obtiennent pas de diformation stable
du diaque psr l'epplicstion d'une force de 100 deN pendant plusieurs heures (is
d~formation maximale obtenue eat de 1,07 mm).

La fiusge eat dtudi6 par MARKOIF at MORRIS 1974 (23) . Las observations sont obtenues
aur des pibces anstomiques soumises h quatre charges diffirentes pendant 70 minutes
lee forces lea pius importantes provoquent lea d~formations lea plus grandes (h
l'asymptote), avec des vitessas de d~formations lea plus rapides. Corollairement,las
plus grandes vitesses de relaxation sont en rapport avac Ia cessation d'spplicstion des
charges lea plus fortes.

Le fluaga eat un micanisme per lequel Ia disque aubit un proceasue de r~partition du
stress jusqu'E ce qu'il s'adapte ou qu'il attaigne un 6tat stationnaire par rapport h
una charge spicifique. La question qui Be pose eat de savoir par quel micaniamea s
produit ce fluage. "Y s-t-il dchange de liquids par lea plateaux cartilagineux ? Y-at-
ii una r~partition du liquide dane lea parois de l'anneau ? Y a-t-il una simple
d~formation de structure sans aucun dchanga de liquide 7 L'itude de Is littdrature de
ces donndas montre qua la micanismes rasponsablee du fluage reatent obscure" KAZARIAN
1975 (19).

La plupart des auteura as sont attachds h d~terminer lea 'taleurs des parambtres
physiques doe structures discales en travaillant la plus souvent cur des pihces
anatomiques fratches. Bien entendu, ii n's jamais dchappd & is sagacitd des
expdrimentateure qua lea rdsultata obtenus dana de tellas conditions ne aunt qu'un
reflet plus ou momsa Eloignd do Is rdslitd puisque lea tissue sorts ne prisentent plus
lea mimes caractdristiques d'hydratation, de tempdrature, de souplesse, etc... qua caux
des tissue vivanta.

-Hystdreis

Tous lea matdrisux viscoilastiques ont des propriitis d'hystdrdis qui rendent
cumpte do l'Energie perdue dens Is structure soumise 6 des cycles rdpdtitife do
compression at do d~compression. WHITE at PANJABI 1978 (50), dana lour ouvrsga
"Biomechanium of the spine" rapportant lea expdriences de VIRGIN rdalisias en 1951.
L'hystiriais vanie en fonction de Is force appliquda, do l'age at de Is localiastion du
disque. Plus 1s force appliquE eat importante plus Is courbe d'hyatdrnis eat
globulause. L'Energie disaipie done is disque diminue avec l'ige. Ella eat plus foible
pour lea segments lombaires supiriours qua pour lea segments infdieure. L'hystidsdis
diminue 9i Is mime diaque eat soumia une seconds fois 6 is mime excitation. Ainsi, Is
dissipation d'Energie doe las disques, qui eat un phdnombna de protection, deviant
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moins importmnto pour des excitations rdpdtitivos. La vibration axiale eat peut-Atre un
des facteurm favorleant do Is fragileation vortibrale.

- Preaaion intradiacale

Si Von veut bien odmottre avec KORESKA at al. 1977 (22), Ilhomogdnditd,
lliaotropio at l'dtat do controinte hydroatatique du nucleus pulposum, alurs Ia
proaaion interne du noyau varie lindairoment avoc Is taaaoment coaxial. Coendant
1'dtude sur dix disques humalna non ddginirds rdaliaie par BORTOLUSSI, DOSOAT at ROBERT
1979 (3) aemblo montror un comportoment non hydrootatique du noyau.

Maim cleat h NACHENSON at EVANS 1964 (25) qua aont due lea meilleurs renseignemants
our Ia prossion intradiscale. Coo auteurs introduisirent par voie lombaire, chez
Vlhommo vivant, un microcapteur de presmion en position intranucidaire. Les
onregiatromonta sont obtenus our 19 sujeto en position debout, assios, ou allongdeaen
ddcubitua latdral. Qusiques volontaires portent dgalement des masses do 9 ou 20
kilogrammos. D'autros onfin mont porteurs dlun corset gonflable dont Is pression eat
dlevde juaqu'au maximum supportable par le patient. Aussi souvent quaeecla eat
possible, lea oujets effectuent une manoeuvre do VAL SALVA (manoeuvre rdalisde chez lea
lombalgiquos). Les rdoultats do cotta expdrience sont trim riches dlenseignemants:

- lea proamions intradiscalos sont plus dlevdes chez 10 oujot asis (12 6 13 kg/cm
2

(13.1O0 Pa) quo chez Ilhommo debout, 8 & 9 kg/cm2 (8-9.105 Pa). Mais si co mime sujet
debout parte un corset gonflI, Is preosion diminue h 7 kg/cm2 ('.105 ps). 11 Weost paa
dtonnant do trouver lea valour. lea plus foibles 4 h 5 kg/cm2 chaz Ilindividu en
ddcubitus latdral.

- Lorsquo lea sujoto sont porteurs do p01ds, lea pressions intradiocales augmentont
conaiddrablement : 16 kg/cm2 (masse do 9 kg), 20 kg/cm2 (masse de 20 kg) char lea
sujets assis.
Conaiddrant qua 57 % du poids du corps s'exerce our 13 et 59 % our 14, loe outeurs

montrent, h portir d'dtudes rdalisdes our 10 coavre, quo le port d'une masse d'une
vingtaine do kilogrommes entralno uno charge do 1200 N sur Is troislimo vortbbre
lombaire d'un aujet do 70 kg I
PANJABI 1978 (29) donna une explication du phdnombne en considirant quo Is somme des

forces appliqudes au disqus oat rdalisde par:
- Is masse corporollo situdeasu-dessus du disque.
- Las pricontraintos lides h l'activitd propre des muscles paravertdbraux.
- Un moment do flexion dont 10 bras do levier eat constitud par Ia projection du

centre de gravitd our Is porpendiculaira, peasant par l'sxe do Is vortbbre.
Cependant, IGNAZI, COBLENTZ, HENNION, PRUDENT 1974-75 (15) montrent quo 1e centre do

grovitd de 1Vitro humain mesurd h Ilaide d'un pondulo composd se situe en regard de is
deuxibme ou troisibmo vortibre sacrde & l'intersection des directions principales des
cola des f~murs. Le composante do charge lide au moment do flexion sersit trio foible,
tout au mains chez I'homme dobout. Un cslcul simple montre slora quo Ia force
ddveloppdo par lea muscles our 14 par un sujot debout porteur d'une masse do 20 kg eot
do 600 N environ.

- Etude en compression

Cleat sans douto our Is compression dltscmle quo Is littdrsture eat Ia aleux
documentde - BERKSON et ol. 1979 (2), BORYOLUSSI ot al. 1979 (3), HIRSCH et NACHENSON
1954 (13), JAYSON at col. 1973 (16), KORESKA at al. (22), MARKOLF ot MORRIS 1974 (23),
MORRIS 1973 (24), NACHENSON et co1. 1964 (2"*), PANJABI-BRAND-WHITE 1976 (28), PANJABI
at al, 1978 (30), SCHULTZ at col. 1979 (46).

Le force de compression ae transeet d'un plateau h l'autre par Ilintermddlaire do
Ilanneau fibroux ot du nucleus pulposus. (,olui-ci suffisamment humide semble bien avoir
un comportoment hydrootatique. La prossion crdo dons cot organs pousse lea structures
voisinos do fagon homogbno dens toutos lee directions. Ici apparalt l'utilitd des
plateaux cartilagineux qui s comportent comma lea couvercios concavos d'une boite do
conserve cylindrique dont l'intdrieur eat en aurpression.

Lore do Is compression du disque intervert~bral, l'anneau fibreux eat ddformd vers
l'extdrieur. Les plateaux cartilogineux sont dloignds l'un de Il'utre aurtout en leur
centre. Ils tendent h dovonir convexes. Los expdriences do compression montrent quo le
disque a un comportoment do motdniau viscodlastique :Ia relation antre Is charge do
compression axiale ot Is d~formation eat une reidtion exponontielle. A d~formation
constants, ii exists uno diminution rapide do Is force appliqude pendant Is premibro
phase.

Les contraintes 6 Ilintdrieur d'un anneou no ooexercent pas toutam dons Is mgme
direction. II exiats des efforts axieux at des efforts tangentiola dits circonfdron-
tiels qui slexercont dana Is sons des fibres. Dens un disquo sain, Is rdpartition
homogine des preamions en relation avec l'hydratation du nucleus, fait qu'il n'existe
quo des tensions 6 Is pdriphdrie do l'anneau, dos tensions tangentiellos at des
compressionsoaxiales dena los couches leo plus centrales. L'application d'une force
trop important. aur un segment vertdbral tend I augmenter Ia convexitd des plateaux
cartilagineux, puis lee effondrer pour crier Is aurvonue do hernieo intreepongiousem.
11 a'agit donc d'une pathologic survonant chez un aujet jeune at ii eat bien clesaique
do cherchor Ia prdsence do nodule do Schmorl dons lea aiquollee do Ia maladie do
Scheuermann.

La situation oat tout autro quand I. diaque digbnbre on so diahydratont. Le nucleus
deviant incapable do ripartir lee pression do fagon homogbne. La micanimme des forces
eat alars aignificativoment modifid. Lea plateaux cartilagineux subimment des forces
d'igale amplitude tant en leur centre qu'en lour pdriphdrie. Lea contraintes axiales
a' exercent en compression eussi bion h Is pdriphdria do Ilonnou quo dens lea leae
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fibreuses lee plus internee. Soules: lea tensions circonfdrentielles persistent &Is
pdriphdrie. Les contreintes circonfdrentlelles centreles sont sussi devenues des
compressions do forte amplitude. Lesconditions sont rdunies pour l'apparition do
ruptures dens Is peroi ligamentaire du disqus evec dnucldation du noyeu & trevers Is
zone Ia moins dpeisse, c'est-h-dirs yore l'erribre (dtiologie des scietiques).

- Etude en flexion, extension, inflexion latdrale, torsion

Des treveux ont felt l'objet d'une publication par SCHULTZ, WARWICK, NACHENSON
1979 (46). Ila eppliquent des forces et diffdrents moments sur 42 segments vert6breux
prdlevds our des cedevres freis. L'oxpdrience et conduits avec ou sans prdcontrainte
initials. Lea enregistrements montrent quo Ie disque lombeire est moins flexible en
torsion qu'en inflexion latdrale (1,40 do rotation pour un moment de torsion do 10,6
Nm, et 50 en inflexion letdrele pour une u~me veur de moment de flexion). (La
flexibilitd et Is veleur du ddplacement rapportd & une charge unitaire : sel
o'exprlme en O'/Nm pour Is translation, c'est donc approximativement I'inverse de Is
raideur).

Dans Is tableau n' I sont consignde les r6sultats do SCHULTZ et al. on degrde, pour
des moments de 4,7 Nm at 10,6 Nm.

MO NME N T S
MOUVEMENTS 4,7 Nm 10,6 Nm

FLEXION 5,89 3,02 5,93 0,67
EXTENSION 3,64 1,02
FLEXION LAT. DROITE 4,39 1,37
FLEXION LAT. GAUCHE 4,00 1,82 4,68 0,77
TORSION 1,72 0,41 2,28 0,77

TABLEAU I t Etude des mouvements des disques intervertdbraux (les rdsultato
sont donnds en degrde)

II exists dgalement des mouvements do couplage (apparition de mouvemonts dens des
directions diffdrentes de cells do la force ou du moment appliquE). Les rdsultats sont
consignde dens 1. tableau n' 2 qui a0 lit do Is fagon suivento : pour une flexion do
599 0 Ia translation & gauche vaut 0,3 mm et Is torsion 0,40.

MOMENTS 10,6 Nm TRANSLATION (cm) ROTATION (dog)

MOUiVEMENTS GAUCHE POST SUP FLEXION INFLEXION C TORSION

FLEXION 0,03 -0,20 0,03 5,9 -0,2 0,4
EXTENSION (4,7 Nm) 0,02 +0,10 -0,07 -3,6 0,4 -0,0
INFL. LAT. DROITE -0,76 0,03 -0,00 0,2 -5,0 -0,1
INFL. LAT. GAUCHE 0,17 -0,04 -0,05 -0,8 4,7 -0,3
TORSION 0,06 0,03 0,00 -0,6 -0,1 -2,3

TABLEAU 2 :mouvoments de couplago exerc~s our Is disque intervert~bral.

Le tableau montre clairement quo les mouvemonts d'inflexion latdrale ot do torsion
sont couplds. 11 a souvent dtd affirmd (et non ddmontrE) quo ces couplages sant
inhdrents b Ia structure do Is colonne vortdbralo.
Les auteurs discutent le r6le do l'activitd musculaire paravertibrale et abdominale

sur ces diffdronts mouvoments do Is colonne. La surface do section utile des muscles
ebdominaux dane Is relation envisaegde oat do 5 cm 2 9Ia surface do section des muscles
drecteurs do Is colonne eat de 25 cm 2 . Alors quo ces dorniers agissont evec un bras do
levier de 5 centimbtres, lee ebdominaux aglasent avec un bras de levier do 15
centimbtres. Sachent qus Ia possibilitd maximele de 18 contraction musculaire
volontaire humaine s situe entre 40 et 100 N/cm 2 et en utilisant Is plus foible vaeur
40 N/ cm2 , il eppareit quo des charges do 30 Nms sont ndcessaires h Is flexion et 50 Nm
h l'extesion. La comperalson des moments n~ceasaires ainsi calculds aec lee
r~sistances onregietries exp6rimentelement montre quo, seule, une petite partie des
forces disponibles eat utiliede pour veincre lea rdsistances aux mouvoments (pour
obtenir une flexion do 30"' h 50" il suffit d'eppliquer uno charge de 10 Nm).

Ce celcul n'ost qua Ia quantification d'un phdnombne d'observstion courente : al lee
muscles du tronc psuvont vaincro des charges importantes, c'ost qu'uno foible partie do
lour capacitd eat utilise h veincro los rdsistances internee.

- Etude en cissillement
Les mgmes autours (BERKSON et a1. 1979) (2) 6tudient l'amplitude des cisaillements

postdriour, antiriour, latdral d, pour diverses forces eppliqudes doe Ilaxe vertical
normal do compression (tableau nO 3).

D EPL A CE ME NT S (cm)
COMPRESSION CISAILLEMENT CISAILLEMENT CISAILLEMENT

POSTERICUR ANTERIEUR LATERAL D.

FORCES 86 0,010 0,084 + 0,030 0,094 + 0,026 0,076 +q 0,027
(N) 145 0,019 n.124 + 0,021 0,142 + 0,046 0,111 + 0,050

400 0,050 0,026

TABLEAU 3 : (Explications dens Ie texte).
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Cos rdaultats sont Intdrossants car lee mouvements do cisaillement aont rosponsables
on portie do le pathologie des luxations vertdbralos.

Ceperidant, Ia discussion do coo rdsultato eat sasez ddlIcate et cello des autours eat
s0550 touts assez pou convaincante. En effot, I'td des mouvementa do couplage montre
quo lea ddplacemonts on translation (cisaillomont) s'accompagnont do mouvomonta do
flexion, extension, rotation. Cleat ainol quo I'amplitudo des mouvemonts obtonus Wesat
quo raromont corrdldo h Is morphologie des pi~cos soumises hI l'xpdrionco per
example, Is hauteur des diaques no somblo avoir aucune consdquonceo our los dipiacoents
mosurds, Co qui no manque pas do aurprondro I

3.2 - CARACTERISTIQUES BIONECANIQUES DES CORPS VERTEBRAUX t ETUDE DE KAZARIAN ET
GRAVES 1979

Los caractdristiquos mdcaniquos du tiaau ossoux vertdbral ont dtd particulibroaont
dtudides par l'dquipo do biodynamicions des laboratoires do rochorchos do mdocine
adronautique do i'US AIR FORCE. KAZARIAN, BOYD, Von GIERKE 1971 (17) KAZARIAN, Von
GIERKE 1971 (18) KAZARI*AN 1978 (20) KAZARIAN, BELK 1979 (21).
L'intdr~t montrd par coo cherchours pour 10 comportoment mdcanique do la vorthbre oat
on relation aboc les problhmes pathologiques prdsentda par lee pilotos lore deo
dvacuations de bord.

11 faut s souvenir quo I'os eat un organe on perpdtuol rosanioment. So formation eat
1160 h I'oxistence d'uno metrics protdiquo aur laquollo s ddpose un comploxo
microcristallin d'hydroxyapatito (calcium ot phosphate), ainei qu'une petite quantit*
do carbonate do calcium. Les compoads mindraux (cristaux d'apatites) sont caractdrisds
par uno raidour diastique,
une rdsistanco on compression 1
dlevde at uno rdsistanco Iis
tension foiblo. Los fibrilles
do collagbno W'ont aucuno rd-
sistanco 6 Ia compression, mas
prdsente une forte rdsistanco h Charge
Ia traction, KAZARIAN at al. Max.
1971 (17).

L'os oat un systbme dynami-
quo stable ;l'activitd ostdo-
blastiquo oat & tout moment
exactement contrebalancde par
l'activitd ostdoclastique. Los
ostdoclastes exergent lour pou- adu
voir do rdsorption sur lea cel-
lules osseuses aduitos, los os-
tdocytes. 11 eat aisdmont comprd-
honeiblo quo touto activitd ddsor-
donnde do ces collules (troubles nri
d'origino celiulaire, vasculairelacrgmx
ou mdtaboliquo) entrains une rupture
d'dquilibro physioiogique at par
consiquont des variations des pro-
pridtds mdcaniques. L'Ago, lea
voriations endocrine ou mdtabolique
liess aux soxes, lea pathologies
mdtaboliques ot ondocriniennos, Ddormation Max.
etc... sont lea facteurs do troubles (Fractureo)
plus frdquents. KAZARIAN at GRAVES a
1979 (21) ont particulibrrnent dtu- Ddplacemont
did los caractdriotiques do rdsistance
des corps vertdbraux do Ia colonno Graphs charge v.a. ddplacornent
vortdbralo do macaques. (KAZARIAN) (21)

Figuro 5

Les Etudes sont rdaliades our lea corps vortdbraux dont 1. niveau do prdlvomont
rhalise quatro groupos t DO D9 D10 j Dll D12 LI, L2 L3 LA, 15 16 17. Las vorthbros do
chacun des groupos sont supposdos ieentiques. Elies sont prdlevdeasour 4 singes ; soit
48 vertlbros dtudides. Dana Is plan oxpdrimental, los vortbbros sont tirdos au hasard.
Chaquo vortibro dlun groupseoat soumiee h une comprossion h vitesse constanto.

R2=8,89.10 rn/a R 4 28,89.lO- 3 n/s R 6 a0,89. lo.- m/s

Un. socondo expdrionco set rdalisde avoc lea vitoasss intormddiciros.

R 8,89.10-6 rn/s R 3 - 8 ,8 9 .1 0-A 4u/a R5 a ,9.0 2rn/s

Les quatro parambtros (charge A Ia rupture, ddformation 6 Is chargo do rupture,
raidour, Enorgio nicoasairo pour obtonir Is fracture du corps vertdbral ) sont obtenus
directoment 6 partir do I. courbo Etablie our Ia figure 5. Cortaines grandeuro donndos
en unitE industrielle do contrainto et do ddplacement dEpendent h Is fois do [a courbo
charge-d~formation ot des donndes gdomdtriquos du apicimon i

Contrainto Max induatriello suFrfce u Isrptciren

(traduction litdral.)sufcdupcie

....Iw
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d~formation max industrielia d~formation h Ia charge do rupture
longuour initials du spdcimen

-module didlasticitE raideur (N/rn). longueur initiale du spdcimen (m)

surface (m.2)

RE SULTIAT S

* La charge & Is rupture : lee effete conjuguds des viteeses de d~placement et de Is
posiTion interviennent our Ia veleur de Ia charge n~csssire pour provoquer Is fracture

pour D8 D9 010 & 8,89.10- rn/a : 3000 N

15 L6 17 & 8,89.10 1 rn/a : 7500 N

Ls charge de rupture eat une fonction lindaire du logarithme de Is viteess (h une
constante prba) significative du niveau vertdbral considdrE.

* 'Ddformation & Is charge de rupture : lee r~sultats montrent une dispersion beaucoup
plus importante que dens ls cee prdc~dent. Cependsnt, lee velours de d~formation & Is
charge de rupture sont en liaison svec lea effete conjuguds de la vitesse
d'application, de Ia farce, du niveeu vertdbral.

* 'Raideur :lee raideurs lea plus 6levdoe sont obtenues avec Ia charge is plus forte
appliqude sux vitesses lea plus dlevdes.

pour 08 09 010 2,02.10 6N/rn

O11 012 LI 2,81 106N/rn

L2 L3 L4 4.10 6 N/rn b vitesse 6levde 8,89.10l rnM/s

1.10 6 N/rn & vitesee lente 8,89.10- rnM/s

*Energie bIs charcse de rupture : si1l'effet de Ia vitesse d'spplication des forces
nest pas significative quand aux variations de I'Energia abserbde, par contre, Is
nivesu vertdbral intervient. Ordre de grandeur DI 012 11 - L2 13 14 : 8 joules.

eoit Ie niveau vertibrale eat de 19.10 Pa.

* Ddformation industrielle & 1. contrainte msxirnale :Is d~formation &Isl charge
rnaxirnale divisde par Ia hauteur initiale du specimen (rn/r) eat d'environ 0,22 en 011
012 11 pour lea vitesses moyennee. La vitesee de ddplacement et Ileffet du niveau
vert~bral sont significatife au seuil de sdcuritd de 0,95.

* Module d'dlaeticitd : Ie module d'Elasticitd vanie en fonction dee vitessos
d'application des forces et du niveau vertdbral. Pour une viteese d'application moyenne
8,89 10 

3rn/as mrodule dlElasticitd en 08, 09, 010 est dgal b 120.106 Pa et en L2 10 14
A 220.106 Pa.

3.3 - PROPRIETES SIOMECANIQJES DES LIGAMENTS INTERVERTEBRAUX

Quand Is gdomdtrie de is structure & 6tudier eat aussi perturbde que cells du segment
vertdbral, la mdthode d'dtude Ia plus simple eat de comparer lee rdsullats obtenue en
prdsence at en l'absence du composant dont on ddsire connaitre le compcrrtement
biomdcanique. C'est Ia raison pour laquelle NACHENSON, BERKSON et SCHULTZ 1979 (46)
font lee expdriences identiques & cells rspportdes prdcademment, mats cette fois-ci
lee arcs postdrieurs des deux Elirnents de l'unitd vartdbrale sont intacte. II conviont
donc de comparer les donnes rapportdes ici b cellos obtenues uniquernert en prdsence
des corps vertdbreux en as ouvenant qulil a'agit d'6tuda3 rialiades star des pibcas
anatorniques composdes d'au momns un segment vert~bral (un disque at lea deux vertbbres
adjacentes).

Notons cependant, qua lea courbes force-d~formation rendent compte des propridtds
physiques du ligament en tent qua structure quand lea expdriences sont conduitee sun
des ligaments intact.. La charge do rupture e'exprirne en newton. Loreque lea
expdriences sont conduits cur des Echantillone de teilie standard prdlevds our un
ligament, lea donndes recusillies ne rendent plus compta des caractdniatiques de is
structure ols-m~mo, mais du matdriau constitutif du ligament. Lee courbos force-
d~formation sont remplacdee pan des counbes contrainte-d~formation at lea grandouna do
rupture sont homogbnes h une presion (N/rn 2 )

- Etude do Ia flexibilitd

Mouvementa principaux rdsultant do 1'application de moments do flexion ou do
torsion (El6ment. poatdrieurs intact.).
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MOMENTS
4,7 Nm 10,6 Nm

VALEURS EN DEGRES

FLEXION 5,13 ± 1,86 5,51 ± 1
EXTENSION 2,12 ± 0,98 2,99 t 1,02
FLEXION LAT. DROITE 4,47 ± 1,63 5,64 ± 1,22
FLEXION LAT. GAUCHE 4,32 ± 1,47 4,90 ± 0,79
TORSION 0,69 ± 0,33 1,50 ± 0,67

TABLEAU 4 a (valeurs en degrds)

- Pression intradiscale

Influence d'un mouvoment do flexion ou de torsion
Eldvation de pression intranuclIdaire sous i'effet de I'application de moments de

flexion ou de torsion (616ments postdrieurs intacts - pression initiale 262 KPa sous
400 N).r MOMENTS

4,7 Nm 10,6 Nm
MOUVEMENTS

FLEXION 95 ± 71 267 ± 122
EXTENSION 52 ± 108 49 ± 202
FLEXION LAT. DROITE 121 ± 116 289 ± 140
FLEXION LAT. GAUCHE 126 ± 82 256 ± 134
TORSION 13 ± 22 32 ± 37

TABLEAU 5 : (valeur on KPa)

- Influence d'une force de compression ou de cisaillement

Variation de 18 pression intradiscale en rdponse aux charges de compression et de
cisaillement (616ments post6rieurm intacts - pression intradiscale sous charge 109 143
KPa).

PRESSION INTRADISCALE SOUS CHARGE 86 N 145 N 400 N

COMPRESSION 51 86 251 ± 75
CISAILLEMENT POSTERIEUR -6 ± 62 10 ± 85
CISAILLEMENT ANTERIEUR 10 ± 19 38 ± 55
CISAILLEMENT LATERAL DROIT 19 ± 26 45 ± 40

TABLEAU 6 s (Valeur en KPa)

- Etude dee mouvements de couplage

L'dtude des mouvements de couplage (translation, rotation) eat rdalisde eous
1'efet d'un moment de 10,6 Nm (616ments poetdrieurs intects).

TRANSLATION (cm) ROTATION (degrds)

GAUCHE POST. SUP. FLEXION INFL. LAT. G. TORSION

FLEXION 0,01 -0,17 0,02 5,5 -0,4 0,4
EXTENSION 0,02 -0,08 -0,04 -2,9 0,3 0,0
INFL. LAT. DR. -0,21 0,08 -0,01 0,9 -5,9 0,2
INFL. LAT. G. 0,14 -0,05 -0,04 0,0 4,9 -0,1
TORSION 0,00 0,01 0,00 0,2 0,0 -1,4

TABLEAU 7

- Etude on compression et cisaillement

Mouvements principaux moyens on r6ponse aux charges de compression et do cisaillement
(616monta postdrioure intact).

CHARGE

86 N 145 N 400 N
DEPLACEMENT on em

COMPRESSION 0,011 0,018 0,051 1 0,024
CISAILLENENT POST. 0,059 ± 0,029 0,085 ± 0,082
CISAILLEMENT ANT. 0,060 ± 0,024 0,121 t 0,038
CISAILLENENT LAT. DR. 0,067 ± 0,048 0,100 ± 0,039

TABLEAU 8
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Le comparaison do cem donndos h celles obtenuos en l'absence d'dldments poatdrieura
montre quo

a) Ildlimination do l'arc vortdbral provoque un accroisemont epproximatif do
l'amplitude des mouvements do 70 & 150 % sous 1'offet d'une charge de 4,7 Nm

b) sona charge initiaeo, lea dl6ments segmentaires possbdent une prossion
intranucIdairo moyenne do 109 KPa (6idmonts postdrieura intacts), do 76 KPa (6idments
postirioura exciada),
c) 1'dldvetion do Ia prossion intradiscele sous 1' influence d'un moment do torsion ou

do flexion eat 6 peu prbs constants on cam do disperition des 6l6ments postdrieurs.
Codi oat vrai en extension ot en toraion ou coo mouvements provoquont une
multiplicatiat per doux ou trois do Is pression initialo (sous charge do 400 N),

d) Ilexciaion des 6l6ments postdrieurs n'a pratiquement pas d'effet sur los rdsultats
do l'epplicetion do charge on compression, maie augmonte Is valour des cisaillesents de
10 h 60 %.

A l'issue do cette revue do La mdcaniquo statique, des consid~rations gdndrales
a relatives au comportesent non pas statiquo, male dynamique do Is structure vertdbrale

pouvent Atro formuldes. Des appr~ciations sur lea parambtres & meaurer et par
cons~quent sur les captours & utiliser psuvent Otre envisegios.

I as ddgago des observations qui vionnont d'Atre rapportdea, l'idde quo Ia
rdsistance do l'oeaet des ligaents vanie avoc la vitesse d'application des forces,
ainsi:

- les d~formations lontos entralnent prdfdrentiolloment de ruptures osseuses plut~t
quo des ddchirures ligamentaires,

- inversement, lee d~formations rapidee provoquont prdfdrentiellement des ruptures
ligamenItaires. (La r~sistance do l'os augments relativoment plus vito quo cello du
ligament quand Ia vitesse d'application des forces augments),

- l'immobiliestion affaiblit la rdsistance osseuso beaucoup plus vito quo La
r~sistance ligaenteire,

- si ls rupture survient toujours au point Ie plus faible, celui-ci me trouve au
niveau des plateaux cartilagineux choz l'adolescent, sur La portion postdrieure de
l'anneau chez l'adulte.
Tous coin faits mont bion vdrifids par lea donndes cliniques do Ia pathologic

vertdbrale.
Cette Etude bibliographique montro
- d'uno part, quo pou d'expdniencee ont dtE rdaliedes in vivo en rdgime vibratoire

(on matibre do caractdrisation d'uniti vertdbrele),
- d'autro part, quo 10 comportemont dynamique du disque est non lindaire.
Par consdquent:
- Pour travailler in vivo, ii faut choisir un modble animal.
- Pour caractdriser i'unitd vortdbrmle, 11 Taut Etudier lea transmissibilitds en

fonction des frdquences ; donc faire l'Etude do ia fonction do transfert.
- Pour 6tudier une fonction do transfort, il eat indispensable do travailler en

rdgime lindaire, donc en ddplacoments foibles (approximation do Liapounov).
- Pour rdaliser co typo d'acquisition, Ie choix do capteurs do force, do pression, do

d~placement, ou d'accdliration doit Atre fait on fonction do considdrations qui no mont
pas uniquomont tochnologiquos maim dgalement enatomiques at mithodologiques.

La force :c'est une grandeur qui s'Etudie en s~rie dane un syatbme. S'il n'eat pam
onvimageable do mettre un capteur do force dans Is disque, il n'est pas exclu de La
placer sur un muscle. NOCUES C. 1967 (27), momure Ia force ventniculaire cardiaque h
1'aide do jauges do contraintes. Cette technique as hourte h des difficultda majeures
d'6talonnage ; mime en tension initiale dF La jaugo, d~termination puroment subjective
d'un repos musculaire, risultats fonction de Ia quantitd do faisceaux musculairos
intdread, etc ...

Ls pression : l'obtention do Ia preasion intranucldaire ndcessite Ilimplantation du
capteur dana 10 disque. Cette mesure, comme~ cells des forces no pormet pas d'obtenir Ln
fonction de transfert ddsirde.
Lee ddplacements : Ilobtention do Il'longation du disque intervert~bral ndcesaite un

montage en pont avec fixation sur deux vert~bros adjacentem. Des conaiddrationa
intiroasant Is rapport signal/bruit font rejeter l'utilisation d'un tel captour (petite
ddplacements vibratoiros I mosuror, alors quo Ie captour dolt posadder impdrativoment
uno grando dynamique do msure en raimon des grands ddbattements provoquds per lea
mouvements flexion-extension do l'animai).

L'accildration i l'dtude do celie-ci eat intdreasante ; variant cosine 10 camEd do IQ
frdquence elle pout attoindre des valours convonabios m~mo pour des diplacomonta
faibles. Los accdldrombtres peuvont s'implanter souls sur los verthbras, par consdquent
il ddlivrent des tensions dlectriquos reprdsentatives do mignaux d'ontrde ot do sortie
ndcaaaires & Is d~termination do Is fonction de transfert des organes intervertibraux
ostomiquement intacts.

4 - BIONECANIGUE VERTEBRALE i DYNA141GUE

Cos dtudes mont ou ont dtd mendes au Centre do Rochorches do Mddecine Adronsutique &
Paris (QUANDIEU o1 Coil. (34), PELLIEUX at Coll. (32)) at doesi division do
biodynamique at do bioonginieris du laboratoire do recherche do Mdocine Airospatiale
do 11U.S.A.F. h Wright-Patterson (of : article na 18 du preent C.P.).

Lee buta pourmuivia sont:

1) - prdolser lem caraotdristiques physiques, biodynamiques intrinabquos do ls
colonno d tude des vitosmos do phase, do groups...
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2) - Analyse des variations de ces vitesses et de cam fonctiona de transfert soit
" mu cours do Is variation do rigiditd musculaira (hypothbsa de Is masse

dynamique)
" lore des altdrationa do Is structure elle-mgme.

*ablation du nucleus puiposus char l'animai aigu
*ablation des apophyses articulaires char ianimal aigu at l'animai chroni-
quomont biolnatrument6.

A l'heuro actuelle - amom si lea risultats no sont quo parcoilaires - lansembie du
programme a dtd rdalisd, solon un protocols qui obdit 6 trois conmiddrationm
fondamontalos : physiologiquos, physiques at statistiquos. Elias ont conduit &
I'dtablisaement do protocoles dasnalysea do donndos relatIvemont figis au plan
expdriment 'al maim qui ratant toutofois suffisammont soupies pour prandre on compte
toutes le a nouvellas acquisitions.

La technique (ddcrita par ailleurm (37)) consiste 6 recueiliir lea aignaux ddlivrds
par des accdldrombtres miniatures implantds sur Is colonne vertdbrala do primates
soumis h des vibrations (figure 6).

Figure 6 Ilithode d'onregimtremant des vibrations des vertbbres chez Panimal
vivant, per l'implsntation d'accdldrombtres miniatures.

Los signaux pouvent Otra traitdm dana 10 d.)maine temporal ou dens 10 domaine des
friquencas (figures 7 ot 8).

Lea donndes obtenuam parmettent d'Inoncer synthdtiquement que les unitds vertdbrales
so cc'nduiment au plan dynamique comma

1) - des filtres passe-baa

L'eiuploi do deux mithodes do biolnatrumentation, i'une aigue, i'autre chronique
permet d'dtudier:

- d'uno part lam caractdristiques dynamiques des dIdments fondamantsux de Is colonne-
os ligaments - en muivant Ia devenir do Is propagation d'une onde do vibration tranmi-
toire consicutive & l'application d'un choc our Ie macrum,

- d'atutre part, Ie comportement global do Is structure elle-amom, iorsqu'eile est
moumise & une vibration forcie.

Do l'dtude pratiqude en rigime impulmionnol ii ressort quo

2) - lea diffdrenta matdrieux ostdoligamentairem do Is colonne vertibrale mont

dirraifa via-I-via do Ildnergie aicanique,

)- ce quo prouve Ia variation de Is vitesso do phase en fonction de Ia friquence
4) -Ia vitoso du signal eat faible dhm qua P'onds a franchi la barribro

lombosacrde,
5) - pour une foible quantitd d'6nergie Initials, ii n'exiato pas d'onde rdfldchie

our In charnibre atlolda-occipitale do Ilonde incidents crdde par 11impulaion appliqudo
our Ie aecrum qui "redeaaende" juaqu'au niveau do is colonne lombaire.

Do I'dtude pratiqude en rigime forcd 11 resmort quo

6) - l'artieulation lombosacrde oat une zone dynamiquemont privildgide on co qu'allo
prisonte des poasibilitda d'amplification importante des vibrations entre 10 et 15 Hz,
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7) - lea unitda vortdbraies lombaires basaes s caractdrisont par une bonne capacitd
d'amortissement Landis quo

8) - lea unitds lombaires aus-jacontos as ceractdrisent per I& posaibilitd de
r6duire 6 chaque niveau Is largeur de Ia bonds do frdquenco tronamise.

211':M
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poOtro maltrosso do la charpento corporollo humaine pour
- d~terminer lea caractdriatiquos dynamiques des matdriaux conatitutifs,
- ddterminer Is comportomont dynamique global du systbmo.
Comment faire ?
Une vortibro no pout Atre isolde du rachia comma une barra d'acior pout l'Atre d'un

pont ou dlun batimont pour *tre dtudide en laboratoire d'eaoai I
Toutofoia, l'oxtr~mo largeur de Is bands de frdquence utilisdo a perms de montrer

qu'on trbs hauto frdquonco (on impulsion) on ao trouva dana Is domains de Ilapplicotion
do l'acoustiquo qui 6tudlo 10 typo privildgid dloscillation propagde, flexion,
compression, otc... on fonction do Ilhomogdndltd, do Is gdomdtrie, de Is
viscodlssticitd ... du matiriau.

Avec lea trba basaes frdquencesaot en rdgime force cleat is rdponae globale do l'axe
vertdbromusculaire qui eat analyade. On pout donc parlor do deux bandes de frdquencos
d'intir~t "anatomohiatologique"l ot "orgonomique".

Lea ondos des hautes frdquoncos (supdrieurs & 1000 Hz) dont nous savons maintenant
qu'elles so propagont dana l'axe vertdbral (PEILIEUX (32)) sont d'intdrat
"anatomohiatologiques" ai llon vout bien conalddrer qu'une oscillation h 4000 H~z
pr~sents - en fonction do sa vitease do propagation - une demi longueur d'onde
approximativoment. dgale h I& hauteur d'une vertbbre. Dbs lors 11 faudra bien un jour
s'intdreaoor h l'effot qu'une tells oscillation pout avoir, on son ventre, au niveau
des cellules cartilagineuses at des plateaux vertdbraux ou de Ia vascularisation h
l'interface des disquss at do l'os corporeal ; bre' I do l'importance do ceo frdquences
our Is gdnbse des processus ostdophytiques et spondylarthrosiques.

[sTAT'O""AmRE
TRAHSFORMEE DE FOURIER SUR UN TEMPS FINI J EROODIQIUE

LOYENNE NULLE

OPERATEUR DE CONVOLUTION [CF LINUR

X(0. X o) ) ~jw)MASSE APPARENTE

y~~t)( _ ~ ~ 8(c- FONCTIO4 DE TRANSFERT

FONCTION DE TRANSPERT COHERENTE

Gxx(r). CYY(i SXX (W) I

L D*NTER. ~.FONCTION DE COHERENCE

Cxy(1) INTER SPECT. Sxx(Cw31Syy(a) F

I ENERGIE ABSORBEE l

Figure 9 : Traitement effectud our lea signaux des accdldrombtres implantds sur Ia
colonne vertdbrale. Conditions d'utilisation do la transformde de FOURIER
our un tempa fini at conditions d'oxlotence d'un opdrateur de convolution.

Coa considdrations ne prdjugent en noen du comportemont de Is structure globale
soumise h do trba basses frdquences. Cellos-cl sont dvidemment d'intdrat ergonomlque
puisqu'elles sont roncontrdea cliaque jour en milieu civil, dens lea conditions
d'utilisation des moyes tochnologiques modornos, industrials, vdhlculs do transport,
engine do chantiersaet lore do Ilutllisatlon d'adronefs & voilure tournante, avions
d'araes, engine blindda, etc.. a n pratiqus militaira.

Aprbe 1'Etude do Ia statIque at rdsistance des matdriuux, do Is la dynamique, il
rosts 6 abordor l'Etudo de Ia gdomdtrie du mouvement clest-h-dlra, on langage
adcaniquo, do Ia cindatique. 11 no saurait Stre question do citor ici lea nombreux
autoura qul so cant intiressiasux mouvoments do ls colonno abatraction felts des
forces qui lea produisent. Nous no rapportorona, an raison de s haute valour d'oxemple
mthodologique qu'uns souls Etude concornant lea contras inatantands do rotation.

IV - EXENPLE DIANALYSE CINEMATIQUE %

RECHERCHE DE LA PRECISION OPTINALE DANS LIETUDE DE LA CINEHATIQUE DES ARTICULATIONS
VERTEBRALES i ETUDE RADIOGRAPHIQUE (DIMNET J., - 1980) (8)

11 oxists uno contradiction ontro Is caractbro contlnu des mouvementa articulairoc do
Is colonne vertdbral. ot Is fixitd indisponsable & l'obtsntion dos radiographios.

Si lea documents radiographiqus mont obtenue au coura d'un mouvomont (inflexion



latdrsle par example), ii convient de ddterminer des parambtres gdosdtriques, eutres
que des points, dont l'analyse optimale des d6placements permet l'4tude prdcise de is
cindmatique vertdbrae.

Hebituellement :
- l'opdrsteur identifis plusieurs ddtsils ponctuels puts mesure Ie vecteur

ddplacement de chacun de ces points,
- pour reconstituer Is cindmatique du ddplscement articulaire entre Jeux clichda, lea

relations utiliedes sont celles de Ia cindsatique continue. Elle implique que tous lea
vecteurs ddplacements solent h priori considdrds comme infiniment petita,

- lea rdsultae donnds sont souvent ddlivrds sans serge d'incertitude.

L'auteur propose:

- de ddterminer des psrambtres sutres qua des points qui ddlivrent des rdsultsts avec
une dispersion Is plus foible possible,

- de considdrer comae finis lea ddsplacements des vert~bres entre deux clichds,
- d'accompagner lea rdsultats d'une merge d'incertitude.

1 - PARAMETRE GEOMETRIQUES

Les radiographies sont placdes sur uno tablette A digitaliser, relide h un
microordinateur Pop 11/05. Aprbs Is saisie des donndes et leur enregiatrement, lea
velours sont soumises h divers traitements.

La cinmatique ddfinje ultdrieurement prend en compte lea
Sglisseur a unitaires de ces directions.

QueIle eat Ilincertitude affectde b un axe natural ddfini

A par lea coordonndes du bipoint AB ?

Pour cheque bipoint A B lea coordonnies ,X XAl J~XBij sont enregistrdes,
eat calculd par l'intermddiaire de s 1YAi J Y Bi

tangents T~ i -y Bi - YAJ

g2 1 X BI XAi

Aimas max do ddfinir
AA an- une metrics d'incertitude pour A,

@w X2 - une matrice d'incertitude pour B,
mAOn - une incertitude angulaire AT

A X1  AT =n z i =

2 - LA CINEMATIQUE DES DEPLACEMENTS FINIS DE SOLIDES CONNUS PAR LEURS AXES NATURELS

Quols mont lea 6ldments cindmatiques ceractdristiques des ddplecements entre deux
clichds successife ?

a) Ddolacoment spatial

Le ddplacement do Is vert~bre de la position I h Is position 2 eat ddfini comae un
ddplsceaent hdlicoldal dont Is position de l'sxe est variable en fonction du temps.

Les 6ldments cindmatiques csrsctdristiques d'un tel mouvement sont

- l'axe do viasage Z,
- Is rotation
- 10 gliasement p.

L'autour propose de no pee faire intervenir un diplacement do points, qui prdsonte une
trop grendo incertitude, mas dldtudier Ie diplacemont des axes naturols connus evec
uno plus grando prdcision.

b) Ddolacemont vian z

L'auteur lul accords uno plus grande importance
2car 11 no ndcoseite qu'uno seule edrie do

cLichde, au contraire des ddplacemonts epetieux
9P qui exigent uno reconstitution des formes dens

l'oapaco & partir do doux sdries do clich6s.
Does plan, 1. vissage eat ddgdndrE en une

----------4w yrotation.
Do plus, I. soul diplacement relatif do VA/Vis ot
digne d'intdrbt. Male il pout Atre obtenu avoc
uno grando prdcision ot 6tudid par Ilintermd-

F VpYA disire dos ddpfecoenta absolus.

VB/ rOpbrO fi*ce.
Dana I. coo des dplacemonta finis et des ddpla-
cements infiniment petits, il conviont do
d~terminer 10 ddplacement angulairo ATi ot la

0 - XAso aposition du centre do rotation.
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xv 01

U1

Sur un corps vertdbral, un rdt'4rentiel eat ddtermind par l'axe Xvj tangent au bo.,d
infdrieur des pddiculea et Yv orthogonal au premier en 0.

Le diplacement anguleire V, u2 AT' est tel que

AT (U2 + u1 ) ACUI)
Ztg T = c (ormule de Rodrigues)

dana lequel:

Z vecteur unitaire de l'axe orthogonal au plan de Ia radio.

ulau temps ti

U2 au temps t2

Dane le cas des ddplacements infiniment petits, it vient cosine ddplacement angulaire.

U'A du- u vecteur unitaire
2 d TI - du vecteur d~placement

UU dTi rotation infinit~simale

La position du centre de rotation I eat connue en appliquant la formule de Rodrigues
au d6placement de direction J', 'tq if, , r, - U*, v'2de .. ntre 0 tq 01 02.

z (A~U2-r U1 )A(V2  1) (u u)Am mj

V2  I :intersection des bjssectrices extdrjeures
V, de I et K

sU = L 2 A u2

01

IV, mvY2 = 0 Ar

Dens Ie cas des d~placements infiniment petits,
0, Is mgme construction g~om~trique peut-Atre

util jsde

U U1= du

I est localisd hla fois sur lea perpendiculaires h du et dv trac~es per K et I
respectivement.

3 - OBTENTION DES CENTRES DE ROTATION RELATIFS (PARANETRES DES MOUVEMENTS RELATIFS
D'UNE VERTEBRE PAR RAPPORT A L'AUTRE

Habituellement lea calculs deci ddplacements finis relatifs de 8/A (respectivement
A/8) utilisent lea positions relatives de B par rapport b A par l'interm~diaire de
coordonndes de points.

Maia cette medthode comports une grande part d'imprdcason sur B et sur A.
L'auteur prdfbre obtenir directement lea grandeurs cindmatiques relatives & l'aide

des valeurs des parambtrea cindmatiquea absolus (mouvement de B et de A rapportda su
rdt'drentiel fixe : celui de Is tablette & digitaliser. (Justification :Thbse Dr be
Sciences DIH'4ET, 1978)

a) Ddtelrmination de lelliose dlincertitude concernant la localisation d'un point

Pour un mime point, N relevds sont effectuds.
On difinit alora

*Le Barycentre M des N points. x En M rn

*La metrice d'incartitude E E :: Exy]
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dont lee coefficients Ext Eyo Ex ca snt issue de is odthode des moindres carrde.

N~= (x-x) E- N 4i1(i M X E i=z 1 (xi-xM)(Yj-YN)

Pour une direction d'un vocteur unitaire 1; z Cos V sin V} lincertitudeA u eat
donnie par :

-Uacos TIA Y OT

ouU=sin T Au= 11 , E =IcosT, sinT~ I :;X ] E y s

Porlea directions do x, y lea imprdcisions Sant Ax Ay.

Ax = ,)1 [E 4 Iy I 4Y ,1)j (E]{ I

Ainsi, h a l-ecture d'un .6mc point, il eat possible dlseocier
une ellipse dlincertitude dont lee axes cant cur Ia direction des
vecteurs proprec accocids aux valeurs propres de Is atrice et
dont I. centre oat le point moyen.

Le nombre N de lectures oat celui qui minimise Is surface do
cette ellipse d'incertitude. Des easels cyatdmatiquec ant
montrd quo 20 < N < 30.

b) Incertitude relative & Is Position d'un axe naturel
Malrs quaocur un as, ii n'existe pas do points gdomdtriquos identifiables, ii oct

possible do demander &un obsorvateur do ddfinir Il'xe d'un as ou do prdcicor une
direction naturelle aclest sinai quo lee ascures angulaires lee plus prdcise. cur 1.
calonne vertdbrale utilisent lea directions des plateaux vertdbraux. L'suteur a
systdmatiquoment eu recoura h dec directions qui cant acquisoc per des bipointa.

La construction du centre do rotation relatif eat donnde our Is figure ci-deasous

A: centre do rotation absolu do AJ

: centre do rotation absolu do B 2

J : centre do rotation relatif A/B eAA0/

OA; *B : dipiacement angulaire do A et BApar rapport su solide fixe

B; diplacement relatif do B/A par 0AXma
rapport & A suppoed fixe

Notona quo lea trois centres do rotation IA, 1B4, et J no cant pas colindaires (contrairement au
cas des ddplacoconts infiniment petits).

V, Ayant sinai ddfini des parsmiltros sutres quo
ceux gindralement recannus cur une radio,
Ilauteur as propose do d~terminer Ilincertitude
[ide 6 Is prdciaion des centres do rotation.

Un L'icprdcision cur Is position do Il'rigine eat
ndgligde (intersection do doux axes naturels).
1I exists une imprdcision cur Is position

01 angulaire des voctours do Is base ul vi , u2 V2.
U, soit uno amplitude angulaire T +AT

)I 02 Au temps ti Ia 3 poscibiiitdsa : T- AV1,V1, Ti + AV
Au temps t2 : 3 pocsibiiitdca i T2- AV2 TV 2 Y+AV2

11 existe dono une nude do 9 centres do rotation 1, possibles. 11 eat saver possible
do ddfinir is position mayenne du centre (barycentre des neuf centres) et un cercle do
dispersion dquivaient & Is nude des centres.

Los combinaisons passibles do 9 centres absolus conduit & Si centres relatifa cur
lesquels on ddtermine do nouveau Ilincertitude.
Finalement Il'uteur propose Is m~thods d'anaiyse suivante a

1) - nlEtudier quo lea ddplacecents plans (gain our Is nombre do radiographies ot
diminution do Ilirrediation des sujets saumis &I lexamen),
2) - choisir Is position des vecteure do base assignde & cheque as en fanctian do ses

PC opridtda anetomiques,
3) - calculer lea centres do rotation absalus et reistifa pour cheque couple dWas et

pour cheque ddplacemont dIdmontaire,
4) - d~terminer 1. nombre do radiographies ndcessairee et optimiser en fonctian des

donnde abtenues cur lee corals@ do dispersion.

Le conneissance do danndos fondamentaiss concernant Is Mdcanique vertdbral. oat
indispensable & Is poursuite des travaux solon deux directions naturellee i Is
ddveloppement do modblos at Ilexpioratian do Is fanction dynacique do Is colonneS vertdbrsl.



Le diveloppement d'un modbie West licite quo at IVon posebde une idde extr~mamant
preise de Ilutiliaation qui en sere faite t "It is unrealistic end counterproductive
to hope for one "final" model to answer all practical questions". Cleat en ceoo term..
qua s'expl~tque N.E. von CIERICE dons son rapport d'dvaluation technique en 1978 h propos
des modbles et analogues utilisis pour l'dtude da Is rdponse dynamique humaina (ACARD
CP 253). L'auteur souligne en trois point. qu'un certain nombre do conditiona doivent
toujours atre respectds.

1) - Il sat ndcessaire quo la rdponse du modble molt cohdrente, d'une part evac lea
rdsultets d&expdriences humainee conduit.. Jusqu'h des niveaux sourn-ldsionnels (impact)
at d'autre part avec lea aesures d'impddance at do tranamisaibilit# offectudes our
Ilhomme soumia h dee vibrations dans une bands de frdquence digne d'intdrbt.

2) - Las prdvisions (du modile) en matubre do ldsions - tant en cc qui concerne leur
situation quo leur gravitd - doivent concordet avoc i

* lea ldsions qui sont observe chez lea parsannee rescape ou ddcdes aprbs lea
accidents d'aviona ou daoutomoblles (lea circonstancos de laccident at do survenue dee
iions Etant finement analyedes),
* lea rdsultats d'expdriencos (impacts horizontaux at varticaux) effectudes sur dos

cadsvraa utilisds pour compldter lea donndes prdcddentac.
*attribuor aux coefficicnts du modble lea valours apicifiques du matdrisux qu'il
caractdrise (raideur ou propridtis Eletiquos des corps vortdbraux).

3) - Lee rdsultats obtonus on utilicent des animaux d'expdriencoa (rEervds aux cee
qui no peuvent *tre Etudids par lee mdthodes prdc~dent.. - doivent obdir aux riglos
commun~mont admises concornant Is mdcanisme des ldsions, lour localieation ot lour
gravitd.

On no pout qu'Itro profondiment d'accord avec lea gdndralitis qul viennent d'Otro
dnoncdos. Lour application a fait prouva dlefficacitd dens la dernibres ddcennios,
surtout lorsqu'ellea s'oxercent dens 10 domain. mdcanique ou un signal dlexcitation -
choc ou vibration forcde - provoque dane Is structure (ici Is rechis) une rdponso du
mbme type i.e. une vibration trsnsitoire ou entrotenue.

Malhourousaent, 11 oat cleir quo Is thdorio du modblo attaint sea limites qand is
rdponac ddlivrdc nWest plus strictemant cellc du systbmc Etudid, que de plus ella nWest
pas quantifiable, ot qulenfin shle nest pa. du smine type quo Voexcitation qui
l'ongendre. Ainsi l'oxemple du choc appliquE our Is colonne vertibralo d'un lombalgique
tlI rdsultat eat une doulour ; rdponse sonsoriolla Eminemmont variable d'un individu h

un autro, non quantifiable do tagon objective, at pour laquollo lea systbase ot
epparoils mis cn jcu ddpesacnt da trbs loin Ia soule colonne vertdbralo.

Comment alors validar un modblo loraque lindividu lombalgique qui no prEent. aucune
altdration morphologique ou anatomique do as colonno no peut 6tra examinE quo sous
l'anglo atatique ou cindmatique (limitation ou altdration do position ou do Is
gdomdtris des mouvoments) ? Il manque uno information esscntielle, absolumont
niccasaire h Ia validation d'un modbla. 11 manquo I'information our Ia fonction
dvnamiaue du rschis, cello-lb mbe qui rend les mouvemonts du tronc poasiblos at
harmonioux.

En observant lea variations des parambtros mdeeniquos qui rondent compte do Ia
dynamique du rachis on so donneaet Ia poesibilitd d'Etudior our la colonna una
grandeur physique do m~mo nature quo Io signal d'oxcitstion. Obs lore qu'on accbde h do
tols paembtros, on so trouve remand h un problbme clasaique at 11 rodovient licito do
tontor do validar un modblo d'uno part ot do d~vclopper une exploration fonctionnelle
du rechis chez l'hommo.

La question ultime eat alore t commcnt obtenir un parambtro dynamique, objoctivemont
quantifiableo ur Is colonnc vertdbral. ?

Lea propositions qui sont exposdes h Ia fin de cot article no relbvant encore qua
d'hypothbss. Ccrtainos sont vdrifiEs, d'autros mont en vote do 1'Otre at Is
radiographic Eclair sera pout Stro Io moilleur moyen do tranaposer h Ilhomma des
mdthodes do surveillance idontiquas h cellos qui mont utilisdos dona Ilindustrie at
exposdos cl-sprbe.

L'enaemble ostdoligamento-musculaire do Ia colonno ot dos muscle* paravartdbraux
prdsonto des caractdristiques dynamiquoc apdaifiquas quand 11 oat excitE per un
stimulus mdcanique l'identification des carectdriatiques do lVorgene pout *tra
e nvisagE par "lenslyse do signature" qui nWest autre que son comportemont en frdquenca
(on gdndral Is term. sattache aux Information* acoustiques at vibretoires, bian qu'il
soit possible d'envisegor Ilanslyse do Is signature thermique ou cell. relative 6 tout
autre parsmbtro physique).

Au ddbut 11 eat Indispensable do valider une signature de r~fdrence (rachio main) 6
laquolle seront compardes les autros signaturos recuelillies en prdsence da troubles
parfaitement Etiquetdo I sciatique, lombalgie, syndrome* des fecettes, etc... A uno
altdration fonctionnolle correspond une altdration des frdqusnces. Nous proposona donc
do surveiller Is dynamique vertdbral. par Is mbme mdthode d'salyse do signature
utiliode per lee Industriels pour surveiller lea machines tournantes ou vibrant.. (CR05

Lee examples donnds aur lea figures 11 h 13 nWont aucuno prdtention h l'exactitude.
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lie n'ont qu'une valour explicative. Do oboe que Ie ach6ma do Is figure 10 qui
modulie trois vertbbree, deux disques et lee muscles parevertdbreux.

Cheque vertbbre correspond & une rsideur diastique do veleur disyde, lee muscles &
des raideura do vslours foibles montdee on persilblo. Lee disques intorvertdbrsux sont
reprdsentda par des raideurs et des smortisseurs persllbles.
Ls miss en place d'eccdldroobtroa our les corps vortdbrsux d'un primate a bien montri

qulil existe une fonction de tranafert caractdrisde par un module et uno phase pour
chaque dieque intervert~bral. On dtudie sinai le comportement on frdquence du comploxe
intervert~bral sollicitd per Is propagation do l'onde vibretoire, qu'on appelle
"signature" do 1'unitd seine.
11 oat certain quo cotte signature sore diffdrento at l'amortiseur discel no remplit

plus son r~le (ddshydretstion du nucleus pulposue). Difffirent dgelement pour uno
paralysis flesque des muscles perevertibraux (disparition do Is reidour perallble), ou
pour une rigidificetion do Is colonno (spondylarthrito ankylosente).

La pethologie rhumetismale ou infoctiouse modifie donc Ie comportement en frdquo-nco
du eyst~mo. Los mouvements fins do I. colonne itent eltdrds bien avant quo
nsapparsissent lee signes rediologiques do I. maledie, "l'dtude do l'enelye do
signature" do lorgano conatituoreit uno vdritable exploration pereclinique
fonctionnello do is colonne vertdbrale.

La figure 11 eat une reprdsentation
hypothdtique en trois dimensions do le rdponse
do Is colonne vertdbroe & une excitation
sinusoldalo. En x lee frdquences, en y 10
nivou des disques vertdbraux repdrda pour Ia
clartd do l'expoaE do 0 & 25, en z lee
amplitudes des fonctions do tranafort do cheque
disque en fonction do 1s frdquence.
Los figures 12 .t 13 roprdsentont lee
variations do signature euxquello9 on pout
s'attendre dens deux typos do pathologic,
musculeires ot discales.
En cam do paralysis flesque (figure 12 haut) Is

- FIGRE N ~ *disperition compibte do Ia reideur musculeire
FIGURENO 10tendsnce & ddplacer lea frdquonces de r~sonance

SCHEMA D'UN MONTAGE SERIE-PARALLELE vera les baeses frdquencea, coci do fagon
COLONNE VERTEBRALE ET DES globae. Une reideur paravertdbrsle localiodo

MUSCLES PARAVERTEBRAUX ddplaerait au contreire loa risonencos des
diaquos intdroseds yore lee hautes frdquences

A% (figures 12 bas). Dans uno ettointe discale
(figure 13) le disparition do l'amortisaement
nucldaire entrainereit une augmentation
d'emplitude du module do Ie fonction do
trenafert. Le blocage gdndrelisi do Is colonne/ vertdbrale tells qu'il sat rdalisE dens Is
epondylerthrite ankylosento, doyreit diporter
l'ensemble des frdquences do rdsonance vera Is

a' drolte par augmentation des coefficients do
raideur discsux.

mJ1j Un. proposition qui vise b mettre au point un
tel type d'enalyse do signature our Is colonne
vertdbral. do Ilhommo est-elle rdalie ?

4 96 La volontE do pratiquer un examen & carectbre
non sanglant our un organs profond oblige h

Hzenvisaer une exploration do typo ultrasonore
Hzou rediologique. Si Ia description suivanto

FIGURE NO 11 felt appol & l'imegerie rediologique, il Wn'ot
REPRESENTATION SCHEMATIQUE DE LA pan exclu qu'un tel examen puisee *tre rdalisE
REPONSE DE LA COLONNE VERTE9RALE par ultresonographie grace & l'emdlioration do
(lea dioques sont rdfdrencds do Ia rdsolution des images obtenues par cette

zdro I vingt-cinq). dernibre mdthode en plain diveloppemont.

FIGURES NO 12 -13
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La rdalisation d'une exploration fonctionnelle dynamique radiologique do Is colonne
vertdbrale humaine imposorait trots types do servitude,

- acquisition (servitude technologique ; rapiditd dlacquiaition do Vlisage),

- servitude lide h Is patholog ie du salade examind (soilicitetion vibratoire
douloureuse chez un lombalgique) et 6 Is dose do rayonneffont & appliquer,

Isl dernibre difficultd eat en quoique sarte 10 corollaire do Ia prdcddent.
L'agreaaion vibratoire impoade au salade devant Otre minimale, lea esures effectudes
sur lee radiographies doivent minimiser llerreur au maximum, c'est-&-diro pr~senter uno
grand. prdcision quant au souvement rolatif d'une vertbbre par rapport 6 l'autre.

. Lea probibmes poes par Ia rapiditd d'obtontion doe radiographis. choz un sujet non
immobile no cant pas rdcents. Ainsi, Ia mdthode do sollicitation vibratoiro dovant un
appareilliage radio a ddjb Etd expdrimentd on 1967 par WEISS at MOHR (49). Con autours
ant abtanu une Image cindradiographique du mouvemont du diaphragms d'un cujot soumis h
unO excitation impulcionnelle.

*Si, doe cette Etude lea doses do rsyonnement appliqudes au sujot d'oxpdrience ant
dtd jugies raisonnables, ii rests h ddfinir Ilampiitudo de vibration supportable par un
lombalgique on position aste par example. A l'Evidenco, co parambtre no pout atro quo
do faiblo valour St dovra faire Ilobjet dldtudes prdaiablos.

* utiistion do Ia radiagraphis Eclair, rbgle Is probIbme du temps do pose
(1 8).
Par ailleurs, lec orrourc do assure (expriaeos on dogrds) cur Is position relative do

deux as adjacent. ontro doux positions diffdrentoe peuvont atteindro dos valours
importantes. BENSON *t Coll. 1976 (1) montrent quo Il'nsemblo des bisis anatomiques
phyeiologiques ou expdrimontaux provoquont une incortitudo do 50 % cur Ia connaissance
d'une rotation do 300" par example. Considdrations corobordes par DRAN 1979 (10) at
dont lea raisons avalent EtE antdrieurement ddfiniec par NASH at HOE dbs 1969, (26).

Copondant, HANLEY et Coll., 1975 (12) obtionnont uno prdcision do Ilordre du degrd
cur Is d~termination de Ia flexion extension do Ia colonno lombaire. DIMNET 1979 (7) ot
en collaboration avec PANJABI et al. on 1978 (30) obtient une prdcision de 0,30" cur Is
mocurs du ddplacement relatif do deux vertbbres immobilos mats on position diffdrente.
Cotta acquisition pormot 6 PASQUET 1980 (31 ) d'Etudior los parambtres doscriptits do
la colonne vertdbrale on radiographic do profil avec uno grand. pr~cision.

Si donc I'scquisition ot Is traitesent d'un signal d'imagerio en rdgime dynamique no
mettent plus do barribro inaurmontableoau ddveloppement d'un tel examen ; on pout
espdror validor "uno exploration en analyse do signature" en laboratoirs et sur
IPanics! de In manibro suivante

un animal bioinstrumontd & Ilaids d'accdldrombtres miniatures cur is colonno oct
soumis h des vibrations, tandis quo dos radiographios cant pratiqudos dans lo momo
temps.

Doux typos do signaux cant obtonuc cur Is rachic a
- des cignaux dloctriquos (accdldrombtrea)
- des Images radialagiqus.

Sur lea films radiographiquos, lea techniques do reconnaissance do formo ot do
traitemont dlisago, sinai quo lec calculs de centre instantan6 de rotation mont
effoctuds. Los rdoultata do Ilanalyso harmonique pratiqudo cur ceo points sercient
compards au memo traitement analytique des cignaux objoctifa (accdldroahtros). Uno
banne concordance dos rdsultats validant Ia mdthode chez llanimal permottrait
dlenvisager do tagon rdelalt. une application h P'homme t Ilexploration do Ia fanction
dynamique do con rachia.
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DISCUSSION

PRIVITZER, US: I agree with your remarks regarding the difficulties in modelling the spine. Now
I'm speaking of modelling in the mechanical sense, rather than in the statistical sense, for the pur-
pose of predicting the experience of back pain or back discomfort -- that is, indeed, a very com-
plicated problem. Another thing I want to point out is that the model described In AGARD Conference
Proceedings Nos. 253 (pp. A9-1 to A9-15) and 322 (pp. 30-1 to 30-10) was not developed to predict back
pain; but, rather, to predict the likelihood of vertebral compressional injury in impact environments,
such as aircraft ejections or helicopter ground impacts. The model may also be used to establish op-
timal seat and restraint system configuration lisitations on encumbering devices, masses and locations,
and limitations on accelerations transmitted to the occupant through the seat. Most problems have not
been associated with the modelling techniques; but, rather, with the considerable paucity of experi-
mental data that are required by such a model. In other words, most of the simplifying assumptions
that were made were required because of the lack of data, rather than any shortcomings of the analyti-
cal techniques.

QUANDIEU, FR: I'm in complete agreement with your comment. It is clear that "signature analy-
sis*, in that it is an application in biology of what is done in industry, is only applicable at low
levels of force. Signature analyses which go to the point of destruction of the system under study are
not directly interesting on the one hand; on the other hand, these would not be directly interesting
in biology, because they would enter quickly into the non-linear portion of the system response.
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Cette ccmfmuiication expose une nouvelle perspective en ergonomic de conception. Ii y eat prisentA
notamment une partie du travail r~alis4 dana on amos, la recherche automatique de posture optimale pour
un modile humain, dana un environnement, d~fini ou non.

La recherche automatique de posture optimale represent. une premihre partie des recherches encor
au Laboratoire d'Anthropologie Appliqu~e, visant eN r6aliser un systime int6gr6 intelligent en argonomie
de conception. Un tel systie reprdsente une structure complexe, impliquant de multiples sous-enemles
ou modules poss~dant entre-eux une grande ind~pendance de conception. Le modie de recherche automatique
de posture optimale et i 'un des plus importants pour 1 ergonome travaillant Sur un projet car la m~tho-
ds non automatiade de mise en posture est fastidieuse, et met en oeuvre des methodes empiriques d~lica-
tea A justifier. [We justification existe malgr6 tout puisquelle concerns Is qualit6 du rdsultat. Eli.
st bien souvent suffisante au yawx de 1 'expert. Dam. une approdie diffdrente, on peut esperer que tout
Ie savoir-faire et les connaissanoes de cet expert puissent fitre formalisds, gdrds par une structure in-
formatique, puis rdutilisd de faoon autaaiatique permettant ainsi de progresser dana I optiinisation des
travaux d' ergonomie de conception.

2 - BAS WU 7RAVAIL -

[km 6tude complkte a 6t6 rdalisde au sein dui laboratoire, af in de crder un mod~le de reprisentation
de I operateur hiumain qui rdponde AL un certain nombre d' ijrpratifs

- siniplicit6,
- souplesse,
- realisme.

Dana cette optique, le mod~le suivant a 6t6 retenu :la description de 1 'individu repose sur une re-
prdsentation sousn forms de chatnons articulds et on ne retient, dana un premier temp qu'un non*bre limi-
tdf d'articulations et de degreks de libert6 soit huit articulations et des d~lacements dana in plan
sagittal (figure 1). Chaque segmient et considd6 comne liradaire, et chaque articulation st asaimilde 1k
in centre de rotation plan. Lea segments sont len suivants :t~te (en fait, on choisit une position
d 'ceil thdorique), rachis cervical, radais dorsal, rachis lai*,aire, rachis sacre, cuisse, jwbe, et
pied.

4--pointde rtdrce n*l (Pt)

t6- articulation n* 1

- - -------- -- -- articlution n 8

L po-int--deoitder rence n*2 (P 2)

Figure 1

3-lWu mA Oin

L'objectif couuiat. A rdeliaer A partir dun certain nosmr. do points do l'.mpece, I& mise en pos-
ture d'wa modble du corpm humain. La contexte gikral do 1 environnument set d~fini per diffirenta sous-
enmse du systbme ZROMATA:

- m logiciel do C.A.O. (UCLM),
lai bmaqu do donnim do biomAtrie et do biomicanique,

- le rdfdrenoes et fichen do synthbes en ergonomie.
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LA prograsmm Prisent ici et inddpondant dui logiciel do C.A.0. utiliad. Las points, dita de r6f4-

r~n&, GUVt SrOd~fnisan awre uelonge.Litudo effoctudo a .cntrA quo is noirbre do points

preosiid du & ogiconalint do oncyeptin Uset- dacu ossiberoicisr e point. Las pis

rarcto, is t ou oI aumiscplnain, cii , lef~u do deoi intervall dd angulation

Tous ces points doivent naturelluisont Gtre d'une parfait. cohirence pour pormottre & 1 algoritrno do
tavaillor correctemont. Un orreur dane urn valour dlangulation pout entrainor 'in risultat onti&remmnt
faux, sans quo cola soit ddcolA par is chorchour, lo rdsultat surbiant plausible.

4- mHM WILA Poent= Orrwau

4.1. - Nxdbl utilisd -

La Rechorcho do Posture Optimal* set rdalisde it 1 *aids dlun algorithmo dit do PROM5ATION MNAR-

4 articulation. Puis, 'in onsemrble qui reprdeento 1 *intorvalle dos anguistions acsptablos, pour 1 articu-
*lation. En i n ensemble qui rp~et lnevledsvlusdagltospu lriuain

Cam valeurs cii ensembleser notils:
* *VRI :valour do rifrnco idialo,

I E :intorvallo ergonomiquo,
*IA :intorvalle anatomique.

VRI C IE C IA ( C 6tant le symbols dlinclusion).

f~rPour rE at IA, on utilisera lea notations suivantes ; ei St Ei s eront respectivemant is borne in-
* firiosure, St is borne sup~~rieure, do VIXE dlindice i. Il en soe fait do mime avec V*IA, an utilisant lea

variables Sj et Ai.

4.2 - Walgorithm do Mogantendm mia

4.2.1 - o~faitia

A partir desemborles dicrits pr&cddamment, 'in chasmi set ditormini. 11 doit doe prondre en oonsi-
* diration les paraitree ditoruinds par 1 acpirimentateur, cet-k-dire lea n points do rdfdrsno. La

milleur chemin, au sern d'une fonction dlivaluation utilisdo per 1 algoritmo, et oohui optimizant
cotte foaction d'dvaluation. I set 6vident quo 2a recherche dlun tel chemin, awn methodes performen-
tea, serait tr~s longue, et trim co~teuse on tailse mimoire. En offet, is programmation dynamique permet
ddl1ifiner, h cha 6tape, ia totalit6 des chomins non-optimaux, dcOa us important gain do tu1q . 11*.1 faut do plus notor quo 1 algoritlo et omiplet, cleet-&-dire quo si un chemin optimal existo, 1algo-
rituo et ainsurd do Ie trouver. Ldiimination it chigum niveau pout so rdvdir niaumoins us s~rioux han-
dicap, car, des chemins non optimau, done 6liminis, peuvont s r~vdler int~ressantm par Is suite, ce
qui occasionne, nowu le verrons, umo part. 4' information.

4.2.2 - Desription do VlJithm
Pour passer do llarticulation i h llarticulation iel, on calcule l. "codt" do chaqus chasmi do Par-

ticulation i, svoc llangulation xi, & larticulation i+i, avec llangulation xj, 1 (figure 2). Puis pour
chaqum angle do i+l, on retient caorna chemin optimal ceiui qui a 1 'ivaluation la moins 6levie (figure

* 3). Ainsi, k la dernibre articulation, il set possible dlobtanir l. milleur chamin, qui set repdsentd
Par 1 ensamble des ales cii des positions rechorchis.

0~

[A I IFp sinsi lepldsnt permot, avon pow tout* onnsiamasc faxnmi les points do wdfioies,
do ditorminer la mailiage position 02 mauet, la position I& plus .sgwumiqn.
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5 - DKWUUVIKO DU FIMI - 1NIIGRM M l LIALaZ1IU

5.1 - Limitatiom do isaigrithms do progommtio1 Ormdu -

Par cette m~thode on d~firiit la milleure posture, compte-temi dei iMiPidatifs fOUrnid en Parambtres.
Maim cette posture rests la meilleure d'un point do vue purement mathimatique et mime si 1e modle mut
bon, cette optique trim limitative peut savdrer mauvaise. Supposons maintemaat que, pour des motifs non
mathmatiques, la posture calculde ns soit pms acceptable ou ne soit pms ergonomiquement satiafaisante.
Danm ces deux cam, il sera ndcessaire do trouver urn posture sous-optimale, et donc de modifier un peu
Isa fagon do voir lee r~sultats. En effet, 1 'dlimination, effectu6e lore de cheque etape dui traitement
iePlique que des postures A Peine momns bonnes, a 'auront pms &tA onsid6r~w.

5.2 - Deription do 1 algorithse modfi~fi

Ii out int~ressant de stocker, n on pms la milleure posture, as un certain nmbre de meilleures
postures. Cela a retuta necessaire urn analyse trim approfondie dui programme. Il est maintenant possible
de retenir k postures, ce nooire k 6tant d~finid par llutiliateur, en interactif, en d~but do programme.
Pour cela un certain noffbre do solutions out mdmoris6 & cheque noexW de I 'arbre do recherche (figure 4),
puis ces solutions sont traitdes cceui solutions gichales & Isa demands dui chercheur, non satisfait de lat solution optimale d~tectde. Ceci permat donc do proposer une solution globalement satisfaisante, compte
tofu do contraintee conxmies de 1 ergonome, maim diffici]Lemont quantifiables dons le cadre d'un program
cu d'une expertise.

6 - WJUEEAIFuWS LZ A NIIIZ -

Le premier d6veloppement eat naturellement 1 inclusion de donnim concernant les .embres sup~rieurs,
en particulier 1' articulation tree delicate qu'eet 1 'dpaule. Ce probl~ne est actuellement & 1 'dtte au
laboratoire. Lb premier travail a dt6 r~alis6, avec des parufitres simplifids. Ceci a pour but de n pms
retarder 1'exploitation an grander rdelle dui programme, en ddpit do ce problime tr~s sensible.

Cat algorithms pourra 6galement 6tre utilisd avec de plus ncmiareux: paranitres. cam paramitres pour-
ront corrospoaxire A un placement imposd (dans ce cms, d autres points de rdfdrence en plus de P1 et de
P2 poarront 6tre fournis) * ou pourront &tre des paramitres dynamiques, come 1 'insertion dles donnAes
concernant lea mouvements des mmries suprieurs, etc...

66r sens ide parcours

de 1 orbre

articulation & i------------

orticuleflon nO I +I

oh de velours possibles
Pour leorlculotion el

articulation no I + 3
Fiue4

Pour cette riman, ume troisihie partie de 1 'dtude et en cours, visant & introdiaire dos notions de
dynmiqe dens 1 'espeos (aupontation di noIr- de dsgrds do lJibetd) * Eno ports actumllemenrt sur
1 '6tuda du diplacemmnt, spatial dui meobw. infioiur, as madwe sumblant plus aiadment modlisable. Lore-
quell. awa Abouti, il awa aloms possible d'.nvisagmr isis nouvelle extension, &f in do prendre en comp-
te lee diplacements du e msre sudiir. La richmsse do 1' information et, dons ce dernier cam, tris
granfs, aussi 1 'dtude doit porter non sulaent sur lea algoituos tridimensionnels, maim aussi sur la
structure des dae &rdcupfrer at & stocker.
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7 - CONMLSZI-

Nous avons prisent. ici un programse do mine en posture dun modble humuin. Ce programse a 6t6 r6a-
ha6 avec la volontg absolue d'6tre utilisable aussi bien soul, come tout programs simple, qulintgrd
i un ensemble do travail en ergonomie de conception. Aiiwi, on peut dire quo ye programe eat le premier
maillon d'une chaine de travail intelligente, qui pourra rdaliser un travail construit d'ergonomie, &
partir d'une gestion des connaissances qui lui seront fournies. Cola fait partie de la volontd du
Labo ataire d-Atrepologie App]qui, d'utiliser de mithodes dinformatique de tris haut niveau, ot

d intelligence artificielle.
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U~n analyse do la courbure externe dui rachia a 6t6 rdslisdn A partir du relev6 de donndns biost&o-
Ihtriques. Bur un groupe de aujets do aexe masculin, en position dabout standard at pour diffdrentes po-
sitions msizes.

La COUrbUres externes dui rachis ant it6 ddtrmindes A partir des paramktres staivants :rayons de
courbures dorsale et lombsire, positions des centras do courbures et localization dui point d' infiexion.

Lss modifications des formes dui contour externe cat ensuite iti 4itudis pour plusieurs positions
asizes. tAs ~uts s dtavmmavuxsont utilzds pour Ismdlisation idiwinuiomele d corps

I - immumizw -

Lss troubles qui affectent Ia colonne vertebrale constituent une prdoocupetion peruanente des servi-
ces do sant6 ainsi que doe in;dieurs ergonomes quz. doivent imfgrativement minimizer lee contraints de
posture darn la crdstion do nouveaux dquipemnts.

Parmi lee nombreusee causes de douleurs loirbsires ou dorsales, is. plus frdqueitea demeurent lis
- au transport do charges, qui, dans certains cas, agissent sur is. diaques intervertdsraux provoquant

des lowdmiqieu aigus,
- it wn position asize inconfortable de longue durds conduisant A n contraction des muscles du dos,

difficilement supportable.

Si Is connaissance des caractdristiqus biomdcaniques dui rachis permet do minux apprdhender Is.
causes d' accidents * lids au noul~vement do charges et do is. prdvenir par des rscomiexxdations slimples,
par contre, is risolution des probiiame de posture assize ndcessite use milleure connaissance do Is
variabilitd interinxlividusile do Is forma do Is courbure dui rachia, tant en position dabout standard,
qu'en positions asine redresade et asize rellchde.

Do nomreims &tufts portant sur is. aspects biandcsniqus dui rachis et plus psrticui~rement nur Is
clasification des types rachidiens ont it6 rialisdes. BOLI4ACK (1941) a difini quatre catdgories do
courbtwee sur le vivant :dos droit * vodtd, lordotiqun et cyphotique. Eni 1950, IZEAS a ddtermin6 un
indice do courbure rachidienne sur in aquelette :I - 100 x ,o4 h eat Is hauteur dui rachis et a on
longunur. 11 ddfinit sinsi train types do courbures A pertir dAu ddcoupage do 11*indicn suivant is.
valeurs . levdes do 96 It 100; intnrmddiaires; do 94,1 h 96 et basse ou foibles do 94 et au-dssous.
BhMW et Coil. (1976) ant 6tudid, A partir d'ine mdthodn radiographiqun, 11orientation gdomtrique des
vertabres dana 11 hepo 3 dimnions, cbtenu par In coIncidence do deum plans. Las orientations ont
4tdf calculdes A& partir des angles d'EULER et lea rdsultats confirment d'aprhs is. auteurs, is. donds
do i& iittdrature. SMIGIELSKA et Coil. (1981) ant pour leur part analyad lee ddformations; rachidiennes
des judoaa air des iages do radiis obteus en projection nagittale per mesure directe. En 1981,
101184M14 et Coil. ont utiliad tine mdthode photographique pour comperer les profile des rachin externs
chez des sujets des deuc seas. En 1983, VIELIC et Coll. ant 6tabli n classification des courbures dui
rachis A& partir dui releyd, par mnure directs, do points anatomiques entre C7 et L5 sur us 6chantillon
do 170 fammes 6tudiantea en dwoation physique. Le anteurs ddterminent done un plan sagittal * le
raport do doux cords joignant Is. extrlmitdo du rachin St qui passent par le point dlinfiexion. la
aboutissent sinsi &k trois typologies do courbure :82% des sujets posabdent use corbure normale, 8%
sont lordotiques, avec us rel~vement dui point d inflexicnaet 10% scat cyphotiques avec us abaissenent dui
point d' inflexica. MRAiU4 (1984) a retina Is mdthode radiographique pour reconatnuire Is courbure dui
rachin sir us dchntilion do 114 sujets des dun -so en position asgine redres&d. L'auteur ddterminn
5 points do nephren compris entre Ie vertex at Is sacrum et calcule l. pouroentege do aujets lordoti-
ques, lk coloims raids et cyphotiques. Do plus, ii pricine, & 1 aido do son daitantilica, lea positions
moyatns at dcarts-typss des points do rfdkenoe qui liii ant parmis do reconstituer In rachis dans us
plan sagittal.

Doue fagng gindrale, lea 6tudes entdrieures montrent qus Is cassification des types rachidiena,
sir Is squslette come stir Is vivant aboutit A troin typologis. distinctes. Tbutefois, uls nous a poru
intkressant d'anslymor les modifications do ca typologies loraqus ls. sujet pasant d'une position do
rdfdrenos dabout standard h use position assize redresso Pais ik n position naturelle, mie rell-
tdd. Dan cotte VpmyaFective, wn promikr. Atudm a Atd effectude h partir do maesea t&rdom~triqus.
directs. dons un anthropestdrdom~tre sur tin groups do aujets des dam sexe an position dabout standard
(PI11UMJ at Coll., 1983). No utilisant use mdthoft algris apiroprids, nous evans calculd lee paramb-
ties dicrivant lea coxwae dosasles et lombsires at ddfini sinai trois types do courbur. externs qui
confiruant lea rdsultats des trvmax do DUMS (1950) sffsctudesumr I. squslette. an retenant is miss

d ~ ~ t P tIod, ns svon rdalied us dtiuds coqasrative portant star Is modification des psraingtrss algxbiqus
dcivant Is forms do raci done i@ passg do Is position dsbout standard mix positions msine Le
ads st mss relldds
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2 - N2=-

2.1 Technduiue do mw -

Pour catto idtuds nous avons relev6 lap coordonnie tridimonsionnallee de 15 points cutan%6 placis
mar ie contour externe du rachis entre CIF at LS It l1aids dimn systhme do umourwe indirecte, utilisant des
cmvras viddo rolies I un mini-ordinateur mom~t, oxford metrics). Cotta technique &,~ mesura prdfsento
Is double aatago d'&tre beaucoup plu rapids et pricis danis Ia saisie do 11information quo 1e systime
do assure biostirdauitrique directe. Los reievifs ant port6 sur un groups do 9 sujets du &e mauculin
pour lee trois positions :dibot standard, assisa redresad e t assize rell-IeI, soit 27 courburee
externee. Le traitemont dee donndee set efffectuif en utilisant is mithodo algibrique dicrito prifodm-
mont CPZNEW at Col., 1983). * courbures externes scat 6ditdee an pourcontage do Is hautsur du rachis
(C7-LS) pour chamcuno des positions 6tudidee (figure 1).

DEKOU STDM) ASS ISE RELACOtE

umo MmaAas V DA

Fiue1- Ajustemont dos valours expiuntalos Ik partir dwaoe expression algifirique do 4Ume dog".
Example dddition graphiqus powr deux positions

- Plan agittal vertical -

2.2 - Ztd mltq -

Pour lee diffdrotas positions retonues, nous avow. calculdf lee principoux parambtree aigibriques
dicrivant la courbure extorne do rachia l'iodice do courbure, la position do point dinflexion,
1 angle quo fait Is tangonte Isl courbo au point dlinflexion, is position des samets at dee rayon.
do courburee (figure 2).

CL: BMotintdecorbure

Co: S~mt do Courburt

lInf: Point d'inflettlon

Ce

0

-A ~ Courbure extarn du rachis cbtau par urn dquation do 4Am. dagri. (D' apris PnaW at Coil.,
MN).

3 - F LM-

LAW variations intarindividwallee dos principu paravittras alghuriqass diorivant In courbe. exter-
no du rachis powlee trois positions retenmse : dout staward, mise redrom&aet miss ralicda sont
repoirtdee dons I* taleau ci-pbi. Lm valmurs scat exprimidee on pourwmtage do Ia hmateur du radas
(C7-LS) no qui permot. d'effectwor des comparaisons ontra lee sujets. Lms coordonnos Z et y du point
d'infiexio aet dee somsots do courtures dorsale at looi@re rqroontent reepatvgsont lee ot"s
varticale et antdro-postdrieure do Is projection do I& cauoure du rachia da u plan mogittal midian.
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DEBOMJ STMWDAD ASSISE REURESS ASSISE RELCE

Indice docourbuare I ........... 95,5 41 49,8 96,4 -c c ,4 91,5 41 496,1

Point dinflexion (Z,Y) .......... 50,5 4Z <70,0 44,4 4Z 465,8 70,0 -cZ c98,0
-2,1 4 Y1 4 8,8 -2,9 < Y 4 11,0 9,0 -c Y -c 17,0

Angle e (point dliflexion/axe vertical) .. 6,0 ' e < 18,0 2,0 -c e - 14,0 4,0' e 0 20,0

23,3 -Z <40,0 19, <Z 941,0 48,0 cZ -c73,8
Sommt docourbre dorsaleCZ,Y) C[ ... 3,3'-cY -14,0 3.0 -Y <l1,6 15,0 -cY 428,0

Rayon do courbure dorsale RD ..................5,0 <RD C138, 0 55,0 -CRD <170, 0 62,0 C'RD 9175,0

74,8 4Z 'c93,0 71,0 -Z <91,0 96,8 4Ze ", 9Sommtdocourbure lombaire (Z,Y) CL .... -6,S'4Y <5,0 -7,0 <Y -l0,5 6,0 <Y -c23,0

Rayon de courbure lowbaire RL ............... 49,0 I'1L < 87,0 155,0 < RL <236.0 40,0 < RL 49298, 0

Z :sens vertical (do C7 IS e5n positif). Y :sews antdo-postdrieur (positif en arribre dui sujet).
variation interindividuelle des paramtrmsalg~riques d~crivant ia courbure externe &xi rachis dais 3
positions distinct... Low coordonn~es Z et Y sont exprim~es en pourcentage de Ia hauteur dui rachis CC7-
L5) etee n dgrs.

Comte-tenu des rdsultata dommis dana le tableau ci-dessus et de la connaissance des valeura indivi-
duelles thdoriques d6crivant lee courbures externes des sujets pour lee trais configurations retenues,
nous avons effecttA ime analyze comparative des Paralmtres alg~briques entre Ia position ddeiout standard
et aise redresad6e puis entre Isa position assise redressee et assize relfichde.

4 - DZSCUSI -

4.1 - ompason dem cabes radildi...ems Potw IM Positin d=Mzt stIMANCIS at miss rIDISMMis
hauteur du rachisD'une fagon g6n6rale, lindice de courbure I - 100 x Iiontuer du rach1 correspondent A Is position

assise redrese demeurs supdrieur & cehiii correspondant & a position debout standard. Cette modifica-
tion de la courbure refl~te Ia rectitude de la colonne lids &k Is bascule dui bassin lora dui passage &k Ia
position amis.

Ai Von oberve effectivement tine modification do la forme de Ia courbure entre Is position debout
standard et assize redresade, on constate toutefoin qus lee principauxt param&tres alg~briques ne chan-
gent pratiquement pas. De plus, il exists uns relation lindaire 4troite Cr - 0,95) entre lee valeurs
thdoriques des de=x courbures. Sur Ia figure 3, nous avons report6 les variations de is forms des cour-
bures extemnes de train sujet. qui prdsetent des cawuries extprne tris diffdrentes. En particulier,
on peat observer le ddplacuusnt des points caractdristiques - point d inflexion et saluiets ds courbu-
res - do part et d'autre de P1axe vertical pour lea positions debout standard et assise redressde. LeS
amlitudes do variation des point. caractdriatiqs indiquis dans le tableau montre qus dana certains
cas, le saunet de courbure lowbaire et is position du point d'inflexion prdsentent dee variations ndga-
tivea damu le sens antero-postirieur, la courbure caqsnt l1axe vertical.

cOLOW IN x~ COM IN xa
V. V

CD

CD

.C Df D A

C L C CL i d.

I

'IMI too CL C low
2 2

Fiue3- 9 p, mstation diu an pla sagittal des omwbwes radtidiene do trola sujet dons lsm po-
sitIons :ddbout standard Cl), msise-redreseds (2) et asaine-relacda (3).



On observe qus ia variabilit6 interindividale ia pilus grands concern is rayos do courburm dor-

lea potodu l~iu tin poin urleina dkes oesa dos corures ositionsD at aloie (CaL) ment i
poine aiudei ariaon u redtrove4 6as porito rI fonte Crnln 19 0&5 71tr po viurm CDer- I

Pour i- ositon min corliid on a rve~sms qus Im cab a vetmal acos wa ftort crre den.a

Lemdaute palrtu onutateo poiw neriae low dw pmificastions inairp'pqealetrsa aior Is
daa spasd nposition assier 9cr ai rere usd cr icn stio faits (re- 0,9s. er alat elus s
chwangnt de oiurbrssrt rmVrale uvn s usse si ui ot1 ysd

ours la ostio aims 1exresidon oserive pquo s cloner varacia.u doe cornae dae

ahments d courbu ere mdauettih positions (cf. tablea ci-avtat). l u~qes l yed

- was diminution sensible ds ia cots verticals du sohmat do courbure dont isa variations passent ds
19-41% a 48-74%,

- tine augmentation dama is sBMW positif do ia cots ant~ra-postdrieure du sonet Ads courbure dont lea va-
riations pasent don 3-14% & 15-28%.

Pour expiiciter coo variations, ous avons reportd stir is, figure 4 lea zones de variations des
scimts den courburms dorsals et losbaire pour lea train positions 6tudides.

COUFSE EN(+) . (-)antgro-postfirieur

0Position debotit- tandard
F7 Position aise-redressfie

Position asaise-relachfie

lo Plan sagittal
Z axe vertical

Fiue4- Variations interindividaslleg de scstts do courbures dorsale et loubaire pour 3 positions
retenues.

5 S- CWKAM -

Af in d'uaelymer s variations do forms du rachin iors do modifications do postures, nou avota. r~a-
Uad was moddlization do in colonns vwtdarale dama wa plan sagittal et aiami ddtmrmirA Ia variabiiitd

4 interizadividuelle des principatat perambtres diorivant in fom do in courbre. on constate quo a, ii
emists Was relation linimire dms Is passags dubut standard & position mains redressie, per contre,
cett* relation n'existe plus data is passage do Ia position aine redresad. & was position aizs roll-
dads. ToutefiM, now at oum ns asis modificationa. do In form do In ooxurew etern at a perticulier
isa variations do in position dam aommts do courbure. Cc now paralt constituar was approchs pricise
pour Isaf obit dergonomie, noemagnt pe~w I& modlination triamioel du oPe huaein at lea
dtudm do Conception do poste d'activitd per C.A.O.

NOinN uwiSagsea. umintmamat d' aphiqumr Cott@ mithods & wi idamtillon plus important, o~anent
des isist des dew, mnae af in dItudier lem forum do cmww du doe Ma position fonctiMaeles
(ais reiha) an relatian avec Is gbam ruesaties.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE LUMBAR FLEXION OF OFFICE WORKERS

A.C. MANDAL, M.D. Chief Surgeon
Finsen Institute, Copenhagen 2100, Denmark

SUMMARY

Modern furniture in schools, factories and offices is constructed in such a way that no one can use it properly.
Each day people sit for many hours hunched over their tables in postures extremely harmful to the back.

A cmnsiderably better sitting posture can be obtained if the table is constructed higher and if it is tilted
about 10 . In this way a book or item is brought closer and is at a better angle to tht eye. The worst bending
of the neck is thus avoided. Furthermore, the seat can, with adv8ntage, be tilted 20 forward to reduce the
flexion of the lumbar region. By both these means the extra 30 flexion, which is the most strenuous part
of the flexion, is avoided. This can be demonstrated by means of an automatic camera. To control the flexion
of various parts of the body, well defined anatomical points were marked on the skin or on the clothes.

INTRODUCTION

Almost half the population of the industrialised world is thought to be suffering from some form of back com-
plaint. Apparently there is a general agreement, that straining of the back is an essential factor in provoking
backache (Grandjean 1984). Kroemer (1971) states that "flattening or reversing the lordosis of the lumbar part
can be especially dangerous".

In my opinion nothing will give as long lasting strain as the fact that most of us spend a good deal of
our lives in a seated posture with flexed back.

THE RIGHT-ANGLED, UPRIGHT POSTURE

During the last 30-40 years there have been attempts to improve the seated work position for all age levels
by replacing old furniture with newer types of tables and chairs. The socalled upright, right-angled position
- viz, with the joints of the hip, knee and ankle at right angles - has for unknown reasons been considered
the correct position.

Above all the lumbar support has been considered to be the means to improve the seated posture (Akerblom
1948). But this is rather Illogical as the lumbar support only carries about 5% of the body weight - and only
in the reclined posture (Branton 1969). In the forward bent posture, in which most preci ion work is done,
there is hardly any effect of the lumbar support. Moreover, when sitting reclined on a 5 backward sloping
seat, you will have to bend even more in your neck to get into visual contact with Items lying on the table.
Consequently office workers today have more complaints from the neck and shoulder, than from the lumbar
region.

No one has given any real explanation as to why this right-angled posture should be better than any other
posture. Nevertheless, it has quite uncritically been accepted by experts all over the world as the only correct
one. Very little interest has been attached to the seat, which carries about 80-95% of the body weight. Its
influence on the posture of the body therefore must be more important.

CONCEPTS OF CORRECT SITTING POSTURE

There is world-wide unanimity of opinion with respect to "correct" sitting posture, namely that the body should
be upright and the back straight. However nobody is able to sit in this posture while working.

USA ,~ AUS

4USA 

!

c e 

I 
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l 
o

Fig;.l: Schematic models representing "correct right-angled posture"
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Sketches representing models for sitting postures from several countries are presented in fig. I. These
sketches constitute the basis of:
1) Anthropometry (Oxford, 1968: AUS)
2) International Standardisation (1978: ISO and 1979: CEN)
3) Training of designers (Dreyfuss, 1955: USA)
4) Training of people to sit "correctly" (Snorrason, 1968: DK).

It is surprising that no explanation appears to have been given substantiating why one should sit in this
particular manner, nor is information supplied regarding the method by which the sketches were constructed.
The Danls sketch (DK) may be the most interesting of them all. It clearly recommends that one should sit
with a 90 flexion of the hip joint and a concavity in the small of the back. As I will try to demonstrate
later, no normal person is able to sit in this posture while working. This sketch has simply depicted a skeleton
sitting on a chair. The sitting posture of a skeleton, however, is not helpful in solving the problems encountered
by persons. If preventive procedures were founded on such an insubstantial basis, the outcome would be doomed
to failure.

POSTURE TRAINING

In Scandinavia enormous efforts have been made to teach people in schools, offices and factories better sitting
postures - hoping that this will prevent the increase In the number of backsufferers. In fact we have tried
to adjust the people to the furniture, and this is absurd. This instruction has mainly been given by the physio-
therapists, and it might be of interest to see how they themselves sit while working.

Fig. 2 shows photos taken with 24 minute intervals by an automatic camera (ROBOT) during the final
examination of physiotherapist students in Copenhagen. Most of them sit with pronounced flexion of the backs
in postures, which have nothing to do with the upright one in the instru( tions.

Z i,

Fig.2: Danish physiotherapy students during a four-hourly final examination.

ANATOMY OF THE SEATED PERSON

The conformation of a seated person has been unknown to most doctors, furniture designers, and physio-
therapists; however the German orthopeedic surgeon, Hanns Schoberth, has carried out some excellent research
on problems of sitting posture (Schoberth, 1962). The diagrams in fig. 3 were taken from his book.

When standing (A) there is almost a vertical axis through the thigh and the pelvis, and a concavity, or
lordosis, is present in the small of the back. When a person is seated (B) the thigh is horizontal, the hip joint
is flexed by about 60 and the pelvis has a sloping axis. The lumbar region then exhibits a convexity, or kypho-
sis. Schoberth found in X-ray examinations of 25 persons seated upright an average flexion of 60 in the hip
joint and a 300 flexion in the lumbar region. Even in the ordinary relaxed position there is considerable loading.
If it is necessary to bend further forward, such as most people do when reading, writing or drawing, most
of the movement will also mainly take place in the 4th and 5th lumbar discs, which are thus additionally load-
ed. In the whole of the breast region of the spine there is practically no movement since the ribs give stability.

When stooping, the front edges of the lumbar vertebrae are pressed towards each other with considerable
force(50-150 k"L Thus, the lumbar vertebrae press the discs back towards the spine while the rear edge
of the vertebrae are pulled apart with a corresponding force. Chronic back pains are often localised in the
lower lumbar region and sufferers chargcteristically find they cannot sit in an upright position for any length
of time. Even for a healthy back a 30 flexion seems to be the maximum load the back can take for longer
periods (Keegan 1953).

Akerblom (1948) found an average flexion of 35 in the lumbar region of 20 persons sitting upright.
The American orthopeedic surgeon, ).J. Keegan JI953), took X-ray photographs of individuals lying on their

sides (fig. 4). He considered a posture of about 45 flexion of the hip (c) to be normal, because this is the
position one assumes when lying relaxed on one's side. In this conformation there is complete balance between
the muscles at the front and back of the pelvis. When standing (a and b) the muscles in front become more
tense and at the back they become more relaxed. This results in an Increased lordosis in the lumbar region.
When sitting (d and e) the muscles at the back are more tense and those in front are more relaxed; the small
of the beck Is normally convex, i.e. it displays kyphosis, which is due partly to the tense hamstring muscles
in the sitting position. The conformation Illustrated in (e) is very nearly the posture adopted by seated school
children for many hours each day.
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Fig.3: Normal anatomy of the lumbar region,standing A and sitting B (from Schoberth 1962)

When sitting on the back of a hor0ge, one is very nearly able to assume Ksegans "normal" posture (c),
as the thighs are elevated by about 30. When the hip joint has a flexion of 60, one can sit upright with
a vertical pelvis without bending the lumbar region (fig. 5).

Fig.4: X-ray photographs of an individual lying on his side (from Keegan 1953).

Most children Instinctively tilt forward in their chairs when reading and writing at a table (fig. 6). They
obviouly feel more comfortable in this portion, and they are able to sit with a straight back. Wi th an elevation
of 30 in the thighs and a flexion of 60 in the hip joints, they only have to bend about 100 in the lumbar
region to obtain an eye distance of about 30 cm from the book. Parental training, however, has forced children
to give up this practice.

NEW EUROPEAN STANDARDS ARE HARMFUL TO THE BACK

During the last century the average height of man has increased about 10 cm and in the same period the
height of the tables has for some Incomprehensible reason been reduced by almost 10 cm. Since the visual
distance has remalned the same - for grown ups about 30-40 cm - lower tables will inevitably lead to a more
costrined posture. It seems obvious that higher furniture is necessary to obtain a sitting position with sloping
thighs and preserved lordoeis as you will find It In the "Keegan normal position" and in the horse rIder.

In 1952 The European Standardization for Office Furniture, CEN, has suggested that all non-adjustable
tables should be of 72 cm height. No explanation for the advantage of these very low heights were given,
except that It was "to achieve good postures". No names were given of the persons responsible for these draft
standrds. The Influence on the. posture of these low standards have never been controlled. All is based on
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aestetical, moral, technical and economical considerations
A few years ago I investigated which height of furniture the consumers themselves wanted (Mandal, 1982).

80 persons were asked, and almost all preferred to sit about 15-20 cm higher than the mentioned standards,
provided that the seat and the desk were sloping towards each other. In the higher position they felt less dis-
comfort or pain in the back and they were all sitting with a much straighter back.

Fig.5 & 6: When sitting on horseback or when tilting forward on the chair the lordosis
is easily sustained.

A. LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

To evaluate the effect of the furniture height on the flexion of he back (hip joint and lumbar region) a person
(of 171 cm height) was asked to sit and read in a chair with 5 backwards sloping seat of 43 cm height and
a table of 72 cm with a horizontal desk as advocated by CEN (fig. 7A).

42 25 W0

Fig.7: A-table height 72cm B-table height 82 C-table height 92cm

CEN standard Preferred height

The feet were supported by a transverse bar under the table 20 cm above ground level (to achieve the
desired table height of 72 cm), and for 20 minutes the girl sat reading at table height 72 cm/chair 43 cm.
During this period 5 pictures were taken with 4 minute intervals by an automatic camera (fig. 7A). For the
next 20 minutes she remained seated at a table height of 82 cm (achieved by placing the feet on a transverse
bar 10 cm above ground level) chair height now 53 cm. The desk and the seat sloped i5 towards one another
(fig. 7B). In this position 5 photos were also taken with 4 minute intervals. Finally the girl was asked to place
her feet on the floor to achieve a table height of 92 cm, measured at nearest edge (fig. 7C) - chair height
63 cm, measured at axis of rotation. In all three situations she was asked to sit in the position she found
most comfortable. No instructions were given concerning body posture or eye distance. The same experiment,
using 3 table heights, was repeated for 10 days.

To control the flexion of various parts of the body, well defined anatomical points were marked with spots
on the skin: I) knee-joint (capitulum fibulae) 2) hip-joint (trochanter major) 3) 4th lumbar disc (a point midway
between spina lIlacs sup, anterior and posterior) 4) shoulder joint (acromion).

RESULTS

At the end of the experiment 50 photos of each of the 3 situations were available. The skin marks were con-
nected with lines on the pictures, The resulting angles between these lines (hip angle, lumbar angle) were mea-
sured. The flexion of the lumbar region was found to be an average of:
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Flexion of Lumbar Spine
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A: 420 at table height 72 cm
B: 25 at table height 82 cm
C: 10 at table height 92 cm

The fielgon In the hip joint was found to be:
A: 57 at table height 72 cm
B: 50o at table height 82 cm
C: 42 at table height 92 cm

The variations are of course highly significant (Pc0.00001). 0
In all the reduction of flexion in the lumbar region Is 32 and in the hip Joint 15o. This means that the

total flexion of the back can be reduced by 47 by increasing the height of the table and chair by 20 cm,
providing the seat and table top slope about 15otowards on.0 another. o

Finally the neck-angle was reduced from 69 in A to 56 in B and 49 in C.
The first day she preferred table height 82 cm. The following 9 days she definitely preferred table height

92 cm. The disc pressure will naturally be very low in this half standing position with preserved lordosis (An-
dersson 1974).

B. OFFICE EXPERIMENT

Conclusions from a laboratory experiment like the above mentioned should always be considered with some
reservation as the person is away from her usual surroundings and this may affect the working posture. A
more realistic view of posture can of course be obtained if you can examine people in their daily work. But
problems with registrations of various postures and angles have so far made this difficult.

To try to overcome this problem I have marked the same anatomical points as mentioned above by marks
fixed to the clothes. The persons were asked to use medium tight jeans and one end of a 13 cm long white
nylon ruler was stitched to a point just outside the hip joint. The other end of the ruler was stitched to the
jeans at a point outside 4th lumbar disc. In this way the axis of the pelvis and the hip joint was marked (fig.
8). Besides the shoulder joint being marked by a white tape and the knee joint marked by a cirkular bandage
(velcro), both were marked with a small black spot for measuring.

For this experiment all 10 secretaries from the Dept.s. of Surgery and Plastic Surgery, Finsen Institute,
were used. Height limits were 160 to 178 cm. Three different situations were examined.

A:Read/write table 72 cm -50 chair 49 cm (CEN recommend.)
B: Read/write table 87 cm tilt-chair 59 cm (Mandal recommend.)
C: Read/write table 72 cm tilt-chair 51 cm (Bendix recommend.)

The three different sitting postures were maintained for 15 minutes each. During this period the person
was left alone In the office. She was instructed to sit the way she found most comfortable and asked to con-
centrate on the work. The pictures were taken with two minute intervals resulting in 7 pictures of each situa-
tion. The average lumbar flexion was reduced by 17.10 when changing from European Standard furniture (fig.
8A) to a 15 cm higher avorkplace with tilting chair and sloping desk (fig. 8B). Besides the flexion of the hip
joint w8s reduced by 7.1 * This means that the flexion of the back (hip joint plus lumbar region) was reduced
by 24,2

10 SecretariesFlexion of

the Back 991
1 95, 9

7 71,7

a0 jZ Total Back Flexivn

46,4 45,0
429,3 Hip Joint Flexion

2 Lumbar Flexion

A-B: P ' 0.005

B-C: P 0.001.

A. 72cm (con) a. 87cm C. 72cm (tb)

Fig.9 Flexion of the back.
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By a similar experiment with typewriting I found an average reduction of backflexion of 9.20 when the
CEN furniture (table height 67 cm) was substituted by table height 72 cm and a higher tilting chair (Fig. 9
D+E).

At the end of each test the pressure on the feet was measured by installing a bath room scale under
the feet. The pressure was found to be 21% of the bodyweight in A compared to 27% in B. This is a rather
modest increase compared to the fact that 100% of the bodyweight is on the feet when standing (fig. 10).

In Scandinavia there have within the last few years been attemts to use the til"Ing chair in a new way.
T. Bendix (1983) preferred a distance of 21 cm between tabletop and center of the seat and positioned the
persons entirely back on the rear part of the seat (fig. 8C). When the seat tilted forward, the distance, how-
ever, was reduced to 16-17 Sm. When the tilting chairs were used in this way, I found an average decrease
of the lumbar flexion of 1.4 compared to the CEN chair and an increase of 15.70 compared bo the tilting
chag with tall table (fig. 8B). Tom Bendix himself found a reduction of lumbar flexion of 0,8 when using
a 5 forward sloping seat. The comfort estimation of the T.B. position was 1.0 (i-miserable). The persons esti-
mated the tilting chair with tall table to a comfort rate of 4.6 (5-excellent). The comfort estimation of the
CEN height was 2.0. P40.001 (A-B).

Comfort evaluation 40 % of body weight

N =10 N=10 secretaries

30 27 29

Excellent = 5 4.6

; 4, 20-"

3

8 .0

Miserable = 1 2 . 1.-
S.l

0 X 1.- 0 X, i.-

Fig. 10 Comfort evaluation P40.001 Foot pressure P<0.001

C. THE INFLUENCE OF FURNITURE HEIGHT ON BACK-PAIN

Data entry personnnel will have 13 times as many complaints from neck and shoulder pains than traditional
office workers (Grandjean 1983).

A group of 13 data-entry personnel with chronic (daily) pains in neck, shoulder and back were investigated.
Heights limits 158-175 cm. They were seated on a hydraulic chair with tilting seat. While they were sitting
keying-in, the height of the chair and table was altered to a height in which the pain was felt least pro-
nounced. Their daily work station was then adjusted to this height.

FIg.1l: Seven out of eleven data-entry operators were able to sit permanently with
preserved lordosis in an upright balanced position.
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After a 2 month trial period, during which the persons were able to adjust the height easily while working,
I found that eleven had adjusted the table height to an average of 72.8 cm. Chair height 54.3 cm. Only two

- of the shorter ones - had preferred to remain at the CEN standard height of 65 cm.
In the higher sitting position the average flexion of the back (hip + lumbar joints) was 12.40 less than

in the CEN standard position. P<0.01. Photoregistration was used for measuring.
Seven out of eleven persons were able to sit permanently with a preserved lumbar lordosis in an upright

balanced position without using the lumbar support (fig. 11). The position was very similar to the position taken

when sitting on horseback. The remaining four were sitting with lumbar support and with more pronounced

flexion of the lumbar region.
Three out of eleven had previous problems with swelling of the legs - they all reported improvement.

Pain indication with visual analogue scale was 35 mm in the higher position compared to 67 mm in the

CEN standard position. P40.001. 100 mm indicate severe pain and zero no pain (Huskisson 1974).

Severe pain = 100 mm

N=11 N-11 data entry
personnel

800 .  75 80
64 67

600 60

moderate

400- 40- 35

200 20

Feo oNo pain

Fig. 12. Flexion of lumbar + hipjoint P40.01 Pain evaluation. P40.01

DISCUSSION

The modern work chair and table may be considered as the most important tool in the industrialized world.
Most forms of education, administration and production are more or less physically based on this furniture.

Standardization of work furniture have an enormous influence on the well being of us all. It is therefore vital
that no forms of standardization should be accepted before the influence on the work posture has been tho-
roughly investigated.

Unfortunately this responsibility has been completely neglected in such vital areas as the International
Standardisation of School Furniture (ISO 1978) and the European Standardisation of Office Furniture by Comittee
Europfien de Normalisation (CEN 1982). In the anonymous papers presenting the draft standards the only explana-

tion given Is that "It is to achieve good posture". Has this ever been experimentally controlled?? Evidently
the CEN standard is based on a short term experiment by Joan Ward (1977 unpublished). The CEN standard
claims a table height of 72 cm for all non-adjustable office tables. The majority of european office tables
are still non-adjustable and the few exceptions can only be adjusted a few cm in height. About 50 years ago
the table heights for office clerks were often 100-115 cm and tables for school children about 80-90 cm. In

1978 ISO suggested 70 cm as maximum height* of the tables. As the visual distance has remained the same
this inevitably leads to more constrained postures.

Lumbar support has been the magic formula accepted by scientists as the means of achieving better work-
postures and It is also the Ideological background for standardiation. This type of support is of course only
effective in the reclined position - with the gravity point behind the sitting bones. Most forms of work, how-
ever, take place In the forward bent position with the gravity point in front of the sitting bone. To achieve
effective lumbar support a backward sloping seat is necessary. This means that you have to bend even more
in the neck region to establish visual contact with the paper on the table. Consequently the back problems
of todays office workers are more frequently located in the neck region. On a backward sloping seat the front
edge will press Into the back of the thigh and tend to rotate the pelvis backwards. To avoid this pressure
the chairs have become lower and lower - and this also leads to more constrained postures.

The new CEN standards are evidently only based on the Investigation of Joan Ward. In an earlier paper
(1969) Joan Ward has demonstrated that school children will only use the lumbar support about 20-30% of the
school day. In her recent office investigation she demonstrated that clerks will also only use the lumbar support
about 20-30% of the time while reading nd writing (this probably represents the time when they take small
rest periods).

The lumbar support idea has evidently lead to:

1. Lower furniture.
2. Backward sloping sot.
3. Increased pressure In the knee hollow.
4. Horizontal desk top.L

My Investigation Indicate that all these factors will increase the back flexion and strain . In this way

the lumbar support theory and the standardisatlon of furniture is under the suspicion of causing the rapid In-
crease of backproblems In the Industrialized world, in several meetings, conferences and articles I have again
and again asked for an explanation or an excuse for the present type of furniture and standards. Nobody has
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been able to give me this. Unless the anonymous members of the standardisation bodies are able to give some
explanation for the background of their hazardous medical experiments these recommendations should be can-
celled immediately. Adjustable chairs and tables should be a natural human right as the people who sit many
hours every day know far better what is good for their own backs than any member of the standardisation
bodies. In my experiments the people found that the ISO and CEN recommended positions were the most un-
comfortable of all the positions tested.

Prevention of back-ache should of course already start at school age. This, however, has been completely
neglected by the medical profession. Posture training has been tried to a wide extent but even the most inten-
sive training will result in quite unacceptable working postures (Mandal 1982).

Already at the age of fourteen 60% of Danish school children will complain of head-ache and back-ache
(Danske Arkitekters Landsforbund 1981). They believe themselves that it is on account of miserable furniture.
When these children start their professional lives the backs have probably already been damaged to a wide
extent. When back pain start in office workers the treatment is often disappointing. My investigation indicate
that the pain increases with flexion of the lumbar region. It seems logical to reduce this flexion by the methods
described. Especially as the pain often will be reduced In the same second as the reduction takes place.

CONCLUSIONS

Standardization of furniture has lead to lower and lower furniture, and this inevitably leads to more constrained
sitting postures. This is probably the main reason for the rapidly growing amount of backsufferers. Nobody
has controlled the effect of furniture standardization and evidently it has only been to the advantage of the
architects, standardization people and manufacturers. To days miserable working postures ought to be registered
and studies with automatic camera gives a possibility to compare the postures with various furniture during
the daily work.

It is suggested that we in the future to a higher extent consult the consumers and let them decide what
type of furniture they prefer.
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DISCUSSION

WILDER, U~s What evidence do you have for stating that a greater-thar.-90* angle between the fe-
mur and the trunk is a balanced position? Do you see any problem with some of the anteriorly-tilted
seats suddenly moving out from beneath the seated subject, similar to a melon seed squirting out be-
tween the fingers?

MHNDAL, DA: You asked first about *balanced" or *not balanced" positions. In my paper I showed
a drawing by an American orthopedic surgeon, Keegan (3. Bone Joint Surg.: 35A: 589-603, 1953), who has
made X-rays of persons lying on their sides. When you lie in bed, you adopt this position; you never
lie straight or in a right-angled position. You automatically assume this balanced position when you
lie on your aide. You also assume this balanced position when you sit on horseback. I suppose all the
joints are balanced in this position and that is the way the body as a whole functions best. You men-
tioned sliding backwards from the seat. I have never heard of any serious problems of this kind. As I
indicated, a large part of the population in Denmark is now using forward-sloping seats. You may
choose between two types. There is one type which is floating freely, and here there is a remote
chance of falling down. If you have a chair with wheels, then, on a hard surface, it is rather lively;
but most of the ones that are made now lock in various forward-bent positions, which means that you
won't have the risk that it suddenly tilts forward. A more serious problem is that data-entry oper-
ators will get back problems after 4 or S years of work; the majority of them will then seek medical
treatment. We all accept this as happening after a few years of work; however, we are very worried
about the fact that a single person may fall on the floor when using a forward-sloping seat.

RAGBM, GB: Could your investigations possibly be brought together with flying personnel or
driving personnel? We did some investigations on sitting positions for drivers in our orthopedic
clinic in Germany. We thought a backward-reclined position would be better and you showed it would be
better in a forward position. Can you consent on that?

NANDAL, DA: Mainly, I have been interested in office workers and school children, but I have al-
so looked at helicopters to get some ideas about the seating problems there. As I mentioned earlier,
the drivers of the Vienna wagons sit on a forward-sloping seat: they have done this for hundreds of
years and they are in a perfectly balanced position. If they use a flat-surfaced seat (zero slope),
then they will have back problems, because when you sit hunched over you are locked in the worst pos-
sible position. when you sit in an easy chair -- in tractors and elsewhere they make deep easy chairs
-- you cannot work, because you have to bend forward to be in visual contact with the instruments or
the ground on a farm; and you have to sit bent in a locked position for around 80-900 of the time. I
think it would be an excellent idea to collect data on the old Vienna wagons as they do on horse-back
riders. They treat back pains today by horseback riding.

VAN DEN SIGGELAAR, NE: As you my know, modern fighters have inclined seats. The 116 has seat-
beck angles of 0', maybe 5'. My experience in the Netherlands is that we have quite a few pilots who
have been flying for years and have developed low back pain; and some have even been operated on for
herniated intervertebral discs. I was very reluctant to let these pilots fly on the F16 with its back-
wardangled seat; not because of the tilt angle per sa, but because of the G-load. Very surprisingly,
we have had very few problems with low back pain in the pilots flying in the tilt-back seat, compared
to the same pilots flying in the straight-backed seat. This my support your theory that the lumbar
spine and hip flexions are much less in the P16 than in previous aircraft, which, in turn, may be
easier on the lower spine. Do you agree with that?

INDAL, DA: I don't know very much about the seating position in fighter planes, but I suppose
you have to lie reclined. You cannot sit upright in fighter planes; and, when you have to sit re-
clined, then I suppose there are additional problem too. I suppose they'll get neck problem.

VAN DEN BIGGELAAR, NB: The problems have switched from low back problems to neck problems.

NANDAL, VAt That's what happened in the office, too. When you use the lumbar support, you are
forced to sit leaning backwards; and then you get the problem of neck pressure, because you have to
bend the neck much nore than before.

VAN DEN DIGGELAAR, E: Then there in the dynamic load on the cervical spine because of the turn-
ing of the head under the G-lod. That is another problem though. My experience in the Dutch fighter
comunity is that lower back pain with the tilt-back seats is much less frequent than in older types of
aircraft.

VAX UKMN, USi Raw are you measuring the height of your table? I was looking at your picture
and I can't figure out if it is the height to the base of the table or to the slope.

MANDAL, DA: It is determined to the nearest part of the table. In fact, the book is placed
about 8 or 10 cm higher, which mans that the 92 cm Is a minimum. The book is lying in a position
about 100 m high, and that is quite high, because the girl is 171 cm tall.

VAN I0MM, USs So it is to the base of the table.

HNDAL, DVA It Is to the lowest part of the tablet and the height of the chair is measured at
the center of the rotation, because that's the only part that remains permanent.
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VEHICLE VIBRATION AND BACK PAIN

Jack Sandover PhD, Lecturer
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SUMMARY

Although it is often auggested that chronic low back pain in professional drivers in related to
vibration or posture, we have only a limited theoretical framework to work with. Well organised,
prospective epidemiological studies may demonstrate that chronic low back pain in drivers or pilots is
related to "high levels" of vibration or "poor" posture. However, they will get us little further
without the theoretical base.

In this paper, it is assumed that chronic back pain is dependent primarily on disc degeneration and
that disc degeneration, in turn, arises from fatigue-induced damage to the vertebral end-plates or to the
tissues of the annulus. It will be shown that in either case, time to failure is related to an
exponential function of stress such that instantaneous stress maxima are more important than long term
(e.g. r.m.s.) stress values. We usually assume that some frequency weighting function is needed to
predict, from vehicle vibration, the spinal stress that may lead to malfunction. This function may be
based on equal discomfort contours, biomechanics data or a simple model.

It is shown that basic assumptions on the effects of stress and on frequency weighting can markedly
affect the evaluation of particular vibration environments.

INTRODUCTION

There have been a number of epidemiological studios of the health of vehicle drivers and these are
reviewed in Andreyeva-Galanina and Karpov (1) Dupuis & Zerlett (2), Hagan (3), Heide (4), Heide & Seidel
(5), Kohl (6), Sandover (7), Vihko & Hagan (8) and Wickstrom (9). Although spinal disorders, digestive
and cardio-vascular problems have been observed, one finds, in general, that spinal disorders are the
most investigated and offer reasonably consistent findings. The evidence is not fully convincing, as few
of the studies meet the requirements of Troup (10) via standardised data gathering and matching controls
coupled with prospective investigation. However, the data generally suggest an increased and/or
premature risk to health typified by the data of Kohne et al (11) illustrated in Fig 1.

d Vibration
exposed grou

A

U

14 40,Control group (from ame industry)

0

4.

20.

1%

36 4 5 66
Age (yrs)

Fig. 1. Morbidity of drivers expsed to vibration (after Kohn* et &1 (11))
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These data relate to working with vehicles where vibration in a significant element of the
environment. However, they do not necessarily mean that vibration is the only aetiological factor - both
Troup (10) and Shanahan (12) have emphasized the role of posture - nor do they throw much light on the
relationship between vibration and degree of risk. With the current state of knowledge, even the best
epidemiological investigations can only demonstrate that chronic low back pain in drivers or pilots is
related to "high levels" of vibration or "poor" posture. To obtain objective data sufficient to generate
dose-response relationships, one needs precise clinical criteria, occupational case-histories and
environmental descriptions and these demand some theoretical framework. In the case of vibration and
back pain we need to know the following:

i) the source of back pain in terms of identification and location of anlfunction

(ii) (assuming that it has an influence) how vibration leads to malfunction together with the
effect of other influences on malfunction

(iii) the relevant dynamic parameters (acceleration, displacement or force?) and the degree of

effect

(iv) the influence of time scale and frequency

(v) the relationship between some measurable quantity (e.g. seat acceleration) and the relevant
dynamic parameter at the point of malfunction.

The aim of this paper is to throw some light on the five points above. Then, the consequent
requirements for environmental descriptions (for use in epidemiological work) will be considered, using
available data and some reasonable assumptions.

THE SOURCE OF BACK PAIN

Pain is an "abnormal emotional state" (Vyke (13)) and low back pain is notoriously difficult to
deal with. It has psychological as well as physiological and physical aspects. If one limits the
discussion to chronic low back pain, then one has to consider both mechanical interference and
infla matory action. However, one can argue (Nachemson (14) & (15) and Sandover (7)) that the
intervertebal disc and its degeneration are central to considerations of chronic low back pain. The
lower lumbar vertibrae appear to be the most involved.

MALFUNCTION AND MECHANICAL LOADING

The intervertebral disc relies on nutrient diffusion through the end-plates and annulus and the
nutritional condition at the centre is probably precarious. Both end-plate malfunction and annulus
malfunction can therefore be expected to lead to disc degeneration and I have hypothesised (Sandover
(16)) that dynamic compressive forces at the end-plate or dynamic loads on the annulus (arising from
shear, bending or rotation of the intervertebral joint) can lead to fatigue-induced malfunction.

Poor or constrained posture can be expected to lead to muscle fatigue and to muscular, articular or
ligamentous pain. In addition, posture affects the frequency-dependent vibration transmission behaviour
of the body (Sandover (17)) and there is some evidence to suggest that dynamic intradiscal pressures are
related to posture (Sandover & Andereson - paper in preparation). Posture is not considered further in
this paper, but it is clear that it has to be taken into account in any occupational case-history.

DYNAMIC PARAMETERS, DEGREE OF EFFECT AND TIME SCALE

The hypotheses mentioned above refer to fatigue-induced failure, compressive forces at the endplate
and shear, bending or rotation of the intervertebral joint. Compressive forces at the end-plate clearly
arise from compression of the intervertebral joint, but (in the form of intra-discal pressure) they may
also arise from bending or torsion at the intervertebral joint (Berkeon (18) Schultz et al. (19)).

The influence of fatigue-induced failure is important as regards degree of effect and time scale.
The fatigue process in metals is complex (Smith (20)). However, under cyclic loading there is usually a
relatively simple logarithmic relationship between the applied stress and the number of cycles to
failure. Lafferty and Raju (21),(22) have developed a function to predict the affect of dynamic loading
(in bending) of bone (including human vertebral bone), taking into account the static failure
characteristics of the bone and the cyclic frequency. The number of cycles to failure (N) is given by:

where,'is the applied dynamic stress, (...is the static failure stress and x - 7.7.

This is illustrated in fig. 2.

Also illustrated in fig. 2 is an indication of the relationship found by Carter .t al. (23) for bony
tissue under compression.

These data could be expected to apply roughly to the intervertebral endplates and aubchondral bone
but not necessarily to annular tissues. However, Veightman (24, 25) has investigated the fatigue
properties of femoral articular cartilage and his relationship (with an assumption of application to a

single cycle to failure) is also illustrated in fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Fatigue life of animate tissues.Ic
straight lines represent the functions N - O-T

If one assumes that mechanical loading and fatigue are at the root of mechanically induced
malfunction of the disc then, whatever the actual hypothesis, fig. 2 shown that the Lafferty & Raju
relationship will be a useful description with x somewher between 5 and 20.

This has an important consequence. An exponential function in involved so that an increase in
dynamic stress or a reduction in strength has a disproportional effect compared with increase in duration
of exposure. This would sugest that current metbeds of vibration evaluation, based on woehted r.m.s.
accelertion, underestimate the risk to health if the vibration contains significant peaks. One fools
intuitively that this is probably true and Griffin & Whitham (26) have successfully applied the r.m.q.
(4th power equivalent to r.m.s.) method to predicting subjective Intensity. The line for x-4 in
illustrated in fig. 2.

One can carry the engineer's approach to metal fatigue one stop further and apply the Palsigren-Riner
hypothesis to obtain a dons-respose relationship. The hypothesis states that the deree of fatigue
damage Li gironn F6'oby Tma -

where n4 Is the nmeofces at a particular stress loell14
and So is the number of cycles for failure at that stress level.

The effaejl of a particular vibration environmtent is then given by or (expressed as a
'doe') by K L 4 n,,(d)z where K is a constant related to the streng~th of th a ua.

A similar function with x-4 Is currently proposed for revisionia of 190 2631 ad BSI DD32.

Using this approach one can establish a doe-respsea relationship sufficient to compare and
enumerate different vibration environmtent met in epidemiological investigations. This In possible
without detailed knowledge of the damm~ing process provided that one has a value for x and provided that
one knows the relevant dynamic stress paraemter (e.g. compression or bonding) and can estimate its
agIni tude.
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EXTERNAL MEASUR EETS TO ESTIMATE INTERNAL STRESSES

Although it would be preferable to measure stress or even strain at the end plate or annulus, this
is clearly impractical. We need to estimate these from external measurements (on the person, the seat or
the vehicle). It is usual to measure the seat acceleration and then to apply a frequency weighting
function. This does not allow an estimate of an absolute value of internal stress or strain, but the
method is sufficient to facilitate comparison of different seat vibrations in terms of their predicted
effect.

Very often (e.g. ISO 2631) the weighting function is developed from a pragmatic standpoint, taking
into account available laboratory data and information on the effects of particular types of vehicle.

An alternative is to use man as his own measuring device and use contours of equal subjective
intensity. This is a valuable approach in a complex situation. Unfortunately, there are very few data
on subjective response targetted on sensations in the lumbar spine. One also has to consider if
transient (i.e. obtained at an experiment) pain or discomfort are good measures of the stress or strain
under consideration.

ha Another alternative is the use of a biodynamic model or biodynamic data. The simple compressive

model used in the 'Dynamic Response Index' (27, 28) is a good example of the former. Seat to head
transmissibility data are sometimes suggested as a frequency weighting function. However, head-nodding
is an artifact that may affect most of the available data and the input force:acceleration transfer
function (corrected for unsprung mass) may give a better estimate of compressive forces in the lumbar
spine. The ISO 2631 weighting function, the DRI model response and a typical apparent mass spectrum are
illustrated in fig. 3.
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.- 0.3.
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...................................... ..........

..................................................
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Fig. 3 Possible weighting functions

However, a simple compressive model Llone may be insufficient to explain vibration stress in the
lumbar spine. I have suggested (17) that bending (arising from a rocking Lotion of the pelvis) may be
the source of resonance effects rather than buttock or spinal compression (see also Frolov & Potemkin
(29) and Huijens (30)). In a reanalysis of the data of Christ and Dupuis (31) we have shown (Sandover 8
Dupuis - paper in preparation) that there can be about a degree of relative angular motion at the
intervertebral joint during exposure to_ sinusoidal seat vibration of la/s

2 
r.m.s. The spectrum of

response shows a very sharp roll off (C 24 dB/octave) above about 4 Hs, and a weighting function based on
these data would be even less influenced by high frequency vibration than the D.R.I. or apparent mass
models.

This raises the question of different bases for the most simple model. The D.R.I. model is based on
the compression of the spring of a single degree of freedom system. This has a 12dB/octave roll off at
high frequencies. A model based on acceleration of the wass (transmissibility) or force would have a
6dB/octave roll off. Both indicate a rather sharp resonance and do not satisfy the pragmatic standpoint
mentioned above. However, one must be aware tLat the averaging process tends to smooth data and remove
sharp resonances so that group data (whether from biodynamio or subjective responses) often hide
individual behaviour that changes rapidly with frequency.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE ABOVE

a) Relevance of fatigue-induced failure hypotheses

It may sound far-fetched to suggest that vehicle vibration leads to material fatigue in human
tissues. However, it is shown below that it may be possible. Indeed Carter st &1 (23) suggest that
fatigue resistance is so low that remodelling must occur so that bone fatigue damage accumulation is
physiologic rather than pathologic.

To obtain an idea of the relevance of material fatigue we need to know the failure stress for the
spinal tissues and the applied repetitive stress arising from exposure to vehicle vibration. I have
calculated (7) that a vehicle vibration of about 2 1!2 r.m.s. will lead to O.S1.Pa (peak to peak) disc
pressure. Our analysis of actual disc pressure measurements (Sandover & Andereson - paper in
preparation) suggests that the value may be about 1.Pa. These values are about one tenth of the
pressure for end-plate fracture. We can obtain a similar ratio using a gross approach: 2 /s 2 r.m.s. at
the seat will be (after taking resonance into account) equivalent to some 10 a/s peak to peak at the
lumbar spine. The Dynamic Response Index indicates a 50% probability of injury at 22g - i.e. approx. 220
a/s 2 . However, this refers to gross vertebral damage and halving this value for minor damage is not
unreasonable. Then, once again, the stress from 2 m1s2 vibration is roughly one tenth of the failure
load. If we consider bending and annular stress, I have calculated (7) the failure value to be at about
200 bending. Our analysis of spinal motion referred to above indicates that about 20 of bending between
adjacent vertebrae may be expected at 2 m/s 2 r.m.s. Thus is each case, it seems that the stress arising
from 2 m/s2 r.m.s. is about one tenth of the failure stress.

If we consider vibration at 5 H. (probably the most damaging frequency), then a working day's
exposjp results in about I x 105 reversals. If we now return to the Lafferty and Raju function
for 4.. 0.1 and x - 8, failure is predicted to occur at 108 reversals (i.e. 1000 working days). If x -
5 (as from Carter et al) then failure is predicted to occur at 105 reversals (i.e. 1 day).

Clearly fatigue failure is a possibility, though much depends on the value of x that applies and on
the recovery processes involved.

b) Expected influence on evaluation methods

To consider the influence of the various possible approaches to vibration evaluation, a variety of
exr'nential functions and frequency weighting functions were applied to a vibration signal. The
following were used:

oi methods: r.m.s.; r.m.q; a simple range counting method (as used for fatigue work - see
Doini{ 23 coupled with Palmgren Miner summation and using an exponential value of x - 8

Frequency Veiahtings: unweighted; ISO 2631 weighting; DRI model.

This was carried out using analogue weighting networks applied to the signal before digital
treatment on a CED 502 data analysis system. Prior to digitisation, all signals were low-pass filtered
(100 Hs cut off, 24 dB/Octave)

Random signals, essentially flat but rolling off at 18 dB/octave from a set frequency, were used to
simulate vehicle vibration. To differentiate between 'low',' medium' and 'high' frequency acceleration
spectra, the roll-off frequences were set to 5, 15 and 50Hs. The unweighted signals all had a crest
factor of the order of 2.5.

The scores arising from the various methods of evaluation were normalized so that the unweighted
score for each type of signal and each evaluation method equals 100. The resulting scores are given in
Table 1.
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Weighting r.m.s. r.m.q. range count signal

Unweighted 100 100 100 Roll off
ISO weighting 85 86 33 @ 5Hz
DRI model 56 56 0.9

Unweighted 100 100 100 Roll off
ISO weighting 80 83 39 @15Hz
DRI model 57 58 1.6

Unweighted 100 100 100 Roll off
ISO weighting 43 45 0.1 @ 50Hz
DRI model 28 28 0.002

TABLE I

Comparison of the scores of different weighting methods and different methods of
evaluation for three types of signal. Scores are normalized to the unweighted
score.

As one might expect the weighting method influenced the resulting score. Also, the 'high' frequency
signal affected the pattern of this influence.

The figures for r.m.s. and r.m.q. are similar. This suggests that although r.m.s. and r.m.q. give
difference scores, this difference is consistent and one can predict one from the other. Griffin &
Wbitham (26) refer to ISO weighted r.m.s. and r.m.q. scores from a variety of vehicles and their data
show the r.m.q. score to be consistently about 30% higher than the r.m.s. score. This all suggests that
the r.m.q. is of no real value - it doesn't differentiate between vehicles better than r.m.s. and it can
be predicted from r.m.s. anyhow. However, the analysis here (and probably the vehicles measured in (26))
involves relatively low crest-factors. The r.m.q. probably proves its value at higher crest factors.

The range-count score is influenced much more by the various weighting methods. This, however, is
not primarily because x - 8 is large: If one takes the eighth root of the range-count score to mirror
the fourth and square root of r.m.q. and r.m.s., then the resulting pattern of effects is closely similar
to that for r.m.s. and r.m.q. This raises the question, should we indeed take roots when attempting to
obtain a dose-value. The root simply brings the score to an 'equivalent acceleration'. It does not
give a 'dose' and it tends to camouflage the difference between signals as regards their relative effect.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to investigate high crest factor signals, nor the effect of the
phase characteristics of the weighting function. Clearly, both need to be done. The phase
characteristics of a weighting network can be expected to affect peak values and higher crest factor
signals can be expected to have a greater influence on scoring methods using large exponentials (i.e.
where x, 4).

The range-count method is rather crude and may underestimate fatigue (Dowling 32). It would seem
therefore that the differences found in this very simple experiment probably underestimate the
differences in score arising from different weightings and evaluation procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

The epidemiological evidence suggests that occupational exposure to vibration may lead to earlier
onset or increased incidence of degeneration in the lumbar spine. However, we wish to develop
dose-response relationships for general application, we need to know much more. Different scoring
methods and weighting functions can lead to markedly different evaluations. Epidemiological
investigations should include measurement of vibration, but should not rely only on simple evaluation
methods such as weighted r.m.s, acceleration.
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DISCUSSION

QUANDIEU, FR: You have advanced the hypothesis that the first element that leads to chronic pain
in the spinal column is the fatigue of biological tissues. Another question that could be asked is:
"Why not the reverse"? Why could it not be the pain which leads to fatigue? This is the first com-
ment. The second, and probably the most important one, is that the concept cf fatigue is completely
ignored in biology. Absolutely no definition concerning the fatigue of biological tissues exists; none
at all. Yet, you attribute the fatigue of the biological tissues to fatigue of the mechanical-type of
structure. So, for a series of loadings and unloadings, there exists a degradation of the mechanical
properties of the structures which leads to the Lafferty (Aviat. Space Environ. Ned. 49: 170-174, 3978)
and Carter (J. Biomech. 14: 461-470, 1981) models, which you have taken as correct. On the contrary, I
believe that they are both wrong, for at least two reasons. First, in a biological medium, there is no
excitation which can result in rupture of the system in an environment with admissible levels of vi-
bration; thus, it is not necessary to look for ruptures. Second, it is possible that another inde-
pendent phenomenon , called porosity, exists. This could help to explain why there is a stabilization
of the structure in spite of the presence of vibration.

SANDOVER, UK: This is a problem because, in general, we assume that biological materials repair
themselves anyhow. However, I'll give you one example of a possibility, which we have heard mentioned
three or four times today: microfractures in the spine. One possibility is that one does get micro-
fractures in- the vertebral body, just under the cartilaginous endplate. These microfractures occur
with ordinary levels of vibration; and, normally, it doesn't really matter. However, when they repair,
they repair with the wrong tissue, so then there is a poor situation for nutrient flow between the disc
and the body of the vertebrae. That's one hypothesis that I've worked on. I agree that gross fracture
perhaps isn't the mechanism, because this would imply that the whole vertebral body is breaking down.
Rather, my hypothesis is that small fractures lead to other problems.

QUANDIEU, FR: I am not convinced that this is an excellent remark because the work of Van Sickle
(AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 322, pp. 1-1 to 1-3) and Eurell (Report AFOSR-TR-82-1087) demon-
strated that the same type of microfractures occur in alveolar tissues following shocks. Therefore,
there are two profoundly-different excitations that can lead to the same biological phenomenon, and
this is at least one too many.

f
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Abstract

The transmissibility of the human spine to vertical G zvibration was up to now investiga-
ted mainly by measurements on the body-surface and the head. As it is known that vibration
transmission between skin-soft tissue-bone is not linear,we thought it necessary to insert
percutaneous K-wires into the spinous process for direct measurements. In 11 healthy sub-
jects at various defined heights of the spine including the head the amplitude ratio was
measured to the sacrum and in comparison to the shake table. The tests were performed in
standing and sitting position on a shake table with vibration control system. The natural
frequency of the spine was confirmed by additional in-vitro tests on isolated lumbar spine
segments under special conditions.
Results:
The human spine acts as a vibration system with three defined areas of resonance. The spinal
column causes an absorption up to the head. Rigid body segments as well as fusion of spinal
segments lead to increased strain in neighbouring segments. This was proved by in vivo as
well as in vitro investigation. A new set-up for in vitro tests was developed.

Introduction

In order to resolve an aspect of the biomechanics of the human spinal column a study was
performed in which the vibration and absorption of the spinal column in response to acce-
leration was measured from the spines of healthy subjects and lumbar material gained from
autopsies.
Todays technological environment exposes a large variety of people to mechanical vibrations
and partly to extreme accelerations. Numerous studies exist concerning the effect that to-
tal body exposure to vibration has upon the circulatory system, the respiratory function
and the sensory organs. There are also studies which deal with the subjective feelings and
also the effects of vibrations on the sceletal system.

In connection with the national and international standserization to avoid harmful effects
caused by such mechanical vibrations the derived relevations were acknowledged by the Ger-
man Industrial Norm Organisation (DIN, 1974) and by the International Organisation of Stan-
dardization (ISO, 1984).
From the past known publications which dealt with the influence of vertical forces upon
the spinal column each study was concerned with a specific segment of the spinal column,
for example the cervical spine and the lumber spine. Various measuring techniques were ap-
plied from which conclusions were drawn concerning the total spine (tab. 1).

table 1: Response of the Human Spine to Vertical Vibration

Author Year Examination Method

DIECKMANN 1960 head/shoulder accelerometer

DUPUIS 1960 cervical spine cinematography

CHRIST and 1963 cervical spine x-ray- cinemato-

DUPUIS graphy

KRAUSE 1963 lumbar spine strain-gauge

KRAUSE 1963 L 1 - Th4  galvanometer

with reflectors

LANGE and 1965 L3/4 - 1./5 Hg - tubes

COERMANN

CHRIST and 1966 lumbar spine K-wire-method

DUPUIS

GRIFFIN 1982 head accelerometer

GARG 1982 head accelerometer
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CHRIST and DUPUIS (1963 and 1966) are presently the only authors who with the use of x-ray
cinematography of the cervical spine and with a Kirschner-wire method of the lumbar spine
were able to make direct measurements conducted from the vertebrae. Their results described
the resonance at a frequency of 4 Hz. This conclusion corresponds with the studies made by
MOLLER (1939), SCHMITZ (1959) and COERMANN (1963) who performed measurements from the head.
They made these conclusions and described them for the entire body. These data are present-
ly still recognized as the international norm. These findings are quite different from those
found by acceleration measurement of GARG (1982) who described 5 peaks between 2 and 43 Hz
(fig. 1).

fig 1: Transmission of sinusoidel vibra-
,-- -tion from seat to head in vertical direc-

tion-Z
|Z0 DUPUIS, 1984

0

0
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ou,,".

0.3 1 2 16 I 3I.S 63 N
frequency

As can be demonstrated with the x-ray of a 44 year old patient who underwent a spinal fusion
between L 5 and S I an often subsequent result is spondylarthrosis in the neighbouring in-
tervertebral joints. These types of changes are also often found in connection with conge-
nital ankylosis of two vertebrae or following ankylosing spondylitis (fig. 2).

fig 2: x-ray: male patient, 44 yrs.
spondylarthrosis of the lumbar spine
after spondylodesis L6/S 1
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Hypothesis I

Based upon our knowledge derived from literature it is known that the human spinal column
behaves like a vibration system (e.a. v. GIERKE, 1976). From this fact we derived the
question whether the system is influenced by such changes as for example spinal fusion,
ankylosis of vertebrae and if such disturbances can lead to pathologica changes at normal
neighbouring spinal column segments.

In order to prove this hypothesis it appears necessary to clairify the question as to how
this vibration system of the spinal column actually behaves. It was therefore first of all
necessary to measure the acceleration of patients with a normal spinal column.

Method

After ARTMANN et al.(1976) realized that the transmission from bone - subcutaneous tissue -
to skin was not linear examinations were then performed with accelerometers by percuta-
neously inserted Kirschner-wires fixating them at the spinous process of the vertebral body.
Transmission from the vertebral body - spinous process - Kirschner-wire to the accelerome-
ter was examined in pre-tests. This was performed on 16 spinal segments each consisting of
1 to 3 vertebrae on a shake table with an acceleration were performed with an accelerometer
from the Fa. BRUEL and KJAER Type 4315, Delta shear. The vibration was derived from a con-
trol and analytical system from the Fe. GenRad, 2503 (fig. 3).

fig.3: Pilot model for acceleration
measurements (cervical segment on
the shaker)

The isolated insertion of Kirschner-wire with a diameter of 1.8 mm and a distance between
the bone and the accelerometer of between 2 and 3 cm was checked, the preparations were
treated as follows:
The transmitting lenght between the vertebral body and the spinous process was varies with
an insertion depth between 1-2 cm. Exposing the spinal segments to a constant pressure,the
set-up of the test was similar to that used by KAZARIAN (1972). It was possible to prove a
direct linear transmission of the acceleration with a use of those pre-tests. In other
words, the acceleration measured corresponded to the stimulation.

Procedure

We now carried out measuring the acceleration on healthy subjects. The acceleration measu-
rements were performed on 11 volunteers of which 9 were males and 2 were females with an
average of 26 years, 1.75 m tall and weighing 69 kg. The subjects were positioned on the
shake table and exposed to sinusoidal vibration of constant acceleration of 0.2 g and bet-
ween 3-40 Hz in the Z-axis. The vibration was introduced in the standing and sitting posi-
tion a) at the feet b) at the pelvis (fig. 4).
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- -- s ake table

vibration unit: enRta 2503 vlbraton control System
shaker t R A S 57

fig.4: Experimental set-up: Human subject - shake
table

The possibility of any pre-existing pathological spinal column affections were ruled out
with first performing x-rays. After the testing we also checked the vertebral body which
was being used for measuring purposes with an x-ray and marked it with rings.
The set-up of the experiment was devised so that the position and posture could be main-
tained relatively unrestricted troughout the examinations. The Kirschner-wires were inser-
ted with a long lasting local anesthetic. The following levels of the spinal column were
considered representative: L 5, L 4, L 1, Th 6, C 7. For an isolated examination of the
spine excluding the influence of the lower extremities an additional accelerometer was fi-
xed at the sacral bone and connected to the register. Another accelerometer was shepped on
the head (fig. 5/6).

fig.5/6: Human subjects in upright standing and sitting position on the shaker
K-wires inserted.
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The measured accelerations at the individual vertebrae were converted by the system into
the amplitude ratio and these values were then incorporated into a curve in relation to
the frequencies. The amplitude ratio is the result of the quotient of the amplitude deri-ved at the measuring point and from the stimulating amplitude. For the evaluation of the

isolated spinal column response the stimulated amplitude at the shaker and the amplitude
measured at the sacral bone were taken into account.
For our purposes the resonance frequencies require special attention because this is where

the response is liable to be pathologic. It is necessary to avoid any large increase of

strain within resonance areas.

Results
For illustration one subject demonstrates in the upright position first the situation in-
cluding the lower extremities with the point of reference at the shake table. Secondly
the point of reference is the sacral bone which relates the isolated individual curves re-
sulting along the spinal column up to the head (fig. 7/8).

5,

I TlI ( 6

) ( ( . ', .:1. ,

fig.7/8: Response to the vertebral column of one subject with reference to the
shaker and to the os sacrum.

In regard to the first situation:
Combining the legs with the pelvis shows a definite increase of all the resulting poten-
tials reaching a factor of 1.7 at 4 Hz. There is a small wave-like increase reaching a
factor 1.1 at 8 Hz and an additional increase at 20 Hz at the head attaining a value of
1.8.
In the second case:
The only increases which can be demonstrated are at L 5 and L 1 reaching the factor 1.3
at 4 Hz. In practically each segment there is a demonstrative increase of the factor up to
1.4 at 8-9 Hz. In this situation the resonance at 20 Hz yields a factor 1.5 which is less.

In both cases it is possible to detect 3 resonance areas. The apparent fact is that the
increase at 4 Hz for the entire body at the spinal column is very insignificant, especially
at L 5 and L 1. The isolated measurements from the spinal col,,mn show an obvious increase
at 8 Hz.

For each of the individual measuring points in the spinal column a mean value was deter-
mined from the single curves derived from the 11 subjects. They are determined in the
standing and sitting position. These curves only represent the response of the spinal
column which was measured by the amplitude of the sacral bone to the corresponding spinal
column segment.

While standing, measured at a frequency of 4 Hz, L 5, L 1 and C 7 showed a marked increase
of acceleration, as a result of augmented strain. The increase at 8 Hz is qualitatively
equally large, the difference is not significant. This demonstrates that the thoracic spine
is set into motion together with L 1 en d C 7. At L 4 and especially at the head there is
only a minimal increase. The vibrations at these levels are well absorbed (fig. 9).
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HUe4 SUJECTS: STRNDING ERECT REF.:OS SACRUM
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fig.9: Average frequency response
Human subjcts: standing position
Reference point: as sacrum

The sitting position demonstrated that the increase at 4 Hz significantly decreases, since
the body weight is less. Conversely the response of the spinal column vibration at 8 Hz re-
mains unchanged. It is not possible to interpret reliably the values beyond the frequency
range at 20 Hz. There is also an absorption for the head (fig. 10).

HUMN SULTECTS:SITTING ERECT REF.:OS SACRLJI

1.$

1.8 -- -

1.4

HM

L4

.4

fig.1O: Average frequency response
Human subjects: sitting upright
Reference paint: as sacrum

The first question can therefore be answered as follows:
It is possible to demonstrate 3 resonance areas at the spinal column from which the range
at 7-10 Hz can be designated as the independent resonance of the spine.

At the heed the vertically introduced vibrations are absorbed up to 40 % at every frequency.
The absorption varies at the different levels of the spinal column at the given frequencies.

Hypothesis II

Further investigation is required as to whether and how pathologically altered spinal co-
lumns can influence these results. This can be experimentally tested either in viva on sui-
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table patients or in vitro on spinal columns from autopsies. The reliability of the exami-
nation of patients seemed only to be of value in a prospective study.
First it was necessary to clairify whether the complicated biomechanics of the spine could

be reproduced in correlation to the response of the above experiment. The lumber spine ap-

peared suitable to us, also especially because of it's clinical relevance.

Procedure

During the pre-testing we used a constant potential at which however no resonance could be

determined.
The reconsideration that the masses overlying each spinal segment are more or less unre-

stricted in their mobility, led us to the idea to construct an experiment with frictionless
placed masses. The set-up of the experiment was devised so that the exerted force could
simulaneously be measured cranially and caudally (fig. 11)

Li- -- o .dd.
E ITT M load

vrfraitoo-

load
Mass.

L .... load

vibratioen

The appropriate masses, correlating to the body weight accordi.Ig to how NACHENSON (1969)
had calculated the exerted force on segment L 3, revealed an increase above factor 4.

By using a 35 kg load we created a similar transmitting situation for the lumbar spine
which was an adequate adoption of the in vivo situation. The results are presented here
logarithmically. The lumbar spine by itself without any other body involvement reveals
now to only have a resonance range between 6-10 Hz (fig. 12).
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fig.12: Response of lumbar spine in vitro
reference point: os sacrum

In regard to this we conducted a total of 9 operative procedures to clairify whether these
would alter the response. We performed a one-side dessection of the pars interarticularis
at L 5. Here the operative situation and the x-ray to document the correct localisation of
the spondylolysis is being shown. Afterwards the lysis was performed on both sides.

Results

A one-sided lysis had no apparent affect. Conversely the curve representing the change of
the amplitude ratios shows a decline of increase at the side of the resonance for the dou-
ble-sided spondylolysis up to a value of factor 0,5 (fig. 13/14).
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fig.13: Operation: artificial fig.14: Difference of frequency-
spondylolysis ( L7-one side ) response,operation-type: spon-

dylolysis ( L5-one side )

Next a spinal column segment is fused, as was done here in this experiment between L 4 and
L 5 with a compression- or distraction spondylodesis. Compression at segment L 4 demonstra-
tes a decrease to 0.5 and at L 2/L 1 a greater increase also of around the factor 0.5. The
distraction even causes a stronger increase up to a factor of 1.0 onward from L 3. This im-
plies an increase of the amplitude ratio possibly up to 40 % that means an increased strain
on these segments (fig. 15/16).

fig. 15: Operation: artificial

distraction-spondylodesis
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fig.16: Difference of frequency response
Operationtype: distraction-spondylodesis

The following deductions can be made:
Throught the set-up of the tests it was possible to simulate in the experiment the in vivo
measured response, since the resonance values for the spinal column also resulted to lie
between 6-10 Hz. Fusions cause an increase of the amplitudes within the neighbouring seg-
ments and thereforeimpose an increased strain.

Conclusions

The human spinal column acts as a vibration system with attached masses when exposed to
forced vibration. The spinal column has the potential to absorb. Of the 3 demonstrated re-
sonance areas 4-5 Hz corresponds with the entire body and the area between 7-10 Hz repre-
sents the spinal column. The resonance at about 18 Hz can be representative for the head.

The absorption of the spinal column causes a decrease at the head up to 40 %.

Rigid segments like the pelvis or the thoracic spinal column as well as operative induced
fusions cause a build-up of vibrations in the resonance area at the neighbouring segments.
Therefore, these areas are exposed to an increased amount of strain and are most likely
subject to degenerative changes. The development of the set-up of reproducable conditions
for in vitro examinations of spinal response to sinusoidal G -vibration was achieved. The
experimental set-up enables the possibility to examine furthbr questions.
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DISCUSSION

SANDOVER, UK: I'd like to congratulate both authors (Papers Nos. 16 and 17) on the very dif-
ficult pieces of work they are doing. Those of us involved with ordinary measurements of vibration
transmissibility from the outside find it bad enoughl but when you start getting onto the vertebrae, it
ia very very difficult indeed. Professor Dupuis showed some time ago that there is a lot of bending at
the vertebrae, and I wonder how you took this into account. From the description here, you assumed
that the vertebrae were moving in one direction. Were you able to correct for the actual rotational
motion of the vertebrae?

RAGENA, GE: I described this method of measurement about two years ago, when I indicated that I
only measured it in the one direction. I didn't measure the rotational component, or the horizontal
component; only the Gz component.

WILDER, US: I'd also like to congratulate you on a very nice piece of work. Did you happen to
notice any effect of the local anesthesia on the response? I presume that might have been difficult
since the control for that type of observation would have to be unanesthetized.

HAGENR, GE: I can only add that I was the first person to have undergone this experiment. I
fell asleep on the shake table and the people around me cried out: 'What happened?", because some of
the responses on the T.V. were not quite right; so I woke up and we started over again. It shows that
there must be some muscle support to maintain the position. We got reproducible results, and we also
assumed some experimental positions two or three times to see if it was possible to replicate them. I
have to say, though, that I should have averaged the results as there are individual changes between
subjects.

LANDOLT, CA: Have you any explanation as to why Andersson (Paper No. 17) did not get the re-
sonance peak at 7-10 Hz that you did? Also, when you found that up to 40% of vibration was absorbed
from the sacrum to the head, was that in reference to standing or sitting positions, or both?

HAGER, GE: I do not have an explanation for why Andersson did not find this particular re-
sonance. The absorption of vibration was in reference to both standing and sitting.

WILDER, US: I didn't notice it on the schematic of your shaker, but did you also shake the
feet? Was the seat unit on which the subjects were sitting attached to a foot-support unit? I know
that Anderason's unit did have a foot support.

HAGEKA, GE: I didn't have a foot support.

WILDER, US: That my have introduced a rotational vibration in the lower limbs.

HAGENA, GE: The sitting positions in our experiments were stable. We had a fixed support on the
table, or had a free-standing support; and there were only differences when we had a free-standing sup-
port, because, in some manner, waves were introduced through the ribs.
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IN VIVO MEASUREMENTS OF VIBRATION TRANSMISSION

IN THE HUMAN SPINE

(An Abstract)

Gunnar B. J. Andersson, M.D. Ph.D.
Manohar M. Panjabi, Tek. Lic., Dr. Tech.

Lars Jorneus, M.S.
Erik Hult, M.S.

Although conclusive evidence does not exist, there are many epidemiological
surveys suggesting an increase risk of low back pain in persons exposed to vibrations.
Theoretical calculations indicate that spinal motion segment components can be stres-
sed by whole body vibration exposure to the degree that fatigue failure can occur.
Further, it is also known that vibration can interfere with disc nutrition.

Several studies have been published in which the response of the trunk as a
whole to vibration was measured. These measurements were usually made with a single
uniaxial accelerometer placed on the head of the subject or at some place on the sur-
face of the trunk. The output accelerations have then been related to the input, i.e.,
vibration transfer functions have been calculated. In this paper we report on in vivo
experiments in which vibration was measured in the three principal directions in the
sagittal plane with accelerometers attached directly to lumbar vertebrae in human vo-
lunteers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was performed on five healthy volunteers. The vibration exposure
was provided using a special vibration exciter that is based on a resonating system.
Using this exciter the subjects were vibrated when sitting with sinusoidal vertical
accelerations of 0.1g and 0.3g (0.98 and 2.94 m/s 2 ) in a frequency range from 2 to
15 Hz. Vibration along the spine was measured at three different points, two lumbar
vertebrae and the sacrum. Measurements were made with the plane motion acceleration
transducer (PAT), consisting of three linear accelerometers mounted in a special
configuration on an aluminum fixture. The transducer was mounted on a K-wire which was
inserted into the spinous processes and the sacrum. The PAT accelerometer measurements
were validated using several fresh cadaveric functional spinal units mounted on an
electro-mechanical vibrator.

The vibration amplitude, which was measured by an accelerometer placed on the
seat, was kept constant while the frequency was varied in several steps from 2-15 Hz.
At each step, ings were made for about 30 s. The output from each PAT was transformed
to its corresponding vertebral body. This was done using a mathematical model with the
help of measurements taken from lateral photographs of each subjects as well as a late-
ral x-ray of the spine. Transfer functions were then calculated and defined as the ra-
tio of the vertebral or sacral acceleration in a given direction to the vertical seat
acceleration. Bins-values were used in all analyses. Temporal relationships between the
vertebral acceleration and the seat acceleration were documented by measurements of the
phase angle. The subjects were sitting directly on a force plate and thus the vertical
force between the seat and the subject was also plotted as a function of the frequency.

RESULTS

The vertical acceleration transfer functions for the five subjects were quite
similar. They reached a peak value of about 1.6 at about 4.5 Hz, and decreased to about
0.5 at 7 Hz and then remained constant for the rest of the observed frequency range.
The transfer functions for the horizontal accelerations increased from about 0.2 to the
maximum of 0.8. There was no resonance along the horizontal translation within the fre-
quency range studied. Transfer functions for the rotatory accelerations show significant
variation in response between subjects. The curves appear to peak at about 5 Hz, close
to the resonance frequency for the vertical acceleration.

The phase angle for the vertical acceleration was throughout negative indica-
ting that the vertebral acceleration lags behind the seat acceleration. The curves start
at zero value and decrease to about -60 degrees at about 6 Hz, and then slowly increase.
Force measured from the force plate and plotted versus frequency yielded curves that
were similar to those for the vertical vertebral transfer functions.

Accelerations measured at the two vertebral levels (LI and L3) did not differ
significantly. There was no significant difference in the system response for 0.lg and
0.3g inputs.
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CONCLUSIONS

Pure vertical sinusoidal input to the body produces vibrations of the lumbar
vertebrae that are not only vertical but also horizontal and rotatory. The resonance
frequency of the lumbar vertebrae in the vertical direction was 4.5 Hz, in the hori-
zontal direction beyond the upper limit of the experiment, and for the rotatory motion
it was 5 Hz.
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RESUME

At'in d'dtudier Is propagation d'un choc mdcanique appliqud Sur Is colonna vartdbrale
d'un primate biojnstrumentd, lee auteurs ont ddvelopp6 un systbme de commands numdrique
du signal de choc. Disposant d'un accdldrombtre Implant6, i eat possible d'imposer, mu
point d'implantation, tine fors tesporelle d'accdldration choimie par
1'expdrimentateur. L'excitation mdcaniqua eat eftectude h l'aide d'un pot vibrant
dlectrodynamique sur lequel eat fixd Ia base du sibge de contention de Il'nlmal. La
signal 6lectrique envoy6i mur Ie pot vibrant est calcul6 numdriquesent par un
mini ordinate ur.

Le systbme calcule un filtre compensant exactement lea caractdristiques du systbme
gdndrateur de vibration. 11 tient 6galement compte des caractdristiquas dynasiques de
Ia structure biologique.
Cette technique repose Sur 11hypothbse de llndarit6 at d'invarlance done Ie temps de

Ia structure biologique. Toutefois, Il'nvarianca dana Ie tempa nWest ndcessaire qua sur
des intervalles de tempa brafa. De msme, du fait de l'algorithme rdtroactif utiliagl,
une parraite lindarit6 nWest pas ndcesmmire.

La mdthode, sea lialtes et lea moyana ala en oeuvre mont expoads. Las rdaultatm
obtenus mont rapportds.

INTRODUCTION

La but du travail prdaent6 eat de mettre mu point un aymtbme susceptible de permettre
l'mpplication h una structure biologique - dana Ia cam d'empbce una colonne vertdbrale
de primate - une excitation raprdsentda par un aignal tranaitoire, h transmission
solidienne, parFaitamant connu at parraitement reproductible, en particuliar Sur la
forme d'onda.

Lilntdrlt de ce travail me ddvaloppa tant mu plan de Ia physiologic fondamentale,
qu'au plan de Ia physiologie appliqude h Ilergonoaie adronautique ou plus gdndralemant
h l'ergonomie dem moyans de transport.

Intdr~t en physiologic fondamentale parcequ'll eat indispensable, pour caractdrisar
Ia comportement dynamique d'une structure, dWen connattre sm rdponse imputsionnelle.
Las rdsultats obtenus lorsqu'un choc eat appliqud mu nlveau du macrum, par
l'intersddiaire d'une broche visada mur Ia race antdrieure de la vertbbre, ont dt6
prdmentds & Ia rdunion Agard qui a'eat tenue At Cologne en myril 1982 (1). Ic travail
qua nous rapportons aujourd'hui eat une dtmpe auppldmantmira puisqu'alle noum permet
d'appliquer Ia choc par vole externe.

Intdrlt 6galemant en physiologIe appliquda puicque noum smses maintenant en mesure,
graice au systbme qua nous avons ddveloppd, d'mppliquar aux individum dam mignaux
racucillim aur Ia mite. 11 s'aglt dvidemment dam Facteurs d'mgresmion physique de
Ilenvironnament - chocm, impacts at vibrations - tranamia aux individus mu courm de
ddplacements de vdhlculas, de transports, ou do combats, adriena ou terreatrem.

I - POSITION DU PROBLEME

1.1 - CHOIX DU SIMULATEUR

11 exists diversem mortem da machines d'esaai mu choc, c'est-b-dire de dimpositifa
deatinds h soumattre un mymthma 6 dam choca micaniques commandim at reproductiblem. La
norma NF E 90-001 nb 328 diatingue une dizains de types de machinem. Parmi callem-ci a
trouvent lam aymthmes 6 action puremant mdcanique i gravit6, remmort, plan inclind,
etc ...* Ces mysthmam donnent dam formem temporelles (profile) d'accdldratLon
raproductiblem maim imposiss par construction at de forms simple. Par contra, loraque
Von deire raproduirs avec prdcimian Ia forms temporalls d'un signal d'aecdldrmtion
quelconqus, mauls lam aymtbms hydrauliqus ou dlectrodynamiqus psuvent convenir car
it eat possible do modular 6lectriqusment lea forces dynamiqus exercds par
l'excitatsur our Ia structure teatde.
Le C.E.R.M.A. dispose d'un pot vibrant dlectrodynamiqus de marqus Bruel at Kjmer

conatitud dun corps dlsxcitation type 4802T associd 6 uns tlts d'excitation 4818
at h un amplificateur 2708.

1.1.1 - Principe do fonctionnement d'un Dot vibrant dlsctrodynamious

In pot vibrant diectrodynamique comprend mchdaatiquement (figure 1)
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- un corps d'excitatlon orient un champ magnitique (B) h 1'aide dun courant continu
circulant done une (ou deux) bobinea,

- une t~te d'excltatlon, interchangeable, conatituis d'une table permettant de fixer
Ia structure 6 tester, d'une suspension et d'une bobine mobile as ddplagant done
l'entrefer du corps d'excitation. La bobine eat parcourue par un courant de
commando (I) iaou d'un amplificeteur do puissance.

Le force crdo eat donnde par Is Sulwoo -pirmi
loi do Laplace t Sueinin*Wrgut

ou F eat Is force en Newton*
8 Ilinduction megndtique ilbn 9dm

en Tesla (ou weber/m)
I Ie courant en empbre

et 1 Ia longueur du fil cons- E
tituent Is bobino mobile.

- un amplificateur do puissances
celui-ci pout fonctionner solon Figure I i Principe de construction d'un pot
deux modes svibrant ilectrodynamique

a n gdnirateur de tension. Le grandeur topoaie h is structure testis eat is
vitease ou lee grendeurs proportionnelles : accildration et diplacement.

. en gdndreteur do courant. La grandeur imposde eat alors is force (F = 811).

Un tel tranaducteur (avec son dlectronique associde) prdsonto Il'vantege d'atre
sensiblement linimire en amplitude. Par contro, as riponse en frdquence eat complexe du
felt do phinombnes de risonence ot do linteraction avec Is structure soumise aux
vibrations. Une mice en forms du signal de commando eat donc ndcessaire pour exploiter
au sioux lea possibilitis du traeducteur.

1.1.2 - Caractdriotiguea du pot vibrant

Los carectdristiques principales sont lea suivantosI - force maximale ddvoloppde t 1780 N.
-Diplacemant maximal 0,75 inch colt 19 mm cr~te h crbte.
-Viteso maximale 1,27 rn/s.
-Macse do l'ilimont mobile 1,93 kg.

-Puissance fournie par Ilamplificateur 1200 VA our 0,6..

Coo limitations sont ressembldes
00 our un schdma (figure 2)

4 prdsentant lee caractditiquos
dynamiquec (en rdgime

o a - - kWI sinusoidal) du pot vibrant.
LWNOU .iin En trhs bass friquonco

% !.2?.p - Aoft-'0' 1% * (friquenco infirieure & 20 Hz),
I ~ Is diplacement maximal autorici

JO - O/ 7m .Iike limle Il'ccdidration disponible
I -(TzW x). Au deib do 20 Hz, is

as A .h limitation provient do is
7- viteas. Plus haut encore en

I Aes -o , & A 34.3k. frdquonce, is force disponible
___________limits Il'c-cdliration (1*0o/Ilq3

- --z: 94 g pour uno table nue).
Le syst~me Cmase 250 kg) eat

Figunre 2 kA

113-Esal en transitoire

11 a'agit do reproduire, non pas simplomont Ie spectre frdquentisi d'amplitude
d'un signal, msa igalement Is forms tomporolle du signal. Une battense do filtree
passe bands permottrait aimplement-d'obtenLr un signal micaniqus dont Is module du
spectre aurait Is forms demandie, Maie Is forme tomporelle no pout Stre obtenue sinai,
car cots technique ignore lee caractistlqusa do phase des filtres.

La solution eat do remplacer Is battense do filtres par un soul filtre compensant
exactement, en module et en phase, lee caectfirietiqus fniquontiellos du pot vibrant
et do Is structure testis. Souls une rdaliestlon numdrique do ce filtre permet do
parfattsunt contrbler non soulament is module, as dalement Is phase.

Si I. spectre d'amplitudo d'un signal eat une notion bien connus, cs nWest pas Is cam
pour Is spectre do phase. Et pourtant, is coliEi do 1i'nformation concernant Is signal
y oat contenus. Ainsi, dons un systims numinique d'mnelyae do Fourier, al is fonction
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f(t) eat connue en N points, Is spectre d'amplitude eat connu sur N/2 points. Le
spectre de phase eat dgslement connu en N/2 points.

La figure 3 prdsente deux signaux
pdriodiques syant le mime spectre

hd'amplitude. Les spectres de phase sont

diffdrents. Les formes temporelles des
signeux sont profondiment diffrentes.

Tm L'importance d'un contr8le rigoureux du
* module et de Is phase du filtre &

interposer pour mettre en forme le
signal d'excitation dtant sinsi dtablie,
il nous reste h comparer lea rdponses
obtenues en rdgime transitoire evec et
sans filtrage numdrique.

Ante r La figure 4 prisente un example de

reproduction d'un signal en dent de
scie. Ce signal provient d'un gdnirateur
dilectrique (figure 4s). Au travers de

1t l'amplificateur de puissance, le signal
eat envoyd sur le pot vibrant.

'" La figure 4b prisente l'sccildration
2 24 1 1 1 * mesurie sur le pot vibrant. Le signal

re,= .,- reproduit eat diform6. 11 a perdu as
symdtrie temporelle, le crbte ndgative

Ph eat deux fois plus importante que ls
crbte positive, i y a apparition d'une
oscillation parasite lantaisent

II dicroaissante.
La figure 4c prdsente l'accdldration
(mime pot vibrant 1) obtenue eprbs miss
en forme, par traitement numdrique, du

* s signal de commande. Cette fois,
1 2 14 I 2 2 4 6 l'accdldration recueillie a Is mime

forme qua le signal & reproduire. On
notera toutefois is presence d'un Idger

FPe3.-RfWnutcntuIwtdoexs.mx O-.,-sAMconW sotn,,l,,,,, Q*, bruit present sur touts ls durde du
wb do Mw idOure signal.
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II - CONNANDE NUNERIQUE i PRINCIPE - UNMITES - SYSTENE DIE TRAITENENT HIS EN OEUVRE

2.1 - FONCTION DE TRANSFERT DU POT VIBRANT

Le pot vibrant pout Atre moddlied sous forms dune "bolts naire" prdsentant une
entrde (tension diectrique e(t)) at uflO sortie (accdldration YMt de Ia table
vibrante).

Si h(t) sat Is rdponse impulsionnelle du pot vibr nt. Is relation a iatent entre
l'entrde at Ia sortie t h )a '
c est-&-dire : T(t) (t h (t) -M

ou * oat is produit do convolution.

Cette Equation s sim pl is 1 0 aqua l'on passe dans Is domains rrquentiol.

o Mf at '(f sont lea tranarormdee 1)o fourier et e M(t) otr

H Mf XL eat Is fonction de transfert du pot vibrant

o M#, Y M) et H (f) sont des nombres complexes.

En rdgime sinusoidal, Is module do HM' eat 4q51 eu rapport des amplitudes de 1'eccdl-
dration par Ia tension. Le phase de H Mf est dgale au ddphesae existent entrs l'ac-
cdldrotion et is tension.

Le thdoris mathdmatiqus et trbe puissante car Ia relation I st valabis quelle quo
soit Ioexcitation e. Ceile-ci nWe pas bosom d'Atre sinusoidale.

Los figures 5 et 6 prdssntent un example do fonction ds trensrert du pot vibrant. Sur
Is figure 5 ramends en abscisse h une bands d'analyse 0-100 Hertz on lit en bas lee
variations du module en ddcibel n = 20 log f~jau contre lea variations du ddphasage en
degrda, en haut Ia valour de is ronction de e-cohdrence. Cotte dernibre dont Ia valour
eat n~cessairement comprise ontre 0 et I renseigno our Is qualitd do Is meaure (rapport
signal our bruit) ainsi queocur Ia lindaritd de Ia structure test~e. On voit quo lee
courbee do module et do phase sont trbe rdgulibres. Cs nWest pas Is coo our Is figure 6
oZ Is domains do friquence analysE a'Etend jusqu'h 2000 Hz.

~e. soPhase 9/A

(des)

-186. B.
"odule B/A

28.00

(do) 10H

FONCTION DE TRANSFERT DUJ POT VIBRANT (AVEC CtAa

Figure 5



189.66~* -. Phase B/A

(deg) '

S;d *14 -.

59 9 - -

0.6-

SFiur 66

2.2TIO PRNCE DRESER LAJ POTVIRAT AVC NA

Le problLme de La commands num~rique en r~gime trenaitoire peut aldnoncer sinsi

tQuel signal raut-ii appliquer h i'entrde du pot vibrant pour obtenir une acedldration
donnide ?

LaE rdponse eat immddiate dons Is domains trdquentiel

Pour revenir au domaine temporel, ii taut calcijier Ia tranatormde de Fourier inverse
des deux meabres.

11 vient : U) 4 (F m

La~ mdthode ndcessite donc lea calcula suivents (rigure 7)

- transtormde de Fourier dui signal d'accilldration ddaird,
- ddtermination de to fonction de transfert,
- multiplication de Is fonction de tranatert,
- multiplication dens le domains rrquential de par,. pa
- tranatormile de Fourier inverse. 6nI

Tous ces calcula ne peuvent 8tre erfectuda qu'aprbs numdriaation des signaux. Un
retour en analogique eat dvldemment ndcessaire pour attaquer Ie pot vibrant.

U05WA&.j,filF UIRF FOI8TION DR TRAMSRT INVaIEW
PILTIGA AAIMPLIMANTDE CELLE 04. POT VEMANT

CONVERSMO ANALOGOUSS NgREIOUE()
AID

CALCUL Of LA IIAIIOkE Of FOURIER

MULTIPLICATION DARES LE OOMAIME FRIOUENTSEL

CALC ATASOO O URIE IW4M

0/A

FILAO PAM SAS
CHAINE qw

DC AWLIFICAbo 11% REUMII

1RAITEMEt4T NUMEAIOUE

PO VIRN
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2.3 - LES LIMITES

Ellea sont do doux sortos

-mdcaniquos, co sont lea limites du pot vibrant lui-m~me : diplacement maximal,
vites.e maximals, etc...* Ceci a dtd abordd au paragraphs 1.1.2.

- Nethdoetiquost I. systbme physique doit Atre continu, invariant dana Is temps et
lindairo. Coin trois conditions mont ndcesseires pour quo be systb.. puisses Stro ddcrit
par un opiratour de convolution. Si pratiquement tous lee syetimes physiques sont
continue, it nly a aucuno roison pour quo Is structure soit invariants et bindaire.

2.3.1 - Invariance temporelle

It seagit do 1'invoriance des ceractdriatiques du syatboo. Au coo o6a colle-ci no
aerait pas vdrifide, ii eat toutefois possible d'edaptsr Is mdthode au cas A~ lea
variations sont lentos. 11 outfit de prondre en compte JIdvolution do Is tonction do
trenafert au moyen d'estimations rdpdtdea dens Ie temps. La variation sore considdrde
comae lents si e110 eat du mime ordro quo Ie tempo do boucle du syatbme (temps nice.-
sairo pour calculer Is nouvelle fanction de transfert et dleborer Ie nouveau signal de
commands).

L1'volution temporelle de Ia ronction do transfert pout Stre duo 6 l'dchauffement de
certain.. parties du aystbme, dventuellement 6 son umure, voiro sa rupture. Dens Ie
cadre d'uno oxpimentotion animals, 116volution pout 6tre due h une modification do la
raideur ou de Ia posture du aujet d'expdrience.

2.3.2 - Lindaritd

La lindaritd en quostion oat cells du pot lui-m~me ot 6galemont cell. de la
structure testie. N'importo quol aymthmo physique a un domain. de lindaritd limitd. Un
simple ressort dlastique trhs fortement dtird voit so raideur so modifier.

Mathdmatiquemont, Ia fonction de tronsfort d'un systbmo non lindaire n'exiote pa.
Physiquement, on pout pourtant approcher un tel syatbme par uno fonction do transfert
roprdsentant une approximation lindairo d'un phdnosbne non lindaire. La fonction de
transfert est clara appelde fonction do transfort cohdrento. Un. toll. technique
associde & une mloe h jour do l'estimstion au cours do l1augmontation des niveeux
d'oxcitation, pormet d'obtenir do bons risultata our des syst~mes faibbement non
lindaires. Toutefoia ceci s fait en utilisant une mdthode pronant beaucoup do temps de
calcul. Cela impose 6galement des contreintes mdthodologiques qui sont exposdos dana le
chapitro 111.

2.4 - LE SYSTEME DE rRAITEt4CNT NUMERIQUE

Le syatbae ddveloppd au C.E.R.M.A. eot organied autour d'un mini-ordinateur 16 bits
POP It 34 do chez Digital Equipemont (DEC) pilotent un enslyseur do apectres bivoies SD
360 de chez Spectral Dynamics.

2.4.1 - L. mini-ordinateur PDP 11-34 .t son etbme

Le systimo eat principalement constitud d'unitds do disque, do dioquetto, d'uno
imprimante et d'uno console do visuslseation. La mdmoire contrals eat de 256
Icilooctets, i1 exists une carte do celcul on virgule flottanto. On dispose d'uno cart.
do conversion numdrique enelogique et analogique numdriquo 12 bits sinai quo d'une
cart. interface IEEE 488.

Un systbmo appoli "attdnuateur et roteie programmable" a dtd ddvoloppi autour d'uno
carte interfaco Spectral Dynamics 13209 pour exploiter Ie plains dynamiqus (12 bits) du
convertiaseur numdriquo analogique ettaquant Il'mplificateur du pot vibrant. Lee relais
progreimeablos permettont do. sicuritis ompichant d'oppliquor un signal au pot vibrant,
en dehors des intervallee do pilotage. 11. permettont igelemont l'itablissoment
automatiquia du cabbage.

2.4.2 - Analvsour de Spectre - Spectral Dynamics SD 360

Cot analysour do Fourior, deux voios, traveille en temnpa riel jusqu'& 15 kHz. 11
poesbde deux mimoires d'ontrdo do 1024 points ch acune; L'a preil perinot, notamment, 10
calcul do. transformies de Fourior directes (Tochnique F T, ou inverses, minai quo 10
calcul des fonctions do trensfert. L'snobyaour est iquipi do doux convertiseurm
anelogiques numiriques 12 bits. On pout igalemont y entror directemont on numiriqus,
tous lee 6changos d'informationo entre Ilordinatour at b'analyaour do spectres sont
possibles.

III - REALISATION DU SYSTEME DE COMMANDE

3.1 - Ditormination do ba promibro fonction do tranafort osractdvimant lo pot
vibrant ot Ie structure & tenter

11 a'agit do ditorminor Ie plus pricisdimoent poaaible, Ia tonction do tranafort.
Si collo-ci oat Idgbromont bruitdo, 10 aignal de commands risque d'Stre compliment
porturbi puiaqu'il eat obtonu par uno opdration do diconvolution. Cotto ditormination
sot ainsi un point critique de la mithode.
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3.1.1 - Les divers types d'excitation,

II exists de nombreuses possibilitda pour le choix du signal d'excitation
baloage sinusoidal, impulsion, aldatoire. De toutes fagon, Ie comportement du pot, ni
celui de Is structure & tester, n'Etant pas connus, le signal d'excitation doit avoir
un spectre d'amplitude constant dons Is bonde de frdquence 6tudide.

- L'utilisstion d'un balsyage sinusoldal eat Is m~thods Is plus pr~cise pour lea
systhmes lindsires. Elle West toutefois pas facile h mettre en jeu sur ordinateur et
slo eat trbs longue.

-La mdthode impulsionnelle, par contre, est tr~s rapide. Elle nWest pas adapt~e s'il
y a des non lindaritia, csr celles-ci sont alora excitdes & coup sOr. D'une fagon plus
gdndrals, le rapport signal sur bruit obtenu est m~diocre car il n'y a que trbs peu
d1Energie isise en iou.

- L'excitation aldatoire eat trbs adduisante. Rapide et peu sensible sux non
linderitds, elle est toutefois trbs dif'ficilo 6 mettre en oeuvre aur ordinateur. Elle
ndcessite en effet de nombreux brassages de donndes.

- L'excitstion pseudoaldaldatoire eat facile & mettre en oeuvre. Son utiliastion est
encore plus rapids. Quoique momns adaptde aux systbmes non lindaires, cette technique
eat cells retenue pour notre systbme de commando.

3.1.2 - Excitation oseudoaldatoire : qn~ration et int~rnt

Cette technique d'excitation eat appeldo h "variance nulle" ou SSG (synchronous
signal generation).

La signal eat d'abord gdndrd dens Is domains frdquentiel. Un spectre frdquentlel
d'amplitude constante est ddfini (bruit blanc). Lea phases do cheque composante
friquentielle (spectre de phase) sont choisies aldstoiresent entre 00 at 360 degrds.
tine transformde do Fourier inverse donne elora le signal temporal. La s~quence ainsi
crdde eat reproduite pdriodiquement. Le signal snalogique eat obtenu aprbs passage h
travers un filtre passe baa. L'hiatogramme d'amplitude obtenu nWest pas parfaitement
Gaussian. 11 prdsente una certaine structure fine (figure 8).

Si Is s~quence Etait rdpdtde
ind~finiment, son spectre no
contiendrait de l'Energie quo pour lea
points du domains fr~quentiel qui sont

~1~TTI~r~hnT111TFfriF]~contenus dana la version Echantillonde
~i~fI~t1Ij41-fr~i-----Kri~initiale. Pour a'spprocher do ce cas, il

11H suffit de rdp~ter Ie signal de telle
roaaWMW~M M AWU.rMW- MI. M.UMOM.u. sorts quo s durde totals soit nettement

:: a 1 updrioure (facteur 10 par example) 6 la
Wt plus longue pdriode contenue dens Ia

~t r version dchantillonnde.

111 INII IMT ltill L'analyso des signaux d'excitstion

WIN T M,(pseudo aldatoire) at de rdponse do Ia

1WR 101 1structure, as fait h Is cadence du
. I I U' convertisseur digital analogique. Cette

MOME 011t 1 1Hfi F , synchronisation permot le parfait calage
pip des frdquences analyades sur lea

frdquences prdsentes dens lea signeux.
110 41 U'llIIILlestiniation des fonctions de transfort

eat alors trbs rapido, du fait de
Ilexcellent rapport signal sur bruit, &
chaque frdquonce. Los mesuros moyonnos

I M1 HI Itf ii WMMIRINportent aur de longues durdes sont
....... inutiles. Par ailleurs, si Ie signal

tff IIR MI4 NM141- "'A"O pdrlodique pseudoeldetoire eat applique
: 41 OU GML-suffiament longtemps, Ie systbmo A

tester eat elorsaen r~gime permanent. So
11H reponse eat pdriodique at de m~me

A I periods qu2 l'oxcitation. 11 nWest plus
I ~,i~::: :. necessairo d'utiliser uno fenitre de

ponderation tomporolle do type Henning,
destinee h limiter lea effete do bord.
Le resolution spoctralo en oat alors
ameliorde.
Notons enfin quo Ia calcul effoctif de

Figure 8 Is fonction de tranafert eat effectud
par I'snalyseur bivoies Spectrel
Dynamics SD 360.

3.2 -ELABORATION DU SIGNAL DE COMMANDE

L'oatimation initials do Is fonction do tranafort pormet d'dlaborer une premibre

impulsion do commando & Il'sde dnla relation

o s TMf eat Ia traneorarde do Fourier do 1'impulsion temporelle ddsirde (calcul
offectud par Il'nslyaeur spectral sur 2 X 512 points).
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L'inversion de H Mr eat dvitde en eatimant divoctement non pas N Mf mas l/H(f).
L'estimation de l/I1(f') eat 6galement et'rectude en 2 X 512 points.

La multiplication dens Ie domains trdquentiel eat rdallsde done I'unit6 centrale du
miniordinateur POP 11-34. Ls risultat eat onvoyd sur l'analyseur spectral qui effectue
Is transformde do Fourier inverse. L'impulsion temporeile caiculde eat renvoyde vera
l'ordinateur. Elle eat slots disponible aux bornes d'un convertiaseur numdrique
analogique 12 bits at peut Stre 6galement stockdeosur un fichier disque, sinsi quo Is
configuration de tout Is systbas.

11 eat possible de s'arriter l& dens 1'dlaboration du signal de commando. Aprba avoir
traverad un filtre passe baa (Rockland 816 A) et un amplificateur h gain programmable
(Ralisation CERMA), Ie signal eat slots envoy6 our l'amplificateur do puissance.
attaquant le pot vibrant.

Toutefois, l'expdrience montre qu'il eat possible dldlaborer un deuxibme signal de
commends, plus prdcis, en observant Is rdponse du pot vibrant excitd 6 baa niveau, par
le premier signal do commando. L'amdlioration est alors due h l'af'finoment do Is
ditermination do Is ronction do trenstert du pot vibrant.

3.3 - t4ISE A JOUR DE LA FONCTIOJ DE TRANSFERT DU POT VIBRANT

Du fait de La pricision nicessairemont limitde des mesures, et do Il'xistence do non
linieritis, euasi foibles soiont ellba, 11 eat toujours intdressont d'affiner Is
fonction do tranafert en Is diterminant h I'aide de signaux aussi proches quo possible,
en amplitude ot en friquenco, des signaux quo l'on ddairo reatituer:
Soit une excitation initiale pseudoeldatoire offectude au mime niveau d'amplitude

quells quo soit Is frdquenco. Supposons, quo la structure testds posabde une
antirisonence h be frdquonce fO, be signal recuoitli our Is structure eat trba faible.
11 on rdsulte un mouveis rapport signal/bruit (S/8) d'o5 une mouvaise valour de Ia
cohdrence puisque cells-ct assure en particulier Is rapport S/B.

Si Is signal h synthdtiser n'a pas d'Inergie dens Is bands centrds autour do fO, Is
synth~se nWest pas perturbde. Sinon, 10 signal 6labord eat midiocro.

Dana Is cas 4~ la structure prisonte des nonlindaritds, cellos-ci aunt prises en
compte par cette technique. Ainsi qu'il a dti dit pricidemment, Ia fonction do
transfert d'un systbme non linisire n'existe pas. On en celcule touterois une
approximation, cells-ct d~pend do Is nature do l'excitation. 11 et donc important,
alors, do calculer une function appruchde dens lea conditions o5 l'on dolt s'en servir.
CVest & dire avoc uns excitation proche do cello quo V'on utilise pour le pilotage en
rdgime transitoiro. Si 1s non lindariti eat trbs impurtante, Is ronctlon de transfert
eat atfinde en plusisura tours de boucle, cheque tour correspondent h une augmentation
du niveau de Ilexcltation.
Le syatbae do commando ddveloppd permet done d'obsorver, dens une phase prdliminaire,

le riponse do Ie structure h une excitation impulsionnelle de mfime forms apectrele qus
cells quo lion vout restituer, mais do plus baa nlveau. Lo premier signal do commando
eat abors envoyd h -20 dB du niveou du signal rdel soit une attdnuation par un tacteur
10.

Une nouvelle function do transfert oat calculis h t'aide de l'excitatlon
impulsionnello. En fait, on envute 4 impulsiona 6 baa nlveau. Cadi est nicessaire pour
calculer Ia fonction de cohirenco correspondants (la cohdronce calculde on lasence de
soysnno effectude sur plusisurs aignaux est mathdmatiquement dgale h 1).

Une moyonne des deux fonctions de tranafert sat alors effectude sous certaines
conditions:

- at Is cohdrence do Is deuxibme fonction do tranatort eat infdrieure & une valour
sull choislo par l'opdrateur, aucuno moyenne West oftectuis. La deuxibme fonction de
transfort nWest pas prime en compte. En effet, Is premibre fonction eat calculdo avec
une excitation posadant un spectre plat. Elie eat done & priori la plus digne de
conriance car toutes lea frdquoncoa 6taiont excits.

- Par contre, si Ia deuxibme cohirence oat aupirisure au sull et sl la promibre eat
infdrieure h ce aouil, Is premibre fonction do transfert W'est pas prise en compte

- onfin, ei lee deux cohirsncoa aunt supdiurs eu aeuil, une aoyenno des modules et
des phases eat efoctuie. Toua cos celculs ot tests sont etfectuda friquonce aptis
ftiquonce. La moyonno pout to eoftectudeoCur un nombro quolconque do fonctiona do
tranafert. L'abgorithme eat bouclI. A chaqus tour do boucle un nouveau signal do
commando eat dlebori & partir do la dernibre function do tranatert ostimfis par ia
moyenno dicrits ci-doamus.

L'opdrateur d~cide do Ia sortie do Ia boucle lorequlil estline satiafaimants Is forms
du signal do commando. Troia toura do boucle mont gindraement suttloants. Ls signal
pout alorm Otto envoyd & son nivoau rdel, la fonction do tranatert itant stockie our
diaque. Dens le cam ou I. protocols expdrimental permot l'snvoi do plusieurs impulaions
au niveeu rdel, Is riponee do Ia structure eat dgaement prise on cumpto dena
bilalboratlon do Is fonction do tranetert.

Ramarqus

Le moysnno calculs eat du type oxponentillo. Uns tells moysnne permet Is mise
jour do Is fonction do transaert puieque Is cabcul eat offoctu6 en permanence. La
constants de temps correspondents et & ditsrainer per lopdrateur. Si Is myetbms sat
lindair. at Invariant dana Is tamps, lea dchantillona sont invariants ot Is function do
tranafert n'dvolua pam.
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3.4 - EXEMPLE DE FONCTIONNEI4ENT EN BOUJCLE

Un example de l'amilioration de is qualitd des signaux obtenus eat prdsent6 sur Is
figure 9.

A asignal d'accdldration ddairi

B :signal de commande calculd h partir de ia ronction de transfert mesurde avec une
excitation paseudoaldatoire. L'oscillstion parasite de trbs basse frquence
rdsulte d'une mauvaise ddtermination de is ronction de transfert intitiele.

C aRdponse (en accdldration) du pot vibrant

D Nouveau signal de commande disbord h partir d'une premibre miss h jour de Is
fonction de transrert prenant en compte Is rdponse de Ia lbre impulsion de
commande. 1'omcillation parasite prdcddente eat dliinde, mais ii en apparalt une
autre, sane doute masqude en b et c.

E : La rdponse du pot vibrant s'amdliore

Fa Nouveau signal de commands. Les oscillations parasites ne sont plus visibles.

G : La rdponae en accdldration eat aedliorde. On ne s'attachera pas ici A l'amplitude
du signal, celle-ci nWa 6td rdglde qu'approximativement par Ilopdrateur. Le
logiciel complet , ddveloppd pour i'dtude, permet 6videmment une calibration
automatique en niveau.
Finalement, deux tours de boucle mont ici suffimants pour mettre en forms le
signal.

IV - RESULTATS - DISCUSSION

Lea rdsultets obtenus avec des structures mdcaniques ant dtd pr46sentds dens lea
paragraphes prdcddents (figures 4 et 9). 11 rests b montrer la validit6 de Is technique
dans Ie cedre d'une expdrimentation biomdcaniquse.

Las risultats rapportds ici concernent des essais rdalisda avec un babouin (masse 8
kg) assis dens un sibge de contention fixd sur Ia pot vibrant. Lea courhes du has des
figures 10 et 11 prdsentent lea signaux que l'on ddsirs reproduire. Les rdponses
respectives du pot vibrant (courbes du haut) sant mesurdes au niveau de Is base du
sibge de contention. L'animai eat anesthdsid. L'enesthdaie associde h Ia contention
permettent d'obtenir une structure biologique relativement Invariants mdcaniquement. En
effet, un changement important de posture entrainerait des variations des parambtres
mdcaniques risquant de compromettre is synthbee des signaux.

Ce problbme de Ilinvariance temporslle a ddjb dtd abordd au paragraphs 2.3.1. Nous
constatons ici qua Ie risultat semble convenable.

Photos I et 2
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Figure 11
tee courbee du bee des figures 10 at 11 correspondent aux aignaux d'scildration quePon ddsire reproduire. Lee courbes du haut prdsentent lea aceldrations recueilliesour Ia base du systhme de contention do 1'animal.
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Une deuxibme adrie d'eaaai eat relises en essyant de reproduire lea mimes signaux,
cette tois, au niveau du secrum d'un babouin protonddment anesthdsid. 1e but eat
d'imposer une accdl~ration de fors dterminde en un point de Is calonne vertdbrale. A
cette fin, des accdl~rombtres miniatures sont implantdasaur Is colonne vertdbrale
lombaire de l'animal (photos 1,2). La technique d'implantation a fait 11objet de
publications antdrieures (2,3). Lee rdsultate eont prdsentda sur les courbes 12 et 13.

CONCLUSION

Une technique numdrique de traitement de signal a dtd ddveloppde afim de permettre le
contr~le de Is rdponse traneitoire d'une table vibrente chargde d'une structure
biologique.

La reconstitution prdcise, en laboratoire, d'un environnement vibratoire rdel et
rendue taisable. d

Dons 10 domaine de In biomdcanique, et dana Ie cadre d'une exp~rimentation aur un
babouin bioinstrumentd (implantation dun accildrombtre), il eat possible d'imposer, au
point d'implantation, une forme temporelle d'accdldration choiaie par
II expdrimentateur.
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PREDICTION OF LUMBAR SPINAL SEGMENT INSTABILITY BY CENTRODE PATTERNS

S.D. Gertzbein, M.D.,F.R.C.S.(C), Sunnybrook Medical Centre, 2075 Bayview Avenue, Room 3015, Toronto,
Ontario. M4N 3M5 CANADA. M. Tile, M.D.,B.Sc(Med),F.R.C.S.(C), J.V. Seligman, M.D., A. Kapasouri, B.Sc.,
N. Ogston, M.D., K.H. Chan, M.D.,F.R.C.S.(C), G.King, M.D., R. Holtby, M.D., J.D. Rubenstein, M.D.,F.R.C.P.(C).

SUMARY:

The centre of rotation defines motion of the lumbar spinal segment. It is an indicator of spinal
instability but since the motion segment does not move about a single axis, a locus of instantaneous axes
of rotation or a centrode is defined. Centrodes in normal cadaveric spines as well as those ;Ln
degenerative disc disease have been identified using moir4 techniques as well as by computer analysis of
small angles of motion. In this study 47 spines were assessed, 22 of which were evaluated with axial
loading. The normal centrode lies within the posterior half of the disc space, averaging 22 mm in 10
specimens. In the earliest stages of degenerative disc disease the centrode lengthens significantly
(average 116 mm). Moderate disc disease shifts the centrode inferiorly. Axial loading did not appear to
influence the centrode lengths or position. The technique is highly sensitive detecting 94% of the
abnormal spines as compared with only 25% detected by means of measuring excessive motion on flexion/
extension radiographs. This method is a highly reliable and quantifiable method of detecting early changes
in spinal motion in degenerative disc disease prior to the well recognized radiographic abnormalities.

(Key Words: spinal segment, degenerative disc disease, centrode).

The measurement of motion of human joints with small angular changes in rotation has been hampered by
inaccuracies of the techniques used (1,2,3). Panjabi (4) has pointed out that measurements of the centres
of rotation for small angles to date have been severely limited because of the large errors that result.
Since the measurement of the centre of rotation has been the common method of defining angular rotation
(2,3,5), the concept of instantaneous centres of rotation has been developed for the lumbar spine in order
to define the accuracy of spinal motion (6). By identifying the centre of rotation for each 3 degree change
in rotation for a lumbar spinal segment such as the L4-5 disc level, a series of centres is obtained.
Joining these points defines a locus which can track the movement of this complex joint. This locus of
centres of rotation is referred to as a centrode.

A technique derived from the use of moire screens was initially employed to accurately measure centres of
rotation for small degrees of motion in the lumbar spine (6,7,8). This method developed by Shoup (5) and
modified according to the criteria of Panjabi (4) proviles an accurate technique to locate the centres of
rotation for small angular changes, since three lines of intersection are utilized, two of which meet at
right angles. The technique was found to demonstrate a high degree of precision (reproducibility) and
accuracy (6), that is, within 1.85 mm of the true centre for mechanical joints constructed with known centres
of rotation and centrodes.

This method was applied to the L4-5 motion segment (7) to study patterns in the normal disc. Centrodes were
produced which were located in or near the posterior third of the disc and moved in a direction from
posterior to anterior and in some cases posterior again, as the spine flexed from full extension to full
flexion.

The technique was further applied to cadaver spines with segmental instability secondary to degenerative disc
disease (8). It was felt that by accurately measuring the degree of abnormal motion a better appreciation of
instability of the motion segment could be obtained. Twenty-eight motion segments at the L4-5 level were
classified into those which were normal and those which had minor, mild, moderate and severe radiographic
evidence of degenerative disc disease. Using the moir' method it was found that there was a statistical
difference in the length of the centrode between the normals and all other specimens with evidence of
degenerative disc disease. The average length of the centrode for the normal group was 21 mm, whereas the
remaining categories had centrode lengths as follows: minor - 127 mm, mild - 45 mm, moderate - 52 mm and
severe - 29 mm. The moderate group had centrodes which were more inferior than the other groups.

Because of technical problems associated with the use of moiri techniques, a new method was devised to
evaluate centrode patterns. This technique provides analysis of motion of the spinal segment by means of
accurate markers and computer analysis. Specimens were examined both with and without axial loading.

Computer analysis has allowed the detection of centres of rotation for angles as small as 3 degrees and is
more accurate since an accurate digitizer is utilized to check the position of the moving points (accurate to
within 0.1 mm). All calculations are done arithmetically reducing geometric errors. Nine independent
calculations for each centre of rotation can be done with the mean being taken to detect the average centre
and the use of X Y co-ordinates reduces the overall error and allows for greater reducibility. For increased
accuracy we followed four principles of measurement, as determined by Panjabi, to reduce error (4,10).
This provided an accuracy of less than I mm distance from the true centre of rotation with 95% confidence at
angles of rotation of approximately 3 degrees.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

The L4-5 motion segment was obtained from 47 cadaveric spines under the age of 60 years. Metastatic disease
or trauma excluded the specimens from testing. All soft tissues were removed except those maintaining the
bone/ligament integrity. The spines were preserved at -70 degrees centigrade until ready for use. Each spine
was graded for the degree of degenerative disc disease, both grossly and radiographically, and rated according
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to radiographic appearance. (Table 1). The spines were scored out of a maximum of 10 with normal being
0, minor degenerative disc disease having a score of 1-2, mild a score of 3, moderate 4-6 and severe
7 or greater. Discography allowed grading according to the description of Brown et al (11).

Prior to testing, the spines were thawed and mounted in a stainless steel assembly using dental acrylic
cement and screws. Motion was studied in a specially constructed rig capable of moving the joints
in a constant fashion by means of a motorized pulley system (7). Non-porous plastic wrap was used to
maintain the humidity around the specimen.

Loading was designed to allow motion in the sagittal plane limiting lateral motion. Axial rotation was
monitored. Forces were applied to the spine by wires powered by an electric motor and were recorded
on an on-line pressure transducer linked to a graphic display.

Radio-opaque grids were attached at the moving upper end and fixed lower end of the spinal segment to
find the position of the joint when the radiograph was taken. With the use of lead shielding the
x-rays were allowed only to penetrate the radio-opaque grids. In this way multiple exposure radiographs
were taken and motion of the grids could be followed. Movement from neutral to flexion and neutral to
extension was at the rate of 1 degree per minute, until the pressure transducer indicated the limit of
elastic stretch. At every 3 degree interval a radiograph was taken while the spine continued to flex
or extend, to avoid the phenomenon of creep. Kodak XX film was used to increase resolution. After the
spine run was complete a discogram was performed using 2 ccs of Hypaque solution.

Each of the first 25 spines were run by this method. The second group of 22 spines were divided randomly
into two groups. All of these latter spines were run four times. In the first group, two runs were
performed with no axial loading followed by two runs with 31.8 kilograms of axial force. The spines in
the second group were evaluated in a similar way except that loading occurred first. In this way the effects
of axial loading on the motion segment of the spine could be determined as well as reproducibility of the
centrodes with and without axial loading.

All radiographs were analyzed by means of a Hewlett Packard digitizer and computer. Centres of rotation
were performed by the University of Toronto IBM computer with an SAS program. Each radiograph was
positioned on the digitizer and a 0 point was set at the posterior superior corner of the L5 vertebral
body. Each marker grid and each successive position to which it moved was digitized. These points then
characterized the centrode for that spine. The data in the form of X Y co-ordinates was entered into the
computer program. Nine independent calculations for each centrode of rotation could be performed and the
mean taken as well as the standard deviation, which provided us with accountability of the accuracy. Once
the first point of the centrode was determined the computer program continued until all the points of the
centrode were identified. These connected points formed the centrode for that spine and the length was
then determined by the computer. There was some variation in the size of the specimen tested so a standard
length of L5 vertebral body of 4 cm was chosen for the antero-posterior dimension. The co-ordinates' points
were multiplied by the appropriate ratio for each specimen to compare the loci.

The average position of each centrode was determined by averaging the points in the locus to give an X and Y
position. The length of each locus was determined by the sum of point to point distances in order from full
extension to full flexion by the formula:

L =19 T where L = length in mm.

The statistical analysis compared the normal with the other groups with respect to length and position of
locus. As well the effect of axial loading was studied. Since there was a large heterogeneity (variability)
among the groups, the criteria for parametric testing, that is normality, were not fulfilled. Thus, the
nonparametric tests of Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon-Rank-Sum were performed on ranked data.

RESULTS:

Ten of the lumbar motion segments were normal. Ten spines demonstrated minor degenerative disc disease,
11 were mild, 12 were moderate and 4 were severely degenerated. (Table 2). The range of motion is noted
in Table 3. Note that in all the degenerative spines, excluding the severe cases, only 25% had an abnormal
range of motion (less than 12 degrees and more than 21 degrees). In the minor-mild groups where increased
motion would be expected, only 25% had an increased range of motion..

Normal spines traced centrodes in the posterior half of the disc comparable to the single centre of rotation
noted by other authors (2). The length was relatively short, less than 30 mm, with an average of 20.9 mm.
(Table 4). The direction of the centrode was consistent, passing from posterior to anterior and in some
cases posterior again as the spine moved from extension to flexion (Fig. 1). The pattern in the minor
category indicated that the centrodes were more complex and had a significantly increased length
(average 116 mm) (Fig. 2). In the mild group the length was longer than in the normals (average 78 mm)
(Fig. 3). The moderate group tended to be displaced into the inferior vertebral body approximately 10 mm
below the other groups on average. Length was similar to the other degenerative categories (Fig. 4).
The severely degenerated group had shorter centrodes (average 33.6 on), that is, the same range as the
normal spines. There were too few in this group and too large a variation to determine a trend in
position (Fig. 5).

Centrodes were ranked according to length and to their X and Y positions. The Kruskal-Wallis test
demonstrated a statistical significance between groups for their length of centrode (P< 0.005) and for
the Y position only in the moderate group (P<.01). The Wilcoxon-Rank-Sum test demonstrated that the
degenerative centrodes were longer than the normals (P<.0O01) and the degenerative loci were significantly
longer when each individual group was compared to the normals (P <.0l) except for the severe group (P> .25)

The centrodes of the moderately degenerated group were more inferior, located in the body of LS, and this
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was found to be statistically significant compared to all other groups (P<.OO1).

The effects of axial loading were minimal with the results demonstrating that the 22 axially loaded spines
were quite similar to the 47 unweighted spine runs. There were no significant differences in the various
degenerative disc disease categories. Axial loading tended to lengthen the centrodes, on average 7.5 mm
but this was not statistically significant. Furthermore, there was no significant change in the position
(1 mm). Whether the spines were tested initially without weights or with weights made no difference to
the length or pattern.

DISCUSSION:

It is assumed that degenerative disc disease results in early instability, that is, increased range of
motion (excessive motion) or erratic motion (increased translation). Although excessive motion can be
easily documented by flexion/extension radiographs, this form of instability may not appear in the initial
phases of degeneration. Furthermore, as degenerative changes proceed, any excess range of motion will fall
back to the normal limits as the motion segment stiffens. Hence, flexion/extension films may be negative
if done too early or too late. In fact, approximately 25% of the spines noted to be abnormal radiographically
had an abnormal range of motion (normal = 14-21 degrees) (12). Even within the subgroups of minor and
mild, in which one expects the most motion, only 25% had an abnormal range. Therefore, translational or
erratic motion of one vertebra with respect to another may be a more important factor in diagnosing
instability. This parameter (translational motion) is more difficult to assess. However, translation
relates well to the locating of the centre of rotation in the spinal motion segment. As noted in Fig. 6,
translational motion will result in significant changes in the location of the centre of rotation.

By plotting centres and comparing them with normal, one can obtain a more objective evaluation of the
abnormal excursion of one vertebral body in relation to another (segmental instability). Comparison of
a hinged joint, a normal spine and an abnormal spine motion segment allows one to understand the way in

which centrode patterns change with increasing instability. The hinged joint is a totally stable unit
allowing no translation for a single pivot point. Thus, flexion and extension will have one point as itscentre of rotation without defining a centrode. The range of motion wil have no effect as the joint is

completely stable without translation. In the normal spine, which is stable, the single centre of rotation
for the entire range of motion is in the posterior one-third of the disc (2). The lumbar motion segment
is not a perfect hinge joint however, and therefore allows some translational motion. Since the centre of
rotation will not be at one point, changes in position form a locus of points or centrode pattern. The
abnormal spines with relative instability demonstrate translational motion with possibly an increased
range of motion in flexion/extension. Each arc of rotation within the full range of motion will contain
a centre of rotation which is different in position from the next arc. Thus, the centrode pattern which
forms will demonstrate a centrode pattern which may be longer than normal.

Our data indicates that there is a difference between the normal loci and the different categories of

degenerative disc disease. In the minor and mild categories, significant abnormalities occur in the
centrode length, which allow detection of instability, in spite of the paucity of radiographic findings.
The length of the centrode is significantly greater than normal. These findings suggest that the main
abnormality of motion is erratic rather than excessive movement.

The moderately deteriorated discs also demonstrated a shift inferiorly of the centrode into the body of L5.
Axial loading had a minimal effect on the centrodes and repeated runs did not appreciably change the
length or position.

This technique has demonstrated that 94% of radiographically abnormal spinal motion segments are detected
by the centrode pattern method, as opposed to 25% using flexion/extension radiographs.

CONCLUSIONS:

The instantaneous centres of rotation for small angles (3 degrees) is accurate (within 1.0 m), reproducible

and rapid using this method. In normals, the pattern is located within the posterior third of the
intervertebral disc and measures approximately 20 mm. Degenerative changes cause an increase in the length
of the centrode independent of the range of motion. As degeneration continues to a moderate degree, the
position of the centrode shifts inferiorly to the L5 vertebra.

The technique is sensitive, detecting 94% of the abnormal spines, compared with only 25% detected by
flexion/extension radiographs. Axial loading had no significant effect oi the length or position.

ADDENDUM: CENTRODE PATTERNS IN NORMAL SUBJECTS:

The assessment of centrode patterns in vivo in normal volunteers has recently been undertaken for both the
L4-5 and LS-S1 levels (13). Twenty-one normal males, under the age of 32, were assessed for a total of
12 studies at L4-5 and L5-S1.

Because of technical factors it was not possible to employ the exact technique utilized for the cadaver
studies. The method was modified to obtaining 5 lateral radiographs of the patient from full extension
to full flexion and calculating the instantaneous centres of rotation for each arc of rotation of
approximately 3 degrees. Acetate tracings and contour matching techniques recorded the relative positions
of the vertebral bodies on each film. Multiple tracings of each radiograph combined with a digitizer and
computer were used to improve precision in the calculated centrode patterns.

Centrode lengths were found to measure 43.7 mm and 59.9 mm respectively for the L4-5 and L5-S] levels.
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The study demonstrated precise centrode pattern analysis for sagittal plane motion of the lumbar spine in
vivo. Inter-observer and same observer differences were minimal. Studies are now underway to determine
whether this technique will be useful as a clinical test in diagnosing early segmental instability of the
lumbar spine in patients with low back pain.
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TABLE 1 - RATING SYSTEM

Osteophytes 0 - Normal
1 -Small
2 - Large

Range of motion 0 - 140-210
1 ->210
2 -< 140

Disc/height ratio 0 ->34
1 - 25-34
2 - 17-25
3 -<17

Discogram 0 - Normal
1 - Grades I & II
2 - Grade III
3 - Grade IV

TABLE 2 - SPECIMENS

Normal 10
Minor 10
Mild 11
Moderate 12
Severe 4

Total 47

TABLE 3 - COMPARING ACCURACY OF RANGE OF MOTION VS CENTRODE - FOR DETECTING ABNORMAL SPINAL MOTION SEGMENTS

(courtesy SPINE)

ROM CENTRODE

N Abnormal Abnormal N Abnormal Abnormal

Minor 16 5 25* 1 20 95*
Mild

Minor
Mild 25 8 25 2 31 94
Moderate

* P<O.O1

TABLE 4 - CENTRODE LENGTH AND POSITION (courtesy SPINE)

Length in - Position in mm
(avg.)

X (avg.) Y (avg.)

Normal 20.9* 11.6 0.6

Minor 115.7 9.1 1.4

Mild 78.0 8.6 -0.6

Moderate 48.7 10.0 -7.8"

Severe 33.6 10.6 2.3

*The average length of the normal centrodes was statistically significant
compared with all groups (PC 0.001) except for the severe group (P 0.25).
The average vertical position (Y-co-ordinate) of the moderate centrodes
was statistically different from all other groups (PC 0.001).
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Figure 
- Non,,l Spine with Centrod, Pattern (courtesy SPINE)

T15 Minor

LU
Figure 2 - Mnor Degenerative Disc Dsease with Centrode Pattern (Courtesy SPINE)
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T27 Mild

Figure 3 - Mild Degenerative Disc Disease with Centrode Pattern (courtesy SPIN)

T8 Moderate

Figure 4 - Moderate Degenerative Disc Disease with Centrode Pattern (courtesy SPINE)
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D4 Severe
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Figure 5 - Severe Degenerative Disc Disease with Centrode Pattern (courtesy SPINE)

ROTATION TRANSLATION

Figure 6 - Movement of the centre of rotation is shown when rotation and translation
occurs at the motion segment. Note the large excursion Inferiorly of the
centre of rotation when translation occurs with rotation. (courtesy SPINE)
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Dh9cUsMON

DOMDEN, CA: Have you considered the centrode length in relation to back pain, since you show
that it increases for moderate or mild degeneration and then it decreases in severe cases? We know
that back pain is most common among those of middle age and tends to decrease in prevalence among older
people, although degeneration itself does increase. Were the more severely degenerated spines from
older cadavers, and would you be prepared to comment on the relationship between the centrode length
and back pain?

GZRTZBEIN, CA: We only had 4 specimens in our severe group, so it is hard to predict what the
real lengths would have been in that group. The fact that we are dealing with is that back pain is
more of a symptom than a disease. The causes of back pain are legion, so I'm 3ure there are many fac-
tors which will influence the centrode pattern. One of the most important, I think, will be muscle
spasm; and I think this test probably will not be very accurate for people with acute back pain because
a spasm will limit the motion and, therefore, increase the error of the technique. What I was inter-
ested in, when I first got started on this study, was to determine if I could pick out people who had
chronic back problems with very little radiographic findings, in order to determine if they were ma-
lingerers at functional overlay, or whether there was a real abnormality in the spine that we were not
picking up by the usual methods.

AEKERVEEKBN, NE: I have a question about the problem of abnormal movement in a population with
so-called symptomatic degeneration versus a population with asymptomatic degeneration. Could you com-
ment on that, and do you expect differences in the motion segment, as far as movement is concerned?

GERMZEIN, CA: I have tried to emphasize that this is just a test, and it has to be taken into
context with other factors. Obviously, the clinical assessment is probably the single most important
aspect. If the patient has back pain and other findings on physical examination, but minimal radio-
graphic changes, then this test may be helpful in identifying where the pain is coming from; but I'm
sure that there are a number of people walking around who have instability of their spine and don't
have pain. I can't explain as to why one person would have pain and another wouldn't.

AKKBRVEM EK, Nl: I don't intend to ask you that. You took a population of normals, but I want
you to take the next step: to take a population with mild degenerative changes, but without any his-
tory of back pain whatsoeverl and do the test again, comparing that population with a population of
patients with the same radiographical changes in the lumbar spine. That's what I'm interested in.

GERTZBEIN, CA: Well, we're going back even one step further than that now. We're going to take
normals in different age groups: under 35, 35 to 50, and 50 to 75 and get the normal values for that
group of people. That's the first step.

AKKEWI KEN NE: Do they have to have normal X-rays?

GERTZBEIN, CA: Yes; then, from there, we will have to look at those people whose X-rays we find,
incidentally, to have asymptomatic degenerative changes, and see what their central patterns look like
compared to the normals of that age group. So, it's an ongoing study, and this is one of the questions
that we would like to answer.

LANDOLT, CA: Now does total body radiation exposure in your technique compare with that used in
the standard method for measuring spinal segment motion through flexion/extension radiography?

GERTZBEIN, CA: When we did the studies on the volunteers, we used a technique which gave them
about 50% of the radiation exposure of a full set of lumbar X-rays. That full set includes flexion/
extension films: AP, lateral, and obliques. So, if we are worried about instability in a patient,
rather than expose them to that full series, we can get the same information with our technique at half
the radiation. The technique has some flaws in it, and we are now modifying it even more and getting
better quality films, but that has increased the radiation exposure from 501 to 66% of the normal
study. We are still well below the normal for our hospital, and our hospital gives about 50% of what
the community hospitals give in radiography for the spine. So, I think it's a safe technique.
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Qestions regarding back pain in different body positions and earlier sicklisting due to back
disorders have been answered by 5 093 men aged 23-47 (average age 37) who were about to do military field
service. Fifty-three per cent reported that they had had back pain at some time and 14 per cent stated
that they had been sick-listed for more than one month in all due to back trouble. A subeanple was
subjected to a standardized physical examination of the back, average examination time 9 min, and the
frequency and location of pain, stiffness or other impairmnts are given. §ubjects who experienced back
pain during field service and whose military post was physically heavier than their civilian occupation
had on an average lower iscmetric strength in abdominal muscles as well as in bec muscles than other
subjects. The physical examination of the lumbar spine was more efficient in separating subjects who
experienced back pain during military field service, than information on earlier sick-listing due to back
trouble and heaviness of the military post as compared to civilian occupation.

Disorders and impaired functioning of the back accounts for a conmiderable number of sick leave days
and thereby loss of production in Sweden (4, 5, 6) thus constituting a serious problem. These conditions
are often combined with and influenced by psychic, psydological and social factors (5). It is therefore
difficult to determine to what extent impaired back function is the main reason for sick-listing ascribed
to back disorders.

The back is exposed to a considerable amount of mechanical stress (11). A standardized physical
examination of the back mainly concentrated on mechanical function and tenderness in the different parts
of the spine has therefore been performed in order to assess the validity for prediction of work
tolerance during military field service. The predictive value of self-reported back pain history was also
studied.

Sweden has universal conscription for man and basic military training for 9 to 15 months, at the
approximate age of 20, which is as a rule followed by three 2-4 weeks refresher courses, to which men up
to the age of 47 can be draughted. This study was one part of an investigation regarding health
examination before military refresher training. The investigation was ordered by the Swedish goverrment
and was carried out by the Enrollment Board of the Armd Forces in oo-qperation with the Medical Board of
the Armed Forces.

The subjects were compiled from three studies carried out in different parts of Sweden: Southern
Sweden (S), Western Swden (W), and Bergalagen (B), (i.e. three of Sweden's six recruiting areas). (In
the following the areas/studies are referred to as area/study S, W and B reqmctively). All three areas
include urban and rural districts but area B includes re woodland than area S and W.

A representative sample (n-6649) misting of all 1m in the areas born on the fifteenth of any
month who were about to do their military field service refresher course received questionnaires.
Althoug Sweden ha universal onscription for men the sample is biased as mnn rejected at o onscription
or during basic training are excluded. Replies we obtained from 5 093 men (i.e. 76.6%) aged 23-47
years, with a mean age of 37 years. The ocurrence of back pain was studied in this group. Sub-samples
we then selected for further investigations. As the studies were rat exclueively concerned with back
pain and as the objectives varied samnelat between study 5, W and B the criteria for selection varied as
sham by Table I. One additional criterion was that participation in the examinations was voluntary.

Almost all subjects in the sub-sanples from areas S and W wmdsrwent physical eination of the back,
whereas the subjects fram area B were exmined nly if they had given an affirmative answ to the
questions Are you, or have you bew, suffering from back pain? The timber of subjects examined is given
in Table I.

A follow-mp study of back pain during the field service was only included in studies S and B, and
heze the mbrs were futher reduced (sm Table I) as som. subjects had ben1 allowed to postpon their
service. In addition sa ere declared tamorarily or permanently unfit for service, and finally sm
subjects did no return the follow-p questicnuaire.

1. BackPainh . Qumstnars including 8 questions on back troubles (Table I1) weS mailed to
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It. Standardized physical examination of the back was carried out by specially trained
physiotherapists acrigto a schem inc.luding the following:

(a) Tests of moility and tenderness. The tests were considered positive if the nobility was reduced
or if the mmw induced pain.

trg leg raising test, SLR (bilateral testing supine body position). The straight leg was elevated
up to 9dege feion in-the hip joint. If this nanoeuvre evked pain radiating 4istally to the knee
the finding was deoted "genuine". This pain is caused by stretching of the ischiadic nerve. A restricted
range of movemet (<90 degrees) not accmanied by the aforemueniond pain was denoted "not genuine". The
mosts commo cause of the "not genuine" SE test is that the hautring muscles are too short to permit 90
degree flexion of the hip. Palpation of the muscles during the test can confirm this.

join (supine body position). Restriction of movement was defined as inward rotation of the hip
joint (10 degrees, outward rotation 420 degrees or inability to extend the hip to 0 degrees.
Cervical sne. All mobile segments between the occiput and the thoracic spine were tested with the

patient sitting (8) The term "mobile segment" is used as a comprehensive term for mvable structures
between bo vertabras (7). If the finding was inconclusive the examination was also carried out in supine
body position. Both rotation (to the right and to the left) and ante- and retroflexion were tested.
The lumbar spine was tested using two methods, one implying more specific testing of isolated segmnts

than the other.

I. Specific testing (8) (side-lying position) during extension, flexion and rotation of each
mobile segirit. If pain was evoked and/or the mobility was restricted the test was repeated with the
person lying on the other side.

2. Stoddard's "springing test" (17) (prone body position with the lumber spine in lordosis
produced by a pillow placed under the chest). With her second and third finger placed on each side of the
spinal processes the physiotherapist exerted a vertical pressure on the spine. The main issue in this
test was to establish if the pressure induced pain, but the test also gave some information about the
elasticity and the mobility of the segments tested.

(b) Isometric strength of trunk muscles was tested with the subjects standing upright on a in-slip
material with the arms hanging loosely. when testing strength in (attempted) forward flexion a strap
comnected to a strain gauge transducer was placed around the dest inmediately beneath the axille. The
subject was then instructed to support the lower part of the back against a padded plate and to bend
forward as forcefully as possible, without jerking, for 2-3 seconds. The highest value obtained in 3-4
trials was recorded. When testing strength in (atteupted) extension the subject was turned around, thus
supporting the pelvis against the plate and the strap was placed around the back. Otherwise the procedure
was the same as for forward flexion. The transducer and the supporting plate were attached to a stand
(manufactured by Medicinska Apparater, Sadert.je, Sweden), and counterbalanced so that they could easily
be adjusted according to the height of each subject. The transducer and the recording and calibration
unit were nmnufactured by Bofors AB, Sweden.

IlI. Follow-up regarding back problem during field service. 1-2 amths after the physical
examination of the back the subjects served for three weeks in their respective posts within the army.
Depending on the actual post this meant different degrees of physical work and load of the back from
light to heavy. At the end of the field service the subjects answered the following two questions: Did
you experience back trouble during the field service? Was your military post physically heavier than your
civilian occupation? The answers to these questions were compared to the results of the physical history
of back pain.

ESLLTS

I. Back pain histoy•
The percentages of affirmative answers to each question regarding the beck and its function are given in
Table II. Fifty-three per cent of the subjects stated that they had had back pain, 28 per cent that they
got pain when walking and 14 per cent reported that they had been sick-listed for a total of more
than one mnth due to back trouble.

i. Phsical examination of the back.
In the cervical spine most positive findings were located to the cranial (C2) and the caudal parts (C5
and C6) (Table III). In the lumber spine most positive findings were located to the most caudal parts. In
the neck joints a combination of pain and restriction of nubility was more comon (8 cases) than pure
restriction of mobility (3 cases). In the rest of the spine pure restriction of mobility was dminant.
There was a good agreement between the results from the two methods for examination of the lumbar spine
(Table III). Of the 148 cases with positive findings at the specific test 131 also had a positive
springing test. In nost cases only one mobile segment was affected (Table IV) but findings inmolving 2 or
3 segments also occurred. The SLR-test was positive in 42 of the 113 cases in study B and 15 of these
wer "genuine", i.e. had pain radiating distally to the knee.

Isoetric atEMn in trunk muscles
Sifieantly l strength during trunk extension (p<0.05) was observed in subjects who stated that
they had been sick-listed for more than one month as compared to the other subjects (Table V). During
foewerd flexion no significant difference was shown between these two groups.

The force measured in trunk flexion and extension was on the average significantly lower in subjects
with abormal findings at the physical examination as acmpared to subjects with normal findings (Table
VI).

Subjects Who eXPrieNlc d back pain during the field service and whose military post wa heavier than
their civilian oomstias had on an average lower muscle strength in trunk forward flexion ((0.05) and
trunk bacAwrd extension (pcO.O01) than other subjects (Table VII).

III. Occerence of bedk durin field service in relation to (a) results of physical emination of
the bi, b earlier sick-listing ascribed to back trouble, and (c) heaviness of military tasks relative
to civilian ocompation.

As can be see from Table VIII the specific test of the lumbr spine is the factor that best predicts
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occurrence of back pain during field service. That examination gave correct prediction in 164 cases out
of a total of 197, i.e. in 83% of the cases. In Table IX the percentage of subjects with back pain during
the service are given for all coiinations of the three factors.

DISOSSION

I. Frequency of back paIn and inpaired back function.
The finding that 53% of our subjects stated that they had had back pain is similar to the 55% found in
men aged 25-44 with heavy manual work (6) and to the 61% found in male eiployees (average age 40 years)
of a Danish factory (15) whereas the incidence is higher than the 44% found in men aged 25-44 with light
manual work (6). Our finding of nearly 14% reporting aggregate sick-leave due to back trouble more than
one month is naturally somewhat below that found for aggregate incapacity for more than 3 weeks; about 17
and 28% for men aged 25-44 with light and heavy manual work respectively (6).

II. The clinical examination
The time required for the examination averaged 9 minutes. In cases with abnormal findings or impaired
function a considerably longer time was needed for additional examinations (e.g. examination of the
cervical spine in lying position and examination of the lumbar spine with the subject lying on either
side). It is essential that the time reserved for the examination is sufficient as the accuracy of the
results will otherwise deteriorate.

Screening of the hip joint was included as disorders of the hip joint can affect the back and
particularly the lustar spine. Roentgenographs were rot taken as the correlation between roentgenological
changes and back trouble is generally poor (6), although there are some exceptions.

In our study subjects who had relatively heavy military tasks and experienced back pain during the
service had on an average lower trunk muscle strength than other subjects (Table VII). Nachemson & Lind
(12) also found lower isametric abkdminal and back muscle strength in patients suffering from low back
pain than in controls, but concluded that this finding was probably due to pain inhibition or fear of
pain and a result of prolonged inactivity, i.e. detraining. They considered nuscle weakness to be of
minor, if any, inportance for the genesis of low back pain. This does, however, not exclude that strong
abdminal and back muscles are essential for the ability to tolerate heavy loads on the trunk. In
addition, it may well be that subjects with strong trunk muscles on the average exert themselves to
heavier loads than subjects with weaker trunk muscles, i.e. that the load/strength ratio is about the
same for subjects with high and low strength. This could imply that trunk muscle strength is of
izqrortance although not demonstrable in some studies due to their design. Prospective studies in which
trunk muscle strength is measured prior to the development of back trouble in subjects with different
load/strength ratios are thus desirable.

Chaffin (1) found that the job-related low back pain incidence rats was increased about three times
in groups of eployees on a given job if their average load/strength ratio was above 1.0 as compared to
groups with lower load/strength ratios. As that study like ours included subjects who had experienced low
back pain prior to the strength testing it does not indicate whether high load/strength ratio is a
prinary cause of low back pain or if it is a secondary effect. Furthernore, the period of observation was
only about one year and average load/strength ratios were used, whereas individual ratios would have been
preferred.

Further indications of the possible significance of muscle strength are given by Kendall & Jenkins
(9) and Lidstrds & Zackrisson (10) who in controlled studies found that isometric exercises gave better
results than flexion and extension exercises. Dalen (2) also stated that isometric training of abdominal
muscles was an effective treatment of back pain in young soldiers. Weakness of abdominal muscles my
limit the ability to increase the intra-abdcminal pressure, which otherwise is a msean of assisting the
spine in withstanding the forces acting on the trunk (for ref see 3).

The usefulness of strength measurements for prediction of back pain can be questioned as there is a
considerable overlapping between the frequency distributions of strength values for subjects with and
without pain as indicated by the standard deviations given in Table VII. Strength msasuremnts (trunk
backward extension), however, has been used for prediction of maxium loads in lifting (14) and might be
desirable when deciding if a subject is fit for a military post or a civilian occupation demanding
lifting and carrying of heavy loads. Measurements of trunk muscle strength might be more adequate than
measuremnnts of leg and arm muscle strength as it according to scm authors "is known that the legs and
the arms can carry loads far in excess of those which the forward inclined back can sustain" (14). This
assumption is supported by a study (13) in which subjects had to lift a 20 kg box 100 times in as short a
tine as possible, and where the tine required correlated better with isometric strength in forward
flexion and backward extension than with isometric strength in elbow flexion and knee extension. An
alternative approach to the problem is to establish "safe load levels" (3), i.e. loads that can be
handled by the weakest fit soldier without increased liability to report back injuries. Within the armed
forces it is, however, often more realistic to take advantage of the capacity of the stronger soldiers
than to decrease the weight of all heavy loads so that they can be safely handled by any soldier.

The study has strictly bee limited to "diagnosis". Therapeutic advising and treatnent were excluded
in order not to invalidate the study concerning the predictive value of the "diagnosis". A routine
examination system should, however, if possible, be conbined with therapeutic advising. The
physiotherapists found it unsatisfactory not to be given time or permission to advise the subjects.

III. FolleM_ study Re " back function durin field service.
All investigated factors, i.e. physical examination, earlier sick-listing and relative heaviness of
military post, orrelated with occurrence of back problems during the field service (Table VIII). The
predictive value of a negative test (P neg) was about the sae for all factors (82-89%), whereas the
predictive value of a positive test (pos) was highest for the physical examination, especially that of
the lubar spine. The average PV for the luabar spins, specific test, was significantly higher than the
average PV for civilian sick-leave )I moth (p<0.05) and relative heaviness of the military job
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(pc0.0Ol). Also when studying coffbinations of three reek factors (Table IX) it is evident that positive
findings at the physical examinatin is the main "risk factor". he rather low PVpos for earlier
sick-leave indicates that even if the history of a previous bout of low back pain probbly is the Wet
helpful ti;-off for identifying mn who will became low back disability cases (16), reliance on history
alone is not always sufficient. We think, in agreement with rowe (16) that a positive history should
trigger a back examination, especially when it can be suspected that the subject may digtort his own
medical history, intentionally or unintentionally, e.g. to get disability pension or to dodge heavy
military posts (or acquire a desired job). Back pain without oxmistent findings nay be a mnifestation
of a situation prublem (16).

It should be .Ihiasized that our subjects were not randomly selected. However, the selectional bias
was intentional and thought to be appropriate as the same method of selection - i.e. selection of
voluntary high risk cases by mans of a quetionaire - intended in the routine application of the
health examination that was recomen on the basis of the investigation.

As the objective of the study was to elucidate the possibility of predicting work tolerance, ideally
no subjects should have been discharged or transferred to a leas dfeasudng job, irrespective of the
result of the physical examination. For medical reasons, however, a few subjects with pronounced
functional disturbances had to be disharged or transferred, which moet probably mmns that the predictive
value is somewhat underestimated. Considering this and the fact that many subjects who at conscription or
during earlier service had coplaints about the back already bad been allocated to less demanding posts
or even been discharged, one should not expect very high predictive values for the factors studied.
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Table I.
Composition of sample and subeanples

Study

S W B Total

No. who returned questionnaire 1 790 2 102 1 201 5 093

Reason for selection
Back painsa  0 67 48 115

Other complaints 94 252 170 516
Controls without other caiplaints 100 0 0 100

Total no. selected 194 319 218 726

No. who underwent
Testing of back strength 194 308 212 714
Physical examination of the back 194 308 113 c  615

No. in follow-up study 139 0 58 197
a
Affirmative answers to questions 1, 5 and 8 in Table II. In study S no subjects were

selected because of back pains. However, 31 subjects selected for other reasons had
given an affirmative answer to question 8.
b

Cczplaints concerning circulation, mental status, digestion, kidneys or joints (other
than those connected with back problems).
c
Only those with an affirmative answer to question I in Table II underwent physical

examination of the back in study B.

Table II.
Answers to questions about back pain and back disorders

Study
S W B

Number of questionnaires answered 1 790 2 102 1 201
Total

Questions Per cent affirmative answers 5 093

1. Are you or have you been suffering 52.7 51.5 54.4 52.6
from pain in the back?2. Is the pain located in the back only? 29.6 90.1 24.2 24.4

3. Is the pain located both in the legs 18.0 30.0 29.6 25.7
and in the back?

4. Do you get pain when sitting? 22.1 23.7 26.1 23.7
5. Do you get pain when lying down? 18.5 20.3 20.6 19.8
6. Do you get pain when standing? 27.4 30.3 36.3 30.7
7. Do you get pain when walking? 23.5 28.3 32.5 27.6
8. Have you been sick-listed for more than 13.4 13.4 15.2 13.8

1 month in all due to back pain or
back disorders?

Table III.
Frequency and location of positive findings (pain and/or restricted mobility)
at the physical eyamination of the cervical and the lumbar spine in 308 men

( an age 39) fra study W

(The location is denoted by the cranially positioned vertebra. The number of
subjects with restricted mobility only is given within parentheses).

Cervical spine

C04Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

N. of findings 11(3) 19(13) 4(2) 12(8) 21(17) 22(16) 5(5)

Luftar spine

No. of findings at Ll L2 L3 IA L5

a) Specific test 1(0) 1(0) 6(5) 53(40) 100(69)
b) S pinging test 1(1) 1(1) 5(4) 48(29) 104(.53)
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Table IV.
Spread of the positive findings in 308 nen from study W

Number of cases with 1, 2 and 3 affected segments

No. of affected nubile segments

Findings in 1 2 3

Cervical spine 52 15 4

Iarbar spine
a) Specific test 135 13 0
b) Springing test 127 16 0

Table V.
Strength of trunk muscles (Newton, N) in subjects from study S in relation

to statements on earlier sicklisting

Earlier sick-listing

Significance of
41 o. (n=163) >1 o. (n=31) difference
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. between means

Forward flexion 717 216 680 206 p>O.15
Backward extension 895 259 790 271 p<O.05

Table VI.
Strength of trunk muscles (N) in subjects from study S in relation

to findings at the physical examination of the back

Earlier sick-listing

Normal findings Abnormal findings Significance of
( n=121) (n=73) difference

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. between means

Forward flexion 738 208 664 218 p<O,0l
Backward flexion 919 247 808 276 p<0l

Table VII.
Strength of trunk muscles (N) of subjects in study S in relation to occurrence of back pain

during field service and relative heaviness of military post as compared to civilian
occupation (- - military post equal or lighter than civilian occupation,

+ = military post heavier than civilian occupation,) (n=139)

No back pain Back pain

Relative heaviness - + - +

NWmber of subjects 68 50 8 13

Forward flexion
Mean 769 737 692 582
S.D. 220 190 186 198

Backward extension
Mean 933 923 941 674
S.D. 255 232 223 207
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Table VIII.
Occurrence of back pain during field service in relation to findings at physical examination,

earlier sick-listing due to back disorders, and relative heaviness of military post

+ = positive test, - = negative test. PV = predictive value.
PVpos = percentage with positive test who got back pain during field service

PVneg = percentage with negative test who did not get back pain during field service
Average PV is the weighted mean of PVpos and PVneg

No Average 2
Test Result Pain pain PVos PVneg PV X p

SLR + 12 9 57 80 15.67 <0.001
- 30 146 83

Hip joints + 10 13 43 77 6.20 <0.02
32 142 82

Cervical spine + 12 16 43 77 7.59 <0.01
- 30 139 82

Lumbar spine + 25 16 61 83 45.60 <0.001
Specific test - 17 139 89

Springing test + 23 24 49 78 29.94 <0.001
- 19 131 87

b
Earlier sick-listing due + 17 26 40 74 9.53 <0.01
to back pain - 25 129 84

Military post in comtparison + 26 61 30 61 5.93 <0.02
with civilian occugation - 16 94 85

a) All positive findings ("genuine" as well as "not genuine")
b) t'ore than one mnth
c) Heavier

Table IX.
Occurence of back pain during field service in 197 mn from study S and B

in relation to ombinations of three risk factors

Comb. Sick-leave Physical exam of Relation to Back troubles during field service
no. > 1 month lunbar spine military job Fraction Percentage

1 + + + 7/8 88
2 + + 5/6 83
3 + + 9/14 64
4 + - 4/13 31
5 - + 2/11 18
6 +- 3/18 17
7 - + 8/54 15
8 - - - 4/73 5

a+ = military job heavier than civilian ocupation
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SIkMARY

At enlistment 6.824 young men (mean age 18 years) answered a questionnaire concerning back trouble
(BT). Out of these 999 passed a standardized physical examination. A follow-up one to four years later
during the military service was done, including the same physical examination and questionnaire. The aim
was to study the possibility for predicting BT during this tine course and the correlations between the
variables at e-nlistment and at discharge. Several significant correlations were found. Fran the first
physical exalt. ation, the pain tests (springing test, coin test) correlated with the degree of back
trouble at d barge. The questions concerning 1) Absence from school or work and 2) Effect of ET on
every day Ii before enlistment ourrelated with the degree of BT at discharge. The highest predictive
value, 39%, was shown from the answer to the second question. The answer to the first question showed a
predictive value of 25%. None of the examination variables showed predictive value over 20%. Smking more
than 20 cigarettes/day showed a predictive value of 23%. Physical data like height, weight and muscle
strength had a predictive value of less than 20%.

AIMS

This investigation was performed to study the frequency and course of back trouble (B9) during
military service, fron enlistment and during the entire basic training. Special eahasis was given to the
possibility of using anamesis and physical statue at enlistment for prediction of HT during the crming
military service.

As br shows a very diverse picture it is difficult to analyze. Furthermore, the individual might
rot be able to distinguish symptoms from the hip joints, the iliosacral joints and the spine. Therefore
very strong currelations between the variables studied can not be expected.

MWhDD

During a five mnsth period, all the men who enlisted for military service in the Stockholm area
filled out questionnaires concerning back trouble (4). Based on these forms 999 men were selected for
an additional physical examination. The physiotherapist's (PT) examination (2, 7) (in order as below)
included checking while:
- Standing: 1) Difference in leg length, 2) Scoliosis or deviation from the nidline, 3) Measuring the

distance fron C7 to the horizontal line connecting the two posterior iliac spines.
- Sitting: Maximal passive rotation of the head with slight manual lateral load while noting pain or

painful tightness (CERVSUM).
- Prone: 1) Coin test (CWINSUM) - light pressure (around 300 gr) with a coin between the spinal

processes. 2) Rotation of the iliosacral joint during manual fixation of the sacrum (SISUM). 3)
Springing test from L5 to middorsal (SPTSUM).

- Supine: 1) Straight leg raising (SLRSM). 2) Passive rotations of the hip joint in 90 degree flexion
(HIPSUM). 3) Passive extension of the knee joint and dorsiflexion of the ankle.

- Lying down (sideways): Test of passive flexion, extension and dorsal gliding between the luter
vertebrae (uNDW).

- Standing: Measuring maximal isometric strength (Newton) in flexion (FLEX) and extension (EXr) of the
trunk with a strain gauge dynammeter (6).

On several occasions the conscript was asked: "Does this hurt?" If the answer was "Yes" it was
onsidered as "pain", which obviously includes even very slight pain. In this report the tests have been
treated both separately (e.g. coin test L4-L5, L2-L3, TH1l2-Ll+above Th12) and ombined (e.g. onin teet:
L5+L4+L3+L2+L1+Th12+above Th12 - aOINSUM). A number of SU4-variables have been created where 0 mens no
remark and 1 means one or several remarks. The Pr's examination was repeated twice; at the beginning and
at the end of the military service. The same Pr did all the examinations, and every examination was
completely independent from the others. From the routine medical examination at enlistment we also
collected the figures for height, weight, maximal physical work capacity (lMhX), (8), and the doctor's
evaluation of the back (BACKEVAL) and the legs (LEGVAL). We have as well the results of intelligence
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tests (IQ) and the psydhologist's suitability test for military service (PSY(fTEST). Military assistants
handled the strength tests after being instructed of the procedure. The PT had no knowledge of the
results of the routine examination. Until the final examination no informaticn was given to the
conscripts onerning training or special back treatment. However, we could not forbid a dcange of
training habits or treatment done on their n or on the doctor's initiative. In addition to the repeated
in*uiries to the conscripts, we also sent inquiries to their officers in ommand (OESUM), asking their
opinions on the enlisted mns'I performances with regard to back function. Some of these answers had to be
oulpleted from the doctor's reports. The cmscripts were also asked to assess the strain of their
military service and how strainful it had been as compared to their normal occupation. The military tasks
are all pre-set according to the demnds on strength and different health variables. The demands are
graded n a scale fram 3 to 8, where 8 represents the greatest demand. Corresponding numters are used
during the routine medical examination, where 8 and 9 means perfectly fit. The occript might be placed
in a duty with lower, but not with higher demand than his grade. For every enlisted man in the study we
have therefore been able to consider both the duty, its minimal demands, and the enlisted mans" medical
diagnoses, according to the coding system. This grading obviously is a rather rough one. Different tasks
with the sae minimal demand can differ very much.

A previous report on the first part of the study, has been published (4).

Statistical methods
Contingency coefficient, c, has been used as a measure of the strength of correlation. (Neither the

usual correlation coefficient, r, or Spearman's rank correlation can be used if one of the variables is
expressed in a nominal scale, for example back trouble: Yes, no, or mbility: normal, increased,
decreased). Like the usual correlation coefficients the value of c is zero when there is no correlation.
But c never reaches the value 1.0 even if the correlation is perfect.The upper limit for c depends on the
number of categories for the studied variables. or 2x2 and 3x3 tables the upper limit value is 0.707 and
0.816.

Chi5 test has been used to judge if the correlations are statistically significant or not. The level
of significance is shown as p (probability), i.e. the probability for a randon sample to show at least
the observed value, even if there is no correlation. It might be pointed out that a correlation may well
be statistically significant without being of any practical use for selection or prediction.

Lna i of the drpot
T drp-outs are analyzed as follows (Table I): The 120+70 of the 999 who were exempted from military

service already at enlisting or between enlisting and drafting are according to the aims of the study no
real dropouts. The 72 who have not yet been drafted are to be considered as drop-outs only if they
comence their military service. For same of the 45+25 who did not complete their basic training and from
same of the 19 in training, ans -'rs to the inquiries have been given by their officers in command and/or
the enlisted man themselves. Considered as real dropouts are the 144 enlisted men who did not attend the
final examination. Also there are 46 questionnaires not answered that were expected from the officers.

In addition there are partial drop-outs due to sane unanswered questions.

e iables
No individual statement fram either a conscript or his officer in command is indisputably the best

key in judging bow he has met the demands of military duty concerning back function. We have therefore
made up a set of so called key-variables.

A. Answers by the conscripts.

Tables II - IV.

The question whether they had experienced any oY is apparently too unspecific to be useful. The 68%
who had same BT includes everything fram slight pain once or twice to severe pain several times or
constantly. The question about 'sick leave because of Rr" differentiates better, but 'sick-listing'
includes everything from merely not having to carry heavy objects to being absent. Due to all these
factors the anser to the question 'The effect of or on everyday life during basic training?* seems the
most adequate key.

B. Ansmrs from the officers.
The answers to the question of how the officers considered the conscript to have performed his duty

regarding BT was combined with the answers regarding transfer to a less strainful position. (Table V).

In Table V 20 comscripts could be added to the other 671. These men had their duties dhanged for other
reasons than Or and consequently it is uncertain how they would have been able to perform their original
duty regarding back function. The combined figures under 'Total' have been used as the officers'
evaluation (EU).

The ansers to the different key questions are of course correlated (p<O.001) but the agreement is
not omplete. (Table VI).

Three groups were created from Table VII:
1. Agreement between the conscript and his officer that the duty wes performed without EY.
2. Other - either not agreement or agreement that there had been sme, but not serious BT.
3. Agreemwnt that there had been considerable BT.

(Table VIII).

For frequencies of pain, absence and effect of everyday life at disdharge, am Tables IX, X and XI.
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The correlation between some results from the examination at enlistment (anamesis, physical
examination and ordinary routine examination) and the three main key variables are shoan in Table XII. In
the following only the key variable called KEYSJN is ocmmented upon. Even if the correlations are
statistically significant they are very weak. The highest predictive value, 39% (Table XIII), was
obtained for the question how much BT effected everyday life before enlistment. The second highest
predictive value, 25%, was obtained through the question about absence fran school or work due to dr. The
answer to the question in which position the OT was worst differentiates somewhat as those who had
checked off several positions (PAINPOS) had more trouble during the military service, predictive value
20%. From the physical examination only the pain tests (springing test, coin test and test of cervical
spine) correlated significantly with the outcoe (Table XII). However, the predictive values for these
variables were less than 20% (Table XIII). The highest predictive value, 35%, from the routine
examination, was obtained for low back function (doctor's evaluation, graded 3-5). For all other data
from the routine examination at enlistment the predictive values were less than 20%. Both being tall or
short had sane predictive value, 16 and 17% respectively as compared to 10% for the intermediate group.
Heavy weight and high weight quotient (WEIGif , actual weight/weight predicted from height) both had
lower predictive value than normal or low weight. The psychological tests had low predictive value for
BT. Smoking more than 20 cigarettes a day (SMOKS) showed some predictive value, 23%. Neither maximal
isometric strength of handgrip or flexion/ extension of the trunk, nor the strength demands of the
military duty (MUSCDEM) had significant predictive value. A possible explanation for the weak correlation
between sick-history, back status at enlistment and ET during military service could be that the
conscripts had been exposed to very varied duties. However, neither did the demands of the duty
concerning back function or muscle strength (Table XIV), nor did work capacity correlate with the key
variables (Table XII).

The oonscripts' own opinions of how heavy the military service had been, either absolute (OCCUP 3)
(sedentary, light, medium heavy, heavy), or relative to their civilian occupation (RFM-LOAD) (easier,
similar, heavier) correlated significantly with the key variables (Table XIV).

For this reason the correlations have also been calculated only for those who considered their duty
medium heavy or heavy. In this subgroup, however, the correlations between data fran the enlistment and
the key variables were as a rule weaker than in the total material. The co-variation between the
different statements concerning the demands of the duty and the stress this induces is shown in Table XV.
Here is also shown the strong correlation between the estimated demands of the duty and the conscripts'
own opinions. The estimated demands (BAC D 4, L M4, MKsCLEDEM, WCRI)O24) have a strong intercorrelation.
An attempt to combine the different variables with discriminant analysis for higher prediction did not
give a better result. The number of correctly classified subjects was only slightly higher with several
variables in comparison to using only the best predictor. Furthermore the result turned out to be
contradictory because certain predictors could separate the extremes from the middle group but could not
discriminate between the two extreme groups.

DISCUSSIONi - GEMIERAL CCX44WTS

The aim of this study was to evaluate the possibilities to predict the occurence of HT during
military service starting from anamnesis and physical examination at enlistment and also how much the
risk of getting BT depends on the physical demands on the conscript. A problem is that the opinion
differs between the conscripts and the officers concerning which of the men got considerable BT during
military service. We therefore chose to work with both statements. We made a combination of the opinions
of both the conscripts and the officers and got a group of 69 coscripts where considerable BT was noted.
The fact that we do not have a definite key is of course a weakness that diminishes the correlation
between data from enlistment with the key. Another difficulty is the fact that the conscripts have had
quite different work loads, which we took into consideration by using the graded demnds of the different
positions. However, it is not possible to eliminate the effect of the differences. The physical and
social environment during the military service also has been very varying. The time period fran
enlistment to drafting varies fram less than one to more than three years. Because of the doctor's
judgement several conscripts have been assigned to duties with low demands for backfunction and -
strength, or even been exempted from duty. This routine procedure consequently, at least partly,
invalidates the predictability of BT in this study. Taking this into consideration it is not surprising
to find difficulties in identifying those who will experience BT without wrongly classifying those who
might have been able to fulfil their nmilitary duty. The key variables including the answers fra the
conscripts at discharge show that as a rule the same persons who experience BT at enlistment will also do
so when discharged. The effect of BT on every day life was indicated the same at discharge as when
enlisting. Several (170) indicated sane BT at enlistment but not at discharge. Seventy-ome who
experienced BT at enlistment stated an increase of the BT at discharge. Of the 31 persons in the ontrol
group with no BT at enlistment, 11 had ST during the military service. Being absent fran duty or part of
it, correlates to being absent before enlistment. However, absence does not correlate to the pain tests
at enlistment. This could imply that being absent is part of an acquired behaviour. The military service
being assessed as heavier than the civilian occupation correlates to all the key-variables. The majority
(402) had sedentary or light work before enlistment. The military duty might of course also be
experienced as heavier if the individual has pain.

DISC(SSIC

There are few prognostic studies in these age groups. The only one that could stand oarison is
Darre at al (3). They have done a study on Danish coscripts with an additional examination of the back
and with an extensive inquiry. As key answers they used the decisions made by the board oi examiners to
transfer conscripts to less strainful positions. The examination and inquiry at enlistment was not
repeated during the training. Predictability of causing conscripts to drop out due to BT was low and
exceeded 20% only for onstant pain, considerably increased distance fran fingertips to the floor, and
change of work or decreased sports activities due to HT. Darre et al also ccluded that the difficulties
in predictability partly were due to the fact that the conscripts earlier had not been exposed to heavy
work. Nordgren et al (6) found in a study of man during a campulsory military refresher course
correlation between anamnesis, physical examination of the beck and the outcom of the activities during
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military service whidh could be used for prediction in practical routines. Hwver, in this age grr
(man age 37 years), BT was mnre pronouced.

Biering-8aenen (1) found low endurance and increased mobility (modified Sdhcers test) to be
predictive for first-tine-WLr (lows-back-t-ouble) during the follcM-u year. But if a consequent guess is
waft that the person will not experience firsttiu-LWr (without taking notice of Scdhers test and
endurance) the result is more often correct than when using discriminant analysis. This is explained by
the fact that the first-tm-LaT-group is comparatively small. This is in accordance with the present
study %whe the discriminant analysis did not increase the predictive values for outcome of basic
training.

Karvonen et al (5) examined 183 onscripts at enlistment. They reported 9% as being on the sick-list
due to Br prior to military service and 9% as having BT Limiting their function. These figures correspond
to those of our study. They found several statistically significant correlations between special
examination and inquiry about wT at enlistment and oT during the military service. However, they do not
show how strong (or weak) the correlations are. They do not show any results to justify their oonclusion:
"Standardized history form and examination schedules, with the measurement or testing of muscle
strength, ought to become a part of the physician's aamrnentariun, at least in oocupational and military
medicine, preferably also in the general practice."

CONCILUSION

There are several significant correlations between on one hand inquiry and examination at enlistment
and on the other hand BT during military service. It is, however, implausible that the additional
physical examination and inquiry used in this study could improve the predictability of ST during
military service compared to the routine already existing. The predictive values are not sufficiently
high to give individual prognosis with reasonable accuracy.
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Table I.

Drop-cuts and missing questionnaires from the officers (OE) and the
conscripts (CE)

Nunber of
Time of drop-out bumber Number of missing

(CC) (CE) (0E) (CE)
I = At enlistment 120 . .. .
2 = Between enlisting and 70 . .. .

drafting
3 = Not yet drafted 72 - - -
4 = First to months of 45 14 5 31 40

basic training
5 = Later during basic 25 22 7 3 18

training
6 = In training 19 7 3 12 16
0 = Completed basic 648 648 608 0 40

training
Total 999 691 623 46 114

Table II.
Have you experienced back trouble during the last 6 months of basic

training?

Yes No Uncertain Total
Number 427 193 3 623
Per cent 68.5 31.0 0.5 100

Table III.
[lave you during the last 6 months been absent from duty or free

from some tasks beause of back trouble?

Absence Nunber Per cent
0 days 442 70.9
1-13 days 142 22.8
2-4 weeks 25 4.0
) 4 weeks 14 2.2

Total: 2 99.9

Table IV.
How much has the back trouble effected your everyday life during

basic training?

Number Per cent
No effect 369 92
some effect 231 37.1
Considerable effect 23 3.7

Total: 623 100

Table V.
Officers answers about the conscripts' back function

Transferred due to Not Total Per cent
transferred

back other
trouble reason

No back trouble 53 358 411 61.3
Sane back trouble 7 159 16b 24.7
Considerable back trouble 51 1 42 94 14.0

Total 51 61 559
Per cent 7.6 9.1 83.3 100

Table VI.
Correlation between different key variables

Contingency coefficient = c

BT 3 ABSENT 3 EPFWT 3 0
BT 3 0.38 0.46 0.34
ABSET 3 0.38 0.40 0.45
EFFWT 3 0.46 0.40 0.43
OE 0.34 0.45 0.43
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Table VII.
Coooinatimn of the officers evaluation (0ESM) and the oscripts opinions of the

effect on everyday life due to back trouble

EMTr 3 ELIUM
DID NOr DID NOT

MR h=) cK QITE MUME MMWWGE TOTAL
Hardly any effect 276 73 14 363
Som effect 90 82 54 226
Considerable effect 4 4 15 23

Table VIII.
Three groups based on Table VII

Ner Per cent
No BT .276+73- 349 57.1
Others 14+90+82+4f4- 194 31.8
Agreement about considerable ET 69 11.1

612 100.0

Table IX.
BT 3 EFFECT 3

Hardly any Per cent Some Per cent Considerable Per cent
No, uncertain 189 51.2 6 2.6 14.3
Yes 180 48.8 225 97.4 22 95.7

Total 369 100.0 231 100.U 23 100.0

Table X.
ABSENT 3 EFECT 3

HalyanS Per cent S Per cent Considerable Per cent
No 317 85.9 11W 51.1 7 30.4
1-13 days 48 13.0 85 36.8 9 39.1
At least 2 weeks 4 1.1 28 12.1 7 30.4

Total 369 100.0 231 100.0 23 100.0

Table )a.
ST 3 ABSENT 3

No Per cent 1-13 das Per cent At least 2 w Per cent
No, uncertain 3 43.7 3 2.1 0 0.0
Yes 249 56.3 139 97.9 39 100.0

Total 442 100.0 142 100.0 39 100.0

Table XII.
Correlation between saw results from the examination at enlistment and the

three main key variables (c - otngmncy coefficient, p - probability)
1 refers to examination at enlistment, 3 refers to last

examination at the end of basic training.

FFECT 3 OESU KEYSUM
c p( c p< c p<

Or 1 .13 .01 .07 .20 .11 .02
ABSENT 1 .20 .001 .16. .01 .19 .01
EFCT 1 .24 .001 .20 .001 .26 .001
nvEm 1 .15 .001 .13 .01 .15 .001

CODINSUM 1 .10 .03 .10 .03 .11 .04
SISUM 1 .06 .29 .06 .31 .08 .15
SLIM 1 .03 .73 .01 .96 .02 .86
HIPSUM .06 .27 -.07 .18 -.10 .05
U)YJE4 1 .06 .32 .06 .25 .07 .20
SPTPAIN M 1 .13 .01 .04 .61 .10 .05
HEICUUT .11 .13 .13 .02 .13 .03
WEIGhT .08 .44 .08 .34 .08 .42
HRN]RIP .07 .55 .10 .14 .12 .06
119.X .15 .01 .15 .01 .15 .01
1hVL .08 .45 .05 .77 .07 .55
BDZEVThL .20 .001 .13 .02 .21 .001
IQ .05 .78 .00 .34 .07 .51
PS CIET .11 .13 .03 .96 .10 .19
Ma/FLEX .09 .23 .09 .26 .11 .14
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Table XJIl.
Predictive value (per cent of those who at enlistmnt stated BT' and did not magsp

the basic training without BT, according to different j,.dgami.s).
Within brackets, per cent of those ho did not state Br

at enlistmnt and yet had ST during basic training

Poo
(%) EFT 3 KEYM

ET 1 94 3.8 (2.7) 14.4 ( 7.1) 12.6 (2.7)
PAINOS 28 5.5 (3.2) 19.7 (12.5) 19.8 (9.9)
ABSEN 1 (>2 weeks) 3 10.0 (3.4) 22.7 (13.9) 25.0 (11.6)
EiEC 1 (onrsiderable) 5 9.7 (3.4) 39.4 (12.3) 38.7 (10.2)
CmwmSU 1 55 3.8 (3.6) 15.2 (12.6) 13.2 (10.5)
COTNSUM 1 31 6.2 (2.6) 11.5 (15.1) 9.9 (12.9)
SISUM 1 20 4.8 (3.4) 17.5 (13.1) 13.8 (11.5)
SMISUM 1 80 3.4 (4.9) 14.0 (13.8) 12.3 (10.7)
HnIPUi 1 82 3.1 (6.3) 12.9 (19.1) 10.5 (19.1)
SPIAI IUM 54 4.2 (3.1) 14.6 (13.3) 13.1 (10.6)
MSDM>5 11 5.7 (3.3) 19.2 (13.2) 17.4 (11.1)

W >5 20 4.8 (3.2) 17.8 (12.9) 14.3 (11.2)
SMOK >20 5 10.0 (3.4) 17.1 (13.8) 23.3 (11.4)
HEIGHT'

SHORT (<171 an) 9 1.7 17.7 17.2
AVERACE (172-185 on) 67 4.1 11.1 9.8
TALL (>186-) 24 3.3 19.0 16.0

WEIGHT
LIGHT (<59 kg) 10 3.1 10.0 10.9
AVEFZ (60-84 kg) 80 4.0 15.0 12.8
HMVY (>85 kg) 10 1.6 10.0 6.6

HANDGRIP WEhI (<530 N) 14 2.3 (3.3) 10.8 (12.7) 9.2 (10.5)
WMAX LOW (<215 Watt) 19 2.5 (3.8) 20.8 (14.5) 18.5 (12.7)
B 3-5 3 11.8 33.3 35.3

6-7 22 5.8 17.8 18.0
8-9 75 2.8 12.0 9.3

IQ -3 19 5.0 (3.4) 18.3 (13.0) 16.8 (10.4)
PSYCHTE~T -3 17 2.8 (3.9) 13.8 (14.0) 15.4 (11.2)
HEIGHM HIGH (>0.306) 17 7.5 (2.9) 16.5 (13.5) 15.2 (11.3)
WEIG' HIGH (>1.13) 20 1.6 (4.2) 12.9 (14.3) 7.3 (13.2)
BAC TLL 17 7.8 (2.9) 17.3 (13.3) 17.6 (10.9)
ECr WEAK (lower 1/3) 14 5.5 (3.4) 11.5 (14.4) 12.2 (12.0)
FLEX WEK (lower 1/3) 17 6.7 (3.1) 12.7 (14.2) 11.5 (12.1)

Table XIV.
Correlation between ST or backfunctin during basic training

and the different demands during the training

Or 3 ABS T 3 EFL'Tc 3 OR4 KEYSUM
c p< c p< c p< c p< c p<

OCCUP 3 .13 .02 .25 .00 .14 .06 .15 .04 .17 .01
•HLaD .21 .00 .25 .00 .23 .00 .23 .00 .25 .00

WUSCW2 .04 .65 .15 .01 .08 .43 .08 .32 .10 .19
ORID4 .08 .15 .17 .01 .07 .46 .09 .27 .08 .38

La3m .08 .15 .10 .19 .05 .80 .07 .55 .Coe .5D
•lCD4 .08 .15 .10 .20 .05 .80 .07 .55 .08 .54)

The outcome is best predicted by the question of how much BT befoni
enlistment effected everyday life.

Table XV.
Correlations between estimated demands and the olcxipts own judgenents

OCUP 3 REUDAD M&bCM WORDEM LEGDEM BAR 04
c p< C p< c p< c p< c p< c p<

OOLW 3 .40 .001 .49 .001 .48 .001 .46 .U01 .46 .001
MILOAD .40 .001 .16 .01 .32 .001 .25 .001 .25 .001
MSCL.1 .49 .001 .16 .01 .52 .001 .55 .001 .55 .001

•NK4 .48 .001 .32 .001 .52 .001 .58 .001 .58 .001
LEM .46 .001 .25 .001 .55 .001 .58 .001 .81 .001
SPOM .46 .001 .25 .001 .55 .001 .58 .001 .81 .001
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DISCUSSION

TROUP, UK: In the army, and certainly with reservists who are coming in for four weeks, or a few
weeks anyway, there may be positive advantages in reporting back pain. I'm concerned about the applic-
ability of the selection to what my be useful as a selection technice for other populations. Could
you tell us, first of all, whether you have looked at the prevalence of reports of back pain in control
populations who have not been put through your tests? Secondly, have you applied your tests to study
the predictability of back pain in industry?

NORDGREN, SWEDEN: The frequency of back pain has been stated in many studies, as you know -- up
to 800 in some studies. So that differs very much; but it differs, I would say, in how the question-
naire is made -- if it is an interview or a question. So yours is a difficult question to answer. We
sent Out questionnaires, and then we took a sub-sample and gave 300 persons the same questionnaire.
When they turned up for the physical examinations, they bad to answer the same questions again. If
there was just one statement, then there was a reproducibility of around 85 to 900; but if there were 2
or 3 statements involved in the question, then there were lower reproducibilities. So, certainly, its
a very important point. Was there also another question?

TROUP, UK; I think you covered my other question. It really concerned the epidemiological ef-
fects of the methods of examination themselves. In other words, did the method of testing the reser-
vists predispose them to report back pain? When one does studies like this, in any occupation, there
tends to be a Hawthorne effect; i.e., the people that you are studying tend to comply with what you are
interested in. The question is whether the actual exposure to your testing encouraged the reporting of
subsequent back pain. That is why I asked whether you knew the incidence of reports of back pain in
control populations not so tested.

WORDGREN, SWEDEN: I see your point. You are asking if there is a perceived advantage to an-
swering in a certain way. The study with the personnel in the refresher courses was made voluntarily.
They could go through the tests or they could refuse to do them. In the other test, the one involving
the 20-year-olds, they had to answer the questions; and, of course, we cannot exclude the fact that
they might have thought that something might happen. However, we were very careful not to interfere
with the routine examination during the day they were there for testing. They were tested not only for
the back, but also for the circulatory and other systems.

HELLSING, SWEDEN: I can add further to the answer from Dr. Nordgren. The younger ones answered
their first questionnaire together with the psychological tests when they started their first day of
enlistment examinations. So they didn't know what would come out of it. They had similar questions in
the routine questionnaires sent in advance. What happened was that, after this, of 951 who stated some
pain initially, when they were taken in for examination of back pain, only one said: 'No, I just wrote
it because maybe I could be exempted". But that was the only one, compared to 5 of the 45 who stated
that they had no pain. I didn't know in advance what they had answered; but afterwards, my assistant
told me that this person was from the no-pain group. So I asked: *Are you certain that you have no
beck pain?", and 5 of those 45 said: "Oh yes, some; of course, everyone has some back pain". It's not
valid in the statistical sense, but it does give some hint as to what happened.
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SUMhiARY The back Care Education Programme (BCEP) at the NDMC, directed
to the prevention of recurrent Low Back Pain (LBP) is described from its
development in 1978 to the present. The course content is also
described, and the vicissitudes governing the transformation of the BCEP
from a 10-hour five day course conducted twice a month, to the 8.5-hour
two day course, to the present ?-hour one Gay course. Patients were
surveyed through initial questionnaires and review questionnaires sent
to them 6 months after education. Results show that little demonstrable
difference was found between the 5-day, 2-day and one-day courses. The
bGEP has proven very effective in preventing the LBP condition from
worsening; less effective in reducing continuous pain; very effective in
controlling further attacks of LBF. The BCEP also resulted in 71.5%
patients requiring no further treatment and in reducing activity
limitation. The hCLP has enabled its clientele to be more responsible
for continuing care of their backs by persuing a regime of regular
exercise, activity and behaviour modification and postural control. The
BCEP has also proved cost effective in increasing the overall
effectiveness of DND personnel in reducing the number of days lost due
to back injury. (Key Words: Back Care Education; Military
Trade-related injury; DhD Incidence of LBP; Value of Back Care
Education).

Introduction

The subject of Low Back Pain has received an enormous amount of attention in
the last fifteen years, particularly in the fields of biomechanical and clinical
research. The resultant greater understanding of this complex condition has lea to
improved diagnostic skills and advances in treatment and management. Although at
least 70. of the Canadian population may expect to be afflicted with Low Back Pain at
some time in their lives 6 , the problem is self-limiting in its course. Statistics
have demonstrated that 44% of patients with a first-time incidence of low back pain
were better within one week, 86% were better within e month, ana 92% within two
months. Only 8% had persistent pain beyond two months 2 (b).

The NDMC surveys, however, are not in accordance with these previous finaings.
The hDhC patient surveys show that since the first-time incidence of low back pain,
low grade ache or pain continues to exist, and out of 271 males surveyed in 1984,

38.4% haa pain for up to 6 months' duration;
11.4% had pain for up to 12 months' duration;
11.4% had pain for up to 3 years' duration;
8.2% had pain for up to 5 years' duration; and

30.6% had pain for more than 5 years.
It is noted that the majority of BCEP participants are suffering from recurrent

back pain, therefore the statistics can be anticipated to be different from the
general statistics quoted earlier. The problem lies in the tendency of low back pain
to recur, with each successive recurrence becoming progressively more severe and
incapacitating. Approximately 60% of those with first-timo episodes of low back pain
suffer recurrence. Successful management of low back pain dover thefloig-term p t
therefore include patient education and the teaching of prophylaxis. I,3..6, ,g

Educational programmes have been reported to not only reduce the frequency of
absenteeism from the work place, but have enabled those with chronic, longstanding
back pain to retrieve a quality of life previously not thought possible.9

Cost to the Economy

The cost of Low Back Pain to the economy can be measured financially only in
terms of compensation for work-related injuries. The Workers' Compensation Board ot
Ontario, for instance, remunerated injured workers a total of $399.3 M in 1984
excluding the cost of lost productivity for back injuries sustained on the job. These
back injuries constituted 27% of all reported work-relatea injuries, and of the entire
number of claims submitted for back injury, 49.4% were re-opened claims" , the term
"re-opened" meaning a first-time injury sustaineo at work again by the same claimant.
1he term "recurrent" is invalid for compensatory purposes. In comparison, with a much
smaller population of approximately 83,000 in strength, the Canadian Armed Forces'
(GAP) disabling back injuries sustained at work constitute 20% ot all reported
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work-related injuries. 1 9  The term "disabling" is defined by the birectorate of
General Safety as having cost involved for absence from work for recovery, and not
disablement in the medical sense. This cost includes Direct costs, i.e. salaries, and
Inoirect costs, i.e. medical, administrative and replacement personnel expenses, and
is estimated to be approximately $600.00 for one member's absence from work per Gay.
The number of work-related back injuries in the CAF may seem to be a little lower than
the provincial average, however, it is suspected that not all of these injuries are
reported to the Directorate of General Safety.

Cost to DND for CAF and Civilian Work-Relatea back Injuries

Of the Low Back Pain population, determined so far, only the back injuries
sustained at work are reported to the Directorate of General Safety. These data are
at best only an approximation owing to an as yet imperfect and non-compulsory
reporting system.1 9  In determining the cost in non-productivity to the Department
of National Defence's (DND) economy due to back injuries on the job, the Directorate
of General Safety concluded that approximately 500 back injuries in the CAF were
reported for fiscal Year 1984-85. Twenty percent of these (i.e. 100) were classified
as Disabling, each requiring 5.13 days' absence from work for recovery. The total
cost in lost productivity for the Department at $600 per day was therefore $307,800.
The cost associated with the other 400 non-disabled members, based on an estimate of
$200 each for medical and administrative costs by Treasury Board, was $80,000. The
total expenditure for CAI work related back injuries for PY 1984-85 was theretore
approximately $387,800. In contrast with the CAP component of the DND, 500 Disabling
back injuries at work were reported by the DND Civilians, who number 37,500 in
strength and constitute 30% of the Departmental strength. The DND Civilian with a
work-relateo back injury is awarded an average of 21 days' injury-on-outy leave during
which time he continues to receive 100% of his salary, the Worker's Compensatory
portion of which is tax-deouctible for the time he is incapacitated. Direct and
indirect costs in non-productivity for the civilians amounted to $6,50U,000 for Y
19b4-85. The BCEP is not yet made available to the DLN Civilian hembers. The total
costs of the DND budget for work-related back injuries to the civilian and military
personnel approximated almost $71 in Fiscal Year 1984-65. The annual expenditure in
the DND budget for Low Back Pain in the military and civilian personnel, for both
work-related and non work-relatea causes approximates $23,600,000 per year, or almost
0.27% of the current total DND Budget.

Cost to DND for CAE Work - and Non-Work - Related LBP

Owing to a manual data entry system at the Base level, and to the unreliability
of timely submission of the registers of data on an annual basis, attempting to
determine the exact extent of Low Back Pain in the CAF through the manual retrieval of
information proved a laborious task. To obtain an estimate of the Low Back Pain cases
seen on an Outpatient basis a search through the data representative of 50% of the
Bases, Stations and Ships for the year 1983-84 revealed that 23.22% of the CAP
population had reported Low Back Pain from work and non-work related injuries. This
estimate roughly corresponds to the 27% of back disorders treated in the CAF Physical
Therapy Departments. 2 0 . The cost to the Department in CAP time lost from duty,
medical, and administrative expenses approximated $16,735,600 for this period. Of the
population with Low Back Pain, based on a five-year survey 2 2 , an average of 0.42%
received hospital care of approximately 8.75 days each, costing the Department
$1,836,150 per year. The BCLP is at present available only to military personnel on a
few Bases where Physical Therapy Services exist, and at the NDMC.

Incidence of back Iniury Related to Trade

While the Directorate of General Safety directs its energies to the prevention
of first-time back injury, the BCEP is responsible for the prevention of recurrent
back pain in an already afflicted population, and therefore remains essentially in the
medical domain. As military medicine is both Occupational and Preventive, liaison
with the Directorate of General Safety in the identification of military trades
reported to be more conducive to the generation of back problems has permitted more
specificity in the educational content of the BCLP for military personnel, and has
enabled lecturing staff, primarily the Physical and Occupational Therapists to be more
aware of potential occupational hazaros in target groups.

A breakdown of the most vulnerable Trades for Trade-related injuries in the CAF
is tabled below. The vulnerability of trades to back injuries is ranked according to
the relationship between back injuries and all reported injuries, not according to
frequency or severity. It will be noted from a comparison of tables 1 and 2 that
vulnerability and severity bear little relationship to each other, but can be used to
establish the ranking of trades as target areas of concern and preventative education.
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Table 1

Trades Most Vulnerable to Back Injury
by Military Occupational Cate ory MOC

CAF Average of Disabling Back Problems
f 19.8% of all Reported Injuries (1980-1985)

Back Injury *
Back Disabling Injuries Frequency Rate

Rank MOC Population Total Disabling Injuries (Rank)

1 Traffic Techs (Air) 824 37.8% 0.34(1)
2 Weapons Techs (Air) 949 35.2% 0.15(7)
3 Supply Techs 3958 34.1% 0.14(9)
4 Motorized Support

Equipment Operators 3076 27.6% 0.19(5)
5 Air Frame Techs 2022 25.9% 0.22(4)
6 Vehicle Techs 2791 25.2% 0.222(3)
7 Metal Techs 477 21.9% 0.29(2)
8 Crewmen (Tanks) 1749 19.0% 0.09(11)
9 Aero Engine Techs 1723 17.1% 0.08(12)

10 Cooks 1708 15.1% 0.16(6)
11 Bosuns 682 13.8% 0.12(10)
12 Field Engineers 1092 12.5% 0.146(8)
13 Infantrymen 6183 11.7% 0.07

*Injury Frequency Rate = # disabling back injuries/100 person-years.

Table 2

Severity of Trade-Related Back Injuries
by Military Occupational Category (MOC)

CAF Average Number of Days Lost per Year for
Back Injures - 18.8% of Total Days Lost

for all reported Injuries (1982-85)

% Days Lost per Average Back
Year Within Trade Injury Severity

Rank MOC for Back Injuries Rate (Rank) *

1 Cooks 55.6% 3.80(1)
2 Air Frame Techs 46.3% 1.12(5)
3 Vehicle Techs 41.7% 1.53(2)
4 Supply Techs 30.9% 0.69(9)
5 Field Engineers 27.4% 1.49(3)
6 Metal Techs 22.9% 1.33(4)
7 Weapons Tech (Air) 19.4% 0.63(10)
8 Motorized Support

Equipment Operators 17.9% 0.87(8)
9 Traffic Tech 16.7% 0.32(12)
10 Aero Engine Techs 12.6% 0.33(11)
11 Infantrymen 12.2% 0.95(7)
12 Bosuns 9.5% 0.98(6)
13 Crewmen (Tanks) 7.0% 0.27(13)

• Injury Severity Rate - # Days Lost/100 Person-Years.

The hypothesis inferred from these tables indicates that certain trades need an
educational programme tailored to their specific needs, including methods of dealing
with particular, frequent, or repetitive occupational activity, positions or postures.

History of the NDMC Back Care Education Programme

Practically all treatment for Low Back Pain conducted in the Physical Therapy
Department at the National Defence Medical Centre (NDMC) is directed to the
occupational return of the patient, and to the prevention of recurrent back injury.
Treatment methods are based -n the diagnosis of the referring physician or consultant,
and on the assessment of thu, Physical Therapist. The following affective components
are dealt with separately:

1. The mechanical condition itself.
2. the pain.
3. the limitations facing the patient, some of which may be self-imposed.
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The third component is considered to be largely responsible for vulnerability to
recurrent episodes of incapacitation, and, following appropriate treatment education
is most important in its prevention. Educational aspects used to be conducted by the
Orthopaedic surgeon and the Physical Therapist during consultation, on a one-to-one
basis, an enormously time-consuming task particularly as much of the same information
had to be repeated countless times each week. Although education on an individual
concept has obvious merit, it is a more expensive endeavour as patients require a
total of 3-6 hours' instruction each 7 . At the bDMC, group education has been found
to provide the patient with a better comprehension of spinal function, less taking of
the part for granted, and has imparted to the patient himself a large part of the
responsibility for the care, well-being and restoration of function of his back.

Largely to economize on the time of the professional staff and to continue
providing patients with the knowledge they require, the hDMC Back Care Education
Programme (BCLP) was developed. It was launched in July 1978 and was directed to
complete the treatment of back and neck pain of mechanical origin by teaching patients
how to prevent recurrent problems. 1he programme was then under the direction of the
Chief of the Orthopaedic Division, LCol 0.1. Portner (now retired), who made it policy
that all patients who suffered a back injury were to be educated. The exceptions
included those with metastatic tumours of the spine, those with osteoporosis of the
spine and those requiring highly individualized programmes, e.g. ankylosing
spondylitis. Those with spondylolisis and mild grade spondylolisthesis were also
included in the classes but their conditions were made known to the principal lecturer
who would caution against certain activities and postures. We took advantage of the
experiences of the Canadian Back Education Unit which had commenced its services in
19746. Patients were referred to the Programme by their Physicians and Physical
Therapists, and were fully assessed by the Outpatient Physical Therapists prior to
education as treatment was occasionally necessary. Patients were also referred from
neighbouring Bases. Classes were deliberately kept small with never more than sixteen
patients and observers in each. The normal group size was twelve and considerable
individual attention could still be afforded patients.

The Five-Day Education Programme

Between July and December 1978, the Programme was conducted twice a month, for
two hours a day from Monday to Friday, and enjoyed the full support and participation
of the Division of Orthopaedics, Departments of Physical and Occupational Therapy,
Department of Psychiatry and the Dietary Department.

This ten-hour Programme included a fairly comprehensive coverage of the
following subjects:

- the Anatomy and Pathology involving the Lumbar and Cervical spine,
including the course of degeneration of the disc, facet joint dysfunctinon,
osteoarthritis, bulging and herniated disCS, strains, sprains and postural
dysfunction. This lecture was provided by the Chief Grthopedic Surgeon.

- the Mechanical Principles involving function of the spine, including the
principles governing movement, load, stress and strain; the principles of
postural control; the role of re-achievement of full range of movement in
the prevention of recurrent problems. This lecture was provided by a
Physical Therapist.

- the Psychological Implications of chronic pain, including factors affecting
the perception of pain; inseparability of the physical
ana emotional components; recognition of factors likely to produce pain and
the reduction and management of stressful situations. This lecture was
provided by the Chief of the Inpatient Psychiatry Division.

- the Modifications in all Activities of Daily Living, and use of all these
moaifications to good mechanical advantage to the back in the home, office,
and in the vehicle. This lecture was given by an Occupational Therapist.

- the Modifications necessary in specific sports in order to prevent
recurrent injury; an analysis of the beneficial and potentially harmful
sports. This lecture was provideo by the Sports Injuries' Physical
Therapist.

- Dietary Counselling. this lecture was provided by a Dietitian.
- An exercise session to include the necessary stretch, mobility ann

strengthening exercises in encouraging full range of movement and strength
of appropriate musculature. This session was conducted by a Physical
Therapist.

- A deep relaxation session aimed at the detection and control of muscular
tension. This session was conducted by a Physical Therapist.

- Patients' (uestion Period - all questions were answered. This session was
conducted by a Physical Therapist.

Teachini Aids

leaching aids included slides, slide projector and screen, blackboard, a mobile
spine, a pair of lumbar vertebrae for each patient, 'and a few sets of cervical
vertebrae. The patients provided considerable interaction, mainly in information
exchange and mutual support. The atmosphere then, as it still is now, was relaxed,
one of positive reinforcement, and enthusiastic in approach to the subject of Low back
Pain. The Programme was also considered to be most helpful by the nursing staff who
attended, in their care for the patients in hospital.
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Questionnaire and Quiz Completion

Patients who attended the BCEP were required to complete a ten-question
multiple choice anatomy and pathology quiz prior to education, to determine their
basic comprenension of low back pain and its course. The results consistently
demonstrated a maximum of 20% correct answers! The post-educetion quiz results
oefonstratea an average of 90% comprenension. The patients were also required to
complete a basic Questionnaire on the history and nature of their back pain. These
questionnaires were classifiLeG confidential when completed. A Review Questionnaire
was sent out to the patient six months later for follow-up purposes and to determine
the value of the educational role in treatment. The original Questionnaires used for
these purposes were aesigneo by the Canadian Back Eoucation Unit and had to be sent to
Toronto for computerizeG data processing.

Problems Encountered with the Five-day BCEP

Althou6 h most well-established Programmes are conducted over weekly periods
ranging from two to tour weeks,5,b,7,Ik,l4  mainly for continuous positive
reinforcement purposes, the initial experience at the ND)C from July-December 1978 was
subject to several frustrations:

- patients' attendance owinoleo after the first three says' lectures. lhose
attending from headquarters could not always get away from scheduled or
unscheauleo business;

- lecturers on the Medical leam could not always be present owing to
emergencies arising;

- lecture room book'ngs would be cancelled by other departments at short
notice for other hospital functions and alternative arrangements would have
to be made.

- patients from other Bases could not always attend owing to the expense
involved with temporary duty travel for a week.

1 ith regard to subject matter, small concerns arose regarding the neeo for a dietary
counselling session; only the occasional patient required this and would have
preferred personal consultation with his dietitian. The value ot a single
deep-relaxation session was also questioned as most patients required more practice,
an the only session experienced during tne entire programme was invariably severely
interrupted with a great deal of snoring and escalating laughter culminating in
convulsions. So much tor traditional aeep relaxation en masse.

The Two-Day Programme

As a result of all these difficulties experienced in a six-month period, the
two-day programme emerged in 1979, and continued thus until October 1b4 when it was
revised once more. The two-day programme was a great deal more etticient in terms of
administration, management and organization within the limited resources of time and
personnel. The BCLP continued to be conducted twice a month, on Mondays ano Tuesdays,
and contained essentially the same itinerary with the exception of the Dietary
Counselling and the Deep Relaxation Sessions. This eight-ana-one-half hours'
programme conducted over two days enjoyed an excellent attendance record for both
days, both from the Ottawa Bases, and National Defence headquarters, and permitted
attendance by those from Bases further afield.

Another change took place in the summer of 1983 when the Chief of the Inpatient
Psychiatry Division, LCol h. Lange, was posted out of the NDMC and replacement support
to the Programme was not available. Prior to his departure, in order not to iGse this
integral part of the programme, his lecture was recorded on Video Cassette Recording
for all future classes. Teaching aids today include a television and recorder. In
the two-day programme all patients continued to complete the anatomy and pathology
quiz before and after education, as well as the comprehensive questionnaire Gesigneo
by the Canadian Back Education bnit 6 . All patients continued to be reviewed by
questionnaire after six months.

Review Assessment

At review, patients reassess their condition and rate themselves with the
following grades:

U - worse; more pain; increaseu disability
1 = no change

= slight improvement; same amount of pain; some decrease in disability.
3 = fair improvement; slightly decreased pain; moderately decreased disability.
4 - good improvement; moderately decreased pain; largely decreased disability.
5 - excellent improvement; largely decreased pain; no disability.

Although very much a subjective measure, Grades 3, 4 and 5 are considered satisfactory
improvement. Grades 0, 1 and 2 are unsatisfactory and the patient is advised to
return for reassessment, treatment if necessary, and to attend a refresher course.

Staffing Constraints and Trial of the One Day Programme

In 1981, the Chief of Orthopaedics then, LCol Portner, could not continue to
lecture for the BCLP owing to staffing constraints in his Division and this task was
delegated to the senior Physical Therapist. The Programme today is conducted entirely
by the Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation staff. In 1984, further
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revision of the Programme took place, consequent upon a professional staff shortage in
the Physical Therapy Division, and re-organization involved contemplation of
condensing the two-day Programme into one day. Serious consideration was given to the
possibility of deterioration of its quality and the retention of information by
patients who would no longer have the opportunity for clarification or expansion of an
issue thought about overnight. In addition, time constraints would force an
atmosphere charged with increased intensity and would be therefore less relaxed. In
spite of these fears, a three-month trial of the One-Day Programme was conducted to

establish its feasability.

One Day BCEP Changes and Problems Encountered

Only absolutely essential subject content was retained; the pre- and
post-education quizzes were eliminated, and the Initial Questionnaire was completed
prior to attendance, and brought to the classroom for submission. In the past, the
completion of quizzes and Initial Questionnaires would absorb at least one half hour
of classroom time. The Initial Questionnaire, however, was necessary in oroer to
provide reference for review by Questionnaire six months later.

The trial proved that a one-day Programme was perfectly acceptable to both the
patients and staff after a few initial concerns were settled. These concerns involved
coffee breaks, ano question periods. When the two-day Programme was being conducted
the classes started at 1000 hours so a morning coffee-break was quite unnecessary. An
afternoon coffee-break was not necessary as patients generally arrived in the
gymnasium for the exercise session at this time. Lunch was provided at hospital
expense. As the patients were now starting at 0800 hrs a break had to be provided
between 0800 and 1200 hrs. Fifteen minutes did not provide sufficient time for
patients (some of whom had aifficulty moving swiftly), to go to the Cafeteria, queue
up, have coffee and refreshments, and return within that time. Time constraints did
not permit a half-hour break which would have been ideal. After consioerable
administrative agonizing this dilemma was solved with the provision of coffee in the
classroom. This has had the added beneficial effect of providing a more informal
atmosphere. The two-hour question period provided in the two-day session which
permitted individual problems to be dealt with in their entirety, had to be dispensed
with in the one-day session. Question pe:iod then became dispersed in short intervals
after lecture series and occasionally over lunch.

The One-Day BCEP Content

The present one-day Programme is still conducted two or three times a month,
depending on demand, and is held on Mondays. The itinerary for the day is as follows:

0800-0830 Welcome and Registration; collection of completed Initial
Questionnaires

0830-0930 Anatomy and Pathology Lecture
0930-0945 Coffee break and Questions
0945-1045 Mechanical Principles in Spinal Function and the Prevention of

Recurrence (Lecture).
1045-1100 Question Period
1100-1200 hooifications in the continued practice of Sports and Recreational

Activity (Lecture)
1200-1245 Lunch
1245-1315 question Period
1315-1400 Psychological Implications of Chronic Pain (Videotaped Recording)
1400-1445 Modifications in the Activities of Daily Living (Lecture but soon

to be a practical session in the Occupational lherapy Division)
1445-1500 Question Period
1500-1600 Exercise Session in the Physical Therapy Division gymnasium
1600-1615 Closing Remarks

Cost Effectiveness and Quality: One-Day BCLP

That the one-day Programme is more cost-effective in comparison with the former
two-day Programme is undoubted. The teaching intensity has increased and no
perceivable deterioration in quality has occurred, due largely to the long-term
experience, enthusiasm and commitment of the lecturing team. Patients seem as equally
delighted with this one-day opportunity to gain understanding of their problems,
coping mechanisms and practical advice as did their predecessors attending the two-day
session. From all the foregoing experiences in Back Care Education, it is concluded
that one full day is the very minimum time necessary for the retention of the
comprehensiveness of the Programme for our military patients. It is speculated that
to sacrifice any of the present content in the interests of time economy for any
reason, would seriously affect its holism, quality and effectivene s, though even a
tbree-hour back school has been described as a "positive" experience.16

Data Processing Difficulties

Data Processing Services for the Questionnaires were obtained from the Canadian
Back Education Unit between 1978-1980. Thereafter financial constraints precluded any
further processing until hey 1984. Consequently the Questionnaires from the years
1981-1964 were stored until this time when services were obtained from the University
of Ottawa, a much closer source. Patient compliance for return of the Review
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questionnaire has always been itficult. Although 540 patients attenaeo the bCEP in
1978-79, only 40% of these patients returned their Review Questionnaires for
comparison with their initial Questionnaxres. In 1980, of 530 patients who attenoed,
only 43% of Reviews were obtained. Between 1981 and 1984, 705 Reviews were sent out
and 44% were returned. lo provide encouragement with return, patients have been,
since 1980, supplied with stampeo and addresseo return envelopes and an encouraging
letter. A further ditticulty was encountereo; ot those who dio take the trouble to
return their Review Questionnaires, a high proportion din not answer all the relevant
questions makin b oata pzocessing tor statistical significance ot certain factors
extremely difficult if not impossible.

heasuring the Value ot the b(EP

Attempting to measure the worthiness ot the bCLP has been a formidable task, as
this is necessarily a very sub3ective measure. The questions asked on the
Questionnaires designeo in the early seventies provioe a great seal ot very
interesting information, possibly useful for future research purposes, but were not
found to be specific enough for an anajysis ot iuprovement which could be attributea
entirely to back Care Education exclusive of other treatment received. It is
anticipates that such a measure would be possible unoer pure research conoitions. 1he
results obtained to date are shown in lable 3.

ladle 3

General Status At Six-honth Review

+ + Average
Percentage
Rateo Factor 191b-79 19bb 1981 9b2 1983 19b4 19bl-b4 Improvement
1. 1 Pain Getting

WOrse:
Betore BCLP 19.b lt.6 2b.G 21.b 19. 3
After BCEP 4.5 16.3 55.0* 2.0 7.6 60.73

(19b3 not
2. 7 Cont. Pain includes)

Without Attacks:
Before bOB? 14.7 I9.l 21.4 1.0 1b.55
After BCEF 15.0 16.0 15.0 16.8 20.3 17.0 8.35

3. '4 Cont. kain
imith Attacks:
betore bCh? lb.4 14.0 22.b 33.3 kl.b3
After BCEP 7.0 9.5 12.1 7.8 9.1 57.92

4. % kequire. ho
Further
Ireatment **
i.e. After BCEP 70.0 79.0 70.1 67.0 71.4 57.1 71.50

(19b4 not
included)

5. % Following Back
Care kegime:
Before BCLP 74.6 74.2 96.9 90.1 82.45
After BCEP 86.5 b7.3 95.0 97.0 91.45 10.9

6. 7 Founa bCEP
helpful: 95.0 95.0 95.L 91.6 97.0 10O.0 95.75

7. 1 Rated Themselves
Improved: 7b.6 73.0 74.0 72.7 71.0 88.2 73.34
hot Improved: 24.0 27.0 26.6 27.3 23. ll.b 25.46

(1984 not
Included)

* An anomaly, reasons tor ttis are being explores.
• * Lower percentage explained by higher percentage of patients

undergoing Physical therapy treatment at time st attenoance at
BCEF ann continuing treatment immediately afterwaros.

• 4 months ot the Gne-Lay programme reccroeo in the 1964
statistics.

+ Statistical oats tor 197b-bb rtcelvea trom the original source
of Data Processing Services were extremely scanty.

1hese results provide an indication of the value of education ano were obtainen from
the answers provioed to the following questions:

1. Do you think your back pain is getting worse?
(Percentage noted for those answering yes before and after education - 1he
aifference is inuicative of ability to prevent or control pain).

2. Do you have continuous pain without attacks In addition to your pain?
(Percentages for those answering les calculated before ana atter education
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- the difference is indicative of ability to prevent attacks).
3. Do you have continuous pain with attacks in addition to your pain?

(Percentage for those answeriing les calculated before and after education -
the difference is indicative of ability to control attacks).

4. Have you received any further treatment in the last six months, i.e.
following the BCEP?
(Percentage noted for those not having required treatment - an indicationof non-recurrence in a six-mon14 period).

5. Are you following a Back Care Regime now, i.e. regular exercise, behaviour
modification, modified lifestyle, postural control, etc.?
(Percentage noted for those answering Yes - an indication of assimilation
of the BCEP content).

6. Did you find the BCLP helpful to you?
(Percentage noted for those answering Yes - an indication of the usefulness
of the BCLP).

7. how would you rate the condition of your back now, i.e. since attending the
BCLP?
(Percentage Satisfactory - Grades 3, 4 and 5; Unsatisfactory - Grades 0, 1
and 2
- some inoication of effectiveness of BCEP but inconclusive; too many

other factors).

Activity Limitations

Patients were also asked if they had any limitations in the following
Activities of Daily Living: sitting; standing; walking; driving; general exercise;
gardening; lifting; carrying; sexual intercourse; housework; lying down; sleeping, and
sports. At Review, they were asked if they still had limitations in the practice of
these same activities. The activities identified as producing greatest limitation by
the majority of those who answered this series of questions included Sitting;
Standing; Lifting; Carrying; and Sports. These activities, with the exception of
Standing, were found to be significantly improved at the time of Review. These
findings are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Activity Limitations At Six-honth Review

Average Percentage
. Activity Limited 1981 1982 1983 1984 1981-1984 Improvement

1. Sitting:
Before BCLk 35.0 41.1 41.0 44.2 40.32
After BCLP 25.0 31.1 47.6 13.5 29.3G 27.33

2. Standing:
Before BCLP 27.1 31.3 41.0 51.6 37.75
After BCLP 34.5 35.4 69.1 24.5 40.87 (8.26)*

3. Lifting:
Before BCLP 43.1 56.9 63.0 67.2 57.55
After BCEF 34.0 35.8 41.1 32.6 35.87 37.67

4. Carrying:
Before BCEP 42.5 53.8 58.4 66.6 55.32
After BCLP 41.4 38.7 32.5 30.2 35.70 35.47

5. Sports:
Before BCEP 44.0 54.6 60.9 55.1 53.65
After bCLP 32.6 37.2 28.5 24.3 30.65 42.87

* The reasons for more patients reporting limited ability to stand
are at present obscure and may include a number of factors such as
interpretation of pain, non-practice of postural control and
fatigue- relief postures, weight-related factors, change in
activity, etc. These results imply that the lecturing staff need
to provide more attention to the postural control of pain in
standing.

Overall Results

The overall results demonstrating effectiveness and usefulness of the
5CEP may be measured in relation to the following factors: Pain, Activity
Limitation, Performance of Back Care Regime, Requirement for no further
medical treatment, the patient's self-rating of satisfactory improvement, and
the helpfulness of the bCEP.
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labia 5

Results

factor Before After Improvement

1. Pain:

a. Pain Getting Worse 19.33% 7.6% 60.7%
(without 1983 statistics)

b. Continuous Pain 18.55% 17.0% 8.35%
W ithout Attacks

c. Continuous Pain 21.63% 9.1% 57.92%

With Attacks

2. Activity Limitation:

a. Sitting 40.32% 29.30% 27.33%

b. Standing 37.75% 40.87% (8.26%)

c. Lifting 57.55% 35.87% 37.66%

d. Carrying 55.32% 35.70% 35.47%

e. Sports 53.65% 30.65% 42.b7%

3. Performance of Back Care Regime: 82.45% 91.45% 10.9%

4. Req uitrina h Further Ireatment: 71.5%
(1984 statistics not included)

5. Rating of Improvement:
Satisfactory 73.34%
hot Satisfactory 25.46%

6. Founo the BCEU helpful: 95.75%

Interpretation of Results

As far as the effectiveness of the BCEP is concerned, the results shown do
demonstrate that:

1. the BCLP does substantially prevent pain from getting worse (i.e. the
frequency of episodic pain);

2. the bChP does result in some pain reduction, (i.e. the intensity of pain).
3. the BCEP is very effective in reducing successive attacks (recurrences).
4. the BCLP does result in reaucing limitation in the activities of sitting,

lifting, carrying and sports. That more patients at Review reporteo
limitation for standing requires investigation.

5. the BCLP does result in an improvement in the performance of a Back Care
Regime, ano there appears to be a relationship between those who
consciously care for their backs and the reduced frequency of pain and
attacks. The Back Care Regime consists of regular, modified, or restricted
exercise; modification of general activity; the avoidance of certain
activities if necessary; change in posture; behaviour modification; regular
medication ano use of a back brace if necessary. Of the high percentage of
patients reported carrying out a back care regime prior to attending the
bCLP, most indicated that they performed exercises only. At Review the
majority still performed regular exercise but included modification of
activity, postural consciousness, and behaviour modification.

6. that the BCEP has reduced the requirement for further treatment for 71.5%
of patients at the 6-month review would be more meaningful had these
patients been surveyed at an interval of one year.

7. That the BCEP has been entirely responsible for the satisfactor
improvement of these patients cannot be wholly aeterminea unless control
groups not receiving education and receiving education onl can be included.

8. that the usefulness of the bCEP to these patients is undoubted.

Length of the SCEP and Overall Effectiveness

There appears to be little or no relation between the length of the Programme
(5-asy, 2-day, or 1-day) and (a) the frequency of continuous pain or attacks, and (b)
the requirement for further treatment. However, when the patients rate their degree
of satisfactory improvement following the BCIP, while there is no difference between
the five ano two-day Programme (1978-1983), 1984 presents the first significant
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difference (Table 3) which may be the result of the inclusion of four months of the
1-day Programme so far recorded. The 1985 data will be better able to demonstrate
this when processed by the end of 1985.

Comments by Patients

The Questionnaires at Review provide space for comments by the patients. Some
patients include letters as well, describing their modifications in the conduct of
their activities, and lessened intensity of pain; a few have stated that the knowledge
obtained in the BCEP has actually eliminated their pain, most probably through the
alleviation of anxiety. All letters and comments have expressed gratitude, including
comments such as: "This is the best military course I have ever attended;" "Why
couldn't all of this have been taught me twenty years ago?" (the author never insists
that they would not have listened quite as attentively twenty years ago). "Everybody
at Recruit School should have this education - think of all the problems I wouldn't
have had to suffer...", etc. etc. All patients are invited to write or telephone if
they have any particular problems that they feel they need specific help or advice to
cope with them satisfactorily. And they do, with problems ranging from obtaining a
comfortable night's sleep on cola, uneven ground ouring field exercises to working in
necessarily awkward positions on aircraft. Others write to request that they share
newfound experiences less traumatic to the spine with future classes. What is most
gratifying is that all these "graduates" appear to regard the BCEP as a resource now
where they can turn to for advice at any time in their careers with regard to their
back problems.

All patients with unsatisfactory ratings, i.e. those who graoe themselves as
being worse, or showing no perceptible change in their condition, or who write to
express concern with an increasing problem, are invited back to the Department for
reassessment, and further investigation by the Chief of Orthopaedics if necessary, and
appropriate treatment. A small percentage of the more serious cases, for instance,
those with metastatic tumours, have been identified this way. Others have merely
required more Physical Therapy treatment and refresher courses, ana a minute number
have simply been reluctant or unable to modify behaviour or activities and have
preferred not to part with their longstanding, companionable pain, nor with their lENS
Inits. This minority invariably comprises Veteran patients in their late sixties.

Cost Effectiveness of the BCEP

The cost effectiveness of the prevention of recurrent back injury is based on the
cost of time lost due to absence from work versus the cost of education of the
patient. It is extremely difficult at present to determine the frequency of recurrent
injury following a first-time incident of Low Back Pain owing to lack of specificity
of oata. For present purposes, although 60% of those suffering a first-time incidence
can be expected to have recurrent episodes3 , without the benefit of preventive
education, the NDMC experience has demonstrated that 71.5% (Table 5) have not required
further treatment following education.

Based on an everage of 300 patients per year attending the bCEP for one day, at a
cost of $600 per member to the Department, the programme costs $180,000 per year.
Since a dipabling back injury in the CAF requires an average of 5.13 says' absence
from work-, the cost to the Department for recurrent episodes in 607 of these
patients were they not educated would amount to $554,040. However, following the
BCEP, 71.5% or 215 persons have not required treatment. The 85 persons who may be
assumed to have experienced recurrence, have cost the Department $ 261,630.
Therefore, based on a potential loss of $554,040 per year to the Department, the BCEP
at the hDhC has saved the Department $292,410 (excluding any required treatment costs)
at a cost effectiveness of 1.62 per year.

This disregards the probability that the frequency of third, fourth or fifth
recurrences is higher than the 60% of recurrences expected after a first episode. It
should be noted that the majority of patients referred to the BCEP have already
experienced a recurrence, and that the percentage of re-reoccurence is higher than
that of the first recurrence and therefore greater than 60%. It also disregards more
than one recurrence per patient. The cost effectiveness of 1.62 can therefore be
considered an absolute minimum; it is probable that this ratio can be shown to be in
access of 3 or 4:1 with better data from the field. This is already being addressed
in the latest questionnaires. It is speculated that the savings to the Department of
National Defence could be considerable were it possible to extend the BCEP to all
Bases, Stations and Ships, and to include the DRD Civilians as well.

Conclusion

1. The BCLP at the ND1C has proven effective in preventing the present condition
from becoming worse, in reducing the intensity of continuous pain, and in
controlling recurrent attacks of Low Back Pain. It has also proven effective in
reducing activity limitation in lifting, carrying, sitting and sports.

2. The DCP has encouraged more clientele (91.51) to be responsible for the care of
their backs in following a regime of regular exercise, activity modification,
behaviour modification ane postural control. Patients, almost unanimously
(95.75%) recognize and appreciate the benefits received.

3. There is little demonstrable difference in outcome between a 10-hour course
conductea over five days, the 8.5-hour course over two days, and the present
course of 7 hours conducte in one day.
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4. 'he BCEP is a cost effective mechanism to increase the overall effectiveness of
DhD personnel by reducing the number of days lost due to recurrent back injury
ano back pain.

Back Care Education at the National Defence Medical Centre is a continuing
process. The collection and analysis of patient data will continue in order to
determine responses to increased or changed patient neeos, and to continuously assure
high quality standards and cost effectiveness. All patients attending the 1985
sessions and thereafter will be reviewed for one year for better data.

From September 1985 the session on the Modification of Activities of Daily Living
conducted by the staff of the Occupational Therapy Division will be an entirely
practical session. The need for practical participation by clientele has been based
on the observation that patients with recurrent Low Back Pain attending the classes
have little concept of the degree of hip and knee flexion required for some daily
activities.

It has also been observeo in the Exercise Session that those with longstanding
Low Back Pain demonstrate weakness of the abdominal muscles, quadriceps and gluteii,
as well as tightness of ilio-psoas, rectus femoris, erector spinae, hamstrings,
piriformis, and other muscle groups. This observation may result in the development
of a twelve-session Back Exercise class, as part of complete back Care for clientele
at the National Defence Medical Centre.

The response from the educateo patients is conclusively positive ano
encouraging. It can therefore be concluded that education must continue as an
integral part of the holistic treatment of all patients with mechanical low back
disorders, and that it would be advisable to expand this service to a wider range of
oepartmental employees, military and civilian.
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DISCUssOi

LANDOLT, CA: In regard to crewmen, your presentation discusses the vulnerability of tank crewmen
to back injuries and their severity. Have you comparable statistics for different air crewmen? If so,
how effective is your Back Care Programme in returning them to work?

I ItNG2TO-KRAMBLIY, CA, It was very difficult getting any information on aircrew. I had gone
to our Director of General Safety to see what sort of data had been submitted to him. Unfortunately,
we did not have very much on sircrew. Out of the 10 who had been reported as suffering from disabling
back injury within a 5 year period, 9 were pilots and one was an air navigator. They were mainly stu-
dent fighter pilots, who were taking the Basic Officer Training Course in British Columbia. None had
suffered their injuries in aircraft or within their flying duty areal they had suffered sports in-
juries. So, its extremely difficult to provide details in this area. A lot our pilots have described
back pain, but none of them have been reported officially to the Directorate of General Safety. In the
Back Care Programme we can only teach them how to avoid further recurrent injury as far as their own
actions and postural activities are concerned. A lot of these people have asked if they can wear back
braces or apply a back support to the aircraft seat.

LANDOLT, CA: Why did you remove the deep relaxation session from your one-day programme? That
technique and biofeedback have been quite successful in returning air crew to duty from air sickness.
You used it in your other programmes.

RIuNGTON-KBAu LEY, CA$ The reason is that, within the short period for back care education,
the only time that we could afford for deep relaxation is one hour. Now, when you have a class of 16
people, all attempting to practice deep relaxation or at least be introduced to the technique, half the
class will promptly fall asleep and begin to snore, which disturbs the other half of the class who are
desperately trying to relax. All of our deep relaxation sessions were an absolute failure. Con-
sequently, we decided that the physical therapists would then treat all these patients with individual
deep relaxation sessions and give them a first-time session. After that, they were issued cassette
tapes that they could take and practice in the peace and quiet of their own homes.

WILDR, US: Is there an average job description of the cooks who were in the program? Are they
carrying great tubs of potatoes or similar heavy objects?

I RRINGTON-KEAlSLEY, CA: Yes, the cooks were obviously in the high risk group; and it's very
interesting that, when you teach people how to lift things correctly, you generally teach them to keep
a very straight back and to bring the object closer to their own center of gravity. Now, in the case
of the cooks, it's very difficult to do this because, half the time, if they are field cooks for in-
stance, they are carrying great pots of soup or stew or whatever -- enormous trays of very hot food,
which you cannot bring close to your center of gravity. So I would think that, by having to suspend
these large objects at the ends of the arms, they are subjecting the lumbar spine to enormous shear
forces. This may be a reason; in fact, this is what I suspect may be the reason for the severity of
injuries to our cooks. The other factor may be the floors, on which cooks may have to tread fairly
carefully. There are sometimes spills; they are not always dry; and they are not always non-skid sur-
faces. Perhaps, this total area needs to be investigated more closely.
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POSTURAL FATIGUE
AND THE BACKACHE OF HELICOPTER PILOTS

Timothy J. Bowden, Ph. D.
Biosciences Division,

Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
P. 0. Box 2000, Downsview, CANADA, M3M 3B9

Summary

A review of the literature on the back pain of helicopter pilots
suggests that postural fatigue, rather than specific injury to the
spine, may be the cause of much of the reported pain. Postural fatigue
is defined here as fatigue in specific muscles whose continuous activity
is required to maintain a working posture. Descriptions of the back pain
of helicopter pilots are compared with those of the phenomenon of
postural fatigue. It is significant that there is a strong association
between the pilot's back pain and actual flight duty, in fact, pilots
often blame their helicopters, rather than their own health, for their
pain. Biomechanical aspects of the pilot's environment and of tasks
within the cockpit are assessed as potential causes of postural
fatigue. Both posture and vibration within the cockpit may be possible
causes, since both conditions may impose continuous activity on muscles
of the lower back. Postural fatigue is a temporary problem, but the
causes of postural fatigue, such as sedentary work in awkward postures,
are considered by many authors to be related to increased incidence of
chronic back pain, back disease and related disability. Repeated expo-
sure to postural fatigue may increase the likelihood of mechanical back
injury by reducing the effectiveness of the protection given to the
spine by its supporting muscles during tasks involving bending and lift-
ing. Electromyography has been used to index postural fatigue in the
laboratory, as well as in the civilian work environment. By objectively
defining muscle activity and fatigue, electromyographic methods may
allow the objective assessment of different ergonomic proposals to
relieve the back pain in helicopter pilots.

The Back Pain of Helicopter Pilots

For about a quarter-century, the medical authorities of many armed services
have described the phenomenon of pain in the lower back among helicopter aircrew [1].
The most comprehensive review of this problem is the chapter by Delahaye and his co-
authors [2] in the book: "Physiology and Pathophysiology of Spinal Injuries in Aero-
space Medicine." (I have used the English title of the translation by P. Howard.)
These authors describe the phenomenon as follows:

"Chronic lumbar pain is the most common complaint. The picture is of a
low-grade, tiring, heavy ache localized in the lumbar region, or some-
times lower (lumbo-sacral pain). It extends laterally, often predomi-
nantly to one side, and may radiate to the buttocks, the iliac crests
or, more rarely, the groin. This discomfort is brought on by flight,
aggravated by lifting effort or by long car journeys, and relieved by
lying down and by physiotherapy.

At a higher level of intensity, this discomfort becomes a pain which
makes flying very gruelling so that, despite the constraints upon the
position of his limbs, the pilot seeks to change his posture. The pain
increases in intensity during the last flight at the end of the day, and
reaches a maximum when the pilot lands the aircraft. Although it per-
sists during the evening, it tends to diminish, but reappears on stand-
ing. It disappears after a night's rest."

The severity and prevalence of the problem called "idiopathic low-back pain" is
widely known. It ranks among the more common reasons for seeking medical help in the
industrialized countries. Back disorders in general are an important cause of worker
disability. Thus, the words "backache", "low-back pain", or the many synonyms for this
condition, call to mind a chronic condition associated with considerable pain and
costs.

The relationship between the problems of a helicopter pilot and the common
phenomenon of idiopathic low-back pain is an important question. Is the problem of
back pain in aircrew, which has been reported and discussed so frequently by military
authorities, the same as the problem which costs the civilian population so much in
medical treatment, lost time, and compensation?

The description of the helicopter pilot's complaint quoted above from Delahaye
et al. (2) resembles the description given of idiopathic low-back pain given in

This publ-ication is identified as DCIEU No. 85-R-30.
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text-books on the subject, such as that by Finneson [3]. However, there are some dif-
ferences between the two phenomena which are worth mentioning. Shanahan [41, in a
recent lecture, has observed that the incidence of back pain in the civilian popula-
tion, although high for a disease, is much less than the reported incidence of back
pain in surveys of helicopter aircrew, which sometimes reaches 100%. The other signi-
ficant characteristic of the helicopter pilot back pain problem is its strong associa-
tion with actual flight duty.

Back pain in the civilian population is usually reported to medical profes-
sionals by patients who have suffered chronic pain for many days. Although there are
some patients in which a rapid onset of pain is associated with a particular activity,
such as bending or lifting, there are many patients who cannot remember the occasion
of the onset of their pain 151.

In contrast, the helicopter pilot's back pain is closely associated with actual
flight duty. Fitzgerald and Crotty [6), in a general survey of aircrew and groundcrew
in the UK Royal Air Force, found that over half of the 300 pilots who experienced fre-
quent in-flight backache never suffered from backache on the ground. In a previous
AGARD conference, Schulte-Wintrop and Knoche of the Federal Republic of Germany
reported on a survey of 145 helicopter aircrew that 40% complained of back pain during
flight and 51% of back pain after flight. In only 39% of the cases, the back pain was
described as a lasting one.

Shanahan [4] reported on a survey of 802 U. S. Army aviators which found that
72.8% experienced back pain while on flight duty, while only 14.5% had symptoms which
persisted longer than 48 hours. Singh [71 reported that all of a group of 21 Chetak
pilots in the Indian Air Force experienced back pain in flight, but this was relieved
in all cases by rest.

There has not been a formal survey of Canadian helicopter pilots published
recently, but informal reports indicate that there is also a strong association
between back pain and actual flight duty in Canadian Forces pilots.

All these results suggest the conclusion proposed by Shanahan 141: there are
two groups of pilots who suffer from back pain, a majority who suffer a temporary pain
which is felt only during and immediately after flight, and a minority who suffer from
chronic pain, which resembles the problem known as idiopathic low-back pain in the
civi ian world.

Shanahan proposes that repeated exposures to the temporary pains of flight may
lead to persistent pain in time. It is probably premature at this time to say that
helicopter flight duty is a proven risk factor in chronic low back pain or the related
disorders, such as herniated intervertebral disks or sciatica. However, the fact that
similar activities in the civilian population, such as professional driving, are
proven risk factors 181 suggests that this may well be the case.

The temporary pain associated with flight should not be ignored. Many authors,
and some pilots, acknowledge that it may induce a pilot to modify his flight plans or
distract him from his mission. It may be a more significant problem for the military
use of helicopters at a future time when helicopters are required to play a greater
role in military operations and longer and more arduous missions are undertaken.

It is also likely that, through understanding the temporary pain, better know-
ledge of the causes of the chronic pain may be obtained.

Given that the temporary back pain of helicopter pilots is a phenomenon and
operational problem in itself, how can we most easily understand its causes and
provide relief for the afflicted pilots? This essay proposes that the pain arises from
postural fatigue. This hypothesis is not new; the concept of fatigue as the source of
discomfort in helicopter pilots has been mentioned by other authors [5,7,9,101. It
deserves some examination in detail, both as a focus for future research and as a
guide to those who are attempting to relieve the problem.

Postural Fatigue

"Postural fatigue" is the condition which arises when an awkward posture is
maintained for a long time. Arndt ill describes the phenomenon, as experienced by
video display operators, as follows:

"While the amount of effort required to maintain the various postures
Involved in (video display terminal) work depends on the position of the
trunk, the limbs and the head, the maximum capacity of the musculoskele-
tal system is ordinarily not approached, even in the most extreme posi-
tions. However, such jobs often involve proloned periods of constrained
posture characterized by static loading of muscles. Under such condi-
tions, blood circulation may be reduced, preventing the proper supply of
nutrients to the muscles and removal of muscle activity by-products,
leading to rapid fatigue and pain. If these conditions persist on a
daily basis, the result may be chronic problems often including the
joints and tendons."
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A number of investigators have reported on the temporary discomfort caused by
the maintenance of awkward postures, without describing the phenomenon as fatigue. The
source of discomfort may be the sustained stress on joints, ligaments or tendons,
which may create discomfort through interference with normal blood flow and nutrition
of tissues (121.

Postural fatigue appears to be distinct from the muscle fatigue induced by
strong contractions in that:

a. the muscles involved are active at levels which are a small fraction
of the maximum voluntary contraction force;

b. the evidence of fatigue is muscle pain, rather than the diminution
of force (which is the criterion given by Edwards [131, among
others); and

c. the fatigue takes a much longer time to occur than is usually the
case in studies of sustained contractions.

Muscle fatigue is a complex phenomenon, in which different causes (force,
duration, duty cycle, blood flow, muscle type and motivation) play a part, and many
different effects (reduction in maximum force, pain, stiffness) are produced. Physio-
logists have studied the relationship between the causes and effects of this pheno-
menon extensively for many years. A CIBA foundation symposium [13] provides a summary
of recent research. Most studies have examined the effect of relatively brief, nearly
maximal contractions or exercises on the performance of individual muscles.

One phenomenon of relevance to the study of postural fatigue is the "low-
frequency fatigue" described by Jones [14] and by Edwards [15]. This is induced after
a long series of ischaemic contractions and persists for several hours, as a reduction
in the force response to nerve stimulation at frequencies less than that required for
the production of the maximum tetanic force. The cause of the slow recovery is
believed to be damage to the internal tubule system of the muscle. The association
between this fatigue and pain is not described by these authors.

Other authors attribute the temporary pain associated with sustained contrac-
tions to the accumulation of lactic acid or other products of muscle metabolism. The
relationship between the pain associated with fatigue and impairment of blood flow has
been mentioned by several authors [16-18]. The impairment of blood flow appears to be
as significant a factor in the development of pain as the actual exertion of the
muscles. This impairment can arise either from external pressure or the internal
pressure developed in an active muscle [19,20].

The development of fatigue in sustained muscular contractions and the process
of recovery have been studied by Monod and his colleagues (as reviewed by Monod 1211)
and by Rohmert [22,23]. The application of their findings to postural studies has been
discussed by Corlett [24] and by Corlett and Manenica [25]. There is some disagreement
about the effect of contractions which are a small fraction (less than 10%) of the
maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). Whereas Monod and Rohmert suggest that there is a
"critical force", about 15% of the MVC, below which an exertion can be held for an
indefinite time, Corlett states that the "critical force" is no more that 8% of the
MVC, and suggests a definition of "indefinite" which "restricts it to about 30
minutes" [24]. This disagreement probably arises from the behaviour of different
muscle groups, as well as the difficulty in measuring the effect of a small contrac-
tion held over a long period of time. Corlett's observations apply more specifically
to the muscles of the lower back.

The Use of Electromyography in Determining Postural Fatigue

Electromyography has become a method of choice for investigation of the effects
of awkward postures and the development of postural fatigue. Earlier investigators
used the simple amplitude of the electromyographic (EMG) signal to estimate the level
of activity in the back muscles [26-30]. This is valuable for estimating the force
produced by a muscle group, and, indirectly, the stress on associated joints and liga-
ments. It has been used this way in studies of biomechanical models of the spine by
Nachsmson [31], and by Andersson and his colleagues [32-38]. The relationship between
the EMG signal amplitude and muscle force is not an exactly linear one in all cases,
as noted by Grieve and Pheasant (39]. However, if the posture of the subject and the
length of the muscle under study are controlled, the ENG signal is a good relative
index of muscular force.

It has been known for some time that there are changes in the electromyogram
which are associated with muscle fatigue: (see the review by Lindstrom and Petersen
[401) and, in the last fifteen years, the computer analysis of electromyograms has
allowed the routine application of techniques which use this phenomenon. The principal
change in the ENO signal is a shift in the frequency spectrum towards lower frequen-
cies [40-43]. This can be measured as a shift in the mean power frequency, as
described by Lindstrom et al., [44,45] or as a shift in the median power frequency as
described by de Luca anr-o'ers [46-48].
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A reason given for the change in the EMG spectrum is a change in the conduction
velocity of action potentials in the muscle fibres; this is likely to be the conse-
quence of changes in the membrane or internal tubule system caused by the accumulation
of metabolites [49,50]. The changes in the EMG signal precede the development of pain
in some muscles [41].

There are now many examples of the use of electromyography to demonstrate the
fatigue caused by sustaining awkward postures. Andersson et al. [181 demonstrated the
increased ENG activity in the back muscles of automotive assembly workers. Herberts
and Kadefors [12] used the EMG technique to study the shoulder pains of welders in the
shipbuilding trade; they have to hold their arms above their shoulders while perform-
ing welding tasks. More recent studies show that this posture leads to rapid fatigue
[51], and increased intramuscular pressure in certain muscles of the shoulder. [521
Malmqvist et al. [53] has shown the same phenomenon in certain building trades, and
Magunsson et al. [54] have shown it among butchers.

Postural Fatigue in the Helicopter Pilot

Delahaye and his colleagues [2] identify two potential causes of back pain in
helicopter pilots: the posture of the pilot in the cock-pit and the vibration of the
helicopter. Most investigators agree on the importance of one or the other of these
causes. Whether posture or vibration alone can be considered as the major cause is not
yet answered, and the relative importance of these causes will be an important topic
for discussion at this meeting.

Three important aspects of the posture of a helicopter pilot appear to be
principal factors in the genesis of low-back pain. They are:

a. the "helicopter hunch", the forward-leani ag posture required in
order to place the right elbow on the thigh for precise positioning
of the cyclic control stick;

b. a twisting or bending of the trunk in order to reach the collective
lever (this may be unnecessary for some pilots in some helicopters);
and

c. the fact that all four limbs are engaged in the control task, per-
mitting no change of the posture during the period when the pilot is
in actual control of the aircraft.

Other factors identified as contributing to discomfort and pain are, the requirement
to extend the neck for normal forward viewing while holding the "hunched" posture,
stresses from backpacks or seat restraint systems on the upper back, thermal stresses
(particularly, exposure to cold drafts [7,55]) and the natural tension created by
involvement in a difficult task.

Individual seat and control designs can aggravate the postural stress. In
particular, seats without adequate lumbar support and cockpits without adequate head
clearance [56] can prevent the pilot from assuming a relaxed posture even when control
is passed over to the co-pilot.

It is important to note that each of the above-named postural causes of discom-
fort is associated with increased activity in major muscle groups in the trunk.

The increase ita muscular activity .n the erector spinae muscles of a person who
leans forward while sitting is well documented [32,37]. Similarly, the maintenance of
a twisted or leaning posture has been shown to require extra muscular activity in the
lower back [28,57].

The fact that the pilot cannot easily change his position while he is in con-
trol of the aircraft implies that the stress on postural muscles is often maintained
for longer periods than is desirable. The pressure caused by muscular action and the
pressure on the back and buttocks from the seat impair blood flow and accelerate the
development of fatigue.

Troup [58] has noted that the psoas muscle which originates in the lumbar
spine, is used by truck drivers every time they lift a foot from a pedal. Thus, con-
tinuous activity of the feet on the pedals may require continuous activity of the
psoas muscle, and consequent fatigue. Helicopter pilots should be at least as vulner-
able to this effect as truck drivers.

The development of muscle fatigue in the back muscles will be accelerated if
the pilot is exposed to a high workload. Activity of back muscles increases during
concentration at work [59] and has, in itself, been used as a measure of workload-
induced stress [60].

Whole-body vibration has been understood to be a source of discomfort for many
years. The vibration of helicopter cockpits has been identified by some authors,
including Delahaye and his colleagues [2], as a significant factor in the genesis of
pilot back pain. The International Organization for Standardization Guide for the

Immmi
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evaluation of human exposure to vibration (ISO-2631) [61] includes a "fatigue-
decreased proficiency" boundary to tolerable vibration limits. The "fatigue-decreased
proficiency" boundary was considered by those drafting the guide to be the intensity
of vibration above which the preservation of working efficiency would be threatened
[61]. Although this limit is the subject of some controversy, there is some evidence
that muscular fatigue increases with vibration exposure [621.

Several authors have studied the response of the back muscles to vertical
whole-body vibration, and have shown that there is activity in these muscles which is
in step with the applied vibration at lower frequencies 163-651. This activity could
be the response of the stretch reflex to changes in body geometry caused by the
different response of the pelvis and upper torso to the applied forces. Recent results
from Bluthner et al. [66] suggest that this response may not be effecti,.e in attenu-
ating vibration. In any case, the activity must contribute to fatigue.

In addition to the direct response to vibration, there is also the possibility
that the human subject may use his muscles to stiffen his torso against the effects of
vertical vibration. Griffin [67] explored this phenomenon, and found that a subject
would naturally adjust his position and muscle tone in order to shift the resonant
frequency of the body away from the frequency of the applied vibration. Vibration may
also discourage the use of a seat back as a support for the body, since, as Rowlands
[68] discovered, the seat back can affect the transmission of vibration to the head.
These separate observations suggest that vibration exposure (and possibly exposure to
the vibration of helicopters) increases the activity in the muscles of the back.
Whether this is sufficient to cause fatigue, has not yet been answered in the litera-
ture.

All of this evidence indicates that the pilot of a helicopter is likely to show
continuous activity in the muscles of his back as a consequence of the various
stresses induced by the task and the cockpit environment. This activity will be sus-
tained at least for the time that he is in control of the aircraft, and may persist
for the duration of a flight. It will be accompanied by impairment of circulation from
the external pressure of the seat and restraints, and possibly by local cooling of the
muscle by cold drafts. All this should lead to a painful ischaemic fatigue, from which
the muscles would, as Jones [14] noted, take hours to recover. Whether this is the
cause of the helicopter pilot's back pain is now a matter of speculation. There is
clearly an opportunity to study the posture and behaviour of the helicopter pilot with
the same methods that have been applied to industrial workers who suffer from postural
fatigue as a result of their workplace.

Postural Fatigue and Chronic Back Pain

Many authors have noted the epidemiological connections between occupations
which demand awkward postures and chronic backache [8,58,69-74]. In the case of
vehicle drivers and pilots, the effects of awkward posture are often complicated by
the effects of vehicle vibration, which, as described above, may contribute to
fatigue.

There are various hypotheses concerning the role of vibration and posture in
the genesis of chronic back pain. The effects of mechanical loads have been reviewed
by Sandover [75,76], who suggests that the stresses on the intervertebral discs and
end-plates may cause local fatigue (in the engineering sense of the word) or impair
the nutrition of the discs through the end-plates. In addition, the intervertebral
disc loses height when exposed to compressive stress [77], particularly when vibration
is superimposed on it. The bending postures which increase the muscular activity of
the erector spinae muscles also increase the pressures in the intervertebral discs by
proportionate amounts, so that the possibility of impaired nutrition or fatigue
failure is increased. It is possible that these are the causes of the changes which
are felt as chronic backache, however, it is difficult to test this hypothesis experi-
mentally.

On the other hand, some investigators have suggested that there is a component
of chronic back pain which is related to muscle function and muscle fatigue. Floyd and
Silver [26], in their early electromyographic studies noted that patients with back
pain showed no reduction in EMG activity in the lumbar erector spinae muscles during
extreme forward bends, but healthy subjects did. De Vries [781, Troup and Chapman
179], and Jayasinghe [80] have sought evidence of increased fatiguability in the
erector spinae muscle of patients with back pain. Suzuki and Endo [91] have found that
patients with lowback pain are weaker in tests of maximal lumbar flexion and extension
force than controls. However, this may be the consequence of a reflex response to back
pain rather than a cause of the pain.

Another occupational risk factor for back pain and related diseases is heavy
physical work [82-84]. Lifting, pushing and pulling often impose the largest stresses
on the muscles as well as the intervertebral disks and these activities are often
associated with sudden attacks of low back pain. It is possible that drivers and
others who are exposed to postural fatigue of the back muscles may become more vulner-
able to severe injury from lifting because of the weakening effect of their fatigue,
which may last for several hours after the fatiguing posture is relieved.
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Conclusions

It may never be possible to completely understand the mechanisms whereby the
postural constraints and vibration of the helicopter cockpit can induce either the
temporary back pain associated with actual flight duty, or chronic back pain in the
helicopter pilot. It appears inevitable that forces transmitted through the body will
be shared by muscles as well as ligaments and joints. Therefore, all of these organs
will show the effects of chronic exposure to stress. Similarly, the activity of pos-
tural muscles, whatever causes it, will impose additional stresses on tendons and
joints.

The intent of this article was to focus attention on muscle fatigue as a cause
of helicopter pilot back pain. The most prevalent form of back pain among helicopter
aircrew is a temporary pain which is brought about by actual flight duty and relieved
by rest afterwards. This resembles, at least in its time course, the effects of muscu-
lar fatigue. There is indirect evidence that the back muscles of an active helicopter
pilot must be more active than normal and that they may also suffer from impaired cir-
culation. Thus, it is possible that flight duty can bring on this localized fatigue.

This argument does require further research, if it is to be supported or
refuted. Quantitative studies of the posture and activities of pilots in flight should
be made in order to determine how much activity is produced in the muscles of the
lower back and how much fatigue is produced by this activity. It is possible to do
this using electromyography, and Pope and his colleagues [65,85] have approached this
in their studies on vibration. The pressure within the muscles and the effective blood
flow might also be measured.

How does the concept of postural fatigue affect those involved in designing
helicopters and planning the use of helicopters in combat and other military opera-
tions? There is now an intense research and development effort directed towards making
helicopters (and other aircraft) easier to fly in complex operational situations.
Stability-augmentation systems eliminate much of the work required for simple attitude
control. The workload can be further reduced by improved controls and displays. Ergo-
nomists have defined better criteria for the positions of the cyclic and collective
controls [36].

A more radical approach to helicopter controls is being pursued by authorities
in the United States and Canada, where multi-axis side-arm control designs are being
flight tested in experimental helicopters [87-89]. Preliminary studies of these
controls indicate that the associated arm rest, and the improved back posture, lead to
a £reat reduction in the back pain induced by actual flight (J. M. Morgan, personal
communication).

At the same time, helicopter vibration reduction has been an important goal in
new aircraft designs [90,911. Vibration-attenuating seats and cu~hions are also being
developed, in order to improve the comfort of those pilots who must contend with the
current helicopters of our armed services [92,93].

In addition, new seat designs, or modifications to existing seats, are being
proposed for many helicopters in order to improve the lumbar support offered by the
seat and the comfort of the seat pan [7,941.

The cumulative effect of these improvements may be that the incidence of back
pain associated with helicopter flight duty may be reduced, or that the permissible
flight duty periods may be extended. However, design engineers, who have to work with
the constrants of crashworthiness, restraint for the pilot, reduction in weight and
other limitations, may be tempted to choose a single "ideal" posture for the pilot of
a future helicopter, and suit their designs to this one position. In doing this they
may fail to allow any changes in posture during flight, whether or not the aircrew
member is in actual control of the aircraft.

Studies of postural fatigue and seated posture have emphasised the importance
of regular changes in the seated posture during the time that an individual is seated
[95,961. It is not unrealistic to state that even the most comfortable seat may become
a "torture-chamber" if one is forced to occupy it in a fixed position for an extended
period. Pressure, whether from surfaces external to the body or from active muscles,
must be relieved periodically, or the impairment of blood flow will lead to fatigue
and pain.

One can see the potential for postural fatigue in proposals for "heads-up"
displays or visual pointing systems for weapons control which demand a fixed eye-point
for the pilot. Similarly, those who propose that the improved controls and seating of
future helicopters will permit them to be flown by a single pilot [971, will have to
consider the likelihood of postural fatigue, even in the most advanced cockpit.

However, if it is indeed true that the pain of muscle fatigue is a limiting
factor in helicopter operations, there is the hope that a quantitative understanding
of the process of fatigue and the need of muscles for rest will lead to prescriptions
for work schedules which will make the maximum effective use of a helicopter pilot's
abilities.
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Summary
li order to perform an objective assessment of muscle fatigue in a UH-1-H cockpit seating

environment, instrumentation was developed to sense and use as an outcome measure the shift in the
center frequency of the EMG spectrum of the dorsal lumbar musculature. Subjective assessment of
fatigue was accomplished by means of a visual analog scale indicating discomfort as a function of duration
of exposure to the seated environment. Twenty subjects (10 male and 10 female) were exposed to the
same seating environment (in terms of both static posture and vibration exposure) as that experienced
by the UH-1-H helicopter pilot. The vibration environment of a UH-1-H helicopter was recorded and
reproduced using a servohydraulic vibration simulator. Each exposure lasted two hours.

Marginally significant fatigue, as measured by the center frequency shift method, occurred only as
a result of the sustained static posture. In contrast, all exposures to this seating environment, in both
static and vibration modes, produced significant subjective discomfort in both the buttocks and lower
back. Thus, the predominant cause of back discomfort and fatigue in this instance appears to be the
UH-1-H specific seated posture rather than the UH-1-H specific vibrational environment.

Introduction
ThW uman spine is a complex mechanical structure which performs the dual task of motion

production and load bearing. Since the bony spine Is supported and moved by its surrounding muscular
and ligamentous tissue, changes In their mechanical capacities could adversely affect the function of this
system. Of great interest, then, is the response of the tissues to mechanically damaging environments.
It Is known from the work of Weisman, Pope and Johnson (1980) that repeated loading of ligaments In the
knee makes the ligament mechanically softer (less stiff) and decreases its ultimate strength. Since it is
difficult to measure changes of mechanical strength in lumbar ligamentous elements directly, monitoring
behavior or strength changes in muscle would be very useful.

U.S. Army operational needs Include minimizing low back pain production In UH-I-H helicopter
pilots (Shanahan and Reading, 1984). Severe, acute and sometimes debilitating backaches have been
reported by pilots of two-bladed helicopters. Vibration is probably a major contributor to the problem,
but a lack of information on muscular tolerance to vibration and the role of vibration in fatigue makes a
solution through appropriate equipment design exceedingly difficult. Chronic back ailments in
aircrewmen having several thousand hours of flight experience deplete the aviation manpower resource
and reduce its effectiveness. The cause of the ailments Is thought to be vibration-induced damage to
the spine. Data on joint morphology resulting from long-term exposure to vibration do not exist, yet
are essential for establishing standards by which hazardous conditions might be limited. Vibration plays
a significant role in the effectiveness of personnel in sophisticated systems, yet there is insufficient
information to account adequately for human response in the design of such systems. Vibration is also
known to affect health adversely. However, standards to not exist which relate vibration exposure in
the military-unique envronment to these known hazards.

The present study was undertaken to develop methods for describing, objectively and subjectively,
fatigue in the lower back and buttocks of subjects in a UH-1-H flight environment. To assess the
effects of vibration in the Army rotary wing aviator, blomechanical data were gathered in order to
address the following hypotheses:

(1) The biomechanical effects of helicopter vibration would be
significantly modified by the posture of the aviator, as well as the layout of the controls, the
cockpit, and the seat design.

(2) The effects of these vibrations would be sufficient to cause soft and hard tissue stress and
subsequent injury.

Two test methods were used for these evaluations: (1) the shift of the center frequency of the
spectrum of the lumbar musculature electromyography signal and (2) the subjects' subjective assessment
of their discomfort in the lower back and buttocks by means of a visual analog scale.

Materials and Methods
Fatigue assessment via electromyographic activity. Shanahan and Reading (198) have suggested

that the problem or low back pain and discomfort reported by helicopter pilots stems from the necessity
for pilots to assume slumped and asymmetric postures for extended periods of time with little chance to
change their positions significantly. They have also suggested that this probably leads to spasm of
paraspinal musculature and increased sensitivity of the buttocks.

In order to determine whether muscle electrical activity changes could indicate fatigue of the
muscles, it was necessary to perform an initial study on a group of subjects who had no history of back
pain. The experiments performed sought to find a change in the muscle response due to the sustained
posture and vibration environment. Because a feature of muscle contraction is the production of a
complex electrical signal arising from the summation of asynchronously firing muscle motor units, the
muscle electrical activity or EMG signal can be monitored using surface or wire electrodes. In order to
evaluate the complex EMG signal, a technique called spectral analysis was used to decompose the signal
into Its simpler components. Hence we were able to measure muscle electrical activity changes in a
group of people exposed to this environment.

The subjects' lumbar electromyographic signals were picked up by means of bipolar surface
electrodes placed at the L3 level approximately 3 cm lateral to the midline of the back 2.S cm apart
vertically and the silver-silver chloride electrodes 12.5 mm in diameter (In Vivo Metric Systems) were
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filled with a conductive gel that interfaced with the skin. The application site was lightly sanded and
prepared with a skin conditioner ("Skin Cleaner," In Vivo Metric Systems item #E403) to maximize
adhesion and conductivity. Because of variable toris-zes, it was felt that the protocol of Andersson,
Jonsson and Ortengren (1974), that of placing the electrodes a set distance from midline, was
inappropriate. Our modified technique of placing electrodes on the belly of the erector spinae muscle
determined by palpation ensured a placement for maximum EMG signal amplitude. ;nterelectrocde
resistances were measured and ensured to be less than 5,000 ohms. Four channels of data were
recorded (Figure 1) on a TEAC FM data recorder: left and right erector spinae EMG activity, RMS value
of right EMG, and force as indicated by a load cell attached to a chest harness.

Since a correlation had been found between muscle force production and EMG activity (Andersson,
Ortengren and Schultz, 1980), the next step was to evaluate the fatigue of the muscle via spectral
analysis of the EMG signal. Previous workers (Lindstrom, Kadefors and Petersen, 1977; Lindstrom,
Magnusson and Petersen, 1970; Lloyd, 1971; Petrofsky, 1980; Petrofsky, Dahms and Lind, 1975; Viitasalo
and Komi, 1977) have shown that there is a change in muscle firing frequency before and after exertion.
A spectrum analyzer was used to determine the shift of the center frequency of the EMG power spectrum
density function (PSDF).

Twenty subjects were evaluated for their force versus EMG activity. Each subject was tested on
each day over a six-day period. The first day of testing was a day of training for the subject to
become acclimated to the test. Generally, the testing on each day consisted of monitoring the subject's
EMG activity and force production during a maximum or percentage of maximum voluntary contraction
(MVC). Subjects were seated (Figure 2) in a Ui-1-H seat while wearing a seat belt and maintaining a
femur-to-back angle of 70-800. A chest harness was worn which transmitted horizontal forces from the
torso to a vertical support. The force exerted was monitored by a load cell and displayed on a digital
read-out so that the subject could see his force level and maintain a steady contraction. Prior to each
day's fatigue test, three MVC efforts were performed in order to select the maximum as the 100% MVC.
Subjects also held, for a few seconds, various percentages of their MVC (80, 60, 45, 37.5, 30).

Erector spinae muscle EMG activity was monitored before and after isometric extetision tests.
Typical EMG amplitude versus time signals are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Note that the "before" signal
seems to be much more compressed, indicating a higher frequency than the "after" signal. Using the
Wavetek/Rockland model #5820A spectrum analyzer, one can see in the power spectra (Figures 5 and 6)
for these signals that there has indeed been a decreased signal from a higher to a lower frequency. It
was this phenomenon of a decrease in the frequency of the EMG signal that was used to monitor muscle
fatigue. Since the spectrum analyzer could communicate with the DEC 1123 minicomputer, an algorithm
was written to compute the center frequency of the spectrum analyzed between one and two hundred
Hertz. This is a single-number evaluation of the EMG spectrum, essentially the frequency at which the
centroid of the plot area occurs.

Fatigue tests were conducted at one per day at either 80, 60, 45, 37.5, or 30 percent of the
subject's initial Maximum Voluntary Contraction for that day. A constant force was held until exhaustion
or until pain interrupted their isometric contraction (Figure 7). In summary, the following protocol was
used:

Protocol: 3 maximum voluntary contractions (3 seconds)
80% MVC 5 seconds
60% MVC 5 seconds
45% MVC 5 seconds
37.5% MVC 5 seconds
30% MVC 5 seconds

All held for 5 seconds, with a 2-minute rest between
10-minute rest
Fatigue test to exhaustion - at one of the %MVC

Analysis of the EMG signal's spectral activity was determined over a 6-second period at the
beginning and end of each fatiguing test. Using the index counter on a tape recorder and observing
recorded EMG signals on an oscilloscope ensured that sampling occurred at the beginning and end of the
test period.

Figures 8 through 11 show the results of the decrease in center frequency for the group of 20
subjects. Statistics were compiled for individual groups (males and females) for both left and right EMG
center frequency decreases.

For all fatigue tests, center frequency decreased from the beginning to the end of the test.
Comparisons were made between sides for the same sex and between sexes for the same side. The only
significant difference (Figure 12) in changes occurred between sexes on each side at the 30% MVC level,
where the females decreased In activity significantly less. The significance of this study derives from
the demonstration that there is no difference in these changes either betwoen sexes for the same side or
between sides for the same sex except at the 30% MVC level.

Protocol of Static UH-1-H Cockpit Seating Tests. Subjects were seated in the UH-I-H seat and
adjustments were made In seat height and distance to pedals in order to conform to the standard flight
position of pilots. After placement of electrodes on the back, EMG signals were monitored to observe
their amplitude and gains were adjusted to display an amplitude suitable for recording. Subjects were
instructed In how to grasp the cyclic and collective and were told that they could remove the left hand
from the collective for one minute every half hour. Instrumented Into the cyclic were the controls for
an Atari video game, which subjects were instructed to use in order to concentrate on a "mission."

One maximum voluntary contraction was performed to establish a 60% MVC contraction level to be
used prior to and at the end of the two-hour seating test. The chest harness used for horizontal
loading was the same as that used In the Isometric fatigue study. It was removed during the two-hour
seating test. The two-hour test period began when Initial EMG signals were recorded (time = 0).
Recordings were then made every 15 minutes for a total of nine samples. Also recorded was the time of
onset of discomfort and level of discomfort at onset and at 15-minute periods following, using the visual
analog scale (VAS) technique (Aitken, 1969). At the conclusion of two hours, the harness was reapplied
and the 60% MVC was held to fatigue.
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Protocol: Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC) - 60% MVC for 5 seconds
Sample EMG - time: 0, 15, 30, 4S, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120 (minutes)
Record onset of discomfort and intensity of discomfort
60% MVC to fatigue

Vibration Seating Tests In the UH-I-H Cockpit. Twenty subjects were tested for a two-hour period
on three different days In each mode or uni-axlal vibration (up-down, fore-aft, side-to-side; Figure 13).
EMC activity was recorded from the left erector spinae musculature and acceleration data were recorded
from a bite bar accelerometer located on the mouthpiece and an accelerometer mounted on the actuator
piston driving the seating system.

The protocol described for the static seating tests was followed throughout the two-hour vibration
seating tests. Subjects were seated In the UH-I-H seat and adjustments were made to the seat height
and distance to foot pedals to conform to the standard flight position of pilots. Subjects were instructed
in how to grasp the cyclic and collective and were told that removal of the left hand from the collective
was allowed for one minute every half hour. Subjects were instructed in the operation of the cyclic
which had been instrumented to control the Atari video computer.

Prior to vibrating, a maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) was performed to establish a 60% MVC
level to be used prior to and at the end of the two-hour tests. The chest harness was put on for the
initial 60% MVC loading, removed during the two hours of vibration and reapplied for the final 60% MVC
test. Four channels of data were recorded during the test: two channels of acceleration (bite bar and
actuator), left erector spinae activity and reaction force at the actuator interface. Approximately every
15 minutes, data were sampled for a total of nine samples over each two-hour period. The accelerometer
bite bar was inserted into the subject's mouth at 15-minute intervals to avoid fatigue of the mandible.
Also recorded was the time of onset of discomfort and the initial level of discomfort, as indicated by the
subject on a visual analog scale (VAS). Remaining 15-minute time periods were monitored for changes in
intensity of discomfort on the VAS.

Vibration Protocol:
MVC, pause, then 60' MVC for 5 seconds
Start two-hour vibration exposure
Sample EMC, force and acceleration signals

(time: 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 100, 120 (minutes))
Record onset of qcomfort and intensity of discomfort via VAS
60% MVC for 5 seconds

The vibration flight protocol consisted of two hours' exposure to each axis of vibration as recorded
in the UH-I-H by the U. S. Army Aeromedical Research Lab. At least two weeks were allowed between
testing each axis of vibration. The two hours of vibration consisted of four take-offs and landings with
each "flight" lasting 30 minutes.

Vibration "Flight" Protucol:
0-1 n hutes Engine running
1-2 Hover
2-4I Hover at 100 knots
4-26 Cruise at 100 knots
26-28 100 knots to hover
28-29 Hover
29-30 Engine running

Results
was not possible to discern a difference in the EMG data obtained during the vibration tests from

noise in the system. Hence these data could not be used as an index of fatigue.
However, there were differences in the EMG center frequency of the EMG signal when comparing

the lumbar musculature's pre-test activity to its post-test activity during a 60% maximum voluntary
contraction effort (Figures 14 through 16). The only marginally significant (p< .07) difference (with
respect to initial activity), however, occurred in males (Figure 14) maintaining the static posture typical
of the UH-1-H pilot. As can be seen, the percent change in EMG spectrum center frequency was
greater than that due to any of the vibration exposures. The only marginally significant (p < .07)
difference was between the static posture and the up and down vibration in the males (Figure 14).

The subjective discomfort response of all subjects to two-hour exposure to static posture or seated
vibration (Figures 17 and 18) was both increasing with time and highly significant. When comparing
changes, either within or between sexes (Figures 19 and 20), the only significant differences in the
changes were in the males (Figure 19), comparing discomfort due to static posture with discomfort due to
up and down vibration (p < .05) and side-to-side vibration (p < .025). Except when compared with
discomfort in females due to fore-aft vibration, the static posture always created more discomfort.

Discussion
In reviewing the objective and subjective variables Involved in fatigue and discomfort responses to

the sustained static and vibrating UH-1-H specific seating environment, it Is apparent that the posture
maintained is the more significant factor. It must be kept in mind that the subject/pilot is slumped
forward, a posture In which the back is not well supported by the back of the seat. In addition, the
UH-1-H vibration frequency is approximately two times greater than the upright seated operator's
vertical natural frequency and approximately seven to ten times that of the fore-aft and side-to-side
natural frequencies (ISO, 1978). The mismatch of driving to natural frequencies may be another reason
for the lack of effect of the vibration.

Onset of discomfort occurred sooner In this study then did onset of pain in the study by Shanahan
and Reading (1984). Levels of discomfort for males were comparable to the Shanahan and Reading study
In up-and-down and side-to-side vibration. The males in this study exhibited greater discomfort than
those in the Shanahan and Reading study in fore-aft vibration and static sitting.
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According to Keegan (1953), as one sits, the lumbar curve flattens. Schultz et al. (1982) have
shown significant increases in Intervertebral disk loads with only slight increases in load held in the
hand (an increase of flexion moment). The studies of Schultz et al. (1979) and Tencer and Ahmed
(1981) also show that the lumbar motion segment responds differently when its facets have been
removed. Thus, if the facet joints open up due to a flexed posture (e.g., sitting down), it is likely
that more of the load and stability requirements are shifted to the disk. In her epideinloioglcal work on
acute herniated lumbar disks, Kelsey (1975) found an association between sitting and the relative risk of
acute herniation of a lumbar disk. Finally, Andersson et al. (1974; 5 studies) have performed extensive
work studying the effect of seated posture on the lumbar erector spinae muscle activity and on disc
pressure and have shown that a reclined posture (extension) minimizes both.

Conclusions
Helicopter seat and cockpit design would benefit from a more ergonomically oriented design which

allows good support for the pilot's back, since posture is more significantly associated with fatigue and
discomfort in the UH-1-H environment.

Military Significance. Low back pain in conjunction with vibration exposure is recognized as a
health problem In ertiin environments. The low back pain and discomfort reported by helicopter pilots
could, however, be influenced by posture. Knowledge of this interaction is critical to the correct

6 ergonomic design of the cockpit and thus influences the layout of controls. If vibration effects are
independent of posture, then the best approach may be to design vibration isolation seats for the
helicopter. But, either piece of information is important for future helicopter design. The relationships
among posture, vibration and pilot performance are not known, but it is likely that they have important
military significance for the pilot population.
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Figures Isometric extension effort

EM amp

6 Figure 2. Side view of set-up used to evaluate
Figure 1. Schematic of the instrumentation set- fatiguing isometric extension efforts on the
up used to monitor the center frequency shift of lumbar musculature.
the erector spinae muscle electromyographic
activity spectrum due to isometric extension

efforts held to exhaustion (fatigue).

TIME A: 99.99mSEC/ T1IME A: 99.99niSEC/
SPAN: O.OOOHZ-200.OOHZ SN:1.8+OOV SPAN: O.OOOHZ-200.OOHZ SN:1.8+OOV
FS:t2.5+OOV 6.3-01V/ FS:t2.5+OOV 6.3-01V/

Figure 3. Beginning of effort. Figure 4. End of effort.

Figures 3 and 4. Typical erector spinae electromyographic data plotted with respect to time. These
data show the EMG signal at the beginning and end of a typical lumbar erector spinae Isometric extension
effort held to exhaustion.

PWR SP CT A :O.23E-02V 0. NZ PWR SPCT A :1.06E-OIV O.HZ
N: 4(4f :1HZ SPAN:0.OOOHZ-200.OOHZ N: 4 :1HZ SPAt4:0.OOOHZ-200.OOHZ
SN:S.64OOV FS:1.1-O1V 1.4-02V/ SN:5.6+OOV FS:1.1-O1V 1.4-02V/

Figure 5. Beginning of effort. Figure 6. End of effort.

Figures 5 and 6. The frequency components of typical lumbar erector spins. electromyograoic data at
the beginning and end of an Isometric extension effort. Note the shift toward the lower frequencies
(toward the left) of the spectrum taken at the end of the isometric extension effort (Figure 6).
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Figure 8. Levels of significance of differences There were significant differences at all levels
between the initial and final center frequencies and for both right and left erector spinae muscle
of the EMG activities due to various proportions groups in the males tested.
of maximum voluntary contraction fatiguing efforts.
There were significant differences at all levels
and for both right and left erector spinae muscle
groups in the females tested.
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Figure 10. Level of significance of differences Figure 11. Level of significance of differences
in the EMG spectrum center frequencies due to sex In the EMG spectrum center frequencies due to sex
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tion isometric fatiguing efforts in the right tin Isometric fatiguing efforts In the left
erector spinee muscle group. erector spinae muscle group.
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Figure 13. Main acceleration and frequency
components of the UH-1-H specific vibration
environment for each of three axes.
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Figure 15. Effect of (S) Static Sitting, (FA)Effect of Exposure Type (on males) Fore-Aft, (UD) Up-and-Down, and (S) Side-to-Side
vibration exposures on females. There were noFigure 14. Effect of (S) Static Sitting, (FA) significant changes due to any exposure, nor

Fore-Aft, (UD) Up-and-Down, and (SS) Side-to-Side were there any significant differences between
vibration exposures on males. There was a mar- static sitting and any vibration exposure.
ginally significant effect due to static sitting
exposure and a marginally significant difference
between static sitting and up-and-down vibration
exposures. No other exposureb or differences
were significant.
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Figure 16. Effect of sex (male vs female) on the
response to (S) Static Sitting, (FA) Fore-Aft,
(UD) Up-and-Down, and (SS) Side-to-Side vibration
exposures. Only males had a marginally significant
response to static sitting. There were no signi-ficant differences due to sex.
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Figure 19. Intensity of low back discomfort
during (S) Static sitting, (FA) Fore-Aft, (UD)
Up-and-Down, and (SS) Side-to-Side vibration
exposures. All final levels of discomfort are
significantly different from the initial
levels. Only males showed significant differ-
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DISCUSSION

BOWDEN, CA: Both you and Shanahan and Reading (Aviat. Space Environ. Ned. 55: 117-121, 1984) re-
port that an Atari videogame was used as a simulated task. I appreciate the value that toys can have
in scientific research; however, as I understand it, the controls of some video games are not pro-
portional controls, but are simply sets of electrical switches, so that fine control may not be re-
quired in actually carrying out a task. Can you say whether your particular game was of this type, and
could you comment on the role of the control task in backache?

WILDER, US: I cannot comment on the role of the control task in backache; but our game was of
this type, and it was necessary to move the stick to a certain limit before creating contact which
would then alter the game's response. The main reason for using this game was that it would ensure
that the head was pointed forward, looking at something in front of the cockpit; and, also, that there
was some task that the hand was performing so that there would be at least some operation of the heli-
copter cyclic.

TROUP, UK: On the whole, I agree with the deductions and conclusions that you drew from your re-
sults. However, there are a number of things about the use of ENGs which I am very doubtful about, in
particular, the use of this well-established business of measuring the power spectrum -- the freouencry
analysis of the ENG. I really think it is something we should question very strongly. If you have a
strong interference pattern from the FElG waveforms, it is quite justifiable to treat that as if it were
sinusoidali and it is quite justifiable to use a rectified integrated analysis to look at the total
electrical activity. This is then divided, of course, into the various frequency wavebands, and we get
this picture. With low levels of activity, such as we find in postural fatigue, or in low levels of
postural maintenance, where, I guess, we are talking about 10% or less of the maximal voluntary con-
traction, you are getting something which is totally unlike a sinusoidal waveform. You are getting a
series of discrete pieces of activity. Integration is irrelevant for that, and what matters then is
not only the rise time of each individual potential and their frequency, but also the relaxation time;
in other words, the twitch tension of the muscle fibre. Shanahan and Reading spoke about muscle
spasm. Now muscle spasm; again, this needs to be defined, but, I think, it is typical of muscle spasm
that there is a prolongation of twitch tension. In that case, if the back muscles are fatigued, then
we get a decrease in the electrical activity measured, but the passive tension remains the same. So, I
think, there are a lot of problems which have to be sorted out. I would be happier using wire elec-
trodes because, at least, you can look at the different components of the erector spinae muscles,
multifidus, in particular; and, I think, one should look at the raw waveform and analyze it with much
greater elegance and precision, rather than using the rather sophisticated method that we have heard
about.

WILDER, US: Others have looked at KNG activity and found that the one method which gives the
most obvious change was the shift in center frequency. The level of significance was 0.07, so there
was still quite a bit of variance in it, and the conclusions as to whether or not that does show sig-
nificance or trends is still indeterminate. We were not able to monitor the ENG activity during vi-
bration, because the levels were so low. So we only measured the activity during a rather large ex-
tension effort. At the time, that was the beat we could do.

TROUP, UK: Your answer raises another question in my mind. It's very possible that different
populations of muscle fibres are involved in the different activities. Certainly, I would put forward
a hypothesis that once postural fatigue has developed, and possibly, when muscle spasm -- whatever we
mean by that -- has developed it may be a transition to the slow type of muscle fibre; whereas, in the
maximum voluntary contractions I would guess that a different population is involved. The myopo-
tentials from these different fibre types are, again, very different, and, I think, that should be
looked at also.

VAN VLIET, CA: I am a little bit concerned with your conclusions on posture, as related to vi-
bration in the helicopter environment. From the point of view of vibration, the helicopter is a very
'dirty* vehicle. It has vibrations at all frequencies. The ll-Hz frequency is a blade-pass fre-
quency. For a 2-bladed rotor, that corresponds to a main rotor frequency of just over 5 Hz. I believe
that your results would probably be significantly different if you used, perhaps, a more complete vi-
bration spectrum for representing the vibration environment.

WILDER, US: The vibration signal that we used was recorded from the floor of a tuned UH-1h heli-
copter, and we obtained vibrations from each of three directions. The predominant frequency was 10.8
Hz and there were other components of that signal. The signal was used to drive our vibration-
simulation apparatus, which has a major roll-off, I believe, at around 14 Hz. So it was not a pure
sinusoidal signal that was Imposed on the subject. Rather, it was vibration as found in the field.

VAN VLIET, CA: Did you use a 6 degree-of-freedom simulator? In other words, were you simulating
3 rotations and 3 translations?

WILDER, US% With the limitations of our equipment, we could only look at one axis of vibration
at a time, so we could not see the coupling effect.

DO IN, CA: I had hoped that the relationship between vibration and posture would be a subject
for discussion here. All I will say is that the vibration in helicopters, in part, imposes the poN-
tore: and Mr. Wilder's group, I think, told the subjects to assume the posture which helicopter pilots
assume, either in a static or vibrating environment. They did not address the question of whether, if
a helicopter did not vibrate at all, pilots could assume a different posture and still effectively con-
trol it. So, in that sense, vibration is important; what Mr. Wilder has shown is that it perhaps Is
not the principal direct stream on the pilot.

VAN VLINT, CA My point is that the environment has not been completely simulated.
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tin aurmoage Inhabituel oti tine apparition on deux temps. Is douleur no as manifestant quo qiuseques fout-as apt-is to
vol. Parfols Is ddbut at brusque mals Ilaffant at Is faux-motivemont diclenchant sont alois Indipendents do Is pt-atlqueI sironautique.
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Cos lombolgis alg~em rdelloent to tableau du classique tour do roain constitui per uno douleur trio viva. intens..
rivoillfie ou maindre mouvemont. limitant tout d~plecomsnt.

Llexamen. rundu dif icile par llnteolti do lalgm. rdvilo des pointa doulouroux letdro-vartdbraux a hauteur dos
darniara diaqume. as contracture paravertibrals at murtout Ilint loxion antalgique cyphoecallotique qu; so maintlont
idantique dons lee divers mouvaments rachidlene. 11 met on outre en dvldence un signs do Lamigue lombairs billthral.

Enf in Is sciatiqus. complication majaure do Ia diacopethis diginn6rativo.a iti retrouvdo dons quolquss cm.

2 - PHY9IOPATHOLOGIE

Lee doulours vartibrale. eon: uno manifestation clinique devonug un pou 'Ie minI du el~cl'. 11 sat certain quo
doe Is population gingral. Is pourcentago do cotta pathologis vartibrale oat loin dAtro nigligeablu. Copsndant certain..
profession*sont plus oxposooe quo d'autrae at i et frappant do retrouver chsz lam conducteurs routiers. on particulior
de chauffeurs do poide lourda. una friquencs d'algios vortdbraloa aeeez prache do cello do. pilots d'hdllcoptires.

11 oat donc important do chorchar I connaltre 1'6tiologis at Is puthoginia do ceoo manifestations doulaouses.

11 y a quoiquom anns Is facteur incrimini an premier lieu itait Is facteur vibratoire. puis petit 1 petit Ia
plupart de auoura ant itd amends i perwer qu'un autre factour important intarvensl: dane Is gdnitso do cette
pathologic vortibrale :cleet Is factour postural.

Aujourd'hui tout Is mondo maccards a poner que cee deux factaurs mont Impliquis dons des proportions variabls
l'un prenant Is pae sur l'autro.

Ainei on admet aujourd'hui un concept duvsnu clmniqus : los douleure vartibroles du pilots d'hilicoptire eant
duos h laction eynorgique da deux factoure :

- un facteur postural : Is meuvoiso poeition do pilotage
- un facteur micsniquu microtraumatique du aux vibrations do lhdlicoptire

2. 1. - La factaf, potural

711- Denndea clslquoo

Bien ddcrl: par SLIOSBERG. Is facteur postural get dD I I'utilisation conetants at coordonnd ds quetre
mombree dons Is pilotage d'hilicoptire.

-los membree infdrieure:

J Los piode repoeent sur Is poannier. jambes ot cuiaes lig~rsment flichies. L'appereil oyant tondanca b pivoter
epontendmont aur un c8ti. to correction of fectuds par Is rotor anti couple exige en fait uns premion dissymitrique
permanents au niveou du poannlsr.

ltea membras supirioure:

Le mombro eupirisur droit ectionne Is mancho du pas cyclique situi ontre lee deux membres Infirisurs. Is corpe
dant on flexion prosque i angle droit. Sur lea apparolle actuele Is doein des manchee eat en giniral calculi da faacon

h equo Is coude, drolt pulses reposer et se color sur Is culsee droits. Enf in Is mancho mmt paused dons Is mfime son. quo

Idirection do vol. donc proequs toujours var. a'vant. Ce fait ontretne uno projection ds lipaule dralte vera laevant.

Lemain gaucho actionne Is levier da pae collectif on domi flexion. sane exercer deff or:.. Is position du levier
so colont grica oux sorvo-commandos. Cat:. position nianmoina constanta so caractie par linclisalon et l'offacomont
do lIdpeule gaucho vans Is bes.

- Rachis:

Thiariqueman: Is rachie dorsal at lombaire dovralt .itre ealidaire du doaoler du sl~go par un sanglago typo
harnale. En pratique Is nicoaitd do pilotage & vuo constants oblige Is pilats & ne pas @erren lee brotels do suspension
our losquollee. d'alliours. 11so calm. ponchi en avant. Le dos sicante alnel du dosser. Is rechis cervical se trouve on
hyporextenalon.

2.1.2. - Etude smi.graWqu du rachie

Des Atuda of fectus on 1986 par R.P. DELAHAVE at J. 9HICKLE ont montri certain"e modification. vertibra-
lao cries par Is position du pilazag. dhdlcoptirs. Laeswtaloa onreglstris. tout an cent Irmant lee angls do conf ort
do WISNER. seulignent lee dilstone vartibralse rancantrios an position sls. Noun even. voulu complitor cam donnioa
et n"u avansa ntropels grice & dos techniques radloglques nouvolles ung ituds camplimontano destlnde & nmeurr
les dltti6rants poremtros, vertibroux pouvant in? luon sur Is confeart du pilots.
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Cotta notion do contort et complaxe. Elle fait intervonir:

- un. ripartition correct@ dus proualona unitairee

- un fonctlonflomant satlofaisant de diffronts segments corporoa lore des phases atatiqumo at dynamiquos du
Vol

- linclinaiaon du dossier du alige

- iutllaation dun coueoin lombaire r~glable

- In nature do lintarfaca paau-sige

Do plus i ot biar, connu qua loraque lhomme posset do Is atation dobout h Is position aaaiaa Iansambla lombaira
a tendance A soffacor at In cyphosa dorsalo physiologiquo out maine importanta. J.J. KEEGAN insist. our Ia r8le
important de muscles postiriaurs do In cuiss. at des muscles foiew's done lef facament do Is courbure lombairo en
position asis.. Mao si los cull.., sont f 16chies our Is tronc ii.so produit une rotation du basain at Is lordoso disparait
antiirement.

Litude ontraprise par Ia Laboratoiro do M~docine A~roapatialo du Contra d'Easals an Vol en collaboration avac
I. service da Radiologie do I'Hopital dlinatruction das Armies BEGIN a donc eu pour but dlindlviduallsor at do doiterminer
leo carectdristiquos do position du rachis dun sujet oasis on position do pilotage at criant too meilloures sensations do
contoart.

2.1.2.1. - Los diff~rentee opgrations do cotta expirimentation.

Elles nficossitont Is miss an oeuvre do plusioura rialisations :

- construction d'un biti micanique permettont ludaptation do tous lee si4ges. Co biti parmet uno raprisantetion
do cabins I lIAchalle I avec mis. on place du munch.. du palonniar. do Ia piancha do bord at du diapositif positionnant
I1oii. La oi~ge servant do rifironce. la diffirants 6quipamonts uont disposis conformimont & lupparail 1 simuier.

- construction d'un chassis radiologiquu. Co diuposltif original parmot Is rialistion do radlographios en conservant
pour cheque typo doexpdrimentation los mimes caractiratiques giomitriques. 11 facilite in raproductibiliti at. par 4i.
In comparaison des dilfirentag ditarminations chifi'ries mosurios saw la radiographic.. Co chassis radiologique vertical
doit maintonir verticabomantderriira I. pilots ausis sur Is muegs 6tudii. 3 grills 30 X 120 cm. 3cussettas 30 X 120 cm.
3 plaques an pluutiqua quadrilli 5 X 5 permottant Ios mensurations sur lee rodiographias. Ce dispositif cat mobile pour
pormettre lorientution des cassettes dane I. plan vertical. inddpendammant l'urf do'Vautra.Cheque cassette est igalamant
orientable en rotation autour do son ax. vertical pour qu'allo sait perpendiculaira aux Rayon. X. La porte cassettes
mobile oat plach & 3.50 m du tube radiogins. La pilote msis sur is sl~ga out plac6 I. plus pr~s possible du porta cassettos.
La colonno vortibrale dolt so trouver au centre d'uns des caeuettes latireles.

2.1.2.2. Di? initlon do. diffirontos mogures offactuies our lea rediographias

L'itude dos rodiographima do Is colonno oblige i dif inir I a velours. angles ou distances entra Ins point. romarqua-
bias.

Leur ripartition eat Is suivante:

I- Angie do I@ chavilla : anglo plod-jumbo
2 - Angle du ganou: angle fimur-tible
3 - Anglo du coude anglo bra-evant-brus
'4 - Angle do li6paulo anglo du bras uvec Is vertical. memurant Illivotion untiure du bras
5 - Anglo du rachis cervical :angle antre Is ligne joignant Panglo poatiro supiriour do PodantoTde A lungi. posthro

intilour do C7 at Ia verticale
6 - Angle do cyphos dorsal.@ angle form& par Is porpandiculaireoum piateau sup~rlaur do 04a at Cello Oa platema

infiriour do 012
7 - Lordoue lombeira ou cord. lombaire :drolte joignant iangle postiro supdiour do L I & I'angle poetiro supiriour

do 91 . Ella a meeure an mm. Ella out positive pour una lordose at nigative pour une cyphooe.
8 - Lordoue difinl. par Rablachong : angle f orm6 par lee parpondiculaires au plateau supiour do 0 12 at infiriour

do L5. L'angbe sot nigatit en ceo do cyphow.
g - Angle cordo lomnbalre-vartlcale
10 - Angle cords cervlco-sacris ou cordo vertibrale-vertlcala anglo form& par Is droito silent do Is jonction

carvico-dorsale & Panglo antiro-supirlour do 131 at Is vertical.. Cat angle out trie important car 11 donna une indication
our to courburs, do Is colonne at ilncllnasasn du tiona woe Pavant.

I I - Anglo fimur-cordo carvica-vacrie : angle torm6 par Vexe dui fimur at Ia drolte silent do Is jonction carvico-
dorsal@ (angle pootiro supdrieur do 01) h Blangle antir ro-uiour do 91.

12 - Angie fimur-carda lombaire : angle formi par aexe dui V mur at Is prolongomnent do In cords lomnbairs. Cot
angle noun apparalt trbe Important parce qulil a un rapport avec: Is eacrum mal visualisi our Inu radlographlos & cousen des
armatures mitailiques dui align. La poeition do Is colonne lombaire par rapport ma fimur ot on partlo di? inie per cot
angle.

13 - Angie fimur-domiar : angle formd par aexe dui fimur at Is dessier du saug.
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15 - Angle cords vertibrole-rachis cervical :angle formi par Is droite allent do Isajonction carvico-dorsl h
lsangio supirieur do SI at Is rechis cervical.

15 - Angle drincl ineison fdmoreie : angie form6 par iaxe du f6mur eac Phorizontal a,
17 - Distance d'aaoise fimorele distance face ant~rieure du coumein du Wige at card. lombaire. Cette meaure

eat r6vdl~o difficile 1 d~torminer avec pr~cision sour lam radiagrephiaa car lea cousaina do align no sont pea suffisamment
opaque.

2.1.2.3. - R69ultats

Nous evons prie pour r~f6ronce des angles pr~conis~s par REBIFFE.ZAYANA ot TARRIERE. d~finis comma
angles do contort.

ON If ressort do cott. 6tude qua Is position do Is colonne vart~brale sat rarement satisfaisante dens son ensemble.
Au niveau do Ia colonne lombaire on note do manikre aaaez homogine une rectitude avec une tendence a Ia cyphos.

-Alouatto Ill Le position do lansamble do Ia colonne neat pa atlafaienta puisque Pensemble thorax-baeain
at trim mi n6 vera Vovent au delii do is vertical.. Cette position do Is colonno entraTne bien 6vidermont uno rectitude

do Ia colonno lombalr. avec augmentation da Is cyphose doraie at surtout une colonne cervicale en hyporextension lore
du pilotage i vue.

Catte attitude cyphotique eat due asantlellamant a Is mauvaise position du menche.

-Gazelle ;Lorsque Pon regard. Ia silhouette drensemble do ta colonne. on pout pensar quo Is position asis. eat
corrects puisque Is doe semble slign6 our Is dossier.

En fait. lea radiographies montrent encore uno fois une rectitude lombaire avec bascule du bassin at
fermeture de langia f6mur-colonne lombaire. Et loreque Pon regards Ie positionnement du slig dens Is cabins, on
9spsrrioit quo ce Wigsesat trio ba our is plancher.Ainsi pour 6viter do travailler avec Ie membre inf~riour
presquen extension. Is pilots rapproche Is Wigs du palonnier. cm qui antraline une fermature do langle du genou proche
do langla do contort. mais aussi un relivemant du f~mur d'oij uns beaculs du basain et une rectitude lombaire. Do plus
catte position fait quo Is pilots a une oasiss fschistique St non plus f~morals.

- Pumas: La position eat dens lenneemblo satisfaisante. 11 faut noter cependant une tendanceoau pilotae bras
tondu sans eppui ce qui risque dantratner uns certain& fatigue do Is part du pilota.

2.2. - Feoi micanique: lea vibrations

R&Sultat du rendement impartait do tout systima m~canique en mouvomont. iea vibrations repr~sentent une
form. digradie d'6norgis quo loperstaur humain r~cupire directement i son poets da travail sous form. do nuisances.

Le domains a6ronautiqu a? loin daitre 6pargn6 par is. egreeaions vibratoirs et en particulior Ph~licaptire
qui engendro aaez souvent des vibrations da haut niveau

Cos vibrations enregistreas i bard des h~licoptires son? de deux origines : mdcaniques d'une part et a~rodynami-
ques d'autro part.

-Lea vibrations d'origine mdconique:

Do beans fr~quenc. . mWles mont provoqus par is rotor principal tournant i Is fr~quence at par lea N pales do
cs rotor. Lee causes eon? multiples. Nous rstiendrons parmi lea principales :
- Is fonctionnoent dos disposltifas aticul~s lids 1 Is technologis mime do lappeail. ius engsndrent des frdquencea N
principalomont our a'xe Z
- Is diffdroncs do trainee des pales avangantesaet reculantes.

.Do mayonne et haute frdquencs. alie ant pour origina:
- Is fonctionnoent dea moteuts ou turbines
- to rotor do fr6quence at N pales [fniquence N I
- lee organes mobiles do transmission.

- Loe vibrations crorigine edrodynamique

Do tris basso frdquence. Wela nt dues aux r~ponses do is calluls aux excitations wfirodynormiques at aux actions
du pilots & travere lea servo commandes.

Los effete phyailoagiques de vibrations eont due aux d6formatiano at aux d6placements relatifs importants quo
subig..,?; lea organe ati In taus h cortalns frdquenoes.

La r8le J"u psar Is Wigs moent Is transmission su pilots des mouvements do Pepperell et done trio Important.

2.2.1 - Trouwallllm doe vibrahimis au pflme

11 naus a donc peru utile cdtudier Is trsrumisslbiitd de vibrations & travers dlffdrenta 9169"e oti cotiamins do
slag.:
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- pour divers types de sli~g dhilicoptires: Gazelle
Dauphin
Puma iquiph du si~ge Armdo do IAir

- pour un type de siege (Puma SA 330] 6quip6 de coubains de mousse de denaiti croissants difl10 ainel 5A 26A.
35A. 40D. 500.

L'itude a 6t offoctuis our plateau vibrant. 1 sCC616ration constante.

Los paramettros obtanus ant 6t : acc6ilration au niveau du bassin. acciliration au niveau du thorax. accelira-
tion au niveau de Is tite.

A partir de can donnies. ii a k6i possible d'6tablir des repports d'accil6ration :bassin/rithirencs plateau.
thorax/r~fdrence. tite/riifirence.

Ici soul nous intirease Is rapport basain/r6firence qui donne Is transmimlbiiti des vibrations a trav are iee
diffdrents si~gos ou coussins.

La rapport R et igal i un loraqus-la vibration et intigralement tranamisa ontre Is plateau et Ie bassin. 11 n'y a
donc ni amortiesement. ni risonanco.

Le rapport est igal i % loraqu'ii y a un amortissoment qui riduit do moitii Is niveau d'acciliration du plateau.
at 6gal & 1/4 loraquc cot amortlcoament divise par 4 Is niveau d'acciliration du plateau.

Sur lea tableaux qui suivent Ia friquence. do vibrations *ont donnie. pour:

- uno transmissibiliti sans amortiasment ni risonence (R - 11
- une tranamissibiliti pormottant un amortisament do 2 CR -

- une tranemissibiliti 
permettent un amortisoment 

d 4 R - 1/4)

2.2. 1. 1. - Manure pour divers types do sligorl

Gaze I Is Dauphin Puma (Armie do I' Air I

15 Hz 5 Hz 5 Hz

1/2 trans. 15 Hz

1/4 trans.

Cos risultats montrent nottement quo Iee truis sib0 ., do Is Gaezlle. du Dauphin et du Puma 6quipi du si~ga
d'origino, ont pratiquamont I@ mimo comportomant sousn vibrations ot une tranomsaibilit6 identique.

11 faut notar coendant quo l'amartiaaament do 4 neat jamais atteint. ni colul de 2 pour Is Gazelle at I. Dauphin .
bien qua Von en soft trio pris & 15 Hz. R eat dgal & 0.55.

2.2.1.2. - Macurea fait". eaoc Is sias du Puma 6quip6 do mousses do densitie diffirontes

GA 25A 35A 40C 500
R
1 5 Hz 15Hz 5 Hz 5 Hz 5 Hz

1/2 trans. 12 Hz 15 Hz 11 Hz 8 H2 0Hz
1/4 trans. 14 Hz 15 Hz

Cea ricuitata montrent combion l'augmantation do denaiti do Is mousso 6quipant Is sues favorise un
amortimrnoent dec vibrations. En sttot un amortiaonmont do 2 appareit & des friquens do 12 at 15 Hz pour dea
couseina do donolti foible at & B at 9 Hz pour des couasins do danslth atapirioure.

Ainsi i1 appwaat qua Is quolltd tiltranta dun si~ga pout atre amniliorms tria simplament an modifisnt Is densit6 do
is mnoue iquipant ast mugs.

11 eat Important do connaltra Is valour do Vaccdldration at do Is frdquence do vibration mosurda ou nivsau du
bmion du pilo. Coat Wle qul vs atra reaponablo des microtreumatlsmes au nivou do Is colonna.

11 taut ausi inster ou limpoortance des diphasegua qua pouvent prdentar antis 0slim lea dittirantes msasons
corporallac at qul srcant partifoul ibromant nocits pour Is rachia an partiouliar lao ohangomonts do phmss thoax-bacoin.
Outra lee mouvamnnt exiaux lea vibrations dcoxc Z produlmont otur Is colonna vortibrals des oscillations daevant an
arire antre 12 at 104 HS par example In colanna doral@ flichit an avant. Ca phdnomine at encore plus nat au nivot
do Is the qul ripand sux: oscillations varticalacs par des oscillations horizontalc

On congoit quoa cc mouvamant dWavent an arribre. aggravi par is position anhyporaxtension at par Ia port du
coai qui ajoute una cartalne inertia au mytime pulse ongondrar de Icions au nivaau do Is zone chernibre repricontda
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par as colonne cervicale barn.

En fait Is m6caniume daction dea vibrations our In colonne eat encore aez mel connu. Le pilots moumie a des
vibrations va priaenter une contracture musculire aaentiollament paravertebrale. bien souvent r~f lexe. qui aura
tendance & s'opposer au phdnominm vibratoire. Caendant cotta contraction mucculaire no pout itre permanent@ at
trio vita une fatigue ye spparaetre. Lamortieaeur muaculaire eat sarsn fora6 et I& aurmanage du systime disco-ligaenl-
tairs e soa traduire par Papparition d'une diacopathie ddgdndrotlve I P'origine du tableau clinique. Cette action das
vibrations va encore Stre accentude our un rachis sonaiblli$6 par une meuva... posture.

3 -PROTECTION DU PILOTE

Comm. dame touts pathologic a caractire profeamionnel deux objactifa slmultenda sont & poursuivre :adapter
lhamme & mon travail et Ia machine a son apirateur humain.

3. 1.- Pi atantIon contra Iso vibrations

En cc qui concerns lee hdlicopt~res. des progris considdreblea peuvent itre conatatda au plan du niveau vibroaire
dana lee appeaile do Is nouvelle girstion. Ce fait a iti meauri cur Gazelle ainsi que cur Dauphin ou Ecureull. iI at d17
au perfectionnement technologique qui permet de remplacer lea syctimea mdtalliqus articulia par des pikcea monobloc
en matdriau platique. I linatallation daemortimurs diminuant lee vibrationsa ngendrdes par lee rotors at lea transmisions
en mouvemant.

Un autra systime de protection eat apport6 par Isa cige lul mime. Comma nous venone do Is voir iI set possible
d'attinuar considdrablernent Is phdnom~ne vibratoire au niveau du basein du pilota par ld&tude de aigan eyant une qualiti
do mouae filtrant cuff leamment lea vibrations. 11 eat certain que lamortlasament des vibrations au deaaoua do 5 Hz eet
tr~o difficile. Coendant ai on pout diminuer par 4 Is niveou vibratoire macur& au baesin du pilots at cc h partir do 8 ou
10 Hz store on aura fait un grand paa vers un nouveau confort done Ia pilotage dee hdlicoptires.

II ranta malheureuseamsnt Is problime des vibrationa melon Vaxe X ou Y dont 11 eat tris difficile do es protiger
ci ce nWet par ladoption de bourrelets latireux au niveau du ciige.

3.2. - Protection par amdllioratlon dhi at&

Noun avona vu Vimportance d'une bonne poaition da pilotage. La position aesia. n'eat peas una position phyciologi-
quo. 11 eat donc important do tout mettne en oeuvra pour respecter Is plus possible Ins courbures vertdbrales. Ainsi Is
pilots dolt 's entir bion" an position mass maim osai avoir une colonne en bonne position. Lasiiige dolt donc permettre
une bonne statique vertdbrels.

La mansation de confort dipend:

- do l'angilation sagmentaire de membree et du tronc

- do Is prosmion unitaire exarcia cur is revitement cutand. La position auais niceite un appui ischiatique et
fdmoral. cur une surf ace cuf fimamment souple pour favoricer une abaence do point dur. Au niveau du dos. l'appui a6 nial ie
avec una incl inaiaon cuff Want@ du align. Le dossear du Wigs at son revitement doivant permattre do cupprimer dane Ia
meaure du poseible lea pointa do concentration des contraintes ordes par l'appul dee formations equaettiques.

En eomma. I'appui an position maiss dolt as faire mur Ia siege par Is plus grand. curface dea fdmurs et du do.

A partar de l'dtuda redlographique reallie cur Is position du pilotage pour diffirentm types dl'hilicoptirei6
noun avona diduit qualquea caractdrlstiques ecuhaltablec d'un bon si&ga d'hdlicaptbna:

- rdglage du aligeaen d6placoment vartical at horizontal
- dossear remontent iasz haut avac changemant do courbura & hauteur du dom at & inclinson rdglable
- couaaln d'appul lombaire r6glable
- mice affisammant profonde parmattant unappuI correct dan fdmura
- bourrelete latiraux aur Imime at In dosaier apportant un mallaur meintlen latdral
- accoudoirs rdglablcs.

11 permit aouhaftabl dditudlar too protatyps plutht qua de diplorer lee lnauffiaancea des sI4gan do afria.
En off at. I'amdllorstlon do Is forms doe sl~gaa tandwnt 6 an rapprocher dos norm"n do confort bion cannuas at compatible
avac is mission parmat d'dpargncr is musculature du pilots qul reste ainei plus longtempa diaponible pour jouar aon rfila
d'amortimeur.

A partir do con donndAv h Is foin poaturales at vlbroairec iI oat possible do concavoir dos albgse qul pormettent
d'aaaurer Is pilotage dos hdliooptirse dens un conf opt satlefaent. Canst Is ass du aligs do V'AU 332 versioan civil*
fabriqul par Is SOCEA an Franca at qul dpond aez blan aix normaa do contort.
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CONCLUSION

Prononcer la mats do rachis at d'h~licopt~re amino h pener algioa vertdbrales. La s6curit6 de. vale impose
do lutter contra silos par lamnlicration du contort du pilot.

11 sat certain quo des progris restont i fair*. En etfat silos d~lai deapparition des lombalgies et paaad do 300-
500 heures do vol if y a quolques anniss i 1 000-1 500 heuras da vol aejourd'hui. ii Wn rests pas mains vrai qua cs
doulsurs vsrtibrales existent toujours.

Or desasm6liarations mont possibls i Ia fois au nivsau vibroaire at postural.

Un fait at certain. nous connaissone tria mal Is micanisme phyaiopathog~nique intime do cea manifeatationa

vsrt~brales at donc do nombreuaea 6tudes roatont i faire.

En attendant if taut souhaiter qua parallilsment 1 Is diminution du niveau vibratoire at 1 I'am~lioration du
contort des sAges. un. 6tuds plus global. du posts do travail. c'eat i dire du post. do pilotage dane son ensemble soit
conduit.
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SUMMARY

In this paper a new method is proposed for obtaining the time-dependent pattern of
vibrations transmitted to the seated pilot, by means of a map showing the direction
and magnitude of all measured vectors. The pattern easily allows the observer to
distinguish between rotational and translational motion. Because the direction of
translational motion (or the axis of rotational motion) is not the same in different
flight conditions, a suitable reorientation of the frame of reference is required in
order to compare the various situations. In this way it is also possible to observe
changes of the spin axis or of the direction line, in case of rotational or
translational motion respectively. Some results obtained from measurements on board a
helicopter at two sites (seat and backrest) are presented. Three orthogonal
acceleration vectors are examined. Patterns corresponding to different flight
conditions are shown, before and after frame reorientation. The paper closes with a
frequency analysis of some of the measurements, comparing amplitudes and phases of the
spectral components at the same frequencies, before and after frame reorientation.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Over the past few decades a great deal has been learned about the pathological effects
of vibration on the human body. Vibration has been shown to affect the
musculoskeletal system and particularly the supporting structures of the trunk.
Furthermore many clinical studies have indicated a clear relationship between
helicopter vibration and low back pain (3).

An overview of the literature shows different approaches to the general problem of
determining how vibration is involved in causing backache. Subjective and objective
methods have been used; methods based on a physiological point of view have been
widely considered too. Starting from simple situations (12, 18 19, 22) and going
through different levels of complexity (5, 7, 8, 21, 24, 27) these studies come to
well-known conclusions about discomfort and performance decrements in the situations
taken into consideration (1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11, 16). Few studies are concerned with the
biomechanical behaviour of the trunk in a vibrating system environment, mostly because
of the complexity of the problem. It is quite difficult to determine "in vivo" how
the soft tissues, bones and organs behave under vibrational stresses. Simulation by
means of models has been adopted as a method of study, as well (14, 17, 23, 25, 28).

Usually vibration studies analyses are carried out by measuring the vibration
transmitted from the aircraft to the seated pilot (20). These measurements are made
at particular representative sites such as the seat and the backrest. The most common
way of representing the time dependence of the vibration vector w.r has been done by
representing separately the time dependence of its three projections along the three
orthogonal axes x, y and z of a suitable frame of reference T. In this way the
analysis of vibration phenomena is carried out separately for the three axes in the
time domain and also in the frequency domain after Fourier transformation.

This approach does not seem adequate to the Authors for the evaluation of vibration
affecting the pilot's trunk. The principal limitation of this approach is that a
complete picture of the vibration is not expressed; it is analogous to the problem of
communicating the three-dimensional shape of the object through a technical drawing
which includes only the three orthogonal projections. On this basis it seems to be
necessary for the medical investigator to possess a "picture' of the dynamical
situation as it evolves in a three-dimensional space. This "picture" becomes a useful
pattern for comparison between situations. The aim of the present work was to study a
new, reliable, and easy tool for the evaluation of the intensity and direction of
vibration. The new method is particularly useful to provide medical investigators
with a better understanding of the aetiology and pathogenesis of backache. Many
characteristics of the vibrational stressea applied to Sikorsky HH3F pilots of I.A.F.
have been studied in this way.

VIBRATION PATTERNS

In practical conditions vibration measurements are made indirectly by means of
measurement of the resultant acceleration vectors. Thus three accelerations measured
along x, y, and x axes. Experimental conditions are as described in Fig. 1, which
shows the two measuring sites on the seat and the backrest. The seat site lies under
the buttocks, in proximity to the ischial tuberosities and the backrest site is near
the lumbar region. Triaxial accelerometers enclosed in a flexible flat rubber disc
have been adopted; the discs are mounted on the seat and on the backrest. This system
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allows one to measure at a given time the three orthogonal projections of any
vibration vector v/r. The orientation of the frame T of the two accelerometers is
according to ISO 2631 (15).

In order to uotair, the pattern for the dynmiuial situation, it is possible to make the
transformation from Cartesian coordinates x, y and z injo polar
coordinates 4 , e and p ,and to consider the intersection of the vector r with the
Gaussian unit sphere at a point P having coordinates and e . Then the uni%. sphere
is mapped onto a plane using a Flamsteed projection. The information about the
magnitude p can be given now by associating with the image of point P on the
Flamsteed projection a polygon of radius proportional to the magnitude p of r. By
repeating this procedure for all measured vibration vectors, we obtain a pattern which
gives us information about the numbers of points P together with the corresponding
vector magnitudes on any area of the Flamsteed projection.

Analysis has been carried out separately for the seat and the backrest, using
sequences of 2048 measurements taken with a sampling time of 2.5 ms. The length of
each measurement is then 5.12 a. Some patterns are shown in Fig. 2 (seat) and in Fig.
3 (backrest); the measurements have been made in different flight conditions. Two
basic patterns are present: i) rotational motion (rotational motion is that in which
the acceleration vector moves in a circle in space); ii) translational motion
(translational motion is where the acceleration vector executes a sinusoidal change in
magnitude while remaining in the same direction in space). In some cases the
combination of both these patterns is present. We observed that in most cases the
patterns of rotational motion are not orientated according to one of the three
coordinate planes. Furthermore the patterns of translational motion mostly are not
orientated according to one of the three coordinate axes. Because of this, comparison
of similar or different situations is very difficult.

In order to assist the medical investigator in the analysis and to compare similar or
different situations, reorientation of the frame of reference T into a new one has
been adopted. The aim is to orient the pattern of every translational motion along
the z axis, and the pattern of every rotational motion to the y-z plane. The results
so obtained are shown further in this paper. In order to achieve the reorientation
the following algorithm has been adopted. The algorithm is explained with reference
to Cartesian coordinates, but it is obviously still valid for the polar coordinates
used in the Flamsteed projection.

We shall add all th- vectors r that have positive z-components, so obtaining the
vector r; similarly we shall add all the vectors r that have negative z-components, so
obtaining the vector rn .We consider next the plane c defined by the two vectors
rp and r m (provided the angle between these vectors (A ) is different from IT ) and
on this plane we drop the perpendicular line r to the bisector of the angle A (see
Fig. 4). Then we can rotate the coordinate system associated with the whole of
vectors r around the z axis and the y axis in order to superimpose the t , line on
the z axis. Because, after the rotation the vectors r generating rp and r,
change, this procedure may need some iterations. If the prevailing motion in the
pattern under consideration is translational, the reorientation procedure is complete.

On the other hand, if the prevailing motion is rotational, the axes could now be
re-ociented by rotation around the z-axis until the prevailing rotational motion is in
the y-z plane.

This procedure has been applied to four vibration measurements, of which two were of
translational motion and two were of rotational motion. Results are shown in Figure
5. In order to show the orientation of the original frame of reference T after all
the rotations have been carried out, the polar co-ordinate grid corresponding to T has
been drawn in both the original and re-oriented projections. The spherical triangle
defined by the positive x, y and z axes is indicated by shading. The values of the
roll, pitch and yaw angles corresponding to the transformation are indicated with each
graph. The graphs demonstrate that the prevailing vibratory motion, which is
obviously the rotational motion caused by the main rotor of the helicopter, is
transformed into translational motion in some flight situations.

Furthermore, the axis of rotational motion is not fixed in space, but has its own
motion, and may have different directions at the seat pan and backrest. The motion of
the axis of rotation is shown clearly by partitioning a set of 2048 measurements
(samples) into segments. The result of this partition is shown in Figure 6: the 2048
measurements (samples) from measurement No. 9 have been partitioned into 16 segments
of different length. The variation in the direction of the axis of rotation from
segment to segment is evident.

Griffin and Whitham (8) have shown that, from the point of view of subjective
discomfort, it is not possible to distinguish between the case in which vibrations
along two orthogonal axes are in phase (with a consequent translational motion) and
the case in which the phase of the vibrations differ by 90' (with a consequent
rotational motion). This happens at low frequencies, as well.

Nevertheless, the physiological effects of these two different situations cannot be
considered identical, neither in the short term (backache etc.) nor in the long term
(arthromis etc.) (26). Furthermore from a physiological point of view rotational
motion around an axis forward inclined cannot be regarded as identical to a rotational
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motion around an axis inclined in a different way, e.g. laterally inclined.
Eventually if the axis of the rotational motion varies from site to site, (e.g. seat
to backrest) the trunk is subject to torsional stresses, as well. These observations
point out the benefits of the proposed method to medical investigators.

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

Frequency analysis of the vibration present on board a helicopter show the following
well known results (3, 9, 13): spectral components around the main rotor revolution
frequency f and around Nf (being N the number of rotor blades) are present, with
related harmonics. Analogous phenomena are induced by the tail rotor but, due to its
smaller dimensions, the effects on the cabin are relevant. Low frequency spectral
components probably related to aerodynamic phenomena can be detected too. Some other
different spectral components can be detected, but investigation of their possible
origin should be carried out on a case by case basis.

It is interesting to compare the frequency analysis of the finite discrete time-series
which are related with the three projections x, y and z of vector r, with the
frequency analysis of the finite discrete time-series which are related with the three
projections x', y' and z' of r along the coordinate axes of the frame of reference
after the reorientation. Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 show frequency analysis results of some
measured acceleration signals before (left) and after (right) reorientation. For each
axis, amplitude representation is at the top, phase representation is at the
bottom. Amplitude and phase value of the FFT spectral analysis are shown only if the
amplitude is greater than 5% of the overall maximum value. Phase is still shown
because in the case of rotational motion it is of interest to compare the phases of
spectral components on the various axes.

Fig. 7 shows the analysis of measurement No.2, made at the seat site just after the
takeoff. The blade frequency, around 18 Hz (corresponding to 5f, being here N=5) is
almost the only one. With respect to reference frame T, the maximum value of the
blade frequency is along z axis, and the ratio between the amplitude at the blade
frequency along x axis and the amplitude along z axis is 0.37; between the amplitude
along the y axis and the value along the z axis this ratio is 0.46. After
reorientation these two ratios drop to 0.13 and 0.14 respectively, showing the
reorientation has substantially identified the direction along which the main power of
the vibration is oriented. This direction is obviously the direction of the z axis
after the reorientation. It is interesting to point out that spectral components with
frequencies less than the blade frequency belong to x-z plane, and those with
frequencies greater than the blade frequency belong to x-y plane.

Fig. 8 shows the analysis of measurement No. 20, made at the seat site in
translational flight conditions. Rotational motion due to spectral components along y
and z axes (with a phase lag of about 90* and with an amplitude ratio equal to 0.6)
is clearly shown by reorientation.

Fig. 9 shows the analysis of measurement No. 9, made at the seat site in hovering
conditions, with ground effect. Superior harmonics of the blade frequency have
considerable greater amplitudes than in the previous cases. Rotational motion is
mainly at the blade frequency and to its third harmonic. Spectral components are
still present along the x axis after reorientation. Discomfort is considerably
greater in this situation than in the previous as well.

As far as measurements at the backrest site are concerned, the results of frequency
analysis is substantially similar. Fig. 10 shows just the analysis of measurement No.
21, in translational flight.
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Yaw- 0 Yaw- 154

"just after the takeoff"

Yaw- 0 Yaw- 47

"vertical rate descent"

Yaw- 0 Yaw- 94

"translational flight (seat)"

Nc 204 Nc.204

Yaw- 0 Yaw--26

"translational flight (backrest)"

Fig. 5- Soijie examples of reorientation of the frame of reference. At the left, vectors
r are represented with reference to the frame defined by the position of the
thriaxial accelerometer. At the right, vectors r are represented with reference
to the frame defined by the automatic reorientation.
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the reorientation. The rieasurement has been made at the seat site during a
translational flight.
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DOS WU, CAt The Flameteed projection was used in your paper. I am familiar with the name of
Plmteed as the English Astronomer Royal, but I am not familiar with the mathematical description of
his projection. Is it the simple unfolding of the spherical surface onto a flat plane centered at one
axis?

AMMOINI. IYT He was the famous astronomer, who was the first director of the Greenwich Observ-
atory. The mathematics of this projection is not very complicated. The important thing to understand
is that it is just an unfolding, a way of mapping a sphere onto a plane. It gives an idea of how a
movement in a three-dimensional space can be mapped onto a planes and allows you to reduce from three
dimensions (which in impossible to understand on paper) to just two dimensions. It is quite a common
way to do that.

DODEN, CAs You described rotary motion; and, I believe, you explained this as accelerations in
which the two components in the planes were out of phase. Can you extend your analysis or repre-
sentation to include truly rotary notion; i.e., motion of the rigid seat about an axis? This has been
considered as a component of vibratory stress in biomechanics. Have you explored this problem?

ANTOWIMI, IT: We took into account only the problem of representing a movement in space for the
medical investigator, who is usually unfamiliar with mathematical concepts. This method gives him an
idea of movement in space. Obviously, this method can be applied to any moving vector, e.g., a vector
cardiogram, for stress analysis in aircraft design projects, etc. It is just a way to represent a vec-
tor on a plane.
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Summary
The height of the body in the erect position varies by about 1% during

the course of the day. It decreases rapidly on getting up and, depending
on the pattern of work and rest, continues to reduce during the day, but
recovers overnight. With conventional methods of measuring stature, these
changes would go unrecognised. Apparatus has therefore been developed
allowing measurement to an accuracy of at least 1 mm. Studies have been
made of static loading, lifting, running, in different types of seating and
in resting postures. In general, height losses are proportional to the
magnitude of lumbosacral compression. In addition, height losses from
exercise are related to the perception of the exertion involved; and the
gains in height produced in positions of rest are proportional to ratings
for relaxation or comfort. For the ergonomist, therefore, the method offers
a reliable means of assessing the effects of work and recovery on the spine.

Introduction

The diurnal changes in stature arise mainly from loss and regain in the height of
the load-bearing structures of the body, mainly that of the intervertebral discs which,
in the healthy spine, amount to about a third of the length of the vertebral axis. Disc
height is reduced whenever the spine is loaded enough for the intradiscal pressure to
exceed the osmotic pressure in the tissues of the disc. Fluid is then expelled. When
the compressive load is relieved, fluid is imbibed and the height regained.

One of the first to consider the relation between backache, working posture and
spinal loading was Fitzgerald (1972): he developed an apparatus for measuring stature
and studied the effects of spinal loads, using aircrew as subjects. But when his
apparatus was copied, attempts to reproduce his results were a failure. The reason
appeared to be that the original measurements were made not only with the subject standing
erect, but against a strictly vertical surface. In subjects whose backs are not remrod
straight, this requires some static muscular effort, relaxation is difficult and
repeatable results are elusive. The method now adopted is therefore to assess the
subjects' maximal, but unstrained, standing height and observe the spinal posture.
Support is given in a number of positions between the head and the sacrum and their
vertical heights and horizontal positions are noted for repeat observations. The subject
is then tilted back by between 50 and 150, so allowing maximal standing height to be
maintained under relaxed conditions.

The method has been developed in a series of collaborative studies in the Department
of Orthopaedic and Accident Surgery, University of Liverpool; the Department of Sport and
Recreation Studies, Liverpool Polytechnic; the Department of Production Engineering and
ProdWction Management, University of Nottingham; and the Division of Industrial Ergonomics,
Linkoping Institute of Technology, Sweden. As procedures and apparatus have improved,
minor technical changes have been, and continue to be, introduced but the method to be
described has been used consistently throughout.

Method

The apparatus consists of a rigid vertical framework with a platform on which
subjects stand and a measuring device applied to the vertex. The vertical heights of
each of the supports for the body and of the measuring device are all adjustable,
likewise the horizontal projection of the supports, and their positions recorded for
each subject so that they can be reproduced for later observations.

Subjects stand with their heels In fixed positions, their feet straight and the
medial malleoli against a wooden block between the feet. Body weight is evenly
distributed between heels and forefeet using weighing scales, which are fitted flush with
the platform, under the forefeet. Knees are straight but not tensed. Supports are
provided at the levels of the sacrum, the hollow of the lumbar curve, the mid-thorax,
the hollow of the neck and at the occiput. Each is provided with a microswitch so that
when all switches read 'on', the subject's posture has been precisely reproduced. The
tilt of the head is controlled using a spectacle frame and visual guidelines.

The measuring device is a displacement transducer based on a spring steel reed
fitted with strain-gauges but, in addition, a dial-test micrometer is fitted to provide
the observer with a visual check. This device, which is mounted on a vertical rod with
free-running bearings and counter balanced to avoid excessive pressure on the head, is
then lowered into position. When all microswitches are on, head position and weight
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distribution of the feet are both correct, the measurement is made.

Some training is needed: first, to establish the comfortable, maximal standing height
and the associated spinal posture; and secondly, to accustom subjects to the procedure.
In order to complete the standardisation of posture, it is prudent to control the
respiratory cycle. Subjects stand with arms folded and the measurement is made, generally
at the end of a normal expiration. The duration of training varies from 20 to 90 minutes,
depending on the experience of the observer and the response of the subject to the
testing environment. In all the studies reported, repeatability of the measurements has
been assessed for each subject in successive observations, subjects stepping out of the
apparatus between each measurement. For example, Tyrrell et al. (1985) found that
individual standard deviations for 10 consecutive measurements ranged from 0.05 to 0.46 mm
and Leatt (1984) found that in two groups of subjects, standard deviations averaged 0.36
and 0.33 mm respectively. In no individual did accuracy fall below 1 mm.

Results

Circadian Variation

Eklund & Corlett (1984) measured stature at three hourly intervals from 1| hours to
l0 hours after rising and recorded a mean height loss of 6.3 mm. To simulate the effects
of sleep, subjects lay down for two hours after which they had regained 7 mm. Reilly et
al. (1984) measured 8 males, aged 19-21 years and recorded stature over a 24 hour period
from 2000 hours, at midnight just before going to bed, 0345, 0730, 0815, 0900, 1000,
1200, 1600 and again at 2000. The peak to tough variation was 19.3 mm or 1.1% of overall
stature.

Static Spinal Loading and Recovery

Using a shoulder load of 14 kg for one hour, Eklund & Corlett (1984) reported an
increase of 1.8 mm in the height lost compared with one hour's similar activity without
the shoulder load. In a further experiment, the height lost in a 1 hour period of
standing was 1.5 mm. Immediately afterwards, subjects heTd a 14 kg weight in one hand
for 30 minutes and a further height loss of 2.7 mm was recorded. They then lay down for
15 minutes and regained 2.5 mm.

Tyrrell et al. (1985) reported the following losses for 8 subjects after holding
barbells on the shoulders for 20 minutes:-

10 kg 20 kg 30 kg 40 kg

5.1 mm 7.1 mm 9.4 mm 11.2 mm.
The subjects recovered in the standing position and after 10 minutes had regained all but
about 2 mm of height lost under the shoulder loads. Recovery after a shoulder load with
a 10 kg rucksack was studies in both standing and in Fowler's position (supine but with
hips and knees flexed and the legs supported). Following a loss of 5 mm, 4 mm was
regained after 10 minutes standing, but 6.5 mm in Fowler's position.

Using a waistcoat with pockets for lead weights in experiments at Linkiping (Troup
et al. 1985), shoulder loads of up to 25 kg were applied for 45 minutes and, in addition,
vertical traction of 10 kp force was applied via a pulley to a belt round the chest. In
all five modes used (-10, 0, +10, +20, +25) the forces were evenly distributed front and
back. Apart from the result for the '-10' mode there was a significant relation between
height lost and shoulder load. The vertical traction of 10 kp did not apparently unload
the spine. When the changes in stature were plotted against the discomfort ratings
obtained, there was a good correlation. The height changes and the discomfort ratings
were as follows:-

'-10' '0' '+10' '+20' '+25'

2.03 1.76 2.48 3.41 4.14 (mm height loss)
281 40 182 427 511 (summarised ratings).

Lifting Exercise and Recovery
Tyrrell et al. (1984) studied the effects of 20 minutes lifting at a rate of 12 lifts

per minute with 20 second breaks every 2 minutes, using 10 kg and 40 kg barbells. The
height losses were 6.9 mm and 14.5 mm respectively: significantly more than for static
loading with the same weights. In the 10 minutes after 40 kg lifting, 8.4 mm was
recovered in the standing position. In the 10 minutes after the 10 kg lifting, 6.8 mm
was regained in the standing position but 7.6 mm in Fowler's position.

Running
Height losses were measured in 9 inexperienced and 7 experienced runners before and

after completion of a 6 km treadmill run at 12.2 km/hr (Leatt 1984; Troup et al. 1985).
In the last minute of each run, subjects rated their sensation of perceived exertion.
The inexperienced group lost 3.3 mm and the experienced, 2.4 mm: the difference was not
significant. But when height losses of the inexperienced runners were plotted against
perceived exertion, there was a significant correlation (p 0.05).

Gravity Inversion

Regain in stature was studied after subjects had lain, held by the ankles, in supine
postures at angles of inversion of 500, 700 and 900, but also in Fowler's position
(Leatt 1984; Troup et al. 1985). Although there were no significant differences between
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heights gained in the four positions, the greatest gain was an average of 5.6 mm after
30 minutes at 500 inversion. Subjects were questioned about comfort and relaxation and
the data from all four experiments were pooled. Those who had felt uncomfortable gained
the least height. While subjects who reported the most relaxation maintained their
height gains in the standing position which followed, more than those who had not felt
relaxed.

Sitting
Eklund & Corlett (1984) compared losses in stature after sitting for 1J hours: on

a stool without backrest, on an office chair and in an easy chair. In the latter two
chairs there were no significant changes but on the stool, subjects lost an average of
4.6 mm. They then compared the effects of performing a light pushing task while seated,
with and without a backrest. Subjects pushed on a lever with alternate hands, exerting
a horizontal force of 25 N for 30 minutes. Without the back rest, subjects lost height
but with it they gained height; suggesting that with the backrest, pushing enabled them
to unload their spines.

Discussion
Although this method of measuring stature has proved remarkably accurate, nearly

all the subjects used in the experiments reported here were young, healthy males. The
next stage in this series is to enlarge the experience by observation of a wider range
of the population. Preliminary results from a series of young females suggests that
their is no substantial difference in the responses to loading between the two sexes.
Older and stiffer subjects have yet to be studied. But what remains uncertain is the
proportion of the population and of its sub-groups who are resistant to measurement.
The possibility that some people will prove immune to repeatable measurement must be
foreseen.

Nevertheless, the method has a very clear potential in ergonomics and occupational
health. The fact that changes in stature have been shown to relate not only to
biomechanical but to psychophysical factors is highly significant. With small groups of
subjects, the effects of exercise and recovery can be studied in periods of less than an
hour and the effects of sedentary work in periods not much longer. Great care, though,
is needed to standardize the timing of observation. The circadian variation itself
represents the largest single factor so far recognised and in all the studies quoted,
observations have been made at the same time on each day of measurement.

The typical model for circadian variation in stature (Reilly et al. 1984) shows a
smooth exponential curve as the rate of height loss slows in the course of the day
followed by a rapid recovery after going to bed. But it is evident from these studies
that there are major departures from this model as periods of activity and rest-pauses
interweave through the day. It has, of course, been foreseen that in the morning a
given loading will have a greater effect in reducing height than the same load late in
the evening and preliminary experiments in females have confirmed it (Wilby 1985). It
is possible that the problem of how to make observations at more or less any time of the
day can be overcome by imposing a standardised period of rest beforehand, but this needs
further investigation.

In conclusion, it should perhaps be remembered that interest in this subject arose
from Fitzgerald's concern with the relation between back symptoms and sedentary postural
stress. It has to be admitted that, as yet, we know rather little about the relation
between symptoms and reductions in stature. Though the method has any number of
ergonomic applications right now, there are many clinical problems still to be solved.
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DISCUSSION

AKKERVYEKEN, NE Was the discomfort rating according to that of Corlett and Bishop (Ergonomics
19: 175-182, 1976)?

TROUP, UK: Yes,

SANDOVER, UK: You mentioned the effect of age on the method. I assume that this is due to the
fact that the disc is changing its characteristics. Could you comment on how that affects the measure-
ment?

TROUP, UK* My comment on age related to the previous studies of stature by Kramer, in Germany.
We have only got one small sample, but, nonetheless, it confirms that there are age-related changes.
The significance, supposing that we want to look at changes in stature in 55 year-olds, so to speak, is
that we may require rather more subjects, depending on how repeatable the measurements are, because
they will probably have a maximal diurnal variation of, shall we say. 601 of that of younger people.
(It may be that, but we don't know these figures yet. That is why we still have a few more studies to
do to fully validate our method for all types of population.)

SANDOVER, UK: Is this all to be done on young subjects?

TROUP, UK: Mainly, yes.

SINGER, Po: I would like to ask two questions. The first question is whether the height losses
are homogeneous in all vertebral segments, or if there is any segment which may be affected more great-
ly? The second question is: "Physiotherapists often use distraction to alleviate lumbar pain. Must
we understand that height loss has nothing to do with height gain, notwithstanding the clinical bene-
fit?,

TROUP, UK: With regard to the homogeneity of height losses at different levels of the lumbar
spine, r can't answer your question. So far, we haven't developed a technique for looking at the
height loss at different levels; and I think, almost certainly, that radiography would be far too in-
sensitive. We can only assume, or state a hypothesis, that the height loss will be somewhat greater,
relatively speaking, in the lumbar region simply because of the higher biomechanical loading. Of
course, we have to take into account the area of the disc under load. My answer to your question is:
"No we don't know*. Your second question concerns the effects of therapeutic traction. I think the
lesson from what we have learned here Is that, if you believe in traction, and if you believe in pos-
tures which take the load off the spine, then both the traction which you apply and the positions in
which you put the patient must be comfortable. I am sure my physiotherapist would agree with me that,
if you apply traction and the patient is not comfortable, then you are not going to do them any good.
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BACKACHE IN AIRCREW

by

Wing Commander D C Reader
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SUMMARY

Aircrew have long complained of backache. The backache is seldom severe, but frequently interferes
with flying performance and is very distracting. A survey -.as conducted amongst UK aircrew in 1971
which showed that aircrew suffer from backache twice more frequently than groundcrew, pilots suffer more
than other aircrew members and that ejection seats caused more backache than other types of seats.
The survey also showed that half the aircrew never suffered from backache on the ground. The incidence
of backache was high, 13% of pilots suffered on every flight, 22% suffered once a week whilst 45%
suffered once a month.

The backache is caused by the sitting position and design of the seat, which leads to lose of the
lumbar curve. When the lumbar curve is restored by means of a curved rigid pad applied to the back,
50% of aircrew report that the backache is greatly improved and in 32% of cases completely resolved.

A scheme has been underway for some years in the UK to provide lumbar pads for aircrew complaining
of backache. The pads are simple and cheap to produce and are easy to use. However, the major dis-
advantage is that they require a mould for the individual's lumbar curve and then they cannot be used
by other aircrew. This disadvantage aside, the scheme has been a success and will be continued.

Aircraft seat designs both for ejection seats and helicopter crew seats now incorporate lumbar
support curves to prevent both lose of the lumbar curve and the subsequent backache in aircrew. The
incidence of backache in aircraft incorporating these new designs is considerably lower.

INTRIDUCTION

Low back pain must be one of the most common complaints of civilized man. Much of this is due to
his erect position combined with the requirements, in many occupations, to carry heavy loads with the
back flexed, a poor posture for load carrying. In addition, sitting for long hours at poorly designed
workplaces can aggravate this complaint. Amongst these workplaces must be included the cockpits of
aircraft where the requirement to fit all the controls and instruments in a small space has left in-
sufficient room and comfort for the aircrew to operate successfully.

Thus backache in aircrew is very common and has been accepted for some time because aircrew rarely
have received much relief and sometimes their career depended to a certain extent in its acceptance as
an occupational discomfort. Aircrew are often loath to seek advice if grounding could be considered
as treatment.

Backache in aircrew can be defined as pain in the mid line of the lower back, usually without
radiation, which occurs in flight and may persist afterwards. The severity and incidence is variable,
it can occur on every flight commencing minutes after strapping-in in severe cases, or be just mild
discomfort only after some hours in the aircraft and then only during intensive phases of flying.

BACKACHE CAUSATION

Fitzgerald (1968) first examined the problem of backache in aircrew in the UK. He described the
anatomy and physiology of the lower lumbar spine and how lumbar lordosis (is an anterior convex curve)
was acquired in childhood. As the standing posture is achieved and the legs extend, the hip joint
flexors do not extend completely and this tilts the eacrum forward. To regain the vertical, the lumbar
spine curves backwards and causes lordosis.

The spinal poeture is dictated by the pelvic angle and is a function of muscle tone, ligamentous
support and efficient proprioception. When sitting, the gluteii and posterior thigh (hamstring) muscles
are stretched and they tilt the pelvis rearwards. This flattens the lumbar curve, reduces the lordosis
and directs pressure on the anterior portions of the intervertebral discs. In compensation, the discs
bulge posteriorly and stretch the posterior longitudinal spinal ligament which is very pain sensitive.
When seated in an aircraft for some hours, particularly when strapped to the seat which restricts all
movements, the pars-vertebral muscles become fatigued and the lose of lordomis becomes marked. This
causes tension of the posterior longitudinal ligament which can be quite severe. Chronic exposure to
this position causes damge to the disc and associated ligaments and the associated pain can cause epeam
of the erector spinse and hamstring muscles. The pain and discomfort can only be relieved by leaving
the seat and stretching and flexing the lumbar spine, however the discomfort can persist for some hours.

On the other hand, a position of comfort is obtained where the antagogistic anterior and posterior
thigh-trunk muscle groups are balanced at about a thigh-trunk angle of 13 . This is the angle adopted
in sleeop. This angle can be attained in some easy chairs but never in aircraft whgre the feet are
required to control rudders and space is at a premium which requires an angle of 90 or less. Interest-
ingly, soe new typist chairs are being marketed where 135 can be achieved by balancing pressure on the
front of the shins to that on the buttocks. However, this concept is of little use in moat aircraft
because the feet could not control the rudder pedals in that position.
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Aircraft seats require a trunk-thigh angle nearer 900 and often induce a leaning forward position
as parachute packs are positioned behind the shoulders. The combination of pelvic tilt and thoracic
forward flexion eliminate* the lumbar lordosis and discomfort or pain results. The nature of the sitting
platform itself can further aggravate the problem. If the platform is too soft, the ischial tuberosities
will sink into the cushion and further decrease the thigh to torso angle and cause more pelvic tilt.
A rigid flat platform will also cause discomfort as all the weight is supported by the tuberosities and
the local high pressure will be painful. However, a rigid but shaped panel, following the contour of
the buttocks and iachial tuberosities will be more comfortable because the rigid platform will prevent
further thigh-torso flexion, and the contoured surface will redistribute the sitting pressure over a wider
area.

ALLEVIATION OF BACKACHE

Fitzgerald (1968) noted that given the deficiencies of many aircraft seats, an effective remedy
would be to reimpose the lumbar lordosis by means of a pad placed behind the lumbar curve and resting
against the vertical surface of the seat back. This pad should be between 5 and 25 mm thick but no
single measure would suffice for all. When aircrew sat on a bare sitting platform and rested their backs
against a vertical flat surface, he observed a gap between the skin over the lumbar spine and the seat
back. Rarely was this gap more than 25 mm and in a few cases there was no measurable gap at all.
However, the majority exhibited a space between the seat back and lumbar curve and when a pad was intro-
duced into this gap, it supported the lumbar spine and gave considerable symptomatic relief especially
to those aircrew who had earlier complained of backache in aircraft.

The variability of this gap lead Fitzgerald and co-workers to devise a concept of custom fitting
lumbar pads. However, a method was required to record the contours of the lumbar curve in relation to
the seat back before these pads could be made. In 1965, Fitzgerald, Sharp and Barwood described a method
of casting body contours by using polyvinyl chloride or polystyrene spheres in a flexible container
moulded to the contour of the back. The contour was held in that shape by evacuating all the air from
the container so that the spheres coalesced. This rigid contour could then be used as a mould for a pad
made of fibreglass which when prepared was an exact replica of the contour of the individual lumbar curve.
By permitting air to re-enter the container of the plastic spheres, the device could be used many times.

BACKACHE SURVEYS

This device was used to produce some 50 lumbar pads for aircrew who complained of backache in flight.
Early reports were most encouraging. Only one of the fifty received no benefit but he had sustained
severe spinal injury earlier. Another pilot who reported only slight improvement had early ankylosis
spondylitis. Of the remaining, 62% reported complete relief and 34% admitted marked improvement of their
symptoms. A later survey (Fitzgerald, 1973) of the use of 200 such lumbar supports showed that 50% of
the users were symptom free and 31% had a marked improvement. However, before the use of such lumbar
supports could be justified as a routine, a survey of the extent of aircrew backache was required. This
was conducted in the RAF in 1970. Fitzgerald and Crotty (1971) reported on a questionnaire survey of
some 2000 aircrew and groundcrew. They found that backache was twice as common in aircrew than ground-
crew, pilots complained more than other aircrew, pilots using ejection seats complained of backache more
frequently than those using fixed seats and that helicopter aircrew suffered most of all. More than
half of the pilots who complained of backache never suffered from backache when they were not flying.
In particular, 13% of RAF pilots experienced backache every time they flew, 22% suffered from backache
or back pain once a week when flying, whilst b0% developed back pain at least once a month. The back-
ache was also associated with fatigue, irritability, distractions in flight and interfered with post-
flight sleep and relaxation.

The data retrieved permitted a 'black list' of aircraft to be produced with the worst incidence and
persistence of symptoms. The Canberra T Nk 4 with a very unergonomic position of ejection seats took
worst position, next came the Jet Provost with its bulky parachute pack just behind the shoulders and
soft seat cushion, then the Vulcan and Victors where the long duration of the sorties clearly added to
the problem. Amongst the helicopters, Fitzgerald and Crotty (1971) singled out the Whirlwind Nk 10 and
Wessex Mk 2 as worst offenders. The Whirlwind because of the necessity to lean forward to obtain suffi-
cient forward vision under the top of the windscreen and the Wessex because most respondents felt that
some degree of reclination to offset the forward tilt was required.

Backache in Helicopters

The backache complained of by helicopter pilots is different in character and position from that
caused by other aircraft and is due to other mechanisms. When controlling a helicopter, the right arm
which grasps the stick is rested on the right thigh to prevent any vibrations of the helicopter moving
the right arm holding the stick. In order to do this the pilot must bend forwards slightly and tilt to
the right. At the sme time, both feet are required on the rudder pedals and pressure is required during
flight to adjust the thrust provided by the anti-torque tail rotor. This pressure decreases the pelvic
tilt as the force transmitted by the legs pushes the upper part of the pelvis rearwards. The left hand
meanwhile holds the collective lever as this controls the pitch and thus the power output from the main
rotor. To reach and lift up the lever the spine must rotate to the left. This scoliosis and twist of
the spine produces pain on the left side at the junction of the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. A second
area of pain at the level of the right shoulder blade is caused by the effort to extend the right arm to
the stick. The pelvic position reduces lumbar lordosis but increases discomfort.

Furthermore, the nose down attitude which helicopters usually adopt in flight, especially with under-
slung loads, tends to throw the pilot forward out of his seat. Any compensatory tightening of the
shoulder harness further distorts the spinal curves. Thus helicopter pilots have more florid symptoms
and pain higher up the spinal column than their fixed wing brethren.
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A later survey examined backache in the Gazelle helicopter (Braithwaite et al 1981). They found
that 57% suffered backache on flights lasting more than one hour, 18% had backache after intensive flying
(20 hre in 10 days), 11% noted backache during some flights whilst 8% suffered during most flights. 77%
of all respondants found the Gazelle seat uncomfortable. They recommended, amongst other feasures, that
additional lumbar supports be provided by an adjustable pad, that the seat be reclined by 5-10 and that
lumbar pads be provided for Gazelle aircrew.

LUMBAR SUPPORTS

Since 1971, lumbar supports have been offered to all aircrew in the RAF with lower backache and their
use continues to grow with gratifying results in the attenuation of symptoms.

The lumbar supports are made using the procedure originally described by Fitzgerald (197) with a
few later refinements. The procedure for issue is as follows.

The first step for a complainant is to approach hie Service Medical Officer. The Medical Officer
will examine the patient and if he is convinced that the backache is postural in origin and not due to
underlying pathology he will request an appointment at the Royal Air Force Aviation Medicine Training
Centre fAMTC) at RAF North Luffenham in Leicestershire, VK. On receipt of the request, an appointment
is offered and the patient attends for fitting. The history is confirmed, acute cases are delayed for
resolution and in patients with severe pain and/or spinal spasm, treatment is postponed. A special
fitting seat is prepared to which can be fitted a rubber blanket containing a permeable tightly-woven
cotton pad filled with many small spheres of polystyrene. To contain the spheres laterally, the pad is
seamed vertically at 25 mm intervals and closed top and bottom.

Fitting

The patient strips to the waist and belts and other bulky articles are removed. He then site in
the fitting seat in a position of comfort so that the Medical Officer can view his lumbar curve from the
side. He then decides whether the curve is adequate or requires restoration by assessing the subjective
improvement of the patient when pressure is applied to the back. The patient then leaves the seat and
the rubber blanket containing the polystyrene spheres is placed over the seat back. The blanket is care-
fully positioned then the patient sits in the seat and again is carefully positioned with respect to both
seat and blanket. If the Medical Officer considers that the patients lumbar curve requires additional
support, this is provided through the rubber blanket. Then, while this position is maintained, the air
inside the blanket is evacuated by means of a small vacuum pump. This causes the polystyrene spheres
to lock one against the other so that the patient may now leave the seat and the blanket can be removed
as a rigid board but bearing an accurate imprint of the patient's lumbar curve. The blanket profile is
laid on a work bench and examined for wrinkles, creases and other defects. If these are present, the
blanket is inflated and the process repeated. When an accurate mould is obtained the patient dresses,
is briefed about the use of the pad and the completion of a questionnaire into its utility. The lumbar
support is despatched to him later.

Manufacture

The blanket is then used to make the lumbar support. Layers of glass fibre are placed on the
blanket to flatten the interseam variations and a layer of mylar polyester film (5 microns thick) is
placed on the glass fibre. Six further pieces of glass fibre are laid on the mylar and bound together
with resin. The mixture is left to set for 24 hra at room temperature. When the fibre glass is rigid
it is removed from the blanket. The blanket can now be cleaned, reflated and used for another patient.
The fibre glass is cut and trimmed to size (approx 300 mm square) and the patient's name and other details
are incorporated into the back of the support including an indication of the 'top' of the support with
respect to the wearer as the supports are never symmetrical across the horizontal plane.

A waist strap is made and applied and fixed to the support with epoxy resin glue. Then polyether
foam is applied to the front surface, stuck and trimmed and covered with a Jersey cloth which is stuck
around the edge of the support. After final inspection, the support is dispatched to the patient.

Instructions for Use

The patient is instructed to use the support whenever he flies and in any other seat, be it car or
theatre, that aggravates his backache. He is cautioned never to lend it to another sufferer as it is
personal to him, neither is he to use one made for another. On rare occasions, the support gives very
good relief initially Which then disappears. When this happens, the patient is asked to return for a
check of the compatibility of patient and support. Sometimes the action of the support assists the
lumbar spine to such an extent that the lumbar curve changes radically and another support shape is
indicated. This second support always provides continued relief.

When the support is used together with an ejection seat, the support should be worn underneath the
flying coverall to prevent the support flailing during the escape sequence. This will be reviewed in
future ejection tests with a more effective method of attaching the support to prevent flailing. Recent
combinations of Aircrew Clothing, particularly the use of an external anti-O suit, have prevented the
support being worn under the coverall.

The Medical Officer at the patient's individual Station is asked to check the suitability of the
support in the aircraft in question and also to supervise the return of the completed questionnaire
detailing the patient's report of the effect of the support on his original symptoms.

Since 1976, the manufacture of aircrew lumbar supports has been undertaken principally at AMTC.
Before that date all supports were produced at the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough.
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With the change of manufacturing location, a questionnaire was introduced and these provide a very useful
source of data. Two hundred and thirty-nine supports have been made at AMTC up till December 1984.

QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

Each support was despatched with the questionnaire for completion and return. However, not every
questionnaire was returned as one would expect in such a voluntary system. However, a sufficient number
were returned for analysis and the conclusions of the questionnaires returned during 1983 and 1984 are
presented here.

In these two years, 85 supports were made and 31 questionnaires were returned. The questionnaires
asked first about the frequency and severity of the pain experienced. 5 respondents (16%) complained
of pain on every flight, 21 (68%) said it occurred frequently and 5 (16%) described as 'occasional'.

The duration of the pain was described as 'only during the sortie' by 3 (10%) 'for up to 4 hours
after the sortie' by 12(39%), 'all day after the sortie' by 8 (26%) and 'longer than the day of the sortie'
by 8 (26%).

The average of the flying hours flown since the lumbar support was issued was 40 with a range of 10-
180 whilst the number of hours flown with the lumbar support was 35 average, range 10-90.

The handling of the support in the cockpit was described as 'no bother at all' by 20 (65%), 'no
bother once I'd got used to it' by 9 (29%), 'a bit of a nuisance at first' by 1 (3%) and 'a nuisance all
the time' by 1 (3%).

In the aircraft, 26 (84%) considered the positioning of the support 'took no time at all' and 5 (16%)
thought it 'took a minute or more'. No one said it 'took far too long'.

Once the support had been positioned, 13 (42%) said the support 'did not shift', 17 (55%) said it
'shifted a little occasionally' and 1 (3%) thought it 'shifted considerably'.

During the flight 13 (42%) of aircrew were 'unaware of the support', 18 (58%) were 'occasionally
aware of the support', but no-one was 'aware of the support to the point of distraction'.

The ability to control the aircraft was 'improved' in 4 replies (13%) 'unchanged' in 24 (75%) but
never 'diminished'.

The sitting comfort with the support was 'greatly improved' in 16 (52%), 'improved' in 12 (39%) and
'unchanged' in 3 (10%). It was never reported as 'reduced' or 'greatly reduced'.

Using the support the backache had 'disappeared entirely' in 10 (32%) or was 'considerably less' in
20 (65%). It was never reported as 'present as before', 'worse' or 'much worse'.

The fatigue after the sorties was described as 'less fatigued than usual' by 18 (58%), 'about the
sane' by 12 (39%) but never 'more fatigued than usual'.

Some aircrew did not complete the questionnaire thus the percentages are approximate in some cases.

These data can be summarized as coming from aircrew with pain on the majority of flights which per-
sisted for some time afterwards. They experienced little difficulty in handling or positioning the
support and it moved little in flight. They were on the whole unaware of the support in flight and it
did not affect their control of the aircraft. However, the sitting comfort was improved in the vast
majority and all said the backache had either disappeared or was considerably less. There was less
fatigue after the flight as a result of wearing the support.

The returns about flying hours showed that the improvements had lasted some 40 hrs on the average
and that the supports had been worn for almost all that time. Many respondents said they used the
supports to good effect in car and other seats.

Aircrew were also asked for their comments on any improvements they would like to see incorporated
and many of these are sensible and are worthy of consideration. A washable cover was asked for and
would certainly make it a more attractive item of flying clothing. A more ventile or 'cooler' covering
material was often requested. The belt was sometimes described as too short or too thin and a better
fastening than touch and close fastener would be an improvement.

The instruction to wear the support under outer clothing in ejection seats was difficult to comply
with in some cases as the bulk of the support could not always be accommodated under an immersion suit;
the trials to clear the support for external use mentioned earlier should help in this regard.

The helicopter pilots did receive considerable relief particularly in the case of the Alouette
which has a very uncomfortable seat. The relief has been so noticeable that all UK Army aircrew pro-
ceeding to Cyprus for duty in Alouette helicopters are now issued with a lumbar support as a prophylactic
measure even before they have flown the aircraft or complained of backache.

A good impression of the types of aircraft seats which cause backache can be ascertained by examin-
ing the numbers and types of aircraft flown by the aircrew asking for and issued with lumbar supports.
An obvious exception is the Alouette udere all aircrew receive the support as described above, because
there is little feedback on how many Alouette aircraw actually use the support. The data show that all
other aircrew do use their supports.
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Over the years 1978-84, 162 supports in toto have been issued by AMTC to aircrew flying the following
aircraft types:

Fixed Wing: Jet Provost 25, Harrier 11, Hawk 9, Phantom 9,
Canberra 8, Victor 8, Jaguar 6, Nimrod 6, Vulcan 4,
Buccaneer 4, Andover 3, VC 10 2, Bulldog 2, Hercules 2,
Hunter 2,Shackleton 1, Tornado 1, Lightning I

Helicopters: Alouette 19, Gazelle 15, Wessex 13, Sea King 7,

Puma 3, Chinook 1

In the years 1983/84 which relate to the questionnaire data, the distribution was:

Fixed Wing: Jet Provost 13, Harrier 5, Phantom 4, Victor 4,
Buccaneer 3, Nimrod 3, Canberra 2, Hunter 1, VC 10 1,
Hercules 1, Tornado 1, Bulldog 1

Helicopters: Alouette 12, Gazelle 8, Wessex 7, Sea King 7, Puma 3

The Jet Provost holds first place in the fixed wing fleet while the incidence of discomfort in the Gazelle
has changed little since Braithwaite et al (1981) did their earlier survey.

These data also confirm that the design of modern ejection seats has done much to alleviate backache.
In the Mk 9 and 10 series of Martin Baker seats, the lumbar profile which has been offered to backache
sufferers has been incorporated into the seat back rest. Although not an individually ioulded contour,
it does feature both vertical and horizontal curvatures and it approximates the mean lumbar curve of all
aircrew.

Thus in the Harrier, Jaguar, Tornado, Hawk and Sea Harrier there were comparatively few demands for
supports, given the size of these aircraft fleets. With the predominance of these aircraft now in
service one would have expected many more than in the Jet Provost fleet which is only used in training.
The better design of ejection seats is now reducing the demand for lumbar supports from fixed wing air-
crew. Unhappily, one cannot say the same for helicopters.

It is expected that the demand for lumbar supports from helicopter aircrew will continue until heli-
copter seat design incorporates the principles of lumbar support which have been shown to be so beneficial.

Even when the seats of both fixed and rotary wing aircraft are designed on sound ergonomic principles,
it is still expected that some aircrew will need additionai lumbar support to relieve their backache in
flight.

Happily, there is a simple, cheap and reasonably quick way to offer relief in the shape of an
individually moulded lumbar support and it is foreseen that these will be requested and supplied for many
years to come.
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DISCUSSION

wILDR, US& The back rests that you have designed are moulded, based on the seated posture of
the pilot in question. Have you given any thought to possibly providing more lordosis, or a greater
curvature than is seen, just as when they are seated in your moulding apparatus?

P.BADER, UK I didn't design the back rests, their design, in fact, predated my activity. I car-
ry on the business of producing them now. As I said in the talk, if we find that a pilot coma to us
with backache and has lost his lumbar curve, it Is important to reinstitute it by means of pressure,
subtly placed, on a subjective basis. When we do that then, of course, we are increasing the curvature
beyond what was shown at the time of consultation. Then, when that curve Is introduced, it, of course,
produces the desired effect. it is an important part of the selection process that, when a pilot first
presents himself for a lumbar support, his lumbar curve is checked, because, if a person copes with a
flat curve, and you mould the back rest to that curve, you will see very little Improvement whatsoever.

TROUP, UK% Could I just add to that particular point? If you further increase the lumber ex-
tension under those conditions, what tends to happen is that the lumbar curve - the area of the lumbar
curve in the back support -- will then press into the lumbar spine and you will then lose all sup-
port. The result, if you increase it further, would be to reintroduce back pain due to local pressure.
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The prevalence of backache amongst helicopter aircrew has long been known to be unacceptably hi&.
The introduction of the Gazelle helicopter to UK service has resulted in an apparent increase in this
prevalence.

This paper is based on a questionnaire issued to Gazelle aircrew serving in Genmny during 1981. The
aim was to produce numerical evidence of the prevalence of backache in Gazelle aircrew, to delineate the
factors responsible in the aircraft and to make recommendations for re-design.

The major findings of the survey are that 82% of aircrew complained of Gazelle related backache, the
taller pilots being worst affected. Flights lasting longer than one hour gave rise to backache in 70% of
the subjects. The seat design features considered responsible were the design of the seat cushion, inade-
quate lumbar support, routing of the shoulder harness and the angle of seat rake.

Since the completion of this survey, a trial of a new Gazelle seat has been carried out. The new
design includes an improved seat cushion, inflatable lutbar support, and increased height of the harness
take off point from the inertia reel. The results of the initial trial are conclusive in their support for
the new seat. These impoevements have been incorporated into the design of the Gazelle axmured seat
currently under development.

BACKGW0ND

Previous studies (1-6) have indicated that aircrew back pain is an inportant aspect of aircrew health
which deserves closer attention. Persistent discomfort causes pre-occupation and distraction and interferes
with the performance of complex flying tasks.

The prevalence of backache among aircrew has long been known to be high and is recorded in numerous
reports. Since the introduction of the Gazelle helicopter, in the early seventies, there seems to have been
an increase in this prevalence amongst UK aircrew. This paper analyses the findings of a questionnaire
given to Gazelle aircrew during the Stmer of 1981 and describes the seat modifications carried out to improve
aircrew comfort.

MMI1OD

Gazelle aircrew, stationed in Germany, were asked to complete a questionnaire with space for additional
comments. The results of the questionnaire are given below. 119 replies were received, of which 89 were
from pilots and 30 from aircrew observers. 9his represents a good response rate of 80%. The multiple choice
part of the questionnaire enabled evidence of prevalence, timing and location of backache to be evaluated.
Response to questions concerning factors responsible for backache were also analysed. The salient features
are discussed. Additional comments were offered by 55% of subjects and consisted mainly of redesign recom-
mendations to minimise discomfort.

REULT5

Biographical Details

Question 1: Age - Subject age ranged from 20 to 42 years (three declined to answer!).

Question 2: Heigt - The range of acceptable height for ArvW aircrew was encompassed (163 to 198 cm)
(64 to 78 in).

Question 3: Flying hours - Total hours flown rnged from 40 to 4700 hours with a mean of 1160 hours.
Gazelle flying hours ranged from 20 to 2700 hours (mean 588 hours).

Question 4: Current helicopter - 98 were employed flying the Gazelle. The remaining 21 flew Scout or
Lynx. 11 flew Scout and/or Lynx as well as Gazelle.

Question 5: "Do you adjust your seat primarily for:"

(a) Optimum vision 5 (4%)

(b) Optimtm control position 77 (65%)
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(c) A conpromise between these 34 (28%)

(d) Other reasons 3 (3%)

Question 6: "With your seat in the normal position, and sitting in your normal posture, how easily can you
reach and fully operate your critical and emergency flying controls?"

3 (2.5%) subjects made no comnent.

76 (64%) stated no problems.

8 (7%). all of whom were pilots, had satisfactory control except for the left hand side of the
console. This problem showed no predilection for height.

19 (16%) made the point of having to stretch although controls were reachable with the harness locked.
With one exception, these were all pilots and the mjority were less than 178 cm (70 in) tall.

13 (11%) needed to unlock the harness to reach critical controls. The majority again were under
178 cm (70 in) in height.

Question 7: "Do you find the Gazelle crew seat comfortable?"

92 subjects (77%) found the seat uncomfortable.

Question 8: "How does the Gazelle crew seat conpare with others you have flown in?"

(a) More comfortable 9 (8%)

(b) About the same 28 (23%)

(c) Less comfortable 82 (69%)

Seventy answered which crewseat they considered the most comfortable:

(a) Scout 46 (66%)

(b) Lynx 19 (27%)

(c) Gazelle 3 (4%)

(d) Sioux 2 (3%)

Question 9: "Have you had a previous back injury?"

25 had had a previous back injury of whom only one had osilated non-Gazelle related backache. The
remaining 24 all suffered backache flying or after flying Gazelle. 8 had backache flying other aircraft.

Question 10: "Do you get backache?"

Total figures shown are higher than the nirber sanpled as sone subjects indicated more than one group.

(a) No 18 (15%;

(b) Yes, when flying Gazelle 76 (64%)

(c) Yes, after flying Gazelle 38 (32%)

(d) Yes, not related to flying Gazelle 13 (11%)

No relationship was found between the prevalence of Gazelle-related backache and age or hours flown.
There was a variation with subject height as shown in Figure 1.

Question 11: "Do you get backache flying other types of aircraft?"

35 subjects (29% of all questioned) had backache in other helicopters. All but 4 of these also had

Gazelle-related backache. Scout, Sioux and Lynx were equally incriminated.

Question 12: "If your backache is related to flying Gazelle, when does it occur?."

Answers were as shown below. Sore subjects indicated more than ore group.

(a) Not applicable 20 (17%)

(b) On or after some flights 13 (11%)

(c) On or after most fligits 9 (8%)

(d) On or after flihts lasting more than one hour 68 (57%)

(e) During or after periods of intensive flying
(over 20 hours in last 10 days) 21 (18%)

(f) During or after hidi concentration
or hig workload 18 (15%)

r
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Question 13: 'Where does your backache occur?"

Of those with Gazelle related backache, the following answers were obtained. Some indicated more than
one site.

(a) Lower back 73 (61%)

(b) id back 34 (29%)

(c) Buttocks 28 (24%)

(d) Shoulders 9 (7%)

(e) Neck 1 (1%)

Question 14: "What do you think causes your backache in the Gazelle?"

Five gave no answer and 15 answered "Not Applicable" which -ounts for all without backache plus 2
others. This was a ranking question: of the 99 who gve a first reason, 89 also gve a second reason: 76 a
third reason and 38 a fourth reason. Only 19 gave fifth and sixth reasons and these are not considered in
the results.

Choice (No of answers)

Reason lat 2nd 3rd 4th Total
Shape of back cushion 47 22 7 5 81

Shape of seat 35 27 15 1 78
Routing of shoulder harness 10 18 12 7 47

Angle of rake of seat 2 9 17 4 32

Inadequate seat adjustment 2 6 6 4 18
Position of controls 1 2 7 3 13

Position of seat 0 2 6 4 12
Weak back 1 1 3 6 11
Compliance of seat cushion 1 2 1 3 7

Position of instruments 0 0 2 1 3

Question 15: ADDITIONAL COMOT

The following is a summary of additional comments made by respondents:

Convent No

No comment 54

Recommends use of lumbar support pad 25

Seat produces a 'hunched back' 23

More thigh support needed 10

Seat cushion at fault 8
Backache relieved by ltbar support pad 4

Seat too narrow 4

Gazelle seat is comfortable 1

DISCUSSION OF SURVEY RESULTS

Aircraft seats are often the subject of much criticism in that they are situated in cramped surroundings
and are occupied without interruption for much longer periods than donestic or car seats. The nature of the
task, which their occupants perform, limits individual movement to adjust position and discomfort, if not
frank backache, is a common problem. Backache is usually the result of repeated abnonmal strain forcing a
structurally normal spine to function at a disadvantage.

Several aspects are worthy of note. The helicopter pilot must adopt a distorted body attitude when
operating conventional helicopter controls. Normally, he first adjusts his seat so that operation of the
pedals is possible. He then rests his rigt forearm on his right thig to enable more precise control of the
cyclic stick by the right hand. The left hand then rests on the collective lever which is adjacent to the
left hand side of the seat. The left shoulder is forced to drop and the spine is rotated to the left. This
classic helicopter ;ilot position is shown clearly in Fig 2. The nonrml cruising attitude of the helicopter
(40 nose dcwrl for the Gazelle) ccmpounds the problem. The upper torso being tipped forward against the
restraint provided by the shoulder and lap belts. Many aircrew are also unaware of the correct strapping
in procedures.

Incidence of Backache

It was apparent frm this review that 99 subjects (82%) had Gazelle-related backache. Whilst this in-
cludes 24 with a previous back injury (details of which am not known) it must be assumed that the majority
had otherwise nornal spines and that their backache was attributable to flying helicopters, the Gazelle in
particular.
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There did not appear to be any correlation with age of aircrew or the hours flown either totally or
restricted to Gazelle. The height of aircrew was undoubtedly a factor influencing backache. The Gazelle
seat and cockpit environment seers to favour the range of 162 to 170 cm (64-67 in) and 180 to 185 cm
(71-73 in).

Flights lasting longer than one hour gave rise to backache in 70% of subjects. It is assumed that
symptom arose after this critical period and not before. This finding is supported by clinical experience
and is probably related to the necessary immobility imposed by the flying task. Problem tend to be greater
when workload is long and tedious. Operational workload is high in this aircraft. Gazelle crews in
Northern Ireland frequently fly 7 hours a day.

The site of backache correlated well with the theoretical site of spinal stress. 61% had lower back-
ache and 29% mid backache. Buttock ache was felt by 24% and is almost certainly due to loss of compliance
of the current seat cushion.

Cause of Backache

Personal opinions of the cause of individual backache provided a useful insight into factors which may
be amenable to redesign. The shape of the back cushion was the most popular criticism, being cited by 68%
of subjects. The lower back is the area of greatest stress and the site of most postural disorders among
aircrew. Lumbar support is needed which the present design of crewseat does not provide. The seat is
concave at its base and this deficiency encourages abnormal spinal alignment. Privately acquired lumbar
pads used in this seat have helped many and individually moulded fibreglass supports are available through
the service to those with longstanding problem.

The overall shape of the Gazelle seat was another popular criticism. Unfortunately, few respondents
made specific comment. Particular items worthy of note were its narrowness and consequent protrusion of
fixing bolts into the hips. Many complained of protrusion of the front of the seat into the underside of
the thigs. This not only caused discomfort, but pareesthesia in sone cases. The upright position of the
seat was criticised by 32 subjects. This feature again produces abnormal stress upon the lower back as well
as undue pressure on the underside of the thighs. Modification by increasing the backward tilt of the seat,
together with additional thigh support, may help.

The Gazelle seat has only four positions of fore and aft adjustment. No vertical adjustment is pro-
vided. The Gazelle has such excellent visibility that seat position is generally adjusted for optimum
control and not for visual reasons (supported by answers to the questions).

Notwithstanding this, sowe aircrew may tend to have an exaggerated body image and sit too far back on
the adjustment. A larger number of horizontal stops, together with vertical adjustnent at the front of the
seat, would facilitate the attainment of optimum posture.

The routing of the shoulder harness was criticised by 47 subjects, of whom threequarters were 178 cm
(70 in) or more in height. The main point was that the release point was set too low on the seat back, thus
creating a hunching of the shoulders with subsequent conpression of the lower spine.

It is interesting to note that the aircrew questioned in this survey were generally only wearing tem-
perate aircrew equipment assemblies. The requirement to carry body armour, NBC equipment, nigh vision
goggles and dinghy back packs in ary future conflict can only serve to increase the existing discomfort.

Persistent backache is associated with premature fatigue, irritability, distraction from the task and
interference with post-flight relaxation and sleep. It is likely that persistent backache in operational
squadron aircrew and instructors could contribute to the level of stress and performance might be impaired.
Seat design should allow the occupant to adopt a number of good postural positions whilst discouraging the
adoption of a single poor one. Because of the drawbacks inherent in the design of aircrew seats, the en-
forced sitting posture should be as near perfect as possible. Measures to prevent back strain must aim at
elimination of as many as possible of the seat design features which contribute to spinal deforyation.

The preferable solution is, of course, the introduction of a totally new helicopter design concept.
Adherence to the classic control configuration will, even with a good seat design, result in the continuance
of the present problem.

EVELOP!.WT OF A MODIFIED GAZW.IE AIRCREW SEAT

The Gazelle is the most numerous helicopter in UK military service, being found in all three services.

The major problem with the current seat, Fig 3, can be summarised as follows.

a. Seat Cushion. The present in service seat cushion can only be described as appalling. Most have
been in situ for the life of the aircraft. Pilots are required to report as defective, but this action
is rarely taken as the method is subjective and few pilots have experienced the 'feel' of a new cush! m'
to use as a control. The soft seat cushion results in pelvic rotation.

b. The absence of any integral lumbar support coupled with (a) results in the loss of the normal
lumbar curve.

c. The low seat back and the shoulder harness take off point cause compression of the torso,
especially in subjects with high percentile sitting heights. This factor is ccmpounded by the fact
that many aircrew are unmaware that the shoulder harness as fitted to the Gazelle is effectively a
variable loop passing round the neck. Overtightening of the shoulder harness beyond the point of
comfort does not affect the degree of restraint, but merely compresses the torso, exagerating any
ldesirable posture already present. This can be seen clearly in Fig 4.
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The results of the questionnaire and much anecdotal evidence resulted in a trial being carried out,
under the auspices of the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, to develop a Gazelle crew seat comfort package.
Financial restrictions ruled out a totally new design, so efforts were directed to modifications of the
existing seat, cushions and harness assembly.

Trials were carried out on a tri-Service basis involving three types of prototype seat cushion, various
lumbar supports and alterations to the inertia reel take off point, which would now be some 5 cm higher
than the in-service seat. The results of the trial clearly favoured the combination of an increased harness
height, an IAM/RAE designed cushion and a pneumatic lumbar support. The components of this re-design can be
seen in Fig 5.

The cushion consists of a front and rear module. Each section comprises two pieces of foam, the upper
layer of the rear cushion being T41 contour foam.

The pneumatic lumbar support allows the aircrew to select the optimum adjustment required.

The results of the trial are shown in Table 1. Details of questionnaires commenti_ g on the other
cushions and lumbar supports are not included but are held at the IAM.

COMFORT

Much mre Slightly more Same Slightly less Much less

Total assembly 24 7

Seat cushion 19 16
Pneumatic lumbar
support 19 9 9

Trial seat 21 6 1

Table 1. Assessment of IAM/RAE Comfort Package

The Gazelle seat comfort package is now entering service in large nunbers and the improvements offered
have also been included in the design of the Gazelle armoured seat (Fig 6), which is to be fitted to all
Army Air Corps Gazelles.

Clinical Aspects

The clinical care of aircrew must not be forgotten and it is considered that all backache complaints
must be reviewed by a Medical Officer so that appropriate action can be taken. The algorithm shown below
(Fig 7) is followed by UK Arm Specialists in Aviaticn Medicine.

Few aircrew ever see their Medical Officer concerning their back problems. Mst consider it an inevi-
table accompaniment of their chosen career and are also chary of the possibility that they my be grounded
temporarily, or in some cases, permanently. Of UK Army aircrew very few indeed have gone as far as
hospitalisation, though mny have benefited from general advice and in mre severe cases, the issue of a
moulded fibreglass lumbar support.

In the past many aircrew who were outside the prescribed anthropometric limits have been allowed to
become helicopter pilots. Some of these, who are in excess of the 99 percentile, have had severe iumbar
problems, especially in the Gazelle where sitting height limitations are critical.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The introduction of the Gazelle has resulted in a high prevalence of back pain being reported by
helicopter aircrew.

2. Comparatively simple modifications to the seat design have resulted in a useful improvement in
aircrew comfort.

3. Although seat reldesign can help alleviate the discomfort, new cockpit configurations are essential
if the problem of persistent back pain is to be erradicated.
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FIG 1. Percentage of Aircrew Suffering Backache as a function of aircrew height.

FIG 2. The Classical Helicopter Position FIG 3. The current Gazelle seat is shown on
the left. The redesigned seat is on the right.
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FIG 4. Subject with Incorrectly Tensioned
Shoulder Harness Demonstrating Compression
of the Torso.

be 1 i

FIG 5. Redesigned Gazelle Crew
Seat Showing New Cushion,
Pneumatic Lumbar Support (on
left) and Increased Take Off
Point for Shoulder Harness.

FIG 6. Prototype Gazelle Armoured
Crewaeats.
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FIG 7. Algorithm demonstrating treatment of aircrew

suffering from backache.

DIBC1U O Rg;I

11=W31, CAs Is it true that a pilot can use a back rest while in control of the aircraft. or is
it possible that the helicopter hunch prevents the use of a back rest?

SMITWAXTB, UNs From personal experience, it Is possible to use back rests, of varying kinds
while still maintaining precise, adequate end good control of the helicopter. it certainly is not pr-
vented by the helicopter hunch it improves one's posture.
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SEAT ISOLATION SYSTEM
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SUMMARY

Sustained low-frequency vibrations in helicopters, combined with poor posture imposed by control
configuration, can affect the health and performance of aircrew. Vibration can adversely affect visual
acuity, induce stress, lower fatigue limits and cause spinal or kidney damage. These effects may occur
even in helicopter simulators. Some air vehicles expose the occupants to levels of vibration and shock
which exceed the comfort or fatigue decreased proficiency criteria established by the International
Standards Organization (ISO 2631) and, in some cases, exceed the exposure limits of that standard. The
attenuation of vibration is recognized as a critical problem in the design of future helicopters, and
new (sidearm) control configurations under development may permit better posture. However, it is cer-
tain that these problems will persist and that they exist in the current generation of helicopters.
Conventional approaches isolate a pilot with a seat suspension which attenuates the dominant (vertical)
axis of vibration. Such seats are typically passive, relying on a system of springs and dampers to
attenuate the most critical combinations of expected frequency and g level.

The bulk of such seats often precludes retrofitting them to existing air vehicles. Active
shock/vibration isolation seats which offer advantages in terms of attenuation and frequency response
have been proposed but no successful system has been developed to date. Some flight simulators employ
g-seats to simulate g-forces acting on the pilot in high-performance aircraft. The expertise gained in
developing, testing, and manufacturing the g-seat provides an ideal basis for developing an active
antivibration seat. The frequency range of the g-seat includes the critical band of damaging and
fatiguing vibrations in the vertical axis. Laboratory trials have demonstrated that the seat can
attenuate the vibration to which the pilot is exposed. Concurrently, development of a displacement
multi-axis hand controller for helicopter application is under way. Successful flight tests have been
conducted with this unit configured as a side arm controller, permitting pilots to maintain an upright
posture. Thispaper describes an approach and methodology for development of an active antivibration
seat within the context of an integrated cockpit seat/control system. The intent is to achieve a high
level of crew safety and comfort in concert with improved control performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft vibrations induce fatigue and discomfort to the passengers and crew. Helicopters are
particularly susceptible to this problem since vibrations tend to occur at lower frequencies than in
fixed-wing aircraft. The vibration may be self-excited or externally excited. Examples of self-excited
vibrations are ground resonance (in which blade lag motion is coupled with a translational oscillation
of the motor hub) and blade flutter (which involves the coupling of blade flexure and twist with
aerodynamic loads). Self-excited modes of vibration can build up so rapidly that they destroy the
helicopter within a few seconds, hence pilot proficiency in a dynamically degrading environment is
critical. Externally excited vibrations typically arise from aerodynamic loads on the rotors, engine
and gearbox vibration, and aerodynamic loading on the airframe. The content of the helicopter vibration
spectrum varies with the location at which it is measured withing the helicopter as well as the type of
helicopter under investigation'. In addition, there is variance in the spectra of helicopters of the
same type2 .

However, the vibrations of greatest amplitude and of most concern fall within a limited (less than
20 Hz) range for all helicopters. These vibrations are associated with the main rotor blade and system
passing frequency: for a two bladed rotor at 360 RPM they would be of the order of 6 Hz rotor frequency
and 12 Hz blade passing frequency (eg. Bell Jetranger), and for a five bladed rotor at 206 RPM on the
order of 3.3 Hz rotor and 16.7 Hz blade passing frequency (eg. Sikorsky S-61). The amplitude of these
vibrations Increases with the aeordynamic load on the rotor system (eg. hover or high speed) and are
most severe during transient high power applications such as hard turns or the final phase of an auto-
rotation.

The problems related to main rotor beat frequency are exacerbated by the fact that the human body
has resonant frequencies in the range of 4-8 Hz due to: coupling of vertical movement of the rib cage
and shoulders relative to the hips and vertical movement of the contents of the abdominal cavity'.
Movements at the shoulder may be amplified to 4 times those at the pelvis*. Weight, muscle tone, and
especially poture of the pilot may change the transmissivity of vibration to upper body members by a
actor of six . There is a tenoency to shift posture to move natural resonance frequencies away from

the driving frequency. For exmple, in the 4 Hz region, erect seating posture reduces head
transmission.

However this shift Is not straightforward, as increased contact with the back rest may transmit
more vibration In the 12-20 Hz range - this hits a head resonant mode which may degrade visual
performance. Use of posture shifts In helicopters is further limited by the characteristic control con-
figuration and dynamic instability.'
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Relative to fixed wing aircraft, helicopters are unstable flying platforms and require considerably
more active pilot control. Poor ergonomic design of flight controls in typical helicopters forces many
pilots to "hunch" over the cyclic stick to obtain precise control as well as to lean forward and to the
left to use the lower range of the collective. In effect then, helicopter flight controls impose poor
posture on the pilot, and the necessity to operate the controls continuously makes it difficult to alter
posture beyond a limited range without affecting the conditions of flight. The poor posture itself may
induce fatigue and discomfort, but perhaps more seriously, it greatly increases the pilot's vulner-
ability to the effects of vibration. The compressive load on the spinal discs of a slouching seated man
may be as much as double that in standing, and the disc stiffness in compression increases as the force
and rate of application of force to the spinal column increases'. This passes shock loads directly to
the vertabrae.

Prolonged exposure to low-frequency large-amplitude whole-body vibration causes degenerative
physiological symptoms and degradation in responding to stimuli pertinent to human safety and effi-
ciency'. Several investigations have been conducted into the physiological effects of vibration in
the helicopter environment with reported incidence of back pain ranging from 21% to 95% of pilots
examined. The vibration-induced symptoms range from motion sicknessO to permanent damage to the spine
and supporting tissue structure' - ". Other investigators"-'1 have concluded that low-
frequency vibration may affect compensatory tracking ability, reaction time, physiological responses,
and emotional reactions. With respect to motor control per se, greatest effects appear to occur in the
primary resonant frequency range about 4 Hz, with the effects including fatique, loss of concentration,
and loss of kinesthetic sensation (numbing) 15-,1. With respect to visual losses, it maiy be that
vibration amplitudes in the 12-20 Hz range are typically not sufficient to induce visual blur.
Amplitude and the lower resonant range (4-8 Hz) however, may be sufficient, especially if posture is
poor (above 6 Hz) or if effectiveness of eye/head compensation is degraded due to fatique (below 6
Hz) 15,1.

To summarize, poor posture combined with excessive vibration levels in helicopters may result in
crew fatigue, crew discomfort, degradation of performance, and physiological degeneration. The exact
nature of the interrelationship between these two factors and the tradeoffs therein, for example pos-
tural shifts, are not fully understood. A standard relating vibration exposure to health comfort and
performance has been established by the International Standards Organization17 , but has not been fully
validated and is not universally accepted's-20. What is clear however, is that the problem
exists, that it is serious, and that remedial measures must be taken.

2. SOLUTIONS

Our goal is to reduce the negative effects of poor posture and vibration upon aircrew. A number of
simple measures readily come to mind. One contribution may be to ensure that aircrew are less vulner-
able by selecting for absolute absence of back problems. This is probably not viable because: back
problems are very common and easily concealed, and the pilot selection procedure is already restrictive
and expensive. Further, given the environment, those who enter helicopters without back ailments are
likely to develop them. Encouraging pilots to participate in physical fitness programs to improve
muscle tone would be a positive step.

Another contribution would be to substantially reduce helicopter airframe vibration. Certainly
this is being addressed in new helicopter designs. However, given the basic characteristic of heli-
copter aerodynamics, it is unreasonable to assume that vibration may be totally eliminated and there
remain thousands of contemporary machines with existing vibration characteristics.

A further contribution would be to augment the stability of helicopter flight controls and permit
improved pilot posture by implementing fly-by-wire control systems with sidearm control units. While
development of fly-by-wire control systems for helicopters has not been driven historically by ergonomic
consideration", these considerations are a primary concern in current development of displacement
sidearm controllers'2. This development permits remediation of two major problems at once, since use
of the sidearm controller permits fully supported upright posture, and implementation of fly-by-wire
augmentation improves stability to the point that pilots may easily shift posture without substantially
affecting aircraft control.

A final contribution is to reduce the vibration impinging upon the pilot through his seat, since
even with improved posture, the shock transmitted to the spine and effects of vibration upon performance
remain serious problems. The hardware section of this paper describes considerations in the design of
an active anti-vibration seat.

3. PASSIVE VERSUS ACTIVE SEAT SUSPENSION

There are fundamental limitations inherent in the conventional helicopter seat which are Incompat-
ible with the requirments of aircre health, comfort and performance. The conventional seat typically
utilizes foam rubber or taut fabric to support the occupant as well as isolate him from the vibration
present In the immediate environment. The basic limitation is that the static deflection varies with
the inverse square of the system's natural frequency"|. In addition, pilot eye level and dynemics
vary with weight. To overcome the static deflection problem, the materials used in conventional seats
typically have nonlinear force-deflection characteristics. Unfortunately, operation in the nonlinear
deflection range makes the seat behave Is a much stiffer suspension system, resulting in degradation of
the vibration isolation characteristics", particularly at large mplitudes.

In recent years active seat suspensions have been developed for use In offroad vehicles""-29 .

Active seats are servomechanisms comprised of excitation and/or response sensors, signal processors, and
actuators. The sensors provide signals proportional to excitation or response quantities.
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The signal processor manipulates sensor signals to create a coninano signal. The actuators then
apply forces or induce motion in accordance with the command signal.

A variety of excitation and response sensors can be utilized to provide feedback signals in the
closed-loop configuration of an active seat. Feedback signals can be developed that are a function of
jerk, acceleration, velocity, displacement, differential pressure, or force. The signal processor may
consist of an active network that performs amplication, and compensation functions. The principal
advantages of an active seat are twofold:

Active seats continually modulate the flow of energy to the active seat elements. Passive seats
can only dissipate, temporarily store, and return energy. Hence, in an active seat, forces can be
generated which do not depend on enegy previously stored or the duration of operation.

By using appropriate measurement and signal processing devices, an active seat can generate forces
which are a function of several variables, some of which can be remotely measured. Passive seats
are restricted to generating forces only in response to local relative motion.

The performance advantages of an active seat over a conventional seat can be defined using a lumped
parameter approach3, an approximation based on the assumption that masses, springs and dumpers can be
isolated and concentrated at a single point. The nondimensional acceleration transfer functions of the
conventional seat (for various material damping ratios) and the optimal active seat are plotted in
Figure 1 against nondimensional frequency. At low frequency, the active and passive seats have equal
acceleration gains. At higher frequencies, the conventional seat has a much higher acceleration gain
while the active seat retains a unity nondimensional gain. In practical terms, the conventional seat
amplifies high-frequency vibration because the damping material in the seat becomes dynamically hard.
If the damping in the conventional seat is reduced, the high-frequency amplification is also reduced.
However, for damping ratios less that 0.707, the acceleration gain is increased at unity nondimensional
frequency. In passive suspension design, a tradeoff is usually made between low and high frequency
performances sl, a compromise avoided by using active seats.
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Figure 1

Nondimensional acceleration transfer functions versus nondimensional frequency
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4. THE G-SEAT AS A MOTION CUING DEVICE

In center-thrust high-performance aircraft, the pilot experiences large and sustained acceler-
ations. He senses these accelerations through his inner ear (or vestibular system) where the otoliths
sense linear acceleration, and the semicircular canals sense rotational accelerations. In addition, he
responds to somatic cues through the haptic sensing system, i.e., through interaction with the seat.
During upward acceleration he feels himself sink into the seat and the seat feels hard under him.
Accelerating downward, he feels himself lifted from the seat and constrained by the safety harness. The
sensations of these accelerations (or g's) can be simulated using a seat with inflatable cushions in
conjunction with a servo-driven safety harness.

The design of the antivibratlon seat is based on the successful g-seat used on German Tornado and
Canadian CF-18 simulators. The g-seat (shown in Figure 2) is an ofl-over-air mechanism consisting of
two matrices of four cushions, one on the seat pan and one on the seat back. Each motion cell is
connected to an individual air bellows forming a closed loop system. The air bellows are activated via
a hydraulic actuator. A linear position transducer and pressure transducer provide the necessary feed-
back. A solenoid valve permits the closed-loop system to be charged as required. The motion cells are
activated by command signals from the system software in accordance with the simulated aircraft charac-
teristics. By providing a matrix of inflatable cells in the seat pan and seat back, effective acceler-
ation cues are provided in all six degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 3 and 4. The air pressure in
the motion cells is calibrated to approximate the -1g to 7g accelerations experienced throughout the
flight envelope. Buffet and vibration effects are blended with sustained g-cues. The system provides
vibrating cues between frequencies of 0.25 to 20 Hz, at amplituded of up to 0.7 cm. From 3 to 20 Hz,
the buffet spectrum duplicates that of the simulated aircraft for all flight conditions.

BACK CUSHION
(4 MOTION CELLS) 4.

SEAT CUSHION

(4 MOTION CELLS)

2

- .. v--PLOO495

Figure 2

G-seat cell layout
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5. THE G-SEAT AS AN ANTI-VIBRATION DEVICE

The expertise gained in developing, testing, and manufacturing the g-seat provides an ideal basis

for developing the concept of an antivibration active seat. The g-seat can effectively work in a
reverse mode. The motion sensor inputs replace the software-generated motion cues, attenuating the
vibration to which the seat is exposed.

Initial tests have been run using a constant-pressure control algorithm. The seat automatically
adjusts to compensate for pilot weight, bringing it to its operational neutral point. The vibration
causes the pilot to either rise or sink on the seat, creating a positive or negative pressure signal
which is then fed into a summing amplifier. The amplifier output drives the hydraulic actuators which
in turn cause the bellows to either deflate or inflate the active seat, thus maintaining the seat and
pilot at the neutral position. Initial tests indicate good isolation in the 3- to 8-Hz range, however,
they represent only the starting point of the antivibration seat development program.

The overall objective of a current development program is to design, construct, and evaluate an
antivibration seat cushion which can be retrofitted in the CH-147 Chinook helicopter. The adaptive
control capabilities of the seat cushion make it suitable for retrofit in a variety of land and air
vehicles, with minimum changes to the configuration of the pilot or driver compartment.

At present, the project is reaching the final stages of prototype cushion and control system con-
struction. During the next few months, development and validation trials will be conducted using
in-house motion base facilities. The trials will identify the attenuation characteristics of the seat
using measures of acceleration transmissibility at the seat-to-occupant interface and other represent-
ative points such as hip, upper torso, and head. The trials will initially be conducted using anthropo-
morphic dummies. The initial trials will study the attenuation characteristic of the prototype seat at
frequencies from 1 to 40 Hz, and acceleration levels up to the exposure limit criteria of ISO 263117,
using sinusoidal inputs. Once an approval procedure has been followed, the trials will be repeated
using human subjects representing the size and weight range of Canadian Forces personnel. Subsequent
trials will use frequency spectra input and will incorporate pitch acceleration to investigate differen-
tial control of the individual air bellows.

In parallel with the seat project a collaborative program between CAE and the National Aeronautical
Establishment (NAE) Canada has been underway for the last two years. The primary objective of this
program has been development and evaluation of multi-axis controllers as side arm control devices

2 .
Experience in the program has indicated that controller position, armrest and seat configuration, and
pilot posture are all critical components of performance and acceptability of a sidearm controller.
Likewise, effects upon visual and motor control performance are critical parameters in the development
of an anti-vibration seat. The intent then, is to develop both the seat and controller systems in an
integrated fashion, with each of these systems acting as a testbed for the other in the laboratory.
Planning for integrated flight testing of the systems has begun.

6. CONCLUSION

Rationale for improvement of pilot seating arrangements in helicopters has been provided. A
side-arm controller design based upon ergonomic principles has been developed. A viable approach and
methodology for development of an antivibration seat to isolate helicopter pilots from vibration has
been established. The limitations of the conventional passive helicopter seat were contrasted against
the performance potential inherent in an active antivibration seat.

The high-performance simulation hardware on which the antivibration seat concept is based was then
presented along with a description of the development plan. Further development of an integrated
seating/control configuration intended to improve pilot performance, safety and comfort by improving
posture, flexibility and vibration isolation is indicated.
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KLAVZUZ, NO: Has your so-called active seat been tested for crashworthiness?

VAN VIST, CA At this point, it is just a prototype# but, of course, crashworthiness will be
one of the qualifiers, as would cold temperature operation, and as would many other flightworthiness
factors from flight acceptance trials.

KLAVZU388, NO: I* there a collapsible part of the construction?

VAN VLIXD, CA: There are a nunber of safety interlocks in the design, uimilar to the ones that
we use on our motion base. In fifteen years of operation with our motion bases, we have never had a
catastrophic failure.
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